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Synthesis of findings 
Sea Angling 2012 was 
established to find out how 
many people go sea angling 
in England, how much they 
catch, how much is released, 
and the economic and social 
value of sea angling (Box 1).  

This will help local and national 
policy makers make balanced, 
well-informed decisions on 
sustainable development of all 
forms of sea fishing, and help 
other organisations – such as 
sea angling bodies – to develop their own policies. The surveys also met UK obligations 
under European law to estimate recreational catches of several species including bass 
and cod. Data were collected from over 11,000 sea anglers in England through an Office 
of National Statistics (ONS) household survey, face-to-face interviews with anglers by 
Inshore Fisheries and Conservation Authorities (IFCA), catch diaries and online surveys. 

The surveys estimated there are 884,000 sea anglers in England, with 2% of all adults 
going sea angling. These anglers make a significant contribution to the economy - in 2012, 
sea anglers resident in England spent £1.23billion on the sport, equivalent to 
£831million direct spend once imports and taxes had been excluded. This supported 
10,400 full-time equivalent jobs and almost £360 million of gross value added (GVA). 
Taking indirect and induced effects into account, sea angling supported £2.1billion of 
total spending, a total of over 23,600 jobs, and almost £980 million of GVA.  

Sea angling also has important social and well-being benefits including providing 
relaxation, physical exercise, and a route for socialising. Anglers felt that improving 
fish stocks was the most important factor that would increase participation in sea angling. 

Almost 4 million days of sea angling were 
recorded over the year. Shore fishing was 
the most common type of sea angling – 
almost 3 million angler-days compared with 
1 million for private or rented boats and 0.1 
million on charter boats. Anglers had most 
success on charter boats, catching 10 fish 
per day on average compared with around 5 
from private boats and only 2 from the shore 
(Box 2). 

Number of anglers & 
fishing trips

Catches from shore & 
boats

Value of sea angling

Social benefits of sea 
angling

Box 1: Sea Angling 2012 programme of surveys and quantities 
estimated
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The most common species caught, by number, 
were mackerel and whiting, (Box 3). Shore 
anglers released around 75% of the fish 
caught, many of which were undersized, and 
boat anglers released around 50% of their 
fish. 

The Sea Angling 2012 surveys of shore and 
boat catches give the most comprehensive 
estimates ever for England, and have been 
carried out using rigorous statistical 

protocols. Estimating total annual catch weights of species proved particularly challenging 
for shore angling and private boats due to difficulties in estimating the number of days 
fished from the ONS household survey, and in encountering private boats whilst landing. 
Total annual catch estimates for bass and cod, as required for the EU Data Collection 
Framework, are shown in the table below. The figures for shore and private boats are the 
extremes of a range of estimates from several different approaches to analysing the data1

 

. 
The charter boat estimates may also have some bias if the sampled boats had different 
catch rates, on average, to boats not participating in the survey. These uncertainties 
should be taken into account when using the results. 

Recent surveys in France indicated that recreational fishers caught and kept around 940t 
of bass in the English Channel, of which 80% (750t) was by sea anglers2. This is of similar 
magnitude to the Sea Angling 2012 estimates for England, given the uncertainties in the 
estimates. The total annual kept catch of North Sea cod taken by recreational fishers in 
Germany, Sweden, Denmark and the Netherlands is estimated to be around 1,200t3

The information and knowledge acquired in conducting this project will be valuable in 
determining the design of future data collection surveys. 

. The 
UK commercial landings of bass in 2012 were 897t, mostly into England. The commercial 
landings of cod into England from the North Sea, Channel, Celtic Sea and Irish Sea in 
2012 were 1,500t. 

                                            

1 Figures in normal or bold type for shore or private boats are from the same estimation method. 

2 http://www.ices.dk/community/groups/Pages/WGCSE.aspx 

3 http://www.ices.dk/community/groups/Pages/WGRFS.aspx 

http://www.ices.dk/community/groups/Pages/WGCSE.aspx�
http://www.ices.dk/community/groups/Pages/WGRFS.aspx�
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How the Sea Angling 2012 surveys were carried out 
Almost a million people go sea angling in England 
each year, over a long and varied coastline, at all 
times of day and year. How is it possible to estimate 
how many fish all these anglers catch, or how much 
they spend on the sport? Fortunately, there is a lot of 
experience worldwide in doing just that, and we have 
taken advice from experts in the USA, Australia and 
elsewhere on how to do it. 

To estimate the total catches of the angling charter 
boat fleet in England, we first of all compiled a list of 
vessels that was as complete as possible. We took a 
random sample of vessels every month, recorded 
their catches and then expanded the total catches of 
the sampled vessels to all vessels in the fleet (Box 4). A different approach was needed for 
shore or private boat anglers for whom there are no records. A nationwide Office of 
National Statistics (ONS) survey was used to estimate the number of days fishing by all 
the anglers during the year (the angling effort). Surveyors from the Inshore Fisheries and 
Conservation Authorities interviewed anglers at random all round the coast during the year 
to find out their daily catches (the catch per unit effort – CPUE). The total annual catch 
was calculated by multiplying the total effort by the average CPUE (Box 4). 

The economic value and social benefits of sea 
angling were estimated within Sea Angling 2012 to 
understand the importance of sea angling in 
England. This shows the pattern of direct spending 
by sea anglers and how this spending supports 
other economic activity in England through supply 
chains (Box 5). We used the ONS household 
survey to estimate the total number of people who 
went sea angling in 2012, then ran a well-publicised 
online survey throughout 2012 to collect data on 
expenditure and social benefits from a 
representative sample of these anglers. Other 
surveys were carried out in face-to-face interviews 
with sea anglers at five case study locations and 
supporting data were collected from angling 
businesses. 

There are a number of different survey methods available, each with advantages and 
disadvantages. For this reason, Sea Angling 2012 has tried out a number of different on-
site and online methods with the aim of providing the most comprehensive data ever 
collected on sea angling in England, and to find out what would be the most cost-effective 
way to carry out any future surveys. 
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Detailed technical reports on each of the surveys can be found in the Technical Annex to 
this report and can also be accessed at www.seaangling2012.org.uk. A brief summary of 
each of the reports is given below. 

Estimating the number of sea anglers and number of 
trips made by sea anglers in England 

We used the Opinions and Lifestyle survey, run by 
the Office for National Statistics (ONS), to estimate 
the number of sea anglers in England and how often 
they go fishing from shore, private or charter boats, 
and to collect other information about them and their 
fishing patterns. Each month in 2012, 67 postal 
sectors (58 from England, 3 from Wales and 6 from 
Scotland) were selected at random, and 30 
addresses were randomly selected from each sector 
to participate. From these, 12,619 private households 
provided face-to-face interviews during 2012 (Box 6).  

The respondents were asked if they or other 
members of the household had gone sea angling in 
2012. If so, a wide range of other questions were 
asked about their sea angling activity, for example 
what types of angling they participated in during the 
previous three months, how many days were spent 

sea angling in England, where the angling mainly took place, and how many hours they 
typically went fishing on a day-trip. From the responses given, it was possible to estimate 
how many people went sea angling in Great Britain and in England in 2012, and to make 
some inferences on their fishing effort. These estimates are needed for the calculation of 
annual catches and economic value of sea angling from the other Sea Angling 2012 
surveys. 

Around 2.2% of the adult population of Great Britain (GB), 
representing 1.08 million people, went sea angling in 2012 -
884,000 from England, 76,000 from Wales and 125,000 from 
Scotland (Box 7). Shore angling was the most popular activity 
followed by private boats and charter boats. The ONS survey 
uses a proven, statistically-sound design. However, relatively 
few sea anglers were interviewed because many live close to 
the coast. Although the overall estimate of number of anglers 
is robust, it is likely that finer details such as days fished are 
very imprecise. As a result, the ONS survey is unlikely to be a 
solution for future population surveys of effort. 

Box 6: Number of people surveyed by 
area in the population survey

Box 7: Number of anglers

England 
(884,000)

Wales
(76,000)

Scotland
(125,000)

http://www.seaangling2012.org.uk/�
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Box 8: What do sea anglers spend their 
money on?

Recreational sea angling is a leisure activity that has 
many social benefits including health and well-being. It 
is also a major economic activity - total resident sea 
angler spending in 2012 was estimated from our 
surveys to be £1.23bn (split between spend categories 
as shown in Box 8) equivalent to £831million direct 
spend excluding imports and taxes. This directly 
supported 10,400 FTE jobs and almost £360 million of 
gross value added (GVA). The total economic impact 
was £2.1bn of spending, supporting 23,600 FTE jobs 
and almost £980 million of GVA once indirect and 
induced effects were accounted for. Coastal 
communities benefit when good fishing attracts 
anglers. Estimates at case study sites in this research 
suggest between 1,000 and 4,000 angling trips can 
generate one FTE job per year in those locations.  

The annual spend on sea angling varied enormously between individuals – being a very 
expensive activity for some (e.g. tackle, boats, equipment) and a very low cost activity for 
others. The average spend per individual in the sea angling population was estimated to 
be £1,394 per year - £761 on trip-related costs and £633 on major items.  

Data for estimating spend per angler were obtained from 2,512 respondents to an online 
survey and from 340 face-to-face interviews at five case study locations (Weymouth, Deal, 
Liverpool, Northumberland and Lowestoft) where local businesses were also surveyed. 
Average angling trip expenditure varied widely between case study locations, from £36 in 
Lowestoft to £167 in Weymouth where spend on accommodation and charter boat fees 
was relatively high. The total annual spend in England was estimated by raising the mean 
spend per angler to the total number of sea anglers in England estimated from the Office 
of National Statistics Survey. All data were re-weighted using demographic and frequency-
of-angling data from the surveys to reduce bias. 

In the social benefits survey, 47% of 
respondents said that ‘being outdoors and 
active’ was their main motivation for going sea 
angling, and 55% said it was to ‘relax and get 
away from things’. Sea angling contributes to 
health and well-being with 69% of sea anglers 
saying it is their main way of ‘experiencing nature’ and 70% saying that it is important to 
their quality of life. Better fish stocks were cited most often as the factor that would 
increase participation, although cost, time and family commitments were also important. 

Estimating the economic and social value of sea 
angling in England 

Box 9: Why do sea anglers go fishing?
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Estimating the activities and catches of charter boats 
Charter boats operate all around the UK, and are 
hired out for specialised or more general angling, or 
for activities such as diving or wildlife-watching. 
Using the internet, magazines and local contacts, 
we identified 399 charter boats in England (Box 10). 
The owners of 166 vessels agreed to participate in 
a survey during 2012 and 2013. Every month, 34 
vessels were selected at random from across six 
regions, and the skippers were asked to complete a 
one-month diary documenting all activity or non-
activity, catches, and sizes of fish caught. Around 
60% of the diaries were returned. Angling activity 
was highest in summer. To calculate the annual 
catches of all boats in each region, the non-
sampled boats were assumed to have the same 
average catch rates as the sampled vessels. 

The largest annual catches, including released 
fish, were of cod (175 tonnes) and pollack (129 
tonnes). Catches of other species are shown in 
Box 11. The total retained catch weights of cod 
and bass were 159 and 31 tonnes respectively. 
No catches of blue, porbeagle or mako sharks 
were recorded, possibly due to specialist shark 
angling boats not participating or, by chance, not 
being included in the random vessel draws.  

Around 48% of all fish were released. Some 
species, including tope, smooth hounds, dogfish 
and conger eels, were almost always released. 
Large and robust species are likely to have a 
high post-release survival if handled with care, 
but survival rates of other species are poorly 
understood and depend on a range of factors. 

A large proportion of vessel owners declined to take part in the study for reasons including 
fears about the purpose and likely impact of the survey. Exclusion of these vessels is a 
source of bias, as they may on average have different catch rates to those that did 
participate. Also, there are likely to be other charter boats not identified in the initial 
screening exercise. No diaries were returned for the Irish Sea, so no estimates were 
possible in this region, and no estimates of catches of large pelagic sharks could be made.  
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Estimating the activities and catches of anglers fishing 
from the shore and from private or rented boats 

There is no list of anglers who fish from the shore or 
private or rented boats, so the number of angler-days 
spent on each type of angling in 2012 was estimated 
from the ONS household survey, with adjustments 
using data from direct interviews with anglers. We 
estimated there were between 3 – 4 million days of 
shore angling effort and 0.5 – 1 million days of private 
and rented boat effort in 2012. 

Estimating the mean catch rate of each species was a 
huge challenge given the length and diversity of 
coastline. The Inshore Fisheries and Conservation 
Authorities (Box 12) surveyed almost 2,000 randomly-
selected shore and boat landing sites during 2012, and 
2,030 shore anglers and 410 private boat anglers were 

interviewed. Private boat landings were unpredictable and difficult to intercept. The 
majority were encountered from July to September. 

Almost all interviewed anglers were residents 
of England, particularly the coastal counties 
(Box 13). Total annual catches were 
calculated for each type of angling by 
multiplying the estimate of total annual angler-
days by the mean catch per day from the on-
site surveys. The data can support estimates 
of catch for England as a whole, but are not 
sufficient for estimates at smaller spatial 
scales. 

 

The main species caught, in terms of numbers of 
fish, were mackerel, whiting and bass (Box 14). 
The largest bass catches were recorded by 
anglers fishing from private or rented boats. Shore 
anglers released around 75% of the fish that they 
caught. Private boat anglers had a smaller release 
rate of around 50%, partly due to the larger 
average size of fish, or other factors such as the 
condition of fish brought up from deep water.  
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Collecting data on catches, angling activity and 
opinions through an online survey 

An online survey was run throughout 2012 to seek 
information on sea angling activity, catches and 
opinions. Immediately after each quarter of the year, a 
publicity campaign invited anglers to complete the 
survey, recalling catches and activity for that quarter.  

The survey attracted 227 respondents, far fewer than in 
the online survey of economic value, suggesting sea 
anglers were less willing to report catches than the 
amount they spend. This may be due to the complexity 
of the survey or concerns about use of the data. 
Occasional or less successful anglers may also be less 
likely to complete the survey.  

Respondents were self-selecting and unlikely to be representative of all sea anglers. On 
average they were more avid and successful anglers than those interviewed in the other 
more statistically designed Sea Angling 2012 surveys, reporting higher catch rates, more 
days fished, and higher membership of clubs and national angling bodies. The sample was 
too small to be divided up and re-weighted to have the same demographic and avidity 
composition as respondents to the Office of National Statistics household survey, as was 
done with the much larger sample from the online economic survey. 

Information on trends is likely to be less affected by 
the non-representative nature of the sample of 
anglers. Anglers felt that fish numbers and size had 
declined over the past five years, and to a greater 
extent over the last 20-30 years (Box 15).  

The species composition of fish catches in the online 
survey was similar to the combined catches for the 
Sea Angling 2012 charter boat and shore and private 
boat surveys (Box 16). The online survey mostly 
showed similar patterns of release rates to the other 
surveys, for different species and types of angling. 

Any future use of online surveys to estimate catches 
would depend on finding ways to greatly increase the 
response rate across the population of anglers, as 
well as having a better targeted nationwide 
household survey to re-weight the online results. 
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Estimates of bass catches and releases 
Bass is a premier angling species in Europe, and 
there are requirements under the EU Data Collection 
Framework regulation to estimate recreational 
catches in specified sea areas. This is to ensure that 
the stocks can be managed sustainably, based on a 
more complete understanding of fishery catches. A 
focus of Sea Angling 2012 was to provide estimates 
of total annual sea angling catches of bass in 
England, separately for kept and released fish. Shore 

anglers released around 80% of bass they caught. The release rates were lower for 
private boats (around 60%) and charter boats (around 40%) mainly due to the larger sizes 
of fish caught. Released fish make up a much smaller fraction of catch weight. 

Estimating total 
catches around 
England’s long and 
diverse coastline was 
a huge challenge. 
Despite the statistical 
rigour of the surveys, 
it proved difficult to 
obtain an accurate picture of the total number of days fished by shore and private boat 
anglers. A range of methods of estimating seasonal and annual shore and private boat 
effort was used to calculate annual catches. The figures for shore and private boats in Box 
17 are the extremes of the range of estimates from these different methods. The charter 
boat estimates may also have some bias if the sampled boats had different catch rates, on 
average, to boats not participating in the survey. Each of these is a point estimate that also 
has an associated random sampling error. These uncertainties should be taken into 
account when using the results. 

The sea angling catch estimates are comparable 
with the results of recreational fisheries surveys 
in other countries (Box 18)4

                                            
4  

. The estimate for 
France is for the English Channel only, and 
around 80% of the catch was by sea anglers. 
The recreational catches in each country are 
consistently around a third of the commercial 
fishery landings. There will be additional angling 
catches in Wales. The UK commercial landings 
of 897t were mostly into England. 

http://www.ices.dk/community/groups/Pages/WGCSE.aspx 

http://www.ices.dk/community/groups/Pages/WGCSE.aspx�
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Estimates of cod catches and releases 
Cod occur all round England, and are commonly targeted by shore anglers in autumn and 
winter, and by boat anglers at all times of year. Two pieces of fisheries legislation in the 
EU require Member States to estimate recreational catches of cod: the EU Data Collection 
Framework requires estimates for all types of recreational fishing in the North Sea and 
eastern Channel, and the Control Regulation requires estimates for species subject to an 
EU recovery plan, which has included cod in all areas, but applies only to registered 
charter vessels. 

Sea Angling 2012 surveys showed that shore anglers released around 60% of the cod 
they caught. The release rates were lower for private boats (around 30%) and charter 
boats (around 20%) mainly due to the larger sizes of fish caught. Released fish make up a 
much smaller fraction of catch weight due to their lower individual weight. 

As for bass, a range 
of different methods 
of estimating 
seasonal and annual 
shore and private 
boat effort was used 
to calculate annual 
catches. The figures 
for shore and private boats in Box 19 are the extremes of the range of estimates from 
these different methods. The charter boat estimates may also have some bias if the 
sampled boats had different catch rates, on average, to boats not participating in the 
survey. Each of these is a point estimate that also has an associated random sampling 
error. These uncertainties should be taken into account when using the results.  

Several European countries have carried 
out recreational fishery surveys of cod5

The commercial landings of cod into 
England from the North Sea, Channel, 
Celtic Sea and Irish Sea in 2012 were 
1,500t. 

. 
Estimates for the North Sea, Skagerrak 
and eastern Channel are shown in Box 20. 
The results for England as a whole are not 
out of line with other countries given the 
relative population sizes and lengths of the 
coastline.  

                                            
5 http://www.ices.dk/community/groups/Pages/WGRFS.aspx 

http://www.ices.dk/community/groups/Pages/WGRFS.aspx�
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Collecting data on sea angling from visitors to the Isles 
of Scilly 
The Isles of Scilly were not included in the Sea Angling 2012 shore and private boat 
survey, and a separate small survey was carried out during summer 2012 to find out more 
about the role of sea angling in the activities of tourists to the Isles, how much they spent 
on sea angling related items, and what species where caught from the shore and from 
boats. A short questionnaire was developed by Cefas in collaboration with staff of the Isles 
of Scilly Inshore Fisheries and Conservation Authority (IFCA), and circulated around 
hotels, guest houses, and camp sites (Box 21). Completed questionnaires were returned 
to the IFCA and compiled into a spreadsheet for analysis. This survey was intended to 
help improve understanding of sea angling tourism, and not to make any estimates of total 
catches or expenditure. 

Only a small 
proportion of people 
who went sea 
angling had gone 
specifically to the 
Isles of Scilly for 
that purpose, and 
for most it was an 
incidental pastime 
which attracted only 
a relatively small 
expenditure on 
items directly 
related to sea angling such as bait, tackle or boat fees. Most fish caught were pollack, 
mackerel and wrasse. Release rates of around 60% on average were in the range of 
values recorded for shore and boat angling on mainland England. The parties associated 
with each primary respondent had on average caught around five fish per day, for all 
species combined. 

Involving anglers and other stakeholders in the project 
From the start of this project, we wanted to ensure that the views and knowledge of 
anglers, angling bodies, policy makers, local authorities (IFCAs), survey experts and other 
angling stakeholders from business and the media were taken into account. This is 
essential so that the surveys are carried out to a high standard, and that the results are 
transparent and credible. At the start of the project, a steering group was set up that 
included a broad range of these stakeholders. They provided advice on survey methods 
and communications, helped develop credibility and trust, ensured that the data are of use 
to angling organisations to develop their own policies, and provided support in many other 
aspects of the project.  
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The experience of the steering group 
was important in shaping the project 
and many changes were made to the 
surveys as a result of steering group 
discussions. For example, the 
economic survey was extended to 
include social benefits on the advice of 
the steering group, and significant 
changes to both survey design and 
analyses were also made. The angling 
community know far more about 
anglers and angling than scientists, 
and scientists know more about 
scientific methods than the angling community. Working together led to the experience and 
knowledge of all parties being incorporated and enhanced the quality of the data leading to 
greater utility for scientists and the angling community alike. We would like to thank those 
members of the steering group for their significant contributions throughout the project and 
others that contributed through the steering group (a list of steering group members and 
their associated organisations is on the back page of this report). 

Significant effort was also made to engage with anglers to ensure that they were informed 
about the project. Since the start of the Sea Angling 2012 surveys, 20,000 flyers were 
distributed by the IFCAs to local tackle shops and at fishing shows to publicise the survey 
to sea anglers (Box 22). Articles were written in the angling press, the Defra “Fishing 
Focus” newsletter, and a radio interview was given.  

A website was set up containing information about Sea Angling 2012 
(http://www.seaangling2012.org.uk – Box 23) that also linked to the online catch and 
economic surveys. A number of press releases were made to publicise the surveys, and 
were sent to many angling organisations, internet fora and other media. E-mail shots were 
also made to anglers who agreed to receive more information following the National 

Angling Survey. This publicity 
worked well as the Sea Angling 
2012 website was the twelfth hit 
on a Google search for ‘sea 
angling’ and top hit on a search 
for ‘sea angling project’ (figures 
correct on 25 October 2012 
from http://www.google.co.uk). 
The impact of this publicity was 
demonstrated in the almost 
3,000 anglers that responded to 
online surveys and the low 
refusal rates to complete face-
to-face surveys. 

Box 23: Sea Angling 2012 website

http://www.seaangling2012.org.uk/�
http://www.google.co.uk/�
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Technical Annexes: Survey Reports 
Annex 1: A household survey of recreational sea angling. 

Annex 1_ONS 
SA2012 Report.pdf  

Annex 2: The Economic and Social Value of Recreational Sea Angling in England 

Annex 2_Economic + 
Social SA2012 Report 

Annex 3: A survey of charter boat sea angling catches in England 

Annex 3_Charter 
Boat SA2012 Report.p 

Annex 4:  An on-site survey of  recreational sea angling catches from the shore and from 
private and rental boats in England in 2012  

Annex 4_Shore + 
Private Boat SA2012 R 

Annex 5: An online survey of recreational sea angling catches in England 

Annex 5_Online 
Catch SA2012 Report 

Annex 6: Angling tourism study in the Isles of Scilly 

Annex 6_IOS Tourist 
SA2012 Report.pdf  
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Executive Summary 
To obtain information on the demographics and activity of those participating in 
recreational sea angling, as well as participation rates across Great Britain, a national 
survey was conducted. The questionnaire was designed and administered via the monthly 
Opinions and Lifestyle survey, run by the Office for National Statistics (ONS) and analysed 
by the Marine Management Organisation (MMO). Responses were collected from a total of 
12,619 households (a 58% response rate) and grossed up, using appropriate weighting 
factors, to the full population. 


It was found that around 2.2% of the adult population of Great Britain (GB) participated in 
recreational sea angling in 2012; this represents approximately 1.08 million individuals 
(884,000 from England, 76,000 from Wales and 125,000 participants from Scotland). 
Females accounted for 16% of the English angling population and the majority of 
participants were aged between 46 and 55 (25%), closely followed by the 36-45 age 
bracket (21%).  


Participation rates differed across each of the surveyed Government Office Regions; the 
highest rate was seen in the South West of England, where it is estimated that 5.6% of the 
population participated in sea angling in 2012, and the lowest rate of participation amongst 
the population was 0.7%, recorded in the East Midlands. 


Although the scope of this study was to highlight the key demographics of the participants 
of recreational sea angling, further questions were asked about the type of activity taking 
place, such as the form of fishing that respondents partake in (shore angling, fishing from 
a charter boat or fishing from a private boat). The results showed that the most popular 
form of fishing was shore based angling (4.0 million days in England per year), followed by 
angling from a private boat (0.5 million days per year) and then angling from a charter boat 
(0.4 million days per year). The effort figures for private boat and shore angling given 
directly by the ONS survey were used as one of two methods of calculating effort for 
estimating total annual catches from the IFCA on-site surveys in Sea Angling 2012. The 
estimate for charter boats from the ONS survey was not used directly in estimating total 
catches from the Sea Angling 2012 charter boat survey, where effort was recorded directly 
from skippers. 


Most respondents were classified as ‘rare’ or ‘occasional’ anglers, meaning that they had 
fished for no more than 3 days in the 3 months prior to questioning. In terms of target 
species, this study shows that most anglers do not set out to target cod or bass 
specifically. When cod and bass are caught the vast majority of the fish are returned to the 
sea, emphasising that angling is not necessarily about catch rates and that participants get 
other benefits from engaging in the sport.  


Overall the findings of this study were generally as expected and in line with estimates 
from previous studies. One surprising figure was the number of female participants in the 
sport, however, it is still clear that recreational sea angling is a male dominated activity 
and, when the number of days fished by the participants was investigated further, it was 
found that the majority of female anglers were classified as ‘rare’ and ‘occasional’ anglers, 
participating as a holiday activity for example. 
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Introduction 
This survey comprises one strand of a larger project “Sea Angling 2012 - a survey of 
recreational sea angling activity and economic value in England” which was carried out by 
the Centre for Environment, Fisheries and Aquaculture Science (Cefas) and the Marine 
Management Organisation (MMO) in collaboration with the Inshore Fisheries and 
Conservation Authorities (IFCAs), the social research co-operative Substance and the 
Universities of Cardiff and Newcastle. The Sea Angling 2012 project was established in 
the first instance to help the UK meet its obligations under the EU Data Collection 
Framework and the EU Control Regulation, which require Member States to provide 
estimates of recreational catches of certain species, including bass, cod and sharks.  


Despite recreational sea angling being one of the country’s most popular sports, there is 
very little information on catches, fish retained and released, or estimates of the number of 
angling trips that take place. In contrast, there is a wealth of information on commercial 
fishing activities and catches. This imbalance in knowledge of overall fishing activities and 
catches makes it difficult for the UK government to make balanced decisions that take into 
account the needs of each sector and also for sea anglers and their representatives to 
have an input to inshore fisheries management. (MMO, 2012) 


Recreational sea angling is an important activity in Great Britain and has many positive 
impacts on the lives of those that participate (Substance, 2012). By definition, those taking 
part in the activity do not sell or profit from their catch and, consequently, the economic 
contribution of sea anglers and the benefits of sea angling on a community are often 
overlooked.  


Drew Associates Limited (2004) investigated the expenditure of recreational sea anglers in 
England and Wales and highlighted the significant economic contribution that the sport 
makes to coastal communities. Additionally, Substance (2012) showed that there are 
positive impacts on the social life of those participating in the activity, as well as health and 
wellbeing benefits, in ‘The National Angling Survey 2012’.  


The value of recreational sea angling has already been recognised in other countries and 
the Sea Angling 2012 project was set up to investigate engagement in the sport and the 
benefits of angling within England. 


To obtain information on the demographics and activity of those participating in 
recreational sea angling, as well as participation rates across Great Britain, a national 
survey was conducted. There has not been a study like this in England and Wales since 
Drew Associates Limited (2004) used a similar omnibus survey method to estimate the 
number of people engaged in sea angling as part of their work on ‘Research into the 
Economic Contribution of Sea Angling’. The study carried out by Sea Angling 2012 also 
included respondents from Scotland to further explore the activity and effort of Scottish 
recreational sea anglers; this was last investigated by Radford (2004). 
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This paper reports on the results of this survey. In particular, it looks at how many people 
participated sea angling in 2012 (be it shore-based, charter boat or private boat angling), 
how often they went, the time they spent sea angling, as well as target species and catch-
release rates for cod and bass. 


Methods 
To better understand participation in the sport, a questionnaire was designed and 
administered via the monthly Opinions and Lifestyle survey, run by the Office for National 
Statistics (ONS).  


A random stratified sample is used for The Opinions and Lifestyle survey; variables such 
as Government Office Region, socio-economic classification, the proportion of people 
aged over 65 years and the proportion of households with no car are used to define the 
strata (ONS, 2013). Each month 67 postal sectors (58 from England, 3 from Wales and 6 
from Scotland) were selected at random. The chance of a postal sector being chosen was 
proportionate to size. Thirty addresses were then randomly selected from each postal 
sector giving an initial sample of 2,010 households per month, however, some households 
were deemed ineligible as they were small businesses or unoccupied (Appendix I). 


The individual respondent from each household was randomly selected, using a kish grid, 
from all those 16 years of age and older in the household. Once the respondent was 
selected the questionnaire could only be answered by this individual; the ONS does not 
permit proxy answers for the Opinions and Lifestyle survey. 


All interviews were carried out face-to-face (except for telephone reissues) by ONS 
interviewers who have been trained to carry out National Statistics surveys. Advance 
letters were sent to all addresses, prior to the interview, giving a brief account of the 
survey. The interviewing period started in the first week of the calendar month and 
continued for the duration of the month in question. Interviewers called at all the selected 
addresses unless a refusal had been made beforehand in response to the advance letter. 
The interviewer made up to eight calls at an address at different times of the day and week 
before coding the household as a non-contact. If a question was deemed to contain 
sensitive information, the respondent could use the interviewer’s computer to self-
complete the questionnaire.  


As with all National Statistics surveys, a quality check on field work is carried out through 
recall interviews with a proportion of respondents to make sure that the interviews actually 
took place with those respondents and that responses to questions are consistent. 


The questionnaire concentrated specifically on three forms of sea angling; shore based 
angling, angling from a charter boat and angling from a private boat. Questions relating 
catch and activity were based on a respondent’s memory and therefore a recall period of 
just three months was permitted. This meant that only those that had fished in the three 
months prior to the survey were asked these questions. 
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Broad areas covered by the survey include the basic demographics of respondents, the 
number of days the participant had gone fishing in the three months prior to questioning, 
the location of fishing, the average length of each trip, and the number of cod and bass 
kept and released alive during the three months before questioning.  


The pilot questionnaire was tested in the Opinions and Lifestyle survey in August 2011. 
Responses given were used to test the questions and analysis methods so that any 
necessary amendments could be made before the launch of the survey in January 2012. 
The questions were then included in the Opinions and Lifestyle survey every month for a 
period of twelve months (January 2012 – December 2012). A copy of the questionnaire 
can be found in Appendix II. 


Results were returned on a monthly basis, and a cumulative dataset was assembled 
throughout the year. Statistical analysis was conducted using PASW Statistics (Version 
18).  


Weighting the data 


Weighting factors were applied to the data to correct for unequal probability of selection 
caused by interviewing only one adult per household, or restricting the eligibility of the 
module to certain types of respondent. The weighting system also adjusts for some non-
response bias by calibrating the Opinions and Lifestyle sample to ONS population totals.  


Results 


Response Rates 


Table 1: Response rates for the full duration of the Sea Angling 2012 questionnaire in the 
Opinions and Lifestyle survey (January 2012 – December 2012), full GB data 


Response Rates 


Households selected from the Royal 
Mail’s Postcode Address File (PAF) 


24,120 


Ineligible households, e.g. small 
businesses 


2,239 


Refusal or non-contactable 9,262 


Number of responses 12,619 


Response rate 58% 
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Demographics 


Around 2.2% of the adult population of Great Britain (GB) participated in recreational sea 
angling in 2012; this represents approximately 1.08 million individuals (884,000 from 
England, 76,000 from Wales and 125,000 participants from Scotland). Females accounted 
for 16% of the English angling population and the majority of participants were aged 
between 46 and 55 (25%), closely followed by the 36-45 age bracket (21%).  


Figure 1: Age distribution of English participants with results grossed up to the population 


Figure 1a: Age distribution of the English population (Source: ONS.gov.uk) 


Participation rates differed across each of the surveyed Government Office Regions; the 
highest rate was seen in the South West of England, where it is estimated that 5.6% of the 
population participated in sea angling in 2012, and the lowest rate of participation amongst 
the population was 0.7%, recorded in the East Midlands (Table 2).  


Of the 884,321 English anglers, the majority live in the South West (27.0%) and South 
East (19.3%), with just 2.9% of English participants living in the East Midlands (Fig. 2). 
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Table 2: Participation 
rates as a percentage 
of the population in 
each GOR 


 


Participation rate in each 
GOR 


North East 2.35% 


North West 1.12% 


Yorkshire 
and the 
Humber 


1.35% 


East 
Midlands 


0.71% 


West 
Midlands 


1.67% 


East of 
England 


1.84% 


London 1.86% 


South East 2.49% 


South West 5.55% 


Wales 3.09% Figure 2: Residence of recreational sea anglers 2012 (Total 
population ~1.08 million) 


 Scotland 2.93% 


Participation in Under 16’s 


Although the study did not fully investigate the activity of anglers that were under 16 years 
of age, it was estimated that 2.4% of 5-15 year olds across Great Britain had taken part in 
the sport and more than three quarters of those children came from a household 
containing at least one other angler. 


Activity 


Respondents were asked which form(s) of sea angling they had participated in during the 
last three months (shore based, charter boat or private boat). The survey indicated that 
21% of respondents, who had fished in England, had taken part in more than one form of 
sea angling and the most popular method was shore based angling (Fig. 3). 
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Figure 3: Type of recreational sea angling undertaken by participants that had fished in 
England (n=57) 


The proportion of English anglers in ‘intermediate occupations’ across the three methods 
of sea angling remained fairly consistent. There were a higher proportion of ‘managerial 
and professional’ occupants in the charter boat group (50%). The majority of shore based 
anglers responding to this study were in ‘routine and manual’ based occupations (see 
footnote [1] on Fig.4 for definitions). 


[1] Managerial and professional occupations are defined as roles that involve general planning and 
supervision of operations on behalf of the employer. Intermediate occupations are positions in 
clerical, sales, service or intermediate technical occupations that do not involve general planning or 
supervisory powers and routine and manual occupations are positions with a basic labour contract, 
in which employees are engaged in routine occupations 


Figure 4: Type of angling by National Statistics Socio-economic Classification for 
participants that had fished in England (n=57) 


2%


7%


12%
0%
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Respondents that answered positively to participating in sea angling were asked if they 
had been active in England in the last three months. Those respondents that had fished in 
England during the three month recall period (n=57) were then asked further questions, 
including which IFCA region their activity had mainly taken place. The Southern IFCA 
region had the highest number of individuals participating in the sport; 23% of those that 
had fished at least one day in England reported that the majority of their activity had taken 
place in this region. Another 21% reported that the Devon and Severn district was their 
most frequented fishing spot. Similar results were obtained when including all GB 
participants (Fig. 5). However, further investigation revealed that the majority of anglers 
active in these regions were classified as rare or occasional anglers (Fig. 6). The most 
frequent anglers, who therefore exerted the most days, identified the Eastern IFCA region 
as their main fishing location. 
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Figure 5: Question asked to all GB participants: “In which IFCA region did the majority of 
your activity take place?” (n=83) 


N.B. Devon and Severn relates to North and South 


Area Fished - © Crown Copyright and database right 2013. Ordnance Survey Licence No. 100049981. 
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Effort 


The nature of the omnibus survey meant that both avid anglers and ‘one-off’ anglers were 
questioned and classed as ‘participants’ in the sport. To distinguish the regular angler from 
the rare angler, participants were categorised into groups depending on the number of 
days they had spent fishing in the three months before questioning. Almost two thirds of 
the people questioned were deemed as a rare or occasional angler (Fig. 6)  


 


Figure 6: Classification of English anglers by the number of days spent fishing in England 
in the three months prior to being surveyed (n=57) 


Of those respondents that had fished in the three months prior to questioning the number 
of days spent fishing in that time ranged from just 1 day to 40 days by a single individual. 
The median number of days fished in the three month period was 2.0 days, as can be 
seen in Fig. 7. 


The average length of a trip also varied from angler to angler, ranging from 1 hour to 13 
hours. The most common response when asked the number of hours spent fishing per trip 
was 6 hours (Fig. 8). 
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Table 3 shows the estimated total number of days fished by the English angling 
population. This figure was calculated by averaging the number of days spent fishing per 
angler in the three months prior to questioning then grossing up to the full English 
population of anglers. The annual effort figures for private boat and shore angling given 
directly by the ONS survey were used as one of two methods of calculating effort for 
estimating total annual catches from the IFCA on-site surveys in Sea Angling 2012. The 
estimate for charter boats from the ONS survey was not used directly in estimating total 
catches from the Sea Angling 2012 charter boat survey, where effort was recorded directly 
from skippers. 


Figure 7: Total number of 
days fished in England in 
the three months prior to 
questioning (n=57) 


Figure 8: The typical 
number of hours spent 
fishing per trip (n=57) 
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Table 3: The number of days fished in England by the population of anglers. 


  
Days per angler 


(England)  


Total number of 
days fished in 


England  
RSE 


Shore  4.50 3,975,536 0.30 


Charter 0.42 370,825 0.33 


Private 0.56 492,786 0.44 


Catch 


When asked to compare the current level of catch to that of previous years almost half of 
those questioned said that catch had got worse in recent years and just 8% thought that 
catch had improved (Fig. 9).   


 


Figure 9: Responses from GB participants to the question “Thinking about the level of 
recreational sea angling catches you have seen when fishing recently, compared to earlier 
years would you say that...” (n=254) 
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When the full GB respondents were asked whether they fish for bass and cod 33% 
responded that they target bass, some doing so along with other species, and 36% stated 
that they target cod, again along with other species.  


Further details on catch estimates can be found in the other Sea Angling 2012 reports. 


Involvement in clubs 


The survey found that just 4.7% of GB participants in recreational sea angling were 
members of a local angling club and even fewer were members of a national angling club 
(2.7%). 


Conclusions and discussion 


Data quality 


Since a robust sampling design was used for this study the precision of the estimates for 
the number of anglers in Great Britain is expected to be good. The precision of the number 
of days fished for each method of angling is not quite as accurate; this is due to the small 
numbers of respondents who said that they had fished in the three months prior to 
questioning and therefore the small number of respondents who were asked the questions 
regarding activity and effort.  


The data collected is also not sufficient for small area estimation since the sampling frame 
was households anywhere in Great Britain. The Shore and Private Boat study concluded 
that most private boat owners lived near the coast and, therefore, this sampling design is 
not ideal for assessing private boat estimates. 


Demographics 


In 2012 approximately 1.08 million people participated in recreational sea angling in 
England, Wales and Scotland. The figure for Scotland alone, 125,000, is similar to the 
results calculated by Radford et al. (2004), however the results for the rest of Great Britain 
are considerably lower than the estimate of 1.45 million participants, produced by Drew 
Associates (2004). 


Although this study found that the number of females participating in the sport was greater 
than previous studies, it is still clear that recreational sea angling is a male dominated 
activity. This was also highlighted when the number of days fished by the participants was 
investigated further; it was found that the majority of female anglers identified were 
classified as ‘rare’ and ‘occasional’ anglers, participating as a holiday activity for example. 
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Recreational sea angling is practiced by all ages but the majority of anglers are in the 46-
55 age bracket. Presumably this age bracket has more disposable income and more free 
time than the younger categories. The economic costs of angling could also explain the 
high proportion of managerial and professional workers taking part in the sport, especially 
private boat angling. 


The study found that a relatively low number of under 25 year olds participated in sea 
angling. One reason for this may be the economic costs associated with the sport. This 
finding highlights the concerns raised by Substance (The National Angling Survey, 2012) 
that almost one quarter of respondents stated that cheaper access to fishing was the most 
important factor in encouraging more frequent fishing. There is a clear need for young 
people to be encouraged into the sport to secure a future for sea angling. The fact that 
over three quarters of questioned under 16 year olds came from a household where at 
least one other person participated in the sport reiterates the findings from the Substance 
study which showed that 57% of anglers were introduced to the sport by a parent or 
another family member and that “informal familial and friendship networks are vital for 
introducing new generations of anglers”. 


The participation rates across Government Office Region (Fig. 10) in this study follow a 
similar pattern to those found in the Drew Associates Limited paper (2004), emphasising 
that access to the coastline is vital for participants in this sport. However, this survey did 
not ask respondents if they had gone to the stated area specifically for angling or tourism-
related activities. It is therefore impossible to calculate an accurate figure for the number of 
first-time or ‘tourist’ anglers. This could lead to some bias in the results as the most 
popular fishing locations are also attractive tourist destinations.  


Figure 10: Comparison of participation rates by GOR between Sea Angling 2012 and Drew 
Associates 2004 
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Activity 


The most popular form of sea angling was shore based angling, highlighting the need for 
accessible shore sites for the longevity of the sport. Although the respondents in this study 
were not asked why they partake in a particular form of angling, Substance (2012) found 
that 94% of anglers wanted the opportunity to fish more often and 6.8% of these people 
stated the cost of angling as the number one barrier to fishing more often (cost was ranked 
third place overall after time and weather). Since there are less economic constraints 
linked with shore based angling this could explain the higher proportion of routine and 
manual occupants in the shore based category in comparison to the other categories. The 
findings again highlight the importance of protecting shore based angling for the less 
financially secure participants. 


Similarly Drew found that “shore-base angling is more common in social classes C1, C2, D 
and E”, i.e. those with junior managerial positions, administrative position or skilled and 
unskilled manual workers. Drew also stated that “AB members used own boats more”, AB 
members are classed as high and intermediate managers as well as professionals. This 
suggests that those participants in occupations where the salary is the greatest typically 
take part in the more expensive form of sea angling, reflecting their higher proportion of 
disposable income.  


Effort 


The average number of days calculated per angler per year for this study is lower than 
estimates by Drew Associates (2004). However Drew based estimates on the number of 
days fished by the household as opposed to the number of days by each individual angler, 
so it is expected that the average number of days would be higher in the Drew study.  


The high proportion of ‘rare’ and ‘occasional’ participants in this study highlights that the 
omnibus survey method picks up inexperienced anglers as well as avid anglers. This is 
demonstrated in Figure 7 which shows a large range in the number of days fished in the 
three months prior to questioning, with most participants stating they had fished for less 
than seven days in those three months. This finding would suggest that the survey has 
indeed captured many tourist anglers and this may be the reason for the low levels of 
effort seen in this paper in comparison to other papers.  


Catch 


Almost half of people questioned thought that the level of catch in recent years was worse 
than that of previous years, after removing replies from those that were new to the sport 
this figure increased to two thirds. Therefore, most long-term anglers agree that there has 
been a decline in catch rates and this could be negatively impacting the sport. The 
National Angling Survey (2012) found that 69% of sea anglers thought that poor fish 
stocks were the biggest issue facing the sport.  
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In terms of target species, this study shows that most anglers do not set out to target cod 
or bass specifically. When cod and bass are caught the vast majority of the fish are 
returned to the sea, emphasising that angling is not necessarily about catch rates and that 
participants get other benefits from engaging in the sport.  


Conclusion 


Overall it can be seen that recreational sea angling is an important part of life for a 
significant number of people across Great Britain. The benefits of the sport are enjoyed by 
people of all ages and all social backgrounds and it is clear that accessible coastal areas, 
as well as participation with other family members, are key to the longevity of the activity. 
The fact that such a large proportion of caught fish are released back into the sea 
emphasise that there are more reasons for engagement in sea angling than catch rates 
alone. The issues facing the sport, such as cost and catch, are common throughout all 
surveys.  
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Appendix I: Regions surveyed 


 


Postal Areas - © Crown Copyright and database right 2013. Ordnance Survey Licence No. 100049981. 
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Appendix II: Questionnaire 
OPN1212A.MDA 


NATIONAL STATISTICS OPINIONS AND LIFESTYLE SURVEY - 2012 


MDA - Recreational Sea Angling 
 


Intro1 
Next I would like to ask you some questions about recreational sea angling on behalf of the Marine 
Management Organisation and the Centre for Environment, Fisheries & Aquaculture Science (part of 
DEFRA). 
Recreational Sea Angling has been defined as any fishing for marine species primarily using rod and line or 
hand-held line where the purpose is recreation and not for the sale or trade of the catch. This excludes 
things 
such as end of the pier crabbing and pond dipping. 
(1) Press <1> to continue 
ASK IF: (Single person household) 
 


MDA_1a 
Do you take part in recreational sea angling? 
(1) I participated in sea angling at least once in the last twelve months 
(2) I did not go sea angling in the last twelve months and don't intend to take it up in the future 
(3) I did not go sea angling in the last twelve months but would consider taking it up if I thought it 
worthwhile 
ASK IF: (More than one person in household) 
 


MDA_1 
Did you, or any of your household, take part in recreational sea angling in the last twelve months? 
Include all permanent members of the household both under and over 16, but excluding any visitors 
(1) Yes, but only I took part in recreational sea angling in the last twelve months 
(2) Yes, I and other household members took part in recreational sea angling in the last twelve months 
(3) Yes, other household members took part in recreational sea angling in the last twelve months 
(4) No, neither I nor anyone else in the household took part in recreational sea angling in the last twelve 
months 
ASK IF: ( MDA_1 = 2) OR (MDA_1 = 3) 
 


MDA_3A 
How many in your household that take part in recreational sea angling are under 16? 
....... 
AND: (MDA_1 = 1) OR (MDA_1 = 2) OR (MDA_1a = 1) 
 


MDA_1b 
Thinking about the level of recreational sea angling catches you have seen when fishing recently (e.g. in 
recent years as opposed to the last three months), compared to earlier years, would you say that ... 
Running Prompt 
(1) ...catches have improved 
(2) ...catches have stayed the same 
(3) ...or catches have got worse 
(4) I am new to the sport so cannot say 
ASK IF: (MDA_1 = 1) OR (MDA_1 = 2) OR (MDA_1a = “I participated in the last 12 
months”) 
 


MDA_2 
Do you use any gear other than rod or line? If yes, what is the main one you use? 
Fishing gear are any devices used to aid the catching of fish. 
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(1) Yes, nets 
(2) Yes, pots or traps 
(3) Yes, hand-lines 
(4) Yes, spear fishing 
(5) No, I only use rod and line 
ASK IF: (MDA_1 = 2) OR (MDA_1 = 3) 
 


MDA_3 
How many members of your household, including yourself, participated in recreational sea angling in the 
last twelve months? 
....... 
ASK IF: (MDA_1 = 1) OR (MDA_1 = 2) OR (MDA_1a = “I participated in the last 12 
months”) 
 


MDA_3b 
Now thinking about yourself, have you taken part in recreational sea angling in the last three months? 
(1) Yes 
(2) No 
ASK IF: (MDA_1 = 1) OR (MDA_1 = 2) OR (MDA_1a = “I participated in the last 12 
months”) 
AND: MDA_3b = Yes 
 


MDA_4a 
Over the last three months , have you... 
Running Prompt 
(1) ...fished specifically for Bass 
(2) ...not fished specifically for Bass but targeted Bass as one of many species 
(3) ...or not set out to target Bass at all 
ASK IF: (MDA_1 = 1) OR (MDA_1 = 2) OR (MDA_1a = “I participated in the last 12 
months”) 
AND: MDA_3b = Yes 
 


MDA_4b 
Over the last three months , have you... 
Running Prompt 
(1) ...fished specifically for Cod 
(2) ...not fished specifically for Cod but targeted Cod as one of many species 
(3) ...or not set out to target Cod at all 
ASK IF: (MDA_1 = 1) OR (MDA_1 = 2) OR (MDA_1a = “I participated in the last 12 
months”) 
AND: MDA_3b = Yes 
 


MDA_5 
(Again, thinking only about yourself), how many days in total did you take part in shore based recreational 
sea angling over the past 3 months? 
....... 
ASK IF: (MDA_1 = 1) OR (MDA_1 = 2) OR (MDA_1a = “I participated in the last 12 
months”) 
AND: MDA_3b = Yes 
AND: MDA_5 >= 1 
 


MDA_5a 
Of these, how many days took place in England? 
....... 
ASK IF: (MDA_1 = 1) OR (MDA_1 = 2) OR (MDA_1a = “I participated in the last 12 
months”) 
AND: MDA_3b = Yes 
AND: MDA_5 >= 1 
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MDA_5b 
And of these, how many days were 'blanks' (i.e. days where you did not catch any fish at all)? 
....... 
ASK IF: (MDA_1 = 1) OR (MDA_1 = 2) OR (MDA_1a = “I participated in the last 12 
months”)) 
AND: MDA_3b = Yes 
AND: MDA_5 >= 1 
 


MDA_6 
Of the total days spent taking part in shore based recreational sea angling, how many of these days were 
spent taking part in fishing competitions? 
....... 
ASK IF: (MDA_1 = 1) OR (MDA_1 = 2) OR (MDA_1a = “I participated in the last 12 
months”) AND: MDA_3b = Yes 
AND: MDA_5 >= 1 
 


MDA_7 
How many hours a day did you typically spend fishing when taking part in shore based recreational sea 
angling? 
....... 
ASK IF: (MDA_1 = 1) OR (MDA_1 = 2) OR (MDA_1a = “I participated in the last 12 
months”) 
AND: MDA_3b = Yes 
AND: MDA_5 >= 1 
 


MDA_8 
When taking part in shore based recreational sea angling, in which coastal region did this mainly take 
place? 
(1) Northumberland: Coast of Northumberland and North Tyneside 
(2) North East: Coast of South Tyneside and rest of County Durham, Yorkshire and North Lincolnshire 
south to Grimsby 
(3) Eastern: Lincolnshire coast from Grimsby southwards and East Anglia 
(4) Kent and Essex: Coast of Kent and Essex 
(5) Sussex: Coast of Sussex 
(6) South: Coast of Hampshire and Dorset 
(7) Devon and Severn: Coast of North and South Devon, Somerset and Gloucestershire 
(8) Cornwall: Coast of Cornwall 
(9) North West: Coast of Western England north of border of Wales 
(10) Wales 
(11) East Scotland 
(12) West Scotland 
(13) Other parts of the UK 
(14) Abroad 
ASK IF: (MDA_1 = 1) OR (MDA_1 = 2) OR (MDA_1a = “I participated in the last 12 
months”) 
AND: MDA_3b = Yes 
AND: MDA_5 >= 1 
 


MDA_9 
In this region, how many cod did you catch and then put back in the sea (e.g. undersized fish or in excess of 
requirements or for conservation purposes) in the last three months through shore based angling (that is 
since ^DMDL4WKS)? 
....... 
ASK IF: (MDA_1 = 1) OR (MDA_1 = 2) OR (MDA_1a = “I participated in the last 12 
months”) 
AND: MDA_3b = Yes 
AND: MDA_5 >= 1 
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MDA_10 
In this region, how many cod did you catch and then keep (e.g. to eat or for bait) in the last three months 
through shore based angling? 
....... 
ASK IF: (MDA_1 = 1) OR (MDA_1 = 2) OR (MDA_1a = “I participated in the last 12 
months”) 
AND: MDA_3b = Yes 
AND: MDA_5 >= 1 
 


MDA_11 
In this region, how many bass did you catch and then put back in the sea (e.g. undersized fish or in excess 
of 
requirements or for conservation purposes) in the last three months through shore based angling? 
....... 
ASK IF: (MDA_1 = 1) OR (MDA_1 = 2) OR (MDA_1a = “I participated in the last 12 
months”) 
AND: MDA_3b = Yes 
AND: MDA_5 >= 1 
 


MDA_12 
In this region, how many bass did you catch and then keep (e.g. to eat or for bait) in the last three months 
through shore based angling? 
....... 
ASK IF: (MDA_1 = 1) OR (MDA_1 = 2) OR (MDA_1a = “I participated in the last 12 
months”) 
AND: MDA_3b = Yes 
 


MDA_13 
(Again, thinking only about yourself), How many days in total did you take part in recreational sea angling 
on a charter boat (where you pay a fee to fish from a boat) over the past 3 months? 
....... 
ASK IF: (MDA_1 = 1) OR (MDA_1 = 2) OR (MDA_1a = “I participated in the last 12 
months”) 
AND: MDA_3b = Yes 
AND: MDA_13 >= 1 
 


MDA_13a 
Of these, how many were off the coast of England? 
....... 
ASK IF: (MDA_1 = 1) OR (MDA_1 = 2) OR (MDA_1a = “I participated in the last 12 
months”) 
AND: MDA_3b = Yes 
AND: MDA_13 >= 1 
 


MDA_13b 
And of these, how many days were 'blanks' (i.e. days where you did not catch any fish at all)? 
....... 
ASK IF: (MDA_1 = 1) OR (MDA_1 = 2) OR (MDA_1a = “I participated in the last 12 
months”) 
AND: MDA_3b = Yes 
AND: MDA_13 >= 1 
 


MDA_14 
Of the total days spent taking part in recreational sea angling on a charter boat, how many of these days 
were spent taking part in fishing competitions? 
....... 
ASK IF: (MDA_1 = 1) OR (MDA_1 = 2) OR (MDA_1a = “I participated in the last 12 
months”) 
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AND: MDA_3b = Yes 
AND: MDA_13 >= 1 
 


MDA_15 
How many hours a day did you typically spend fishing when taking part in recreational sea angling on a 
charter boat? 
....... 
ASK IF: (MDA_1 = 1) OR (MDA_1 = 2) OR (MDA_1a = “I participated in the last 12 
months”) 
AND: MDA_3b = Yes 
AND: MDA_13 >= 1 
 


MDA_16 
When taking part in recreational sea angling on a charter boat, in which coastal region did this mainly take 
place? 
(1) Northumberland: Coast of Northumberland and North Tyneside 
(2) North East: Coast of South Tyneside and rest of County Durham, Yorkshire and North Lincolnshire 
south to Grimsby 
(3) Eastern: Lincolnshire coast from Grimsby southwards and East Anglia 
(4) Kent and Essex: Coast of Kent and Essex 
(5) Sussex: Coast of Sussex 
(6) South: Coast of Hampshire and Dorset 
(7) Devon and Severn: Coast of North and South Devon, Somerset and Gloucestershire 
(8) Cornwall: Coast of Cornwall 
(9) North West: Coast of Western England north of border of Wales 
(10) Wales 
(11) East Scotland 
(12) West Scotland 
(13) Other parts of the UK 
(14) Abroad 
ASK IF: (MDA_1 = 1) OR (MDA_1 = 2) OR (MDA_1a = “I participated in the last 12 
months”) 
AND: MDA_3b = Yes 
AND: MDA_13 >= 1 
 


MDA_17 
In this region, how many cod did you catch and then put back in the sea (e.g. undersized fish or in excess of 
requirements or for conservation purposes) in the last three months through angling from a charter boat 
(that is since ^DMDL4WKS)? 
....... 
ASK IF: (MDA_1 = 1) OR (MDA_1 = 2) OR (MDA_1a = “I participated in the last 12 
months”) 
AND: MDA_3b = Yes 
AND: MDA_13 >= 1 
 


MDA_18 
In this region, how many cod did you catch and then keep (e.g. to eat or for bait) in the last three months 
through angling from a charter boat? 
....... 
ASK IF: (MDA_1 = 1) OR (MDA_1 = 2) OR (MDA_1a = “I participated in the last 12 
months”) 
AND: MDA_3b = Yes 
AND: MDA_13 >= 1 
 


MDA_19 
In this region, how many bass did you catch and then put back in the sea (e.g. undersized fish or in excess 
of 
requirements or for conservation purposes) in the last three months through angling from a charter boat? 
....... 
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ASK IF: (MDA_1 = 1) OR (MDA_1 = 2) OR (MDA_1a = “I participated in the last 12 
months”) 
AND: MDA_3b = Yes 
AND: MDA_13 >= 1 
 


MDA_20 
In this region, how many bass did you catch and then keep (e.g. to eat or for bait) in the last three months 
through angling from a charter boat ? 
....... 
ASK IF: (MDA_1 = 1) OR (MDA_1 = 2) OR (MDA_1a = “I participated in the last 12 
months”) 
AND: MDA_3b = Yes 
 


MDA_21 
(Again, thinking only about yourself), How many days in total did you take part recreational sea angling on 
a private boat (where you fish from a boat without needing to pay) or on a rental boat (where you hire a boat 
for your own private use - not a charter boat) over the past 3 months (that is since ^DMDL4WKS)? 
....... 
ASK IF: (MDA_1 = 1) OR (MDA_1 = 2) OR (MDA_1a = “I participated in the last 12 
months”) 
AND: MDA_3b = Yes 
AND: MDA_21 >= 1 
 


MDA_21a 
Of these, how many were off the coast of England? 
....... 
ASK IF: (MDA_1 = 1) OR (MDA_1 = 2) OR (MDA_1a = “I participated in the last 12 
months”) 
AND: MDA_3b = Yes 
AND: MDA_21 >= 1 
 


MDA_21b 
And of these, how many days were 'blanks' (i.e. days where you did not catch any fish at all)? 
....... 
ASK IF: (MDA_1 = 1) OR (MDA_1 = 2) OR (MDA_1a = “I participated in the last 12 
months”) 
AND: MDA_3b = Yes 
AND: MDA_21 >= 1 
 


MDA_22 
Of the total days spent taking part in recreational sea angling on a private boat or on a rental boat, how many 
of these days were spent taking part in fishing competitions? 
....... 
ASK IF: (MDA_1 = 1) OR (MDA_1 = 2) OR (MDA_1a = “I participated in the last 12 
months”) 
AND: MDA_3b = Yes 
AND: MDA_21 >= 1 
 


MDA_23 
How many hours a day did you typically spend fishing when taking part in recreational sea angling on a 
private boat or on a rental boat? 
....... 
ASK IF: (MDA_1 = 1) OR (MDA_1 = 2) OR (MDA_1a = “I participated in the last 12 
months”) 
AND: MDA_3b = Yes 
AND: MDA_21 >= 1 
 


MDA_24 
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When taking part in recreational sea angling on a private boat or on a rental boat, in which coastal region 
did this mainly take place? 
(1) Northumberland: Coast of Northumberland and North Tyneside 
(2) North East: Coast of South Tyneside and rest of County Durham, Yorkshire and North Lincolnshire 
south to Grimsby 
(3) East: Lincolnshire coast from Grimsby southwards and East Anglia 
(4) Kent and Essex: Coast of Kent and Essex 
(5) Sussex: Coast of Sussex 
(6) South: Coast of Hampshire and Dorset 
(7) Devon and Severn: Coast of North and South Devon, Somerset and Gloucestershire 
(8) Cornwall: Coast of Cornwall 
(9) North West: Coast of Western England north of border of Wales 
(10) Wales 
(11) East Scotland 
(12) West Scotland 
(13) Other parts of the UK 
(14) Abroad 
ASK IF: (MDA_1 = 1) OR (MDA_1 = 2) OR (MDA_1a = “I participated in the last 12 
months”)) 
AND: MDA_3b = Yes 
AND: MDA_21 >= 1 
 


MDA_25 
In this region, how many cod did you catch and then put back in the sea (e.g. undersized fish or in excess of 
requirements or for conservation purposes) in the last three months through angling from a private boat ? 
....... 
ASK IF: (MDA_1 = 1) OR (MDA_1 = 2) OR (MDA_1a = “I participated in the last 12 
months”) 
AND: MDA_3b = Yes 
AND: MDA_21 >= 1 
 


MDA_26 
In this region, how many cod did you catch and then keep (e.g. to eat or for bait) in the last three months 
through angling from a private boat? 
....... 
ASK IF: (MDA_1 = 1) OR (MDA_1 = 2) OR (MDA_1a = “I participated in the last 12 
months”) 
AND: MDA_3b = Yes 
AND: MDA_21 >= 1 
 


MDA_27 
In this region, how many bass did you catch and then put back in the sea (e.g. undersized fish or in excess 
of 
requirements or for conservation purposes) in the last three months through angling from a private boat? 
....... 
ASK IF: (MDA_1 = 1) OR (MDA_1 = 2) OR (MDA_1a = “I participated in the last 12 
months”) 
AND: MDA_3b = Yes 
AND: MDA_21 >= 1 
 


MDA_28 
In this region, how many bass did you catch and then keep (e.g. to eat or for bait) in the last three months 
through angling from a private boat? 
....... 
ASK IF: (MDA_1 = 2) 
 


MDA_29 
Would you regard the type and level of recreational sea angling activity you have just reported as typical of 
others within your household? 
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(1) More or less the same for everyone 
(2) I fish a great deal more often than others 
(3) I fish a great deal less often than others 
ASK IF: (MDA_1 = 1) OR (MDA_1 = 2) OR (MDA_1a = “I participated in the last 12 
months”) 
 


MDA_30 
Do you belong to a local or national sea angling club? 
(1) Local Club 
(2) National association or club 
(3) Both 
(4) Neither 
ASK IF: (MDA_1 = 1) OR (MDA_1 = 2) OR (MDA_1a = “I participated in the last 12 
months”) 
 


MDA_31a 
Could you estimate how much you have spent on major items of sea angling equipment in the last twelve 
months (i.e. items such as boats, engines, marine electronic equipment, rods, reels and specialist clothing 
etc)? 
Enter to the nearest £1. 
....... 
ASK IF: (MDA_1 = 1) OR (MDA_1 = 2) OR (MDA_1a = “I participated in the last 12 
months”) 
 


MDA_31b 
Could you estimate how much you have spent on bait, boat fuel, charter and harbour fees, entry to piers and 
end tackle (e.g. hooks, line, weights, lures etc) for sea angling trips in the last twelve months? 
Enter to the nearest £1. 
....... 
ASK IF: (MDA_1 = 1) OR (MDA_1 = 2) OR (MDA_1a = “I participated in the last 12 
months”) 
 


MDA_31c 
Could you estimate how much you have spent on travel (excluding fuel for fishing boat), accommodation, 
food (including lunch and snacks),car parking fees and any other purchases (e.g. fishing magazines/guides 
etc) for recreational angling in the last twelve months? 
Enter to the nearest £1. 
....... 
ASK IF: (MDA_1 = 1) OR (MDA_1 = 2) OR (MDA_1a = “I participated in the last 12 
months”) 
 


MDA_33 
The questions you have kindly just answered on recreational sea angling were asked on behalf of the 
Marine Management Organisation. As you said that you take part in recreational sea angling, the Marine 
Management Organisation may like to get in touch with you at some time in the future to ask you more 
questions on this subject. We would like your permission to let them have your name and address so that 
they can get in touch with you in the future. We will not pass on your name and address alongside the 
answers you have given today. Please be assured that the Marine Management Organisation will use the 
information for research and policy making purposes only and will not pass on information about 
individuals. 
Are you happy to give permission for your name and address to be made available to the Marine 
Management Organisation for these purposes? 
(1) Permission given 
(2) Permission refused 
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Executive Summary 
This report forms one part of the Sea Angling 2012 study and outlines the findings from 
research into the economic and social value of sea angling in England. 


The aims of the economic and social value study were to: 


i. Determine the overall (gross) economic value of recreational sea angling.  
ii. Determine the gross value added; employment impact; indirect and induced 


(multiplier) impacts and local economic impact.  
iii. Determine social benefits of sea angling. 


The research was conducted using a combination of 340 face-to-face interviews with 
anglers in five locations and 2,502 respondents to an online survey and was analysed 
utilising an ONS Opinions survey. 


Economic Findings 
The research has identified the economic activity associated with recreational sea angling 
resident in England. The analysis has not just revealed pattern of direct spending activity 
by sea anglers but has also revealed how this spending supports other activity in England 
through supply chain and household income effects. 


Headlines from the analysis are that: 


i. Total resident sea angler spending (including trip and major spend items) in 
England was estimated to be £1.23bn. The annual spending figure of £1.23bn falls 
to £831m once account is taken of imports and taxes (the latter largely relating to 
VAT) although there is additional, though probably small, impacts from those 
resident outside England.  


ii. This £831m of spend is estimated to directly support some 10,400 FTE jobs. It is 
also estimated that the £831 million of spending supports almost £360 million of 
gross value added (GVA).  


iii. The £831m of direct sea angler spending supports a total of £2.1 billion of total 
spending once indirect and induced effects are accounted; a total of over 23,600 
jobs and almost £980 million of GVA.  


Social Findings 
The social survey findings on the whole reflect what other recent angling surveys have 
shown  


i. That the average age of respondent sea anglers is 51, 98% are male and 51% are 
in full time employment, whilst 20% are retired. 


ii. Motivations for going sea angling are predominantly non-catch based, with 47% 
saying that ‘being outdoors and active’ and 55% saying that to ‘relax and get away 
from things’ were ‘most important’ motivations.  







 


 


iii. Sea angling is a route for people to socialise – 38% said that they had made friends 
through sea angling and 30% said that it had meant they mixed with people from 
different backgrounds. 


iv. Sea angling is also a way to get active for 41% of respondents, with 24% rating 
their sea angling as a high intensity activity (17% as moderate and 44% as low). 
The average duration of sea angling sessions at between 5 and 7 hours means that 
the energy consumption is significant. 


v. Sea angling can also contribute to health and well-being through experiencing 
nature and wildlife (69% agreeing that this was so) and that it played an important 
role in their quality of life (70% said that this was so). 


vi. 17.5% of respondents were involved in environmental improvement work (formal or 
informal) with 51% of these in beach clean-ups. 


vii. Sea angling also plays an important role in coastal communities, many of which 
suffer some form of deprivation – 64% of respondents said that they visited coastal 
communities more often than they otherwise would because of their participation in 
sea angling and 74% said that sea angling played an important role in the cultural 
heritage of coastal towns. 


Better fish stocks was cited most often as the factor that would increase participation in 
sea angling, with declining fish stocks most often cited as a factor that would decrease the 
amount of sea angling undertaken. However, cost/financial issues and pressures of time, 
work and family are also important. 


The responses to the qualitative, open-ended question which asked respondents to say 
what sea angling meant to them re-emphasises the strength of sea angling as an activity 
that generates well-being- relaxation, fun, excitement and access to fresh air. 


Whilst it is not suggested that recreational sea angling can address what are deep-seated, 
historical and severe economic and social problems, this research has demonstrated the 
significant economic and social benefit that recreational sea angling brings not only to 
England but also to coastal communities. 


The case study research in five coastal communities in this study suggests that 
expenditure on angling trips (one person going sea angling one time and excluding annual 
capital expenditure) can contribute to local employment in some local coastal 
communities. This varies significantly depending on the level of angler spending in 
different coastal communities. In this research, estimates of trip expenditure suggest that 
between 1,000 to 4,000 angling trips can generate one full time equivalent job per year. 


As such, sea angling can be part of solutions to some of the social and economic 
problems suffered by coastal communities – bringing personal benefits to the people that 
take part, economic benefits to areas that people go sea angling and wider environmental 
benefits to those areas. 
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1. Introduction 


1.1 About Sea Angling 2012 
This report forms one part of the Sea Angling 2012 study and outlines the findings from 
research into the economic and social value of sea angling in England. 


Sea Angling 2012 research is made up of a number of different surveys: 


i) An Opinions Survey conducted by the ONS (commissioned by MMO) – to provide 
statistics on the numbers, distribution and activities of sea anglers in England. 


ii) A Shore and Private Boat Catch Survey undertaken by Cefas and individual 
IFCAs to estimate the numbers, species and size of fish caught from the shore and 
private boats. 


iii) A Charter Boat Catch Survey undertaken by MMO and Substance to estimate the 
numbers, species and size of fish caught from charter boats. 


iv) An Economic and Social Value Survey undertaken by Substance and Cardiff 
University to estimate the economic value of sea angling (its contribution, Gross 
Value Added and impact on employment) as well the social benefits that sea 
anglers obtain from their participation. This is the Final Report of this work. 


1.2 Aims of the Economic and Social Study  
The aims of the economic and social value study were to: 


i) Determine the overall (gross) economic value of recreational sea angling.  
ii) Determine the gross value added; employment impact; and local economic impact.  
iii) Determine social benefits of sea angling. 


1.3 Methods 


1.3.1 Surveys 


These aims were delivered through the following approaches: 


i) An online survey of sea anglers encompassing economic (spending), social benefit, 
participation and demographic profile 


ii) Face-to-face surveys utilising an identical set of questions of anglers at five ‘case 
study’ locations in England 


iii) A survey of angling-related businesses in the five case study sites to help inform 
spending impacts in localities. 


The economic and social questionnaire survey provided the data of individual angler 
spend in a number of categories which, combined with data from the ONS survey, allowed 
calculation of economic impact, GVA, and employment impact in England.  
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The estimation of social benefit included: 


• Personal benefits: Health, well being, physical activity, socialisation, accessing 
‘natural’ environments  


• ‘Community’ benefits such as involvement in environmental improvement and 
community development 


• Social data was also presented in the context of cost of some social ‘problems’ that 
participation in sea angling might mitigate 


Some studies (Drew 2004, Stolk 2010, Brown 2013) suggest that there are a variety of 
angler types and behaviours. It was therefore important to have a multi-method approach 
to survey collection in order to capture the breadth of types of sea angler as well as 
safeguards against non-response bias. We attempted to address these issues by: 


• Using both face-to-face/site intercept and online survey data collection 
• Ensuring as wide a response as possible to the online survey through extensive 


publicity in angling and non-angling networks 
• Conducting face-to-face interviews at five regional sites representing a variety of 


sea angling locations and at different stages in the year to address seasonal bias 
• Addressing bias in the sample in the analysis through information, supplied by the 


ONS opinions survey, on demographics and angler activity, notably by re-weighting 
the sample obtained during the economic survey using ONS data on age profile and 
frequency of angling. 


• Through collection of demographic and location (postcode) data we were also able 
to assess the profile of respondents we received against other national surveys of 
this type as well as against other surveys in Sea Angling 2012. This included 
comparison of age, gender, income and disability. 


1.3.2 Survey Sample and Collection 


i) Sea Angling Population and Sampling 


a) Population 


The population of interest is recreational sea anglers in England. However, because 
members of this population do not require a licence or other registration in order to 
participate, there is no defined population (such as a database of Rod Licence holders as 
there is in freshwater angling; or available databases of club members). In the time frame 
and resources available this effectively ruled out a random sampling approach and meant 
that a non-random sampling approach would be used. 


The ICES (2009: p.219) report from the Workshop on Sampling Methods for Recreational 
Fisheries demonstrates the absence of recreational sea angling sampling frames in the UK 
from which a random sample could be drawn. The only suitable frames are held by angling 
organisations (club and national) and these are a tiny proportion of all sea anglers, most 
usually representing more frequent or dedicated anglers. 
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b) Stratification 


The online survey was open to any sea anglers, and the resultant self-selection can result 
in a sample biased towards particular types of anglers, for example those that fish more 
often. To adjust the resultant non-random samples so that they are as representative of 
the population as possible, we divided them up after completion of the survey into groups 
(strata) according to demographic criteria (age group) and frequency of angling (avidity), 
and then grossed up the spend-per-angler estimates for these post-strata to the population 
of sea anglers in England using the ONS estimates of numbers of anglers in the same 
strata. The initial intention was to further weight using economic data (income), gender and 
region. However, due to the size of ONS sample, this was not possible. More details about 
this approach are contained in Section 2.4. 


Cardiff University’s study of the economic value of cycling (Grous 2011) divided cyclists 
into occasional / regular / frequent and this approach was also adopted for the study, 
allowing comparison of spending and also social benefit for different ‘types’ of sea angler. 


Through collection of face-to-face surveys at five sites across the 12 months of fieldwork, 
comparative spending patterns in a cross-section of different locations was also 
investigated.  


c) Sample Size 


The target total sample size for this project was 1,000 respondents, made up of 750 online 
and 250 face-to-face surveys, which was comparable to previous studies of the economic 
impact of angling. The face-to-face surveys were conducted at five ‘case study’ sites. 


This would have provided a satisfactory level of statistical significance. However, the 
overall sample size generated (after cleaning, removal of those living outside England and 
weighting to the ONS survey) was much larger at 2,842 responses. This was made up of 
2,502 online and 340 face-to-face respondents. 


ii) Survey Administration and Responses 


The survey was conducted through an online questionnaire, with web page interface1


a) Online Completion 


 to 
act as an introduction and guide to the project and survey. Additional surveys were 
collected in hard copy (paper) format in face-to-face interviews but then entered alongside 
online responses (with appropriate distinctions made as to method of collection to allow 
comparative/joint analysis).  


The online survey was provided via a link on the Sea Angling 2012 web page and a 
bespoke web page at: www.seaangling.substance.coop  


                                            
1 www.seaangling.substance.coop  
 



http://www.seaangling.substance.coop/�

http://www.seaangling.substance.coop/�
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This website address was publicised through a variety of means: 


• Via the Angling Trust newsletters and marine update emails 
• Via the Angling Development Board (which merged with the Angling Trust in 2012) 
• Through publicity in the angling press, including David Hall Publishing magazines 


(Tackle Trade World, Tackle and Guns, Total Sea Fishing), Sea Angler, Angling 
Times and others 


• Through angling trade contacts via the Angling Trades Association 
• Through sea angling stakeholder organisations such as Bass Sportfishing Society 


(BASS), the National Mullet Club and others 
• Through online forums and websites such as World Sea Fishing Forum 
• To Substance’s own database of anglers who go sea fishing, compiled through 


previous research projects, which contains in excess of 5,000 sea anglers 
• By IFCA surveyors conducting the on-site catch survey 


This approach was supplemented by the distribution of publicity ‘business cards’ with the 
website address on it. 


The approach was very successful generating a total of 2,778 online responses, 2,227 
(80%) of whom completed the entire survey. This was more than three times the minimum 
target of 750. 


b) Site Intercept / Face to Face  


A paper-based version of the survey was also produced and this was used to collect 
responses via a site-intercept method.  


Five sites were selected representing five of the IFCA Regions:  


• North East (from Amble to Seahouses in Northumberland) 
• North West (Liverpool) 
• Eastern (Lowestoft) 
• South East (Deal) 
• South West (Weymouth) 


The sites included a variety of rural-coastal (Northumberland, Deal), mid-sized (Lowestoft 
and Weymouth) and city/urban locations (Liverpool). Site based research was conducted 
throughout the period from March 2012 to February 2013. Site based research also 
allowed collection of data from some groups who were more likely to be under-represented 
in the self-select online survey, such as occasional anglers and holidaymakers.  


Further detail about the sites chosen are contained in the Appendices to this report. 


Those anglers in these locations who did not want to conduct a face-to-face survey were 
also given the opportunity to complete surveys and return them by post, or complete the 
survey online and indicate which site they were giving responses from.  
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The minimum target for face-to-face surveys was 250 responses, but in total 342 
responses were secured, 340 of whom completed the whole survey. In addition, some 
people from the case study sites completed the survey online. 


In the next section (1.4) we provide further details about the sites including population, an 
overview of sea angling in the area and responses. 


c) Business survey 


Alongside the individual angler surveys this project also included a survey to collect 
information from a range of angling businesses via both online and postal surveys. This 
included businesses directly related to angling (tackle shops, boat suppliers, charter boats) 
and those where angler spend might be focused in a locality (accommodation and food 
providers). 


The survey intended to collect information about what level of business came from local 
and visiting anglers and how businesses then spent their income to allow some 
assessment of the retention of angler spend in the locality. 


This element was less successful. Some angling-related businesses (especially tackle 
shops) were reluctant to divulge the level of financial information required and it was hard 
to convince non-angling businesses of the value of them taking the time to complete the 
survey when the research was only tangential to their core business interests. 


Although over 600 businesses were contacted across the five locations, 55 surveys were 
returned. The information collated assisted in the calculations of the local effect of anglers’ 
spending, contained in Section 2.7. 


1.4 Site Samples and Potential Bias 
Table 1.1 illustrates the visit numbers, dates and responses from each of the five sites as 
well as those who were approached and completed online. The target was to achieve a 
minimum of 250 face-to-face responses from site visits, which was exceeded by 91. This 
was to be averaged at 50 for each site which was achieved in each case except Lowestoft. 
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Table 1.1 Site Based Sample Size  


Site Dates and People-days Face-to-
face 


responses 


Online 
Responses 


Total 


Lowestoft April (1), June (1), July (2), August (1), 
December (2) 


39 12 51 


Weymouth July (2), September (2), October (1) 70 116 186 


Deal 
April (1), June (1), August (1), September (1), 
October (1) 67 26 93 


Liverpool May (2), June (1), August (1), September (2), 
November (1) 


76 26 102 


Northumberland April (1), July (2), August (1), January (2). 89 12 101 


Total  341 192 533 


 
Given the variation in the sites, it is perhaps not surprising that both response rates and 
findings (which are detailed in the next section) varied considerably. The following points 
should be noted: 


i) Angling activity at each site varies considerably across the year due to a number of 
factors: seasonal preponderance and availability of fish, tourism, weather and local events 
and competitions. During some research site visits there were no anglers at all and at 
others there were hundreds of sea anglers fishing. It should be remembered that the 
approach was not to achieve a representative random sample, which would have required 
much more frequent visits than was possible given resources, but to reflect the difference 
in what anglers spent in different locations.  


ii) Nonetheless, there is an inevitable avidity bias in this approach: that is, researchers 
were more likely to encounter more regular anglers when visiting sites. In fieldwork this 
was partly offset by targeting some visits when there were likely to be more 
holidaymaker/less regular sea anglers; as well as in the online survey distributing publicity 
as widely as possible and to freshwater angling networks to capture those who may only 
do sea angling occasionally. The sample was stratified and weighted post-survey using 
ONS population data on sea anglers to address sample bias. 


iii) Lowestoft had the lowest number of responses despite an equal number of visits to 
other sites being made. Local tackle shops and charter skippers reported that generally 
angling numbers were lower than usual which they attributed to poor weather and lower 
numbers of tourists. Even when visits were timed to coincide, for example, with charter 
boat trips, these were cancelled due to poor weather. 


iv) In Liverpool there was a wide variety of angling effort with two day visits producing no 
returns at all. The focus of angling activity at weekends and the relative absence of 
holidaymaker anglers in the summer months partly explain this. 


v) Weymouth had the highest number of online responses, partly due to assistance given 
by charter skippers in distributing publicity about the survey to anglers. As detailed in the 
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next section, Weymouth also demonstrated by far the highest average expenditure by 
some distance – which reflected the relatively higher number of anglers fishing from 
charter boats (which adds a minimum of £50 per trip for charter fees) despite surveys also 
taking place on the piers and Chesil Beach. Another aspect boosting average expenditure 
in Weymouth was the number and value of overnight stays as well as surveys undertaken 
at the time of the Wybac boat angling festival and the distance anglers travelled to fish 
there. However, it should also be noted that the provision of services for sea anglers and 
quality of sea angling in the area encourages greater spend by anglers. 


vi) The numbers of responses from Northumberland was boosted by attendance at the 
Amble open angling competition in January which attracts around 400 competitors and a 
high number of responses, although spending patterns were relatively low compared to 
those at Weymouth (no charter boat fees, lower numbers of angler travelling long 
distances and lower numbers of overnight stays). 


vii) In Deal numbers of returns varied due to the weather with only four respondents at the 
height of the summer holidays in August, but higher numbers in October (17 surveyed at 
an angling competition). 


These factors mean that the sample achieved will be affected by numbers of respondents 
depending on visit dates, local contexts, competitions and weather; and also significant 
variation in findings, as detailed in the next section due to local contexts. 


1.5 Structure of the Report 
The rest of this report is structured in three sections: 


Section 2 - Economic evaluation which includes both England and site based analysis of 
spending and estimates of GVA and employment at the national level. 


Section 3 - Social analysis which includes results from the social aspects of the survey of 
sea anglers. 


Section 4 - Conclusions 
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Section 2. Economic Evaluation 


2.1 Introduction 
This section of the report provides estimates of the economic value of recreational sea 
angling in England. The section includes an outline of the methods used to estimate the 
economic contribution/significance and impact of recreational sea angling to the economy 
of England during 2011 and 2012. In addition a method is described to enable estimation 
of impacts at specific sites. The section is structured as follows: 


• Definitions of the economic terms used in the report. 
• Brief review and critique of prior analyses of the economic activity supported by 


recreational sea angling, setting this study in the context and issues underlying prior 
analyses.  


• Outline of the method used to examine economic effects at an all-England and at a 
site level; this describes how England and site level spending estimates were 
derived, and then how the multiplier effects of spending were assessed. 


• Results for England and selected sites – covering gross spend (per angler, per 
day), gross trip spending, categories of spending, and then analysis of net spending 
once imports are accounted for, and knock-on (multiplier) effects of sea angling-
related spending in terms of total spending, gross value added and employment 
supported by recreational sea angling in England. 


• Commentary on recreational sea angling linked to incoming visitors to England from 
other parts of the UK and overseas. 


• Conclusions 


2.2 Sources of Economic Impact 
Sea angling covers a very wide array of activity in terms of the frequency and nature of 
angling activity. For this reason anglers spend vastly different amounts of money on 
fishing. Sea anglers spend money on different types of goods and services. Typical items 
include rods, reels, hooks, bait, boats, clothing etc. However in addition to these more 
obvious examples is other spending, for example, sea anglers may spend money on fuel, 
accommodation and food to support sea angling trips. The key point is that sea anglers 
spend money on the outputs of many different sectors in the economy. In establishing the 
economic value of recreational sea angling the economic analysis has therefore to 
consider the following elements: 


• The total spending in the English economy supported by sea anglers and covering 
the more explicit items (i.e. rods, reels etc.) and the less explicit items of spending 
(food, petrol etc.). 


• How far this total spending is on goods and services that are imported into the 
economy. For example, the UK as a whole is home to relatively few domestic firms 
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that manufacture rods and reels, such that domestic spending on these goods tends 
to support foreign manufacturers, but with domestic firms perhaps benefiting as 
distributors of goods. 


• How far this total spending on recreational sea angling, once discounted for imports, 
supports gross value added and employment in the English economy.  


• How spending on recreation sea angling supports activity in other sectors. Here for 
example, spending on accommodation might support employment in the hotel trade, 
but also jobs in the sectors that supply hotels. 


2.2.1 Measures and Types of economic activity/value 


The assessment uses different measures to quantify the nature and scale of economic 
activity associated with recreational sea angling: 


i) Spending: expenditure on goods and services associated with recreational sea 
angling. 


ii) Gross Value Added (GVA): Gross value added is one measure of the value of 
economic activity in a reference economy. It is largely comprised of wages and 
salaries, and profits of enterprises. 


iii) Employment. This is the number of jobs that are supported in England as a result 
of the spending of recreational sea anglers. These are reported as Full Time 
Equivalents, a measure that converts full- and part-time jobs into a common 
currency. 


The core economic benefits of recreational sea angling are assessed quantitatively 
through an economic impact model which estimates:  


iv) Direct English Spending, GVA and Employment Impacts. This measure 
captures the gross spending, gross value added and employment supported 
directly through the spending of recreational sea anglers in England. 


v) Indirect English Spending, GVA and Employment Impacts. This measure 
accounts for supply chain impacts in England associated with the direct effects 
above. For example, as a sea angler spends money on English goods and 
services, the suppliers of these goods and services also have to purchase goods 
and services in England to meet these demands. Therefore indirect spending, GVA 
and employment is supported in the English economy. The additional economic 
activity in these companies is passed down through their supply chains to generate 
additional, indirect benefits for many other companies.  


vi) Induced English Spending, GVA and Employment Impacts. This captures the 
knock on benefits that additional employment supported has in the economy as 
workers supported by angling-related activity spend their wages on goods and 
services elsewhere in the economy.  


It is important to recognise at this point that any measure of impact of recreational sea 
angling does not necessarily mean that a reduction in the activity results in a loss to the 
economy. For example Radford et al (2009) highlight that those unable to pursue sea 
angling for whatever reason might simply substitute activity to river angling. Were all 
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angling options to be closed some would substitute spending to other pastimes. For these 
reasons care must be taken in using the estimates in this part of the report, with the focus 
here very much on the economic activity supported by a level of recreational sea angling 
expenditure.  


One source of uncertainty in this study is the extent to which English industry is able to 
benefit from the opportunities generated by the demands of recreational sea anglers. The 
extent to which English industries benefit from opportunities depends on: the preferences 
of sea anglers for English made as opposed to foreign goods; and the current capabilities 
of the English supply side to produce the goods and services that recreational sea anglers 
require. Here the study benefited from industry experts and statistical information to reveal 
the import propensities for different types of goods and services used by recreational sea 
anglers. 


2.2.2 Value 


In this report value is assessed in terms of the spending and GVA directly and indirectly 
supported by recreational sea angling activity. These estimates are generated via a 
demand side approach, which examines what is spent, as opposed to the goods and 
services supplied. How far this represents value is questionable. For example, and as 
highlighted above, were opportunities for recreational sea angling to be completely 
removed it is arguable that spending that was once directed to sea angling would simply 
be substituted in some measure to other types of angling, or other leisure activities. 
Moreover, value might also be considered in terms of a willingness to pay for the 
opportunity to fish, by examining the levels of resources that individuals are willing to 
sacrifice to gain the opportunity. Questions of value are open to debate, and the interested 
reader is directed to Radford et al (2007) for more detail on these issues.  


2.3 Previous Research on Value of Recreational Sea 
Angling 
This study and approach benefited from a review of previous UK and Ireland studies of 
angling and the economic value and impact of recreational sea angling in particular. In 
undertaking this study it was useful to understand prior research, and the methods 
previously employed in order to inform the approach and survey methodology used for this 
project. An outline of key studies which provided useful insights into the research task is 
provided below. Some studies reviewed assessed impact (spending effects of an activity) 
and some examine value (taking into account a monetary value linked to utility gained from 
sea angling). More general works of which sea angling was only part of the brief are also 
included. The review summarises methods and results, and is presented in date order. 
Studies undertaken before the year 2000 are excluded.  
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2.3.1 Nautilus Consultants (2000)  


This study was commissioned by the National Assembly for Wales (now Welsh 
Government) to look at inland and sea fishing in Wales (commercial and leisure). In the 
sea-angling element of the research, activity was sub-divided into shore, charter and own 
boat, and the year into 3 seasons (winter, spring and summer). Nautilus estimated 
participation of 12,000 local-resident anglers and 28,000 visiting anglers. Overall, they 
estimated that commercial and leisure angling was worth £100m to the Welsh economy 
supporting 1,600 FTE jobs. 


2.3.2 Drew Associates (2004)  


Drew Associates were tasked with reviewing the economic contribution of sea-angling in 
England and Wales (also identifying important centres of activity and assessing the value 
of the experience to the anglers themselves). They used the Household Omnibus Survey 
to estimate the total population of sea anglers, to examine regional and socio-economic 
characteristics, and type and frequency of angling. This information was then 
supplemented by surveys of sea anglers and suppliers to anglers. Survey information 
probed type (shore, charter boat, own boat), frequency of angling, spending and 
willingness to pay. By comparing what anglers actually spent with what they were willing to 
pay, it was possible to calculate the personal consumer surplus benefits of angling, which 
was scaled up for the estimated total population. Choice experiments also explored 
willingness to pay by fish size, species, and fish numbers. Headline results included: total 
expenditure by (resident in England and Wales) sea-anglers of £538m per year from 
12.7m anglers days of activity, and with this spending supporting nearly 19,000 jobs 
directly and £71m of supplier income. 


The report made it clear that cessation of sea-angling would not result in the loss of 
supported jobs because of the potential for other activities to fill any void. The report 
included 4 case studies (Whitby, Hastings, Weymouth and Anglesey) which highlighted the 
key factors explaining differences between locations and changes that have occurred over 
time.  


2.3.3 Simpson and Mawle (2005)  


This study assessed participation in fresh water and sea angling in England and Wales. 
Omnibus surveys were used to gauge participation rates in the population. Samples were 
stratified by gender, age, socio-economic class and location. For sea angling they reported 
that 7% of the population of England and Wales had sea-fished in the 2 years preceding 
the study, which yielded an estimated sea angling participation of three million people.  


2.3.4 Nautilus (2006) 


Nautilus (2006) examined the economic contribution of sea-angling in the South West of 
England. On this occasion they referenced Drew (2004) to derive participation rates, and 
estimated 240,900 resident sea-anglers in the target region, with 600,000 visitor anglers, 
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converting to 750,000 angling days. A face-to-face and a telephone survey were used to 
establish spending estimates. Fishing frequency corresponded broadly with the Drew 
Report. Survey information showed a total local resident spending of which £110m was 
spent in the target region. Visitor spending was assumed to be the same as resident 
spending resulting in an estimated total spend of £165m in the South West. Nautilus did 
not calculate any indirect or induced effects, but they did estimate the net economic value 
of angling ‘in the form of sea anglers surplus to be £77m per annum’. 


2.3.5. Radford et al (2007) 


This research examined the economic impact of freshwater angling in the English regions 
and Wales for 2005, taking into account the effect of changes in the amount of angling. 
Their analysis distinguished between coarse fish, sea trout and salmon, and by types of 
water (rivers, still waters and canals). Telephone interviews were undertaken with a 
sample of (3,000) license holders to ascertain average number of angling days per angler 
across the regions and by type of fish. A separate on-line survey was then undertaken to 
capture spending information. Observations were then scaled up to produce totals. The 
study also undertook a hypothetical extraction of the different types of fish stocks and what 
this might mean for the regional economies concerned, and allowed the examination of 
displacement effects between regions were stocks to be hit by disease. 


Key results included: gross angler expenditure for England and Wales was estimated to be 
£1.2 billion, supporting household income of £980 million and 37,386 jobs; were coarse 
fishing to cease, £161 million would be lost, linked to £133m of household income and 
5,060 jobs. 


2.3.6 Spurgeon and Lawrence (2007)  


This study examined economic welfare benefits of different types of angling. A survey of 
anglers was conducted to collect data on health and welfare benefits of angling. A second 
survey of the general public sought to discover how much they were willing to pay (WTP) 
to help maintain salmon stocks. The general public survey resulted in a mean WTP to 
prevent ‘severe decline in salmon populations across all of England and Wales’ of £15.80 
per household per year, giving an aggregate WTP of around £350 million per year. 


2.3.7. Radford et al (2009)  


This was a significant piece of work which has most relevance to this current study. This 
report estimated the economic impact of sea angling for each of the 8 Scottish Economic 
Development Offices, and included direct, indirect and induced impacts. The study 
reported numbers of local and visiting anglers by type (shore, private and charter boats), 
target species and angler expenditure, and an estimate of the economic impact of sea 
angling to regional incomes and employment was made.  


The research incorporated sea angling related questions into a Scottish omnibus 
telephone survey (accessing 15,037 Scottish adults, then adjusted to estimate juveniles 
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and visitors). An angler survey identified the distribution of visits across the target regions; 
their daily expenditure; target fish and locations. Internet questionnaires and a wider 
stakeholder survey were also employed. 


The direct, indirect and induced effects were modelled for each of the nine geographical 
areas using the Detailed Regional Economic Accounting Model (DREAM®) developed by 
CogentSI. They estimated that in 2009 sea angling supported 3,148 Full Time Job 
Equivalents (FTEs) and £70m annually of Scottish household income (wages, self-
employment income, rents and profits). They concluded that a cessation of sea angling 
would lead to a net loss of at least 1,675 FTEs and annual income loss of £37m. Estimates 
were provided for each region of Scotland. 


2.3.8 Substance (2010) 


As part of a Social and Community Benefits of Angling project Substance estimated visitor 
angler spending in a remote rural location as part of the Assynt Anglers Survey 20102


2.3.9 TDI (2013) 


. 
This estimated an economic contribution between £0.9m-£1.1m and with 25-30 FTEs 
supported. 


This study Socio-economic study of recreational angling in Ireland examined the volume 
and value of recreational angling in Ireland. It estimated that some 406,000 individuals 
participated in recreational angling in Ireland in 2012 with associated expenditure of 
€555m. Taking into account indirect and induced effects increased this estimate to €755m, 
and with recreational angling estimated to support directly and indirectly over 10,000 jobs. 
The study also estimated that domestic anglers made an average of 13-14 trips in 2012, 
although the study highlighted a decline in angling participation rates. 


2.3.10 Kenter et al. (2013) 


This was a study connected with the UK National Ecosystems Services Assessment and 
examined the value of potential marine protected areas in the UK to divers and sea 
anglers. The study examined the recreational use and non-use values of UK divers and 
sea anglers for Scottish potential Marine Protected Areas (MPAs), 119 English potential 
Marine Conservation Zones (rMCZs) and 7 existing Welsh marine Special Areas of 
Conservation (SACs). The study used both monetary and non-monetary valuation 
methods and was developed on an online survey of 1,683 divers and sea anglers. The 
annual recreational use value of English rMCZs was estimated between £1.8bn and 
£3.2bn, and non use values of between £0.6bn and £1.1bn. 


                                            
2 Brown, A. (2012) Assynt Angling Research: Final Report. Part of the Social and Community Benefits of Angling 
Research for the Big Lottery Fund. All Substance angling reports are freely available at: 
www.resources.anglingresearch.org.uk   



http://www.resources.anglingresearch.org.uk/�
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2.3.11 Learning from previous research 


There are a number of issues from previous research that informed the approach and 
scope of the economic impact assessment undertaken as part of this project: 


• There has not been a study of recreational sea angling in England since 2004 
(Drew’s data collection was 2003) and there has been significant economic and 
demographic change within angling since then. 


• The approaches taken in the Drew report could be critiqued, for instance in the 
concentration on angling-specific supplier chains to the exclusion of angler 
expenditure estimates. Also, by predominantly using angling club members, their 
sample consisted of a limited strata of sea anglers and occurred in just 3 months of 
the summer (i.e. with some risk of seasonal bias). The Drew report acknowledged 
that site intercept work was biased toward more frequent anglers. 


• Some prior studies have not made best use of online networks of anglers to collate 
accurate angler spending data – including those supported by angling governing 
bodies, online press as well as independent forums - from which to draw part of the 
survey sample (although it is recognised that each contain bias).  


The conclusion from the review was that the survey approach for the present study 
needed to be flexible to pick up on the complexity of angler types and a very different set 
of expenditure patterns. Many of the studies undertaken to date have faced problems 
because of uncertainty over the population of anglers in the given reference region. In 
order to be consistent with prior work it is necessary to adopt a frame of quantitative 
analysis grounded in Input-Output (I-O) tables (see section 2.4) with the scope to estimate 
the direct, indirect and induced effects linked to angling expenditures. 


2.4 Economic Impact: Methods 
This section explains the methodology used to estimate the economic 
contribution/significance and impact of recreational sea angling to the economy of England 
during 2011 and 2012. In addition a method is developed to enable estimation of the 
activity at sites within IFCA regions. 


Some previous studies (e.g. Drew 2004) have focused primarily on deriving direct effects, 
whilst others (e.g. Radford et al 2009) incorporate the indirect and induced (multiplier) 
effects that flow from the direct effects. In Radford et al.’s study, the DREAM model 
(developed by CogentSI), was used to identify the direct and multiplier impacts of sea 
angler expenditure. In this present study, the method incorporates survey results into a 
national I-O framework to trace the indirect and induced income effects at the all-England 
level.  


2.4.1 Estimation of Direct Effects 


In estimating the direct effects of sea angling the focus is on the demand side, relating to 
spending by sea anglers. The questionnaire asked anglers to detail how much they spent 
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on various items, and this spending was subsequently grossed up using ONS survey data 
to represent the total population of sea anglers, and to provide an estimate of total (gross) 
expenditure by sea anglers. 


There are a number of issues relating to the survey data and to the population totals. In 
relation to the online survey, there is a prior expectation that this could be completed by 
keener anglers, who would be expected to spend more than other (more occasional) 
anglers (for example, to have more frequent fishing trips, and/or trips of longer duration, 
with more equipment, etc). In addition, the population of recreational sea anglers in 
England is not known. The most recent study of sea angling in England and Wales (Drew 
Associates, 2004) estimated there to be 1.45m sea anglers. However, a more up to date 
estimate for England was required for this study.  


As part of the Sea Angling 2012 Project, additional questions on sea angling were added 
to the household survey conducted by the Office for National Statistics (ONS) in order to 
estimate the population of recreational sea anglers in the UK. (This survey also sought to 
estimate catches by species and catch-release rates for cod and bass, see section 1.1.3). 
Consequently, angling participation results from the ONS survey (for England) were the 
basis for grossing up the online survey data. The online survey data was supplemented by 
the face-to-face site survey returns, to bring the total number of useable questionnaires 
(containing completed sections on spending by items etc.) which related to English 
resident sea anglers to over 2,840. 


A disaggregated grossing up process was designed to overcome the expected issues of 
bias in the survey data. This process involved splitting the survey data by two key angler 
characteristics; frequency of angling, and age. Three frequency categories were used; 
these were occasional (up to 12 days per year fishing), regular (13 – 35 days) and 
frequent (more than 36 days per year). Five different age categories were used. This 
meant that the survey results were split into 15 different groups. The average profiles (in 
terms of spending by category (trip or major equipment) and item) were then derived for 
each of these groups. Once these average profiles had been derived, each group was 
then grossed up to the total population of each group as estimated by the ONS survey. 
The grossed up total was therefore weighted to the ONS population. Whilst the online 
survey contained relatively more frequent (and therefore generally higher spending) sea 
anglers compared to the ONS survey, the impact of this has been balanced to represent 
the number of frequent sea anglers in the English population.  


Whilst this approach was designed to remove an expected bias in the online survey, it may 
not fully correct for bias. Ideally, additional frequency categories, and other angler 
characteristics such as income could be further utilised to subdivide the survey returns 
before grossing up. However the study was constrained by what was practically possible 
with the ONS population totals. Due to the relatively low number of respondents to the 
ONS questions (the characteristics were derived from a sub sample of respondents who 
had fished within the last three months) further stratification of the sample was not 
possible. The small sample sizes in the ONS survey are therefore a limitation of this study 
at the all-England level, whilst lack of small area information from the ONS has also 
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constrained the analysis at site level. This limitation also meant that a regional analysis of 
value was not possible. 


The process described above was applied to both current (face-to-face) or last trip (online) 
spending and to spending on major equipment. The questionnaire asked about last/current 
trip spending (on items such as bait, transport to coast, harbour fees and food and drink), 
the duration of the trip and the number of trips per year. This was the information upon 
which estimates of days fishing per year were made3


Spending on major items includes the purchase of boats (‘that are used mostly for sea 
angling’), rods, reels and specialist clothing (‘bought specifically for sea angling’)


. This approach therefore assumes 
that on average, the last trip was representative of all trips during the year.   


4


Once a grossed up total expenditure figure had been derived for English recreational sea 
anglers, the next stage of the analysis adjusted this total for expenditure leakages outside 
of the English economy. For example, whilst fishing rods may be bought via retailers in 
England, this item is likely to have been imported to England from overseas. In 


. These 
purchases may be made in one year, but used over several years. Hence expenditure on 
these items will vary significantly from year to year. There are a number of ways of 
capturing appropriate estimates of these items within an expenditure survey (for example 
taking average spending from the past 3-4 years, or by taking an average of spending 
within the last year). The approach taken will depend on the nature of estimates required, 
for example, a ‘snapshot’ of a particular year or an imputed average annual estimate. 
There are advantages and problems with each method. Here estimates were derived from 
the online and site surveys of angler’s expenditure during the last year. Whilst there is 
expected to be significant recall bias for periods as long as a year, angler recall is likely to 
be more accurate over the last year than for longer periods. Some anglers will have 
bought major items during that year, but will use them over a number of years. Conversely 
some anglers may not have purchased any major items during the last year. Over the 
sample of more than 2,800 respondents, these impacts are assumed to balance out, to 
provide an average profile of spending on major items during the year. As noted above, 
spending on these items was weighted by angler characteristics within the ONS derived 
population.  


                                            
3 In translating the last trip spend to an annual total trip spend for each angler a number of outliers were identified, where 
angler trip spend (not capital spend) outstripped or was unreasonably high compared with reported annual income, or 
was unfeasibly low given the numbers of trips undertaken. Hence a trimmed mean was used for the estimation process 
of trip spend (but not annual capital spend). This was achieved by taking out the top 5% absolute values for annual trip 
spend and the bottom 5% absolute values for annual trip spend. This reduced the number of records from 2,840 to 
2,510. For each of these anglers, annual spending on major items was added to annual trip spending in order to estimate 
total spending. Note that approaches using trimmed means such as this have been used in previous studies (e.g. 
Radford et al, 2009). 


4 The survey did not ask specifically about annual harbour fees, but did capture this expenditure as an element of trip 
expenditure and some respondents will have included annual fees in the ‘other’ annual expenditure category. This is 
likely to have been more accurate in face-to-face surveys where questions could be explained fully. Also, where boats 
are used for multiple purposes, allocating an appropriate proportion of annual harbour fees to sea angling becomes very 
complicated in a survey such as this. For boats and other equipment such as clothing, expenditure was asked for only 
where the boat was used ‘mostly for sea angling’ or clothing bought ‘specifically for sea angling’. Nonetheless there may 
be an underestimation of harbour fees expenditure. 
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undertaking this exercise it was necessary to make assumptions about the English import 
propensities on goods and services used by sea anglers. These assumptions were 
informed by consultations with industry representatives, and by reference to import 
information on selected goods and services from the Office for National Statistics.5


Other adjustments to spending were made to account for VAT and other taxes which are 
included within the spending made by sea anglers. For example, purchases of fishing 
equipment will include an element relating to VAT, whilst spending on fuel also includes 
excise duties. These taxes are deducted from the spending on various items in order to 
identify spend which is relevant for each item i.e. spend which will subsequently generate 
economic impacts within particular parts of the economy (see section 2.5). Relevant spend 
is then disaggregated and appropriately allocated to sectors of the economy in order to 
estimate the economic significance of that spending.   


  


The results of this process were an estimate of the direct net spending of sea anglers 
which is retained within the English economy, this then becomes the main input into the 
economic model. 


2.4.2 Estimation of Indirect and Induced-Income Effects 


The economic modelling framework is needed in order to estimate the multiplier effects of 
sea angling at the national level. I-O tables provide an appropriate and detailed method by 
which to estimate these flow-on effects. Input-output methods have a long and well-
regarded history of use in studies of economic significance and economic impacts, ranging 
from sector studies to events and general economy changes (see Miller and Blair, 2009).  


National impacts 


The I-O framework was used to estimate the multiplier impacts of sea angling expenditure 
at the England level. Modifications to the published UK I-O tables were required to adjust 
for different time periods, and to reflect the economy of England (rather than the UK).6


                                            
5 For example, information on import penetration by different types of commodities is available within UK Supply and Use 
tables see 


 I-O 
tables provide a detailed financial account of trading between different parts of the 
economy during one year. This includes trade between industries within the economy, 
external trade through imports and exports, as well as consumer and government 
spending. The I-O framework then enables the effect of any spending or activity to be 


http://www.ons.gov.uk/ons/publications/re-reference-tables.html?edition=tcm%3A77-
52691&sortBy=title&sortDirection=DESCENDING#tab-all-tables 
 


6 The ‘base’ tables were the 2004 UK Industry-by-Industry Analytical Input-Output Tables: Developed through Karen 
Turner’s ESRC Climate Change Leadership Fellow project (ESRC ref: RES-066-27-0029) at the Fraser of Allander 
Institute, Department of Economics, University of Strathclyde, 2009. These tables were adjusted to firstly reflect price 
changes since 2004 and secondly to represent the economy of England, rather than Wales. This adjustment was made 
largely using a simple location quotient approach. Whilst there are a number of well-known problems in using such 
mechanical adjustments, these are likely to be limited in this case, as England is the largest component of the UK 
economy. For a general review of the constraints of using I-O frameworks for modelling purposes see Miller and Blair 
(2009).  



http://www.ons.gov.uk/ons/publications/re-reference-tables.html?edition=tcm%3A77-52691&sortBy=title&sortDirection=DESCENDING#tab-all-tables�

http://www.ons.gov.uk/ons/publications/re-reference-tables.html?edition=tcm%3A77-52691&sortBy=title&sortDirection=DESCENDING#tab-all-tables�
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traced through the various supply chains, ultimately estimating indirect and induced-
income effects.  


The relevant direct (net) expenditure data in England was then incorporated into the I-O 
framework in order to provide multiplier effects (i.e. indirect and induced effects of 
spending – see above). It is important to recognise that expenditure survey provided 
spending estimates for items or products rather than industries. This data had to be 
adjusted in order to allocate to industries within the developed I-O framework (e.g. tackle 
shops form part of the retail/wholesale industry). Figure 2.1 provides a summary of the 
approach used to estimate the economic impacts of recreational sea angling in England. 


Site Impacts 


Whilst the I-O approach is appropriate for estimating multiplier effects at the national level, 
it would not be appropriate for the sites for a number of reasons.  


The key issue is that robust site level I-O estimates would require a multi-site level 
framework which is simply not available. Secondly, and related to the previous point, the 
sites are relatively small geographical areas, and although they vary considerably in 
population size, even the largest of these is unlikely to be able to fully support the supply 
chains relating to angler purchases. Multiplier effects get smaller as the size of the 
economy considered gets smaller. Finally, the ONS and other surveys conducted as part 
of Sea Angling 2012 cannot provide sufficient detailed information to enable any grossing 
up of expenditure to represent the population of sea anglers visiting each area.  


The estimation of impacts at the site level is therefore restricted to direct effects.  
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Figure 2.1: Summary of economic assessment approach  


Induced effects Indirect effects 


Input-Output framework 


Relevant direct (net) spending in England 
(allocated to industries) 


Adjust spending to account for imports to England and taxes 


Distribution of spend by item (trip and capital) 


Headline gross spending totals 


Gross-up trip and capital spend per angler per year to population total using ONS 
data. 


         


Questionnaire data – On line plus site survey 


Conversion of last trip spend into annual total for trip spending per 
angler (using days spent on last trip and total days angling per year) 
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2.5 Economic Activity Associated with Sea Angling: 
Analysis 
Table 2.1 provides estimates of the total annual spend of recreational sea anglers in 
England. This represents a grossed up number based on a sample of just over 2,500 
online and site survey returns, (grossed up using age and frequency of trip information to 
represent over 884,000 individual English sea anglers estimated from the ONS survey). 
Total trip spending in 2012-13 was an estimated £673m (excluding purchases which would 
be categorised as major spend but which were bought during angling trips). Spending on 
major items totalled an estimated £560m. Adding together trip and major spend items 
gives an all-England total of £1.23bn of total sea angler spending. 


Table 2.1 Sea Angling Spending in England 2012-13 


Annual total 
TRIP spend, 


£m 


Annual total 
MAJOR ITEM 


spend, £m 


Total annual 
spend, £m 


Annual TRIP 
spend per 
angler, £s 


Annual MAJOR 
ITEM spend 


per angler, £s 


Annual TOTAL 
spend per 
angler, £s 


672.7 560.0 1,232.6 761 633 1,394 


Note: The information above reflects a grossing up process based on the on line/survey returns and ONS 
population estimates. Precision estimates were available from the ONS in relation to GB population figures 
only. Similar information for England was unavailable but could be inferred by assuming the same ratio of 
standard deviation to the mean in the samples for each area. The relative standard error (RSE) for the ONS 
population estimate for England is around 0.12, whilst the RSE of the mean spend per angler is estimated at 
0.09. The 95% confidence interval for the total annual spend of £1,232.6m is therefore +/- £357.6m. Any 
covariances between the ONS populations and the online survey estimates of mean spend could not be 
computed from the available data, and have been ignored. This precision estimate is indicative of the 
potential variation in total spending.  


 


It is estimated that annual trip spend per angler is £761 (£795 including major items) and 
annual spend on major items is £633 per sea angler giving an overall total of £1,394 per 
sea angler7, equivalent to around £27 per week of spending. Putting this into context the 
Family Expenditure Survey suggests that average per capita spending per week was £203 
in 2009-2011 (figure is based on a 3 year average for England). On average, respondents 
participated in 15.7 sea angling trips per year, representing 17.3 sea angling days (each 
trip was on average 1.1 days duration). Spend per trip was then approximately £50.50, 
and trip spend per day was £45.93 (both of these calculations include major items bought 
during the trip)8


                                            
7 By way of contemporary reference points, it is noted that a study by Inland Fisheries Ireland suggests an average 
annual spend on recreational angling of €1,665 (see Inland Fisheries Ireland, 2013). Radford et al (2009) estimated total 
annual sea angler expenditure across the whole of Scotland of £140.9m. 


. 


8 For comparison, the on-site surveys conducted by Cefas and the IFCAs as part of Sea Angling 2012 provide un-
weighted mean spend per angler across all IFCA areas of £42 per day for private boat anglers and £24 per day for shore 
anglers (see Appendix 2 for details). 
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Table 2.2 Spend by Frequency of Angling Activity 


Frequency (days per annum) Total Annual Spend, 
£m 


English resident anglers 
(number) 


Average spend per Angler, 
£ 


Occasional (0-12) 408.5 577,294 708 


Regular (13-35) 508.1 207,018 2,454 


Frequent (36+) 316.1 99,992 3,161 


Total 1,232.6 884,305 1,394 


The overall averages reported in Table 2.1 hide some interesting detail on the distribution 
of spend. For example, in terms of total trip spend in England an estimated 38% accrues 
to occasional anglers, 35% to regular anglers and 27% to frequent anglers. However, the 
distribution of spending on major items is very different, i.e. 28% accrues to occasional 
anglers, 49% to regular anglers and 23% to frequent anglers. Table 2.2 summarises how 
the total £1.23bn of sea angling annual spend is distributed between occasional, regular 
and frequent anglers. This reveals that the average annual spend of occasional anglers is 
around £708, £2,454 for regular anglers, and £3,161 for frequent anglers (average all 
anglers £1,394). In relative terms regular and frequent anglers have much higher levels of 
spending on major items as opposed to trip spend. 


Table 2.3 shows the distribution of total annual spending by age range. Around 10% of 
total sea angling spending is accounted for by anglers in the 16-24 age range; around 27% 
in the 25-44 range, 29% in the 45-54 range, 27% in the 55-64 range and 8% in over 65s. 
Perhaps of more interest is the variation in spend by these broad age groups. Average 
annual spend was £1,394 for all anglers and average annual spend in the 16-24, 25-44 
and 65+ age groups varies between £1,155 and £1,172. In the 45-54 age group this grows 
to £1,366, but there is a large spike for the 55-64 age group to £2,180, over 50% more 
than the average. 


Table 2.3 Sea Angling Spend by Age Range 


Age Resident anglers Total Annual Spend £m Average, £ 


16 to 24 106,206 124.5 1,172 


25 to 44 282,711 326.8 1,156 


45 to 54 258,536 353.2 1,366 


55 to 64 150,608 328.4 2,181 


65 to 74 86,244 99.8 1,157 


 Total 884,305 1,232.6 1,394 
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Table 2.4 examines how the £1.23bn of annual total sea angling spend is distributed by 
item. Largest items of spend include boats (£177.7m and around 14% of the total); next 
comes bait (£141m and around 11% of the total) and then food and drink (£135.1m, 11% 
of the total). For the purposes of later economic analysis the more detailed distribution of 
angling spend is important. For example, the three spending items of accommodation, 
food and drink and bait in large measure encompass goods and services produced in 
England.  


Table 2.4 Items of Trip and Major Spend by Sea Anglers 


Category  Annual Spend £m Percentage of total 
spend 


Trip spend   


Accommodation  107.8 8.7 


Food and drink  135.1 11.0 


Bait  140.1 11.4 


Other fishing equipment  44.1 3.6 


Car parking  18.9 1.5 


Pier/harbour/launch fees  17.0 1.4 


Charter boat/ boat hire 115.1 9.3 


Boat fuel  34.7 2.8 


Public transport  5.7 0.5 


Other spending (incl. car fuel etc) 54.1 4.4 


Major spend items   


Rods and reels 131.6 10.7 


Fishing clothing  40.5 3.3 


Other equipment  31.6 2.6 


Terminal tackle  49.7 4.0 


Boats / kayaks 177.7 14.4 


Boat engines /equipment  94.8 7.7 


Other major spending 34.0 2.8 


Total 1,232.6 100.0 


 
However, in the case of items such as rods and reels (£132m) a large proportion of the 
spending is on goods imported into the UK. In analysing the economic effects of sea 
angling it is important to understand how spending on some items leaks out of the English 
economy. Furthermore, by examining the detailed breakdown of trip and major item 
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spending it is possible to see the industries which are supported by recreational sea 
angling activity. Table 2.5 then takes the spending breakdown from Table 2.4 and 
allocates spend to industry groups as opposed to spending categories. 


Table 2.5 shows that the annual spending figure of £1.23bn falls to £831m once account is 
taken of imports and taxes (the latter largely relating to VAT). Then for every £1 spent on 
recreational sea angling an estimated third relates to spend on imports and taxes. Of the 
£831m net of import and taxes, around £200m of sea angling spending accrues to the 
wholesale and retail sector; £180m to machinery, electronics and transport equipment; and 
£154m to hotels and restaurants. The information in Table 2.5 becomes the inputs into an 
economic model to estimate the indirect and induced effects of this spending.  


Table 2.5 shows over £200m of tax payments would be included within the £1.23bn of sea 
angler gross spending. This has been estimated by analysis of purchases made but can 
only be indicative of the direct tax-take relating to such spending. Taxes have not been 
included within the economic modelling exercise, hence this is only a partial estimate of 
the likely total tax take relating to this recreational activity. Taxes will accrue to the 
government and will subsequently be spent, hence supporting economic activity, and the 
extent of these impacts will depend on how such taxes are spent.   


Table 2.5 Distribution of Sea Angler Spend by Industry group 


Industry group Selected Items Spend £m 


Agriculture, fishing, food and clothing  Bait, selected food and drink, clothing 127.6 


Machinery, electronics and transport equipment Boats, engines, other major items 179.6 


Other manufacturing Fishing equipment, rod and reels, terminal tackle 24.9 


Wholesale and retail Retails margin on a range of purchases listed in Table 
2.4, including rods and reels, boats, engines, clothing 


199.1 


Hotels and restaurants Accommodation, selected food and drink  153.7 


Transport and transport services Car parking, pier fees, public transport, selected charter 
fees. 


94.1 


Other services Selected charter fees  52.4 


Total   831.4 


Imports 
Imports of a range of items bought via retailers, such as 
rod, reels, food and drink, clothing.  199.2 


Tax 
VAT on a relevant purchases listed in Table 2.4 (for 
example, on accommodation and equipment purchases) 
plus tax on fuel. 


202.1 


Total Overall Spend   1,232.6 


Note: Totals may not sum due to rounding. 


By combining the information of spend by industry with employment data for the defined 
industries (from the Office for National Statistics) this £831m of spend is estimated to 
directly support some 10,400 FTE jobs. It is also estimated that the £831m of spending 
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supports almost £360m of gross value added (GVA). GVA comprises of items such as 
wages and salaries, and company profits and surpluses. 


Before going further it is worth considering a few points that follow from the above 
analysis. For example: 


• Every 100 recreational sea anglers supported 1.2 jobs in the English economy 
through their (direct) spending on goods and services. 


• Every £1m overall gross sea angling spending supported 8.5 jobs in England and 
£0.29 million of GVA. 


As revealed earlier in this section, the £831m of direct spending creates indirect and 
induced effects (i.e. knock-on effects in the English economy). These effects are shown in 
Table 2.6.  


Table 2.6 Economic impacts of Sea Angling 


 
Spending / output 


£m 
Employment 


FTE 
GVA 
£m 


 Initial Final Initial Final Initial Final 


Agriculture, fishing, food and clothing 127.6 235.6 1,698 2,635 54.6 91.4 


Machinery, electronics, transport equipment 179.6 227.7 1,187 1,505 53.9 68.6 


Other manufacturing, energy, construction 24.9 233.9 184 1,462 12.5 84.6 


Wholesale and retail 199.1 379.8 2,723 5,194 100.1 197.3 


Hotels and restaurants 153.7 197.2 2,800 3,591 67.7 89.2 


Transport and transport services 94.1 223.4 1,161 2,758 38.8 92.3 


Finance, business, public and other services 52.4 599.7 639 6.474 29.9 354.9 


Total 831.4 2,097.3 10,392 23,619 357.5 978.4 


Note: Totals may not sum due to rounding.  


The £831m of direct sea angler spending supports a total of £2.1 billion of total spending 
once indirect and induced effects are accounted; a total of over 23,600 jobs and almost 
£980 million of GVA. Note here that total effects include direct, indirect and induced 
effects. The figures in Table 2.6 lead to the following conclusions: 


• Each £1m of net sea angler spending in England supports another £1.5m of 
spending in the English economy. 


• Each £1m of gross sea angler spend in total supports 19.2 jobs and £0.79 million of 
GVA. 


• Every 100 recreational sea anglers supported around 2.7 jobs in the English 
economy through their spending on goods and services and associated indirect and 
induced effects.   
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2.6 Tourism Activity 
Although this project has not specifically looked at the impacts generated by sea angling 
‘tourists’ to England the research team thought it may be informative to briefly investigate 
what, if any, approaches had been adopted in similar studies. The aim here was to be able 
to at least speculate as to the potential scale of what these additional expenditures might 
be in the English economy. 


In the Drew (2004) study only 1.8% of respondents stated they were resident outside of 
England and Wales. With such a low proportion visiting from other countries it was decided 
that no attempt would be made at measuring the impacts of these tourists, noting that at a 
national level the financial impact would be minimal.   


The respondent data set used by Radford (2009) was collected from Scottish resident 
anglers only. However, the study utilised information from the UK Tourist Survey, the UK 
Time Survey, and the 2007 TNS Fishing Report (this latter research giving information on 
activities undertaken by visitors to Scotland) to estimate the spending impacts of sea 
angling visitors resident in the rest of the UK who stayed overnight in Scotland. It was 
calculated that an annual gross spend of £42m in Scotland could be attributed to this 
cohort (consisting of around 50,000 sea angling visitors, who collectively made around 
71,550 overnight trips to Scotland). The Radford study did not explore the impact of 
visitors from further afield as there was no estimate for sea anglers from overseas 
(presumably due to the difficultly in sourcing numbers who engaged in sea angling 
activities and their related spending). 


Carrying out a similar exercise for England using data from the (now) GB Tourism Survey 
would suggest that of the 104.5m overnight trips to the country in 2012, English residents 
themselves account for around 92% or 96.14m of these. Therefore visitors from the rest of 
Great Britain made approximately 8.36m overnight trips to England in 2012. Data, also 
from the GB Tourism Survey, notes that 0.4% of overnight trips to England involved 
“fishing – sea angling”, which if applied to the 8.36m trips by non-English residents 
indicates approximately 33,440 involving sea angling. Then, by applying average trip 
spends from the non-English residents who completed questionnaires in the online survey, 
it can be estimated that between £11m to £22m9


2.7 Site Based Analysis 


 in gross annual trip spending would be 
attributable to tourists from the rest of GB.  


As noted previously, a face to face intercept survey was undertaken at 5 sites in England. 
Section 1.3.2 provides an explanation of the survey process and section 1.4 provides 
information on the case study sites and sample sizes. Appendix 1 provides a descriptive 


                                            
9 The low estimate is based on the average last trip expenditure of residents of Scotland or Wales to England. The high 
estimate is based on the average last trip expenditure of all non-English residents to wherever their last trip was (to 
England or outside England). There were a relatively high proportion of Welsh residents here who stated their last trip 
was to somewhere in Wales. 
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account of each site together with an analysis of the data obtained through the site 
surveys.   


Table 2.7 Trip spending at each site, £s. 


Site Overall average Day visitor Overnight visitor 


Deal  46.2 45.2 53.7 


number of respondents 86 76 10 


Liverpool 43.7 38.7 145.0 


number of respondents 87 83 4 


Lowestoft 35.9 26.6 140.0 


number of respondents 49 45 4 


Northumberland 37.2 22.4 135.3 


number of respondents 97 84 13 


Weymouth 167.1 74.6 379.6 


number of respondents 181 125 56 


Note: Standard errors on overall average trip spend were as follows: Deal £4.2; Liverpool £5.9; Lowestoft 
£6.8; Northumberland £4.4 and Weymouth £18.4. 


Table 2.7 provides some summary statistics relating to trip spending for each of the sites. 
There are a total of 500 survey returns where the last trip was recorded as being to these 
sites. The intercept survey returns for each sites have been ‘boosted’ by including data 
from the online survey, where respondents had specified these sites as the location of 
their last fishing trip (i.e. Deal was 'boosted' by 26 additions; Liverpool 26; Lowestoft 12; 
Northumberland 12; and Weymouth 116, giving a total of 192). 


The average overall trip expenditure across all sites was £85.50 (n=500), this is higher 
than the average for the full sample of £50.46, and Table 2.7 shows considerable variation 
around this figure for some of the sites. Average overall spend is lower at each site 
compared with the all-site average except for Weymouth, where spend by day visitors and 
overnight visitors is much higher than all other selected locations.  


Table 2.8 shows how total trip spending by day visitors and anglers who stay overnight is 
distributed by item at each site. The highest two values for each type of visitor are shown 
in bold text in the table, and as expected accommodation is one of the main spending 
items for those visitors who stay overnight. Accommodation accounts for the largest 
proportion of trip spending for overnight visitors to all sites except for Liverpool, where 
spending on food, drinks and snacks and ‘other spending’ is marginally higher. Spending 
on bait is also a key category, particularly for day visitors, where this is the highest or 
second highest spend item at all sites except Weymouth, where spending on charter boats 
and terminal tackle is higher.  
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Table 2.8 Items of trip spending by sea anglers, £. 


  Deal Liverpool Lowestoft Northumberland Weymouth 


Item Day O/night Day O/night Day O/night Day O/night Day O/night 


Accommodation 0.0 22.0 0.0 35.0 0.0 45.0 0.0 74.2 0.0 104.0 


Food, drink, snacks 10.3 14.1 4.1 38.8 6.6 33.8 3.3 26.2 7.3 57.1 


Bait  13.5 9.9 7.9 18.8 9.3 10.3 7.5 3.5 7.9 17.0 


Terminal tackle 6.0 1.1 6.6 13.8 3.1 0.0 3.4 4.6 9.3 13.6 


Other fishing equipment 1.9 0.0 5.4 0.0 1.1 0.0 1.7 7.8 2.9 5.8 


Car parking 2.6 2.8 0.1 1.3 0.6 1.0 0.2 0.6 4.1 6.0 


Pier, harbour fees 3.6 3.2 0.7 0.0 0.2 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.9 0.1 


Charter boat 1.7 0.0 10.2 0.0 3.9 40.0 1.0 14.2 36.4 63.0 


Boat fuel 0.1 0.0 1.3 0.0 0.3 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.6 14.3 


Public transport 0.4 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.1 0.0 0.0 5.8 


Other spending 5.1 0.6 2.5 37.5 1.4 10.0 5.2 4.3 5.0 92.9 


TOTAL 45.2 53.7 38.7 145.0 26.6 140.0 22.4 135.3 74.6 379.6 


Note: Totals may not sum due to rounding. 


Food, drink and snacks is also an important spending category, accounting for around 
20% or more of total spending by overnight anglers at all sites, again except for 
Weymouth. Food and drink purchases are also relatively high for day visiting anglers.  


Spending on charter boat fees represents almost half of total trip spending by day visiting 
anglers to Weymouth, and charter fees are also a high spend category in Liverpool (day 
visitors) and in Lowestoft. Spending on charter boat fees is relatively smaller in Deal and in 
Northumberland.  


Table 2.9 shows average trip length for the overnight visitors to each site (anglers visiting 
the site from home recorded a 1 day trip length, so trip spend for these anglers equals 
spend per day). As intimated from the above commentary, overnight visitors to Weymouth 
had the longest trip length, at 3.11 days. Deal and Northumberland were similar in terms of 
trip length at 2.6 days, whilst overnight visitors to Lowestoft and Deal spent less than two 
days on their last trip to these sites. 


Table 2.9 Average trip length for overnight angling trips. 


Site Trip length – days 


Deal 2.60 


Liverpool 1.25 


Lowestoft 1.75 


Northumberland 2.69 


Weymouth 3.11 
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Using the information in Table 2.9, Figure 2.2 translates the trip spending totals for each 
site from Table 2.7 into spending per day on last trip.  


As noted above, average spend per day from the full (online plus site survey) sample was 
£45.93, and Figure 2.2 shows the variation around this average. Spend per day for 
overnight visitors includes any accommodation spending, and is therefore higher than 
spend for day visitors at all sites except for Deal. In this case a relatively low trip spend, 
has been divided by a relatively high trip length, to give spend per day of only £20.64. It is 
likely that these anglers either stayed with friends or family, or perhaps slept in tents, cars 
or camper vans at little or no cost. Unfortunately the questionnaires did not collect any 
data on where respondents stayed so it was not possible to provide any evidence to 
confirm numbers of anglers staying in tents, cars etc. 


Figure 2.2 Average trip spend per day at each site, £. 


 


At this point it is important to recognise that the sample sizes for the selected sites are 
fairly small. The potential for bias linked to trip frequency is reduced with the inclusion of 
anglers from the online survey whose last visit was to these selected locations. Of 
particular concern are the very small numbers of overnight visitors intercepted in four of 
the selected locations. In Weymouth it was possible to intercept a much larger number of 
overnight visitors but this could be expected given the nature of the supply side for anglers 
in this local economy. Furthermore, in the Weymouth case there is a strong charter boat 
fleet which was around 50% of trip spending for day visitors surveyed to the area. The 
timing of the various visitor intercepts also has the potential to bias estimates in some 
cases. Data analysis for each site suggests considerable variation around the average trip 
and major items spending estimates (see notes to Table 2.7 and 2.10). 
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Table 2.10 Annual spending on major items at each site, £s. 


  
Overall 
average Day visitor Overnight 


visitor 


Deal 369.0 375.6 317.9 


number of respondents 86 76 10 


Liverpool 287.4 290.0 236.3 


number of respondents 87 83 4 


Lowestoft 283.5 287.0 245.0 


number of respondents 49 45 4 


Northumberland 332.6 324.5 383.8 


number of respondents 97 84 13 


Weymouth 630.0 683.0 511.6 


number of respondents 181 125 56 


Note: Standard errors on overall major items spend are as follows: Deal £64.7; Liverpool £42.6; Lowestoft 
£80.1; Northumberland £65.8 and Weymouth £138.6. 


 


Table 2.10 shows spending on major items by anglers surveyed at the sites. In similarity to 
the trip spending, spending on major items was highest for those anglers whose last trip 
was to Weymouth. The day visiting anglers to Weymouth spent over £680 on average per 
year on major items. This is almost twice the average for day visitors any other site, and 
comprised largely of spending on boats/kayaks (37%) and fishing rods and reels (27%). It 
may also include higher harbour fees included in ‘other’ or trip expenditure10


Respondents were asked how much of their spending was within a 15 mile radius of the 
site. To determine how much angler related spending was retained within the site 
boundary the first stage of the process was to deduct any non-local spending as detailed 
on the questionnaire. Table 2.11 shows the proportion of last trip spending which was 
defined as local by surveyed sea anglers at each site. Overnight visitors had a higher 
overall local spending percentage than day visitors for each site, and this is related to 
accommodation spending, which was reported as being 100% at each site. 


. Overall 
spending on major items was between £283 and £369 at all the other sites, and average 
spend on major items was relatively consistent between day visitors and overnight visitors 
for each site.  


                                            
10 See footnote 4. 
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Table 2.11 Local trip spending at each site  


Site Overall 
average Day visitor Overnight 


visitor 


Deal - total spend, £ 46.2 45.2 53.7 


Local, % 70.5 67.5 90.3 


Local , £ 32.6 30.5 48.4 


Liverpool - total spend, £ 43.7 38.7 145.0 


Local, % 82.5 81.3 88.8 


Local , £ 36.1 31.4 128.8 


Lowestoft - total spend, £ 35.9 26.6 140.0 


Local, % 82.9 82.2 84.4 


Local , £ 29.7 21.9 118.1 


Northumberland - total spend, £ 37.2 22.4 135.3 


Local, % 89.0 79.1 99.8 


Local , £ 33.1 17.7 135.0 


Weymouth - total spend, £ 167.1 74.6 379.6 


Local, % 90.7 81.3 95.0 


Local , £ 151.6 60.6 360.5 


Weymouth and Northumberland recorded the highest proportions of local spending overall, 
with Deal having the lowest percentage of spending classified as local. In Deal, day 
visitors reported that 67.5% of spend was local.  


The analysis of the economic impacts for England explained that whilst spend may be 
reported as local, spend which is retained in the area can be lower, depending on the 
nature of that spend. The accommodation spending was reported as being 100% local to 
each site, and much of this spend will be retained locally to generate economic activity. 
However for other spending, such as on terminal tackle, other fishing equipment and food 
drinks and snacks, only part of the local spend will be retained locally. For example, further 
percentages of this local spend are deducted to account for VAT incurred, and also for 
goods that are imported to the area. In this case, the area is the site area rather than all of 
England as in the previous analysis. Again in similarity to the previous all-England 
analysis, a retail margin on fishing equipment, for example, will be retailed locally. 
However in this case, all fishing equipment is assumed to be imported to the site (i.e. not 
manufactured within the site area). 


Table 2.12 shows the spending which is retained locally at each site for each fishing trip. 
The local spending totals as shown in Table 2.10 have been reduced further to subtract 
taxes and imports to provide estimates of the spending which is retained locally for each 
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sea angling trip. For example, in Deal, total overall spending per fishing trip is estimated at 
£46.20, however of this, only an estimated 36% of this spend, £16.70, is retained locally to 
generate economic impacts. In Weymouth, an estimated £93.90 is retained locally from a 
total overall spend of £167.10  


Table 2.12 Trip spending retained locally at each site 


Site £ % total 
spend 


Deal 16.7 36.1 


Liverpool 19.3 44.1 


Lowestoft 16.1 44.8 


Northumberland 17.1 45.9 


Weymouth 93.9 56.2 


Without full knowledge of the number of fishing trips made to each site area for the year, 
these estimates of spending retained per trip cannot be grossed up to a full year trip 
spending total, hence estimates of employment supported within each site area cannot be 
made. In addition estimates of multiplier effects at such small scales can only be 
indicative, and are likely to be very small due to the likelihood of high import ratios for most 
items. Here the analysis focuses on spending retained locally per trip, i.e. a first round 
effect, which is the most significant element of impact. 


Table 2.6 showed that on average each job was associated with around £80,000 of 
spending within England (£831m of trip and major item expenditure being equivalent to 
10,392 jobs). By using this average, and by only looking at spending made during trips by 
anglers in the case study sites, between 4,000 - 5,000 sea angling trips are needed to 
support 1 FTE job. Whilst this is true for four of the sites, in Weymouth, due to the higher 
average levels of trip spending and retained spending per trip, less than 900 fishing trips 
would be required to support 1 FTE job. 


The results from this section tell us much about the respective supply sides of these small 
local economies, and the nature of the underlying fishing activity in each place. The 
difference in average levels of expenditure in local areas also suggest that care is needed 
when generalising on how anglers spend money in different parts of England.  
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Section 3. Social Evaluation 


3.1 Introduction 
Previous studies of the social impact of angling participation have identified a range of 
social benefits. For instance Drew (2004) identified angling as a source of relaxation and 
stress relief and the Spurgeon and Lawrence (2007) study identified a range of welfare 
benefits. Other research (Pretty et al 2007) has identified angling as a source of physical 
exercise along with the added health benefits of accessing ‘green’ or ‘natural’ 
environments.  


Substance’s research into the social and community benefits of angling (Brown et al. 
201211


i) Sport and physical activity 


) identified six areas of social benefit: 


ii) Health and well being 
iii) Environmental access and improvement 
iv) Urban community benefit 
v) Rural community benefit 
vi) Young people 


Although these areas clearly overlap, they provide a framework for assessing the impact of 
different forms and contexts of angling and have influenced this study. In 2012 Substance 
conducted a National Angling Survey for the Angling Trust and Environment Agency12. 
The survey involved over 29,000 anglers in England and Wales and helped inform a 
national angling strategy, Fishing for Life13


Substance also recently published new research on the value of social outcomes from 
sport for the Sported foundation


, which reflected some of the core benefit 
domains identified by the Substance study (participation, environmental improvement, 
volunteering). 


14


 


. The focus of this research was about the value of sport-
based interventions for young people but the research included a review of costs to society 
of some key social problems, presented in Table 3.1.  


 


                                            
11 Brown, A., Djohari, N. And Stolk, P. (2012) Fishing For Answers: The final report of the social and community benefits 
of angling, Manchester: Substance 
12 Brown, A. (2012) National Angling Survey, Manchester: Substance 
13 Angling Trust (2012) Fishing for Life: A national strategy for getting people fishing 2012-2015, Angling Trust. Available 
at: www.anglingtrust.net/nationalanglingstrategy  
14 Crabbe, T. (2013) Sportworks: Investing in sport for development - creating the business case to help change the lives 
of disadvantaged young people in the UK, London: Sported, p55 
http://www.sported.org.uk/media/60913/003221_sw_research_report_highres.pdf 



http://www.anglingtrust.net/nationalanglingstrategy�

http://www.sported.org.uk/media/60913/003221_sw_research_report_highres.pdf�
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Table 3.1 Cost of social problems 


Social Problem Area Estimated Cost 


Crime: Cost per crime £6,68015 


Education:  
Cost to the UK economy of low educational performance  
Cost of 200,000 persistent truants 


 
£18 billion per annum 
£800 million per annum16 


Health: 
Cost of obesity £2,715 per obese young person per annum17 


Well being:  
Those who develop a conduct disorder  £70,000 over their lifetime18 


Unemployment:  
Youth unemployment  
Cost over next decade 


 
£155 per week19


£28 billion
 


20 


It would be an untenable leap of faith to say that participation in sea angling automatically 
or causally addresses any one of these problems, but the figures do provide a context of 
social cost which some of the social benefits outlined in this section may help address. 


In the Economic and Social Impact of Recreational Sea Anglers survey, questions were 
structured around seven areas: 


i) Demographic profile  
ii) Sea Angling Participation 
iii) Social aspects of sea angling 
iv) Physical activity 
v) Health and well being 
vi) Environment 
vii) Local community 


Questions in these areas produced data which are summarised in this section of the 
report. The sample is the identical weighted sample used in the economic analysis. 
Alongside the quantitative estimates and financial modelling, we also collected some 
qualitative data from both survey and the case study sites. 


                                            
15 Aked, J., Steuer, N., Lawlor, E. & Spratt, S. (2009) Backing the Future: Why investing in children is good for us all, nef: 
London quoted in Crabbe, T. (2013) 
16 Brooks, M., Goodall, E. & Heady, L. (2007) Misspent Youth: The costs of truancy and exclusion, npc: London 
17 Aked, J. et. Al. (2010) Op. cit. quoted in Crabbe, T. (2013) 
18 Scott S, Knapp M, Henderson J et al (2001) Financial cost of social exclusion: follow-up study of antisocial children 
into adulthood. BMJ, 323: 1–5. quoted in Crabbe, T. (2013) 
19 Princes Trust (2010) The Cost of Exlcusion: Counting the cost of youth disadvantage in the UK, Princes Trust: London 
20 ACEVO Commission on Youth Unemployment (2012) Youth Unemployment: The crisis we cannot afford, ACEVO: 
London quoted in Crabbe, T. (2013). 
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3.2 Demographic Profile of Respondents 


3.2.1 Sex 


As with most forms of angling, sea angling is heavily male dominated. In our survey, of 
those who provided an answer (n=2,373) 98% were male and 2% female. The estimates 
of female anglers compares to the National Angling Survey 2012 where 2.7% of 
respondents were female, but is lower than some other estimates: the Sport England 
Active People Survey 6 suggested that 7.5% of anglers are female (although this is of 
those taking part in sport once per month); and EA Rod Licence analysis suggested that 
7% of licence holders are female (although this is only of those that hold licences). 


Table 3.2 Sex 


Sex Percentage of all respondents 
(n=2,842) 


Percentage of those responding to 
question 


Male 81.84% (2326) 98.0% 


Female 1.65% (47) 2.0% 


Not Given 16.5% (469)  


 


3.2.2 Age 


The mean average age of respondents was 51 and median 52. This reflects findings in 
other recent studies which suggest that angling is an activity that tends to attract older 
people. This result is very similar to the National Angling Survey (mean average age was 
51.3) however it does exclude those under 18. The EA Rod Licence data report (2006) 
suggests 50% of Rod Licence holders are aged over 45 although game anglers tended to 
be older than average. 


Table 3.3 Average age 


 Age 


Mean 51 


Median 52 
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Table 3.4 illustrates the distribution of ages (of the 2,371 who provided one) and shows 
that 71.5% of sea anglers surveyed were 45 or over, almost exactly the same as the 
National Angling Survey 2012 (which was 79.4% over 41). 


Table 3.4 Age range 


 Count Percent 


U16 14 0.6% 


16-24 52 2.2% 


25-44 609 25.7% 


45-64 1418 59.8% 


65+ 278 11.7% 


Total 2371 100% 


 
 
Figure 3.1 Age range 


 


3.2.3 Ethnicity 


As with other angling studies the overwhelming majority describe themselves as White or 
white British. When we remove just under 18% of respondents who did not provide 
information on their ethnicity, the proportion of those described as White or White British 
increases to 96%. 
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Table 3.5 Ethnicity 


Ethnicity Count Percent of all 
respondents  


Percentage of 
those answering 


White British 2216 77.97% 94% 


Any other White background 42 1.48% 2% 


Asian or Asian British 1 0.04% 0% 


Any other Asian background 1 0.04% 0% 


Black or Black British 2 0.07% 0% 


Any other Black background 1 0.04% 0% 


Mixed British 5 0.18% 0% 


Any other Mixed background 4 0.14% 0% 


Chinese 1 0.04% 0% 


Other 64 2.25% 3% 


Prefer not to say 33 1.16% 1% 


Not Given 472 16.61%  


 


3.2.4 Employment Status 


51% of those who responded were employed full time, with one fifth (20%) retired, 
reflecting the high average age of respondents. 17% were self employed and these figures 
compare closely with the NAS 2012 (51% employed full time, 25% retired and 14.3% self 
employed). 


Table 3.6 Employment status 


Employment Status Count Percent of 
all respondents 


Percentage of 
those 


responding 


Employed Full Time 1198 42.15% 51% 


Employed Part Time or Casual 98 3.45% 4% 


In education 28 0.99% 1% 


Not Employed 104 3.66% 4% 


Not Given 483 17%  


Other 58 2.04% 2% 


Retired 475 16.71% 20% 


Self Employed 398 14% 17% 
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3.2.5 Household Income 


A significant number of people, especially those undertaking face-to-face surveys did not 
provide information given its perceived sensitive nature. Of those who did respond, 50% 
were in the income bracket between £20,001 and £50,000, with 20% between £20,001 
and £30,000.  


Table 3.7 Household income 


Household Income Count Percentage of 
respondents 


Percent of those 
responding 


0-£10,000 69 2.43% 5% 


£10,001-20,000 197 6.93% 13% 


£20,001-30,000 302 10.63% 20% 


£30,001-40,000 263 9.25% 17% 


£40,001-50,000 191 6.72% 13% 


£50,001-60,000 145 5.10% 10% 


£60,001-70,000 103 3.62% 7% 


£70,001-80,000 68 2.39% 4% 


£80,001-90,000 42 1.48% 3% 


£90,001-100,000 44 1.55% 3% 


£100,001-120,000 51 1.79% 3% 


£120,001-150,000 23 0.81% 2% 


£150,001-200,000 12 0.42% 1% 


£200,001-250,000 7 0.25% 0% 


Over £250,0000 9 0.32% 1% 


Total answers 1,526   


Not Given 1,316 46.31%  


Total 2,842 100.00% 100% 
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Figure 3.2 


 


3.2.6 Location 


Using postcodes provided by 2,165 of respondents, we are able to geocode and map 
these to illustrate distribution of respondents across different government office regions. 
South East and South West account for 34.3% of respondents with the lowest level of 
respondents coming from East Midlands and West Midlands. However, even here it 
illustrates that significant numbers of people will travel to fish in the sea and the two 
Midlands regions combined are a significant percentage of the total.  


Table 3.8 Location by Government office region 


Govt Office Region Percent (n=) 


East Midlands 3.91% (111) 


East of England 9.96% (283) 


London 4.36% (124) 


North East 6.51% (185) 


North West 7.64% (217) 


South East 19.04% (541) 


South West 15.27% (434) 


West Midlands 3.84% (109) 


Yorkshire and Humber 5.28% (150) 


Channel Islands 0.39% (11) 
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Figure 3.3 Location by Government office region 


 


We were also able to use postcode data to map respondents according to the Indices of 
Multiple Deprivation 2010 (IMD 2010). In Table 3.9 the 0-10% percentile is the most 
deprived category of areas and 90-100% are the least deprived areas in the country.  


There is a spread across all percentiles, although 16.2% come from the 30% most 
deprived areas and 23.4% from the 30% least deprived, suggesting respondents tended to 
come from wealthier areas. 


Table 3.9 Location by IMD (2010) 


IMD Percentile Percent (n=) 


0%-10% 4.71% (134) 


11%-20% 6.05% (172) 


21%-30% 5.45% (155) 


31%-40% 7.14% (203) 


41%-50% 8.76% (249) 


51%-60% 8.9% (253) 


61%-70% 9.78% (278) 


71%-80% 9.43% (268) 


81%-90% 9.39% (267) 


91%-100% 6.54% (186) 


The map image in Figure 3.4 shows the distribution of respondents (where postcodes 
were provided) across England. An online version of this map is available at:  


http://www.substance.coop/rsa2012/participant_map.php 


An online version showing distribution of respondents in relation to IMD 2010 data is 
available at: 


http://www.substance.coop/rsa2012/participant_map_imd.php 



http://www.substance.coop/rsa2012/participant_map.php�

http://www.substance.coop/rsa2012/participant_map_imd.php�
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Figure 3.4 Map showing respondent locations 


 


3.3 Angling Participation 


3.3.1 Frequency 


Of the 2,842 respondents, the mean average of days per year they went sea angling was 
27.9 and the median was 14. 


Table 3.10 Average Days per year 


 Days per year 


Mean (total) 27.9 


Median (total) 14 


The mean average is boosted by a small number of anglers who fish very often – 1% over 
201 days per year and 4% between 101 and 200 days per year. However, 41% of 
respondents fished under 10 days a year. This is similar to another recent survey of over 
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1,700 sea anglers conducted by Substance for the Royal National Lifeboat Institute 
(RNLI)21


Table 3.11 Distribution of Frequency 


 which suggested 33.6% of sea anglers fished under 10 days per year. 


Days Count Percent 


Under 10 days 1156 41% 


11 to 30 912 32% 


31-50 337 12% 


51-100 301 11% 


101-200 115 4% 


201-365 21 1% 


Total 2842 100% 


3.3.2 Location for Fishing 


Respondents were asked to say where they did most of their sea angling from rating them 
from 1 (most often) to 5 (least often). The most frequent location was from natural 
shorelines (beach and rocks), which had a rating average of 3.83 (where the higher the 
rating the more frequent the location was fished from), followed by man made shorelines 
(2.7). 


Table 3.12 Location for Sea Angling 


Location 1 (most 
often) 


2 3 4 5 (least 
often) 


Rating 
Av 


Never N/A 


Natural shoreline 
(e.g. beach, rocks) 


55.7% 
(1582) 


17.2% 
(488) 


7.5% 
(212) 


3.2% 
(91) 


5.9% 
(167) 


3.83 10.2% 
(290) 


0.2% (5) 


Man-made 
shoreline (e.g. pier, 
jetty, harbour) 


18.7% 
(531) 


27.0% 
(766) 


13.8% 
(392) 


6.3% 
(178) 


11.1% 
(316) 


2.70 22.0% 
(625) 


0.5% 
(14) 


Own or club private 
boat 


10.6% 
(302) 


4.3% 
(121) 


4.7% 
(133) 


3.2% 
(90) 


6.0% 
(171) 


0.98 69.8% 
(1985) 


1.1% 
(30) 


Charter boat 13.0% 
(372) 


7.0% 
(198) 


8.8% 
(249) 


6.4% 
(181) 


12.4% 
(351) 


1.49 50.9% 
(1446) 


0.8% 
(22) 


Rental boat 0.5% 
(14)) 


0.6% 
(18) 


1.1% 
(30) 


1.4% 
(41) 


5.1% 
(145) 


0.16 89.8% 
(2551) 


1.5% 
(43) 


Kayak 1.4% 
(41 


1.5% 
(42) 


1.7% 
(49) 


1.7% 
(48) 


2.2% 
(62) 


0.25 89.9% 
(2554) 


1.3% 
(38) 


65.6% of those putting charter boats as their ‘most often’ location were occasional anglers; 
but they were much less likely to fish from their own or a private boat (30.1% of those 
putting private boats as their ‘most often’ location were occasional anglers). 


                                            
21 Brown, A. (2013) RNLI Audience Profiling Research: Coastal Anglers Final Report. Unpublished: RNLI 
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Figure 3.5 Location for Sea Angling 


 


3.3.3 Motivations for Sea Angling 


When asked about their motivations for going sea angling, the highest rating average by 
far was ‘to be outdoors and active’, followed by ‘to relax and get away from things’. These 
non-catch motives feature higher than catch based motives for sea anglers. When the 
three catch based motives are combined the rating average is 2.7; when non-catch 
motives are combined the rating average is 3.8.  


Table 3.13 Motivations for sea angling 


 1 (most 
impnt) 


2 3 4 5 (least 
impnt) 


Rating 
Av. 


To be outdoors and/or active 
47.15% 
(1340) 


29.73% 
(845) 


14.11% 
(401) 


5.38% 
(153) 


3.62% 
(103) 


4.1 


To catch a particular size of fish 9.64% 
(274) 


15.02% 
(427) 


21.67% 
(616) 


18.82% 
(535) 


34.83% 
(990) 


2.5 


To catch a particular species of 
fish 


21.43% 
(609) 


18.9% 
(537) 


20.09% 
(571) 


17.17% 
(488) 


22.41% 
(637) 


3.0 


To catch lots of fish 
12.32% 
(350) 


14.64% 
(416) 


24.91% 
(708) 


17.87% 
(508) 


30.26% 
(860) 


2.6 


To relax and 'get away' from 
things 


55.42% 
(1575) 


23.36% 
(664) 


11.61% 
(330) 


4.82% 
(137) 


4.79% 
(136) 


4.2 


To spend time with friends or 
family 


22.66% 
(644) 


23.29% 
(662) 


20.9% 
(594) 


12.77% 
(363) 


20.37% 
(579) 


3.2 
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Figure 3.6 Motivations Rating Averages 


 


3.3.4 Catch and Release 


Respondents were asked whether they primarily fished to keep fish for food or bait, to 
release fish or equal amounts of both. Roughly half of respondents (54%) said that they 
did both equally with 29.6% saying that they practiced catch and release most often. 


Table 3.14 Catch and release practices 


Catch and Release Percent (n=) 


Catch fish to keep (e.g. for food or bait) 16.43% (467) 


Catch fish to release 29.56% (840) 


I do both at equal amounts 54.01% (1535) 


3.4 Social Aspects 
Respondents were asked a series of questions about the social aspects of sea angling. 
These emphasised the key role that family and friends play and the importance of the 
socialisation that sea angling can help generate and sustain.  


3.4.1 Companions 


Although 18.1% (n=515) said that they fished on their own most often, sea angling is 
predominantly a social activity with just under two thirds (65.4%) saying that they fished 
with family, friends or angling club members.  
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Table 3.15 Companions 


Who do you mostly Percent (n=)  go sea angling with? 


No-one (I go on my own) 18.12% (515) 


Friends 37.05% (1053) 


Angling club members 5.98% (170) 


Immediate family (e.g. parents, children, siblings, spouse) 18.12% (515) 


Extended family (e.g. in-laws, grandparents, cousins) 2.89% (82) 


Paying clients (such as charter boat groups) 1.55% (44) 


Other (please specify) 1.34% (38) 


No answer 14.95% (425) 


Figure 3.7 Companions 


 


3.4.1 Introduction to Sea Angling 


The vast majority of respondents were introduced to angling by a family member or friend 
(60.24%, n=1,711) with only a tiny proportion introduced by a coach. A relatively high 
number (16.68%) tried it on their own reflecting the relatively easy access nature of the 
activity for beginners. 
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Table 3.16 Introduction to Sea Angling 


How were you introduced to sea angling? Percent (n=) 


Through a family member 38% (1080) 


Through a friend 22.24% (632) 


I tried it on my own 16.68% (474) 


I went on a charter boat trip 4.15% (118) 


By a coach/instructor 0.11% (3) 


Other (please specify) 3.87% (110) 


No answer 14.95% (425) 


3.4.2 Socialisation 


Respondents were asked to say whether they agreed or disagreed with some statements 
about sea angling and social relationships involved. 69.2% said that they agreed or 
strongly agreed that they had made friends through sea angling with a similar number 
agreeing that sea angling allowed them to socialise with others. Given the demographic 
profile in terms of age, ethnicity and gender, it is particularly notable that 60.6% said that 
they met people from different backgrounds through sea angling.  


In terms of sea angling’s social contribution, 18.2% said that they agreed or strongly 
agreed that sea angling had led to opportunities to volunteer. 


Table 3.17 Socialisation 


Social Aspects Strongly 
Agree 


Agree Neither 
Disagree  
Nor Agree 


Disagree Strongly 
Disagree 


Rating Av. 


I have made friends through 
sea angling 


37.61% 
(1069) 


22.66% 
(644) 


15.9% 
(452) 


4.79% 
(136) 


3.1% 
(88) 3.4 


Sea angling allows me to 
socialise with others 


29.28% 
(832) 


33.53% 
(953) 


14.57% 
(414) 


4.68% 
(133) 


2.01% 
(57) 3.4 


Through sea angling I have 
had opportunities to volunteer 


7.64% 
(217) 


10.52% 
(299) 


26.5% 
(753) 


20.83% 
(592) 


18.47% 
(525) 2.2 


Through sea angling I have 
mixed  with people from 
different backgrounds 


30.26% 
(860) 


30.37% 
(863) 


14.57% 
(414) 


5.38% 
(153) 


3.34% 
(95) 3.3 
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Figure 3.8 Socialisation 


 


3.4.2 Angling-Related Activities 


A little under half of respondents (44.9%) said that they were not involved in any non-
angling but related activities such as club events, however significant minorities were 
involved in such activities with contributing to websites and forums the most frequent 
(27.3%) followed by competitions (22.5%). However, although a minority, relatively large 
numbers of people are involved in volunteering and coaching. 


Table 3.18 Angling-related activities 


Does your sea angling participation involve any of the following? Percent (n=) 


Entering fishing competitions 22.52% (640) 


Going to angling club social events 15.48% (440) 


Volunteering (for club or event) 11.82% (336) 


Coaching others 13.79% (392) 


Going to committee meetings 11.44% (325) 


Contributing to websites, blogs or discussion boards 27.38% (778) 


I am not involved in any of these activities 44.93% (1277) 


3.4.3 Angling club membership 


Around a fifth of respondent sea anglers were members of clubs (20.7%). Although this 
reflects some other research22


                                            
22 Stolk, P. (2010) Angling Participation: Interim Report Part 1 – The Social and Community Benefits of Angling 
Research, Manchester: Substance. Available at 


, this is perhaps surprisingly high given the nature of the 
activity – sea anglers do not have to be members of clubs in order to access their fishing, 


www.resources.anglingresearch.org.uk  



http://www.resources.anglingresearch.org.uk/�
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which is often free to access, unlike much game and coarse angling. This can mean that 
sea angling club membership tends to be lower than other forms of angling. It may be the 
result of a misinterpretation of the question (although the survey asked specifically about 
sea angling club membership, those who are predominantly fresh water anglers may have 
interpreted it as any angling club membership); and/or may be because the survey was 
promoted by sea angling clubs and reflect a bias in the sample. 


Table 3.19 Angling club membership 


Member of Club? Overall 


Yes  20.69% (588) 


No 64.36% (1829) 


No answer 14.95% (425) 


3.4.4 Angling club activities 


Of those who were members of clubs, a high number were involved in conservation work 
(54.6%), fundraising (57%) and teaching young people (37.8%). This emphasises the 
social benefit that sea angling clubs can help deliver (further detail on conservation work is 
provided in 3.7). 


Table 3.20 Angling club activities 


Does your sea angling club or organisation get 
involved in any of the following Percent (n=) 


Conservation work 54.6% (321) 


Fundraising 57.0% (335) 


Competitions 78.7% (463) 


Work with local non-angling businesses 20.6% (121) 


Teaching young people or work with schools 37.8% (222) 


Other (please specify below) 9.4% (55) 


None of the above 7.1% (42) 
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Figure 3.9 Club activities 


 


3.5 Physical Activity 
Angling as a whole is often considered to be a sedentary or low activity pastime. However, 
this research suggests that this varies considerably, reflecting the varied nature of 
activities that can be involved, ranging from driving to and sitting by the coast, to walking 
considerable distances and climbing over rocks to get to sea angling locations, or rowing 
boats. 


Although these results are self-reported, around a quarter of respondents (23.9%) said 
that their sea angling involved high levels of physical activity such as constantly casting, 
moving or walking over beach/rocks.  


Table 3.21 Physical activity Levels (self assessed) 


Physical Activity Overall Occasional Regular Frequent 


Considerable (high intensity) - e.g. constantly casting, 
moving or walking over beach/rocks 


23.93% 
(680) 


10.63% 
(302) 


7.67% (218) 8.97% (255) 


Some (moderate intensity) - e.g. walking or carrying 
equipment some distance 


16.75% 
(476) 


21.57% 
(613) 


12.21% 
(347) 


10.06% 
(286) 


Not much (low intensity) - e.g. walking a short distance 
and mostly remaining still 


43.84% 
(1246) 7.28% (207) 4.19% (119) 1.94% (55) 


No answer 15.48% 
(440) 


8.3% (236) 3.98% (113) 3.2% (91) 


Respondents were asked about the average length of angling sessions, including all 
activity between arrival and departure and not just actual angling time. Even for those 
(43.8%) who rated their physical activity levels as low (walking a short distance and mostly 
remaining still) the average length of time each angling session involves (a mean of 5.75 
hours and median of 7 hours) means that energy used may be high relative to some other 
activities. Figures may have been boosted if respondents included travel time in their 
estimations. 
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Table 3.22 hours per angling session 
 Hours 


Mean 5.75 


Median 7 


This reflects research by the University of Essex that suggested that although angling was 
on average half as vigorous as activities like mountain biking and or horse riding, due to its 
longer than average duration the total energy used per session was actually higher23


Table 3.23 Physical activity comparison 


. 
Respondents were also asked to say whether sea angling involved more, less or about the 
same amount of activity as their other leisure activities. Again this varied considerably but 
22.9% said it involved more activity and for 30.2% it was about the same. 


Physical activity compared to other leisure Percent (n=) 


Sea angling involves more physical activity 22.87% (650) 


Sea angling involves about the same amount of physical activity 30.23% (859) 


Sea angling involves less physical activity 31.42% (893) 


No answer 15.48% (440) 


3.2.7 Disability 


These results are important particularly given the high average age of anglers (mean of 51 
years) and that 18.7% had a long term disability or illness that affected their physical 
activity. 


Table 3.24 Disability 


Disability Percent (n=) 


No 65.83% (1871) 


Yes 18.68% (531) 


No answer 15.48% (440) 


                                            
23 Pretty, J. et al (2007) ‘Green exercise in the UK countryside: effects on health and psychological well being.’ Journal of 
Environmental Planning and Management, 50: 2, pp.211-291 
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3.6 Health and Well Being 
Previous research has emphasised the health benefits of activities taking place in ‘natural’, 
green or ‘green-blue’ environments24; and of angling’s role in assisting good mental health 
and well being25


When asked about sea angling’s role in delivering health and well being measures: 


. The results of this survey support those findings. 


• 69.4% agreed or strongly agreed that sea angling was an important way for them to 
experience nature and wildlife (the highest rating average of 3.51) 


• 52.2% said that they agreed or strongly agreed that sea angling was their main 
chance to relax and de-stress 


• 70% said that sea angling was important to their quality of life. 


Table 3.25 Health and well being benefits 


Health and Well Being Benefits Strongly 
Agree 


Agree Neither 
Disagree 
Nor 
Agree 


Disagree Strongly 
Disagree 


Rating 
Average 


Sea angling is an important way for me to 
experience nature and wildlife 


33.95% 
(965) 


35.54% 
(1010) 


11.01% 
(313) 


2.46% 
(70) 


0.77% 
(22) 3.51 


Sea angling is important to my physical 
health 


17.84% 
(507) 


25.58% 
(727) 


27.09% 
(770) 


9.92% 
(282) 


3.24% 
(92) 2.96 


Sea angling is important to my quality of life 34.69% 
(986) 


30.3% 
(861) 


13.58% 
(386) 


3.38% 
(96) 


1.51% 
(43) 3.44 


Sea angling is my best opportunity to 
escape from daily life 


28.36% 
(806) 


22.59% 
(642) 


22.24% 
(632) 


8.27% 
(235) 


2.25% 
(64) 3.18 


Sea angling is my main chance to relax and 
de-stress 


31.42% 
(893) 


20.8% 
(591) 


18.58% 
(528) 


10.31% 
(293) 


2.64% 
(75) 3.19 


Figure 3.10 Health and well being benefits (rating average) 


 


                                            
24 See Pretty, J. et al (2007) op cit. 
25 Brown, A et al (2012) op cit. 
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3.7 Environmental Improvement 
Previous research has suggested that angling as a whole is a gateway activity that can 
lead to a range of other socially beneficial activities: 


• 25% of respondents in the Social and Community Benefits of Angling research said 
that they ‘contributed to environmental or aquatic habitat conservation projects’26


• 26% of respondents to the National Angling Survey said that they would like to 
volunteer in environmental improvement work


 


27


Although most sea anglers (66.7%) in this survey said that they did not get involved in 
environmental improvement work, 17.5% said that they did. 


 


Table 3.26 Environmental Involvement 


Involvement in Marine Environment Initiatives Percent (n=) 


No 66.68% (1895) 


Yes (please describe in the space below) 17.45% (496) 


No answer 15.87% (451) 


Those who did were asked what sort of work they undertook and 495 respondents 
provided details of the environmental improvement work they were involved in. Table 3.27 
shows that almost exactly half were some form of organised beach clean ups, with another 
18% people cleaning beaches on their own individual initiative. However significant 
numbers were also involved in species monitoring exercises or research. Even though this 
is a minority of our sample, if these averages are grossed up in line with national sea 
angling participation rates indicated by the ONS research, it represents a huge input into 
coastal environmental improvement – 17.5% of 884,305 is over 150,000 people involved in 
this sort of work. Whilst we might recognise that there is a bias in this survey toward more 
‘involved’ sea anglers and that some involvement may only have been limited, it 
nonetheless suggests a major contribution to the environmental health of the coastline. 


                                            
26 Ibid, p41 
27 Brown, A (2012) National Angling Survey 
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Table 3.27 Type of work undertaken  


Type of Work Count Percent 


Beach clean ups 251 51% 


Catch and release 3 1% 


Clean up (individual) 81 16% 


Coaching 3 1% 


Conservation 5 1% 


Lobbying 18 4% 


Misc 21 4% 


Organisational work 34 7% 


Species monitoring 65 13% 


Surveys/Education/Reporting 11 2% 


Writing 3 1% 


Grand Total 495 100% 


Furthermore: 
• 20.2% of respondents were members of an environmental organisation (Table 3.28) 
• 72.3% strongly agreed that they practiced sustainable angling methods such as 


returning undersized fish (Table 3.29) 
• 70.8% said that they strongly disagreed or disagreed that they had little interest in 


the environment (Table 3.29) 


Table 3.28 Membership of environmental organisation 


Member of organisation improving marine 
environment? Percent (n=) 


No 63.76% (1812) 


Yes  20.23% (575) 


No answer 16.01% (455) 


Table 3.29 Impact of sea angling on environment 


Sea Angling and the Environment: 
Agree / Disagree 


Strongly 
Agree 


Agree Neither 
Disagree 
Nor 
Agree 


Disagree Strongly 
Disagree 


Rating 
Average 


I consciously practice environmentally 
sustainable angling methods (e.g. 
returning undersized fish) 


72.27% 
(2054) 


8.48% 
(241) 


1.51% 
(43) 0.25% (7) 


0.67% 
(19) 


4.0 


I have little interest in the environment 5.21% 
(148) 


2.96% 
(84) 


3.41% 
(97) 


13.72% 
(390) 


57.04% 
(1621) 1.3 


Sea anglers could do more to reduce 
their impact on coasts & seas (e.g. by 
reducing litter) 


40.01% 
(1137) 


25.97% 
(738) 


7.92% 
(225) 


4.5% 
(128) 


4.71% 
(134) 


3.4 


Through sea angling I have learned more 
about the marine environment 


38.35% 
(1090) 


32.69% 
(929) 


8.94% 
(254) 


2.01% 
(57) 


1.23% 
(35) 3.5 
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Figure 3.11 Impact of sea angling on environment 


 


3.8 Local Coastal Communities 
Respondents were asked about the relationship of sea angling to the health of local, 
coastal communities. Section 2 outlined how angling spend could impact on the 
economies of the case study sites researched. The survey overall suggested (see Table 
3.30) that: 


• Sea angling meant anglers visited coastal towns more often than they otherwise 
would (64.3% agreeing or strongly agreeing) 


• Sea angling was an important part of the cultural heritage of seaside communities 
(74.4% agreeing or strongly agreeing) 


However, there was also a view amongst respondents that sea angling could play more of 
a role, with 66.2% agreeing or strongly agreeing.  


Table 3.30 Sea angling and local communities 


Sea Angling and the Local Community: 
Agree / Disagree 


Strongly 
Agree 


Agree Neither 
Disagree 
Nor 
Agree 


Disagree Strongly 
Disagree 


Rating 
Average 


Going sea angling means I visit coastal 
towns more often 


35.93% 
(1021) 


28.36% 
(806) 


13.02% 
(370) 


4.22% 
(120) 


1.65% 
(47) 3.42 


Sea angling could play a more prominent 
role in local communities 


30.82% 
(876) 


35.33% 
(1004) 


15.52% 
(441) 


0.74% 
(21) 


0.42% 
(12) 3.44 


Sea angling is an important part of the 
cultural heritage of seaside communities 


43.03% 
(1223) 


31.39% 
(892) 


7.53% 
(214) 


0.84% 
(24) 


0.18% (5) 3.65 


When I go sea angling I try to spend 
locally 


30.79% 
(875) 


29.94% 
(851) 


19.07% 
(542) 


2.01% 
(57) 


0.95% 
(27) 


3.36 
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Figure 3.12 Sea angling and local communities 


 


3.9 General Comments 
We also asked respondents to provide some qualitative data in the survey concerning: 


• What changes might increase or decrease the amount of sea angling they did 
• What sea angling meant to them 
• Any other views or comments they wished to express 


3.9.1 Increasing and Decreasing Sea Angling Participation 


Respondents were given an open ended (free text) question to say what would mean that 
they might increase their rates of sea angling participation and what would decrease their 
participation. Responses were analysed and coded into different categories. Table 3.31 
shows the factors that respondents said would increase their sea angling participation, 
with the following priorities featuring most prominently: improved fish stocks, more time, 
less distance to travel and reduced costs. 
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Table 3.31 Increasing participation 


Things that would increase Participation Count Percent 


Better fish stocks 709 25.0% 


More time 537 18.9% 


Less distance to travel 307 10.8% 


Reducing cost 243 8.6% 


Better weather 212 7.5% 


Work reasons 182 6.4% 


Improving access 144 5.1% 


Nothing 106 3.7% 


Less trawlers 97 3.4% 


Family reasons 51 1.8% 


Better facilities 39 1.4% 


Information/Knowledge 29 1.0% 


Regulation 29 1.0% 


Health 20 0.7% 


Misc 20 0.7% 


All other answers  113 4.0% 


TOTAL 2838 100.00% 


Figure 3.13 is a ‘word cloud’ which graphically represents these coded responses with the 
larger the word the more frequently a factor relating to that code was used. 


Figure 3.13 Word cloud: Aspects that would increase participation 
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Table 3.32 shows the factors that respondents said would decrease their sea angling 
participation, with the following priorities featuring most prominently: poorer fish stocks, 
more cost, more regulation, poorer weather. 


Table 3.32 Decreasing participation   


Reasons that would decrease Participation Count Percent 


Poorer fish stocks 671 23.6% 


Cost 486 17.1% 


Regulation 265 9.3% 


Weather 250 8.8% 


Nothing 246 8.7% 


Trawlers 155 5.5% 


Health 143 5.0% 


Time 120 4.2% 


Work 120 4.2% 


Poorer access 103 3.6% 


Environmental problems 56 2.0% 


Family reasons 49 1.7% 


Misc 34 1.2% 


Distance 33 1.2% 


Other 21 0.7% 


All other responses 86 3.0% 


Total 2838 100% 


The ‘word cloud’ (Figure 3.14) below shows the relative strength of response for each of 
these in graphic form. 


Figure 3.14 Word cloud: Aspects that would decrease participation 
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It is interesting to note that when asked about motivations for going sea angling (see 3.3.3) 
non catch based motivations (such as being outdoor and active) tended to feature higher 
than catch based motivations. However, when asked what would increase or decrease 
respondents’ sea angling participation, it is fish stocks that have tended to predominate. 
As such whilst non-catch based motivations may the primary reason people go sea 
angling in the first place, being able to catch more fish is the main factor in increasing that 
participation and decreased fish stocks is likely to reduce it. This suggests that should fish 
stocks improve, then the social benefits people derive from sea angling are likely to 
increase; whereas if fish stocks decline, then they are likely to decrease. 


It is also important to note that less distance to travel, the cost of going sea angling 
(including travel and other associated costs) and available leisure time also feature 
strongly in both these questions and may be linked to the issue of fish stocks. If there are 
more fish available to catch then the cost, distance travelled and time taken may be more 
easily rewarded and become less of a barrier; whereas if fish are less available, then those 
barriers of cost and time to fishing more often could become more significant. 


3.9.2 What Sea Angling Means to Participants 


We asked respondents to put three words that summed up what sea angling meant to 
them. In total there were 6,837 words submitted by respondents which were then cleaned 
and coded. The ‘word cloud’ below illustrates the frequency of responses as the larger the 
word the more frequently it was used. Relaxation (n=973), fun (n=449) and enjoyment 
(n=413) were the most frequent reflecting the survey findings in questions concerning 
motivation and health and well being. Indeed, the three highest scoring words are 
important aspects of increasing well being. 


Figure 3.15 Word cloud: What sea angling means to individuals 


 


3.9.3 General Comments 


We also asked respondents if they wanted to make any other comments about the 
economic or social aspects of sea angling. 865 comments were made and inevitably these 
varied enormously in content. We coded responses under common subject headings 
which are presented in Table 3.33. 
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Table 3.33 General comment subjects 


Subject Count Percentage 


Local spending 110 12.72% 


Socialisation 77 8.90% 


Multiple issues 74 8.55% 


Well-Being 72 8.32% 


Cost 70 8.09% 


Legal issues 68 7.86% 


Fish Stocks 62 7.17% 


Other 50 5.78% 


Environment 49 5.66% 


Holiday 40 4.62% 


Family 30 3.47% 


Relaxation 26 3.01% 


Conservation 23 2.66% 


Angling Clubs 19 2.20% 


Catching for food 13 1.50% 


All other responses 82 9.48% 


Total 865 100% 
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4. Conclusions 


4.1 Economic Findings 
The research has identified the economic activity associated with recreational sea angling 
in England. The analysis has not just revealed pattern of direct spending activity by sea 
anglers but has also revealed how this spending supports other activity in England through 
supply chain and household income effects.  


Headlines from the analysis are that: 


• Total sea angler spending (including trip and major spend items) in England was 
estimated to be £1.23bn. The annual spending figure of £1.23bn falls to £831m 
once account is taken of imports and taxes (the latter largely relating to VAT).  


• This £831m of spend is estimated to directly support some 10,400 FTE jobs. It is 
also estimated that the £831 million of spending supports almost £360 million of 
gross value added (GVA).  


• The £831m of direct sea angler spending supports a total of £2.1 billion of total 
spending once indirect and induced effects are accounted; a total of over 23,600 
jobs and almost £980 million of GVA.  


• The case study research in five coastal communities in this study suggests that 
expenditure on angling trips (one person going sea angling one time and excluding 
annual capital expenditure) can contribute to local employment in some local 
coastal communities. This varies significantly depending on the level of angler 
spending in different coastal communities. In this research, estimates of trip 
expenditure suggest that between 1,000 to 4,000 angling trips can generate one full 
time equivalent job per year. 


4.2 Social Findings 
The social survey findings on the whole reflect what other recent angling surveys have 
shown  


i) That the average age of respondent sea anglers is 51, 98% are male and 51% are 
in full time employment, whilst 20% are retired. 


ii) Motivations for going sea angling are predominantly non-catch based, with 47% 
saying that ‘being outdoors and active’ and 55% saying that to ‘relax and get away 
from things’ were ‘most important’ motivations.  


iii) Sea angling is a route for people to socialise – 38% said that they had made friends 
through sea angling and 30% said that it had meant they mixed with people from 
different backgrounds. 


iv) Sea angling is also a way to get active for 41% of respondents, with 24% rating their 
sea angling as a high intensity activity (17% as moderate and 44% as low). The 
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average duration of sea angling sessions at between 5 and 7 hours means that the 
energy consumption is significant. 


v) Sea angling can also contribute to health and well-being through experiencing 
nature and wildlife (69% agreeing that this was so) and that it played an important 
role in their quality of life (70% said that this was so). 


vi) 17.5% of respondents were involved in environmental improvement work (formal or 
informal) with 51% of these in beach clean-ups. 


vii) Sea angling also plays an important role in coastal communities, many of which 
suffer some form of deprivation – 64% of respondents said that they visited coastal 
communities more often than they otherwise would because of their participation in 
sea angling and 74% said that sea angling played an important role in the cultural 
heritage of coastal towns. 


Better fish stocks was cited most often as the factor that would increase participation in 
sea angling, with declining fish stocks most often cited as a factor that would decrease the 
amount of sea angling undertaken. However, cost/financial issues and pressures of time, 
work and family are also important. 


The responses to the qualitative, open-ended question which asked respondents to say 
what sea angling meant to them re-emphasises the strength of sea angling as an activity 
that generates well-being- relaxation, fun, excitement and access to fresh air. 


4.3 Coastal Communities 
It has been widely recognised that coastal communities can suffer particular economic and 
social marginalisation – even where they are centres of tourism this tends to be seasonal 
and subject to the vagaries of tourism trends and weather. All of the case study sites that 
this research investigated had some form of deprivation, even if it was in ‘pockets’ 
alongside better resourced areas. 


A recent report by the Centre for Social Justice, Turning the Tide28


Whilst it is not suggested that recreational sea angling can address what are deep-seated, 
historical and severe economic and social problems, the present research has 
demonstrated the significant economic and social benefit that recreational sea angling 
brings not only to England but also to coastal communities. The estimate that somewhere 
between around 1,000 and 4,000 ‘angling days’ is equivalent to one full time equivalent job 
per year suggests that sea angling can be part of the solution to some of the problems 
suffered by coastal communities – bringing personal benefits to the people that take part, 
economic benefits to areas that people go sea angling and wider environmental benefits to 
those areas. 


, emphasised this point 
by saying that some coastal communities suffered economic as well as ‘sever social 
breakdown’ and a ‘cycle of poverty’. 


                                            
28 Centre for social justice (2013) Turning the Tide, London: CSJ available at: 
http://www.centreforsocialjustice.org.uk/UserStorage/pdf/Pdf%20reports/Turning-the-Tide.pdf 
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4.4 Sea Angling Development 
It is perhaps a simplistic point to say that increasing the numbers of people who go sea 
angling will increase the economic and social benefits it can deliver. However, that is not 
straightforward. 


Whilst the future development of freshwater angling in England and Wales is funded in 
part by a Rod Licence fee administered by the Environment Agency and whilst many sea 
anglers are also freshwater anglers, no such funding exists for promoting sea angling. The 
Angling Trust is in receipt of £1.8m grant funding from Sport England from 2013-2017 to 
promote angling participation in general, but not sea angling specifically. 


The responses to the qualitative open-ended questions in section 3.9 illustrate fairly well 
known concerns of sea anglers: that the decline in in-shore fish stocks is a barrier to 
greater participation (and therefore arguably increased social and economic benefits). This 
issue is also related to other reasons cited – the need for more time and the pressures of 
family and work as well as the issue of travel and cost.  


Therefore whilst this research has highlighted what sea angling does already contribute in 
economic and social terms, its future development is less certain. 
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Appendix 1. Information About Case Study 
Sites 
This section provides details of the sites where face-to-face surveys took place. 


i) Lowestoft 
Lowestoft, which is in the local authority area of Waveney District Council and the county 
of Suffolk, has a population of 58,660 and is the most easterly of the case study sites 
researched. The population is overwhelmingly white or white British (98.7%) with very 
small numbers of those from mixed, Asian, Chinese and black backgrounds. 21.62% of 
people have a long term limiting illness compared to a national average of 17.93% (2001 
Census) and 33 Lower Super Output Areas (LSOAs) are in the top 20% most deprived in 
the country29. The biggest industries by employment are wholesale and retail trade 
(18.17%), manufacturing (17.78%) and health and social work (10.81%)30


Lowestoft angling is primarily in autumn and winter months with November being a peak 
month for sea angling activity. However, it also attracts holidaymaker anglers in summer 
months although generally angler numbers were low when site survey visits were made 
and Lowestoft had the lowest number of returns for any of the case study sites. 


. 


Main sites used for the collection of data in Lowestoft were: 


• The South Pier 
• The Windmill and Gasworks 
• Corton and Pakefield beaches 
• There are also a number of charter boats operating from Lowestoft.  


Lowestoft Sea Angling Society involves both salt and freshwater fishing and matches held 
throughout the year. The club, which is a member of the Angling Trust, runs local open 
matches but also organises other social events such as ten pin bowling and trips up the 
river Waveney. Matches are held every week from October to March at local beaches from 
Hopton to Pakefield, as well as other events, and in total runs in the region of 70 matches 
a year. Membership is very affordable at £10 for adults and £5 for concessions. 


Pye Angling Club, formed in 1959, also holds both sea and freshwater as well as other 
social events and presentation nights. Its approach is to provide both fishing and non-
fishing events to involve ‘the whole family’. Tackle shops include Avenue Angling (Beccles) 
and Angling Mad (Pakefield).  


                                            
29http://www.neighbourhood.statistics.gov.uk/dissemination/LeadTableView.do?a=3&b=277117&c=waveney&d=13&e=1
0&g=489277&i=1001x1003x1004&m=0&r=1&s=1330599197083&enc=1&dsFamilyId=2306 
30http://www.neighbourhood.statistics.gov.uk/dissemination/LeadTableView.do?a=3&b=277117&c=waveney&d=13&e=1
6&g=489277&i=1001x1003x1004&m=0&r=1&s=1330599350161&enc=1&dsFamilyId=119 



http://www.neighbourhood.statistics.gov.uk/dissemination/LeadTableView.do?a=3&b=277117&c=waveney&d=13&e=10&g=489277&i=1001x1003x1004&m=0&r=1&s=1330599197083&enc=1&dsFamilyId=2306�

http://www.neighbourhood.statistics.gov.uk/dissemination/LeadTableView.do?a=3&b=277117&c=waveney&d=13&e=10&g=489277&i=1001x1003x1004&m=0&r=1&s=1330599197083&enc=1&dsFamilyId=2306�

http://www.neighbourhood.statistics.gov.uk/dissemination/LeadTableView.do?a=3&b=277117&c=waveney&d=13&e=16&g=489277&i=1001x1003x1004&m=0&r=1&s=1330599350161&enc=1&dsFamilyId=119�

http://www.neighbourhood.statistics.gov.uk/dissemination/LeadTableView.do?a=3&b=277117&c=waveney&d=13&e=16&g=489277&i=1001x1003x1004&m=0&r=1&s=1330599350161&enc=1&dsFamilyId=119�
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ii) Weymouth 
Weymouth is in the local authority area of Weymouth and Portland Borough Council in the 
county of Dorset. It has a population of 63,532 and is the most southerly of the case study 
sites we researched. The population is overwhelmingly white or white British (98.5%) and 
20.9% of people have a disability compared to a national average of 17.9% (2001 
Census). Ten Lower Super Output Areas (LSOAs) in Weymouth are in the top 20% most 
deprived in the country31 and the unemployment rate for 16-64 year olds in Weymouth and 
Portland was 7.3%32 in 2011. The 2001 Census said that average earnings were £393 per 
week and the biggest industries by employment are wholesale and retail trade (17.76%), 
manufacturing (11.25%) and health and public administration, defence and social security 
(13.81%)33


The Weymouth, Chesil Beach and Portland area is one of the most important destinations 
for sea anglers in England. The range of organisations, the scope of work they undertake 
and the provision made for shore and charter boat angling were of a scale that was not 
found at other case study sites in the research. Whilst this is based on the quality of sea 
fishing possible in the area and the easy availability of pier, beach and boat angling 
throughout the year, it also demonstrates how sea angling can be an important central 
feature of what a seaside town can offer both locals and visitors. The ways in which sea 
angling organisations also link with local community bodies and other trades – including 
close ties with accommodation, food and tackle providers – demonstrate the best example 
in this research of how sea angling can contribute to the social and economic health of an 
area. 


. 


Weymouth Angling Society34


WAS has close and extensive links to the local community: working with the Weymouth 
Angling Centre tackle shop and a range of non-angling community organisations including 
diving, Weightwatchers, senior citizen and care bodies and sports/leisure clubs. Alongside 
this there are some major competitions that take place in Weymouth during the year, 


 was first established in 1900 and opened its new, disabled-
friendly clubhouse alongside Weymouth’s Inner Harbour in 1974. It organises regular 
competitions (around 100 in the year the research took place, with five open competitions) 
for boat and shore angling including the Summer Angling Festival organised in conjunction 
with Weymouth and Portland Borough Council. Weymouth Angling Society (WAS) club 
members currently hold four British records and one World record and the club has a wide 
range of other social events. Membership is open to all and costs £15 for adults and 
between £3 and £7.50 for concessions. WAS is a member of The European Federation of 
Sea Anglers, The Angling Trust and Recyclefish and has dedicated junior and ladies 
sections. 


                                            
31http://www.swo.org.uk/EasysiteWeb/getresource.axd?AssetID=48867&type=full&servicetype=Inline 
32http://www.neighbourhood.statistics.gov.uk/dissemination/LeadTableView.do?a=3&b=276940&c=wey&d=13&e=9&g=4
39271&i=1001x1003x1004&m=0&r=1&s=1330604493146&enc=1&dsFamilyId=2212 
33http://www.neighbourhood.statistics.gov.uk/dissemination/LeadDatasetList.do?a=3&b=276940&c=wey&d=13&g=43927
1&i=1001x1003&m=0&r=1&s=1330603931614&enc=1&domainId=16 
34 www.weymouthanglingsociety.com  



http://www.swo.org.uk/EasysiteWeb/getresource.axd?AssetID=48867&type=full&servicetype=Inline�

http://www.neighbourhood.statistics.gov.uk/dissemination/LeadTableView.do?a=3&b=276940&c=wey&d=13&e=9&g=439271&i=1001x1003x1004&m=0&r=1&s=1330604493146&enc=1&dsFamilyId=2212�

http://www.neighbourhood.statistics.gov.uk/dissemination/LeadTableView.do?a=3&b=276940&c=wey&d=13&e=9&g=439271&i=1001x1003x1004&m=0&r=1&s=1330604493146&enc=1&dsFamilyId=2212�

http://www.neighbourhood.statistics.gov.uk/dissemination/LeadDatasetList.do?a=3&b=276940&c=wey&d=13&g=439271&i=1001x1003&m=0&r=1&s=1330603931614&enc=1&domainId=16�

http://www.neighbourhood.statistics.gov.uk/dissemination/LeadDatasetList.do?a=3&b=276940&c=wey&d=13&g=439271&i=1001x1003&m=0&r=1&s=1330603931614&enc=1&domainId=16�
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including an annual conger festival in October and the five-day WIBAC boat angling 
competition in September which researchers attended. 


Weymouth is a centre for charter boat angling with up to 20 charter boats operating out of 
the town centre itself – the largest private charter boat fleet in the UK. All boats work year 
round and although costs vary depending on types of trip, they average around £50 per 
person on each boat. The geography of the town centre, with a marina and charter boats 
moored and accessed right in the heart of the town help to give sea angling a very high 
profile and visibility. This is underpinned by the work of a number of organisations 
including: the Deepsea website which is a comprehensive source of information and 
booking; the Professional Boatman's Association; and the Weymouth & Portland Licensed 
Skippers Association.  


A specialist charter boat is MV Freedom which is a local charity run voluntarily for disabled 
groups, with full wheel chair access approved by the Maritime and Coastguard Agency 
and the Health and Safety Executive. It caters for up to 2,500 people per year. Tackle 
shops include the Weymouth Angling Centre, a specialist sea angling shop which opens at 
6.30am every day to provide a service for sea anglers heading out for a day’s fishing on 
charter boats. It organises a number of events throughout the year including sponsoring a 
junior open event and supports the work of the WAS. Reels and Deals is a freshwater and 
sea angling centre.  


iii) Deal  
Deal is in the Dover and District Council area in Kent. It has a population of 29,220 and, 
like other case study sites its population is over 98% white or white British with over 20% 
(22.78%) of people have a long term disability35 (2001 Census). 11 of the LSOAs in Deal 
are in the 20% most deprived in the country (the average score for Deal is 20.69)36, the 
unemployment rate was 9.8% in 201137 and average earnings were £525 per week38. Its 
principal employment sectors are transport, storage and communications (16.0%), 
wholesale and retail trade (14.2%) and health and social work (11.8%)39


Deal offers pier, boat and beach sea angling. Deal pier is a focus for angling (as well as 
the wider community) offering deep water fishing any time of the day, disabled access and 
easy access to fishing for juniors. The pier has an attendant who oversees safety, helps 
maintain the pier and also provides an informal information service, for which the local 
authority charges per rod to help with costs. This increased during the research period to 


.  


                                            
35 Census 2001 (Data amalgamated from Middle Deal and Sholden, Mill Hill, Walmer and North Deal wards) 
http://www.neighbourhood.statistics.gov.uk/dissemination/ 
36http://www.neighbourhood.statistics.gov.uk/dissemination/LeadTableView.do?a=3&b=277006&c=Dover&d=13&e=10&g
=457918&i=1001x1003x1004&m=0&r=1&s=1330514313869&enc=1&dsFamilyId=2306 
37http://www.neighbourhood.statistics.gov.uk/dissemination/LeadTableView.do?a=3&b=277006&c=Dover&d=13&e=9&g
=457918&i=1001x1003x1004&m=0&r=1&s=1330514538407&enc=1&dsFamilyId=2212 
38 Income 2002 (Data amalgamated from Middle Deal and Sholden, Mill Hill, Walmer and North Deal wards) 
http://www.neighbourhood.statistics.gov.uk/dissemination/ 
39http://www.neighbourhood.statistics.gov.uk/dissemination/LeadTableView.do?a=3&b=277006&c=dover&d=13&e=16&g
=457918&i=1001x1003x1004&m=0&r=1&s=1330523492795&enc=1&dsFamilyId=119 
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£5.30 and night fishing on Friday nights was withdrawn due to council cuts, which has 
increased numbers of anglers fishing from beaches. 


Deal Angling Club 1919 was formed in 1919 and is one of the most successful and 
progressive around the coast with its own fully licensed Club house. It has 800 senior 
members (£4 per year) and 120 juniors (free membership). It promotes monthly 
competitions, with over 60 in the research period involving boat, beach and pier fishing, 
including a British Open and junior festivals. The club also organises foreign trips. Along 
with Deal and Walmer Angling Association, they have access to two shelter rooms on the 
lower deck of the pier. 


There are several tackle shops - Channel Angling which runs some local beach 
competitions, Downs Tackle, Focsle Tackle, John’s Tackle and Pleasure Angling. Tackle 
shops sponsor a fish of the month contest on the pier. Pleasure Angling reported that 90% 
of their trade was local anglers, although visitor numbers increased in summer months. 
Deal has just one charter hire boat. 


iv) Liverpool  
Liverpool is the largest of the case study sites, being a major urban centre with a 
population of 442,295. It was the most ethnically diverse of the five sites (94.3% white or 
white British, 1.6% Chinese, 1.8% mixed, 1.1% Asian and 1.2% black or black British) and 
had the highest incidence of disability with 24.6% of people having a long term limiting 
illness40. Its average IMD score was 43.5, also the highest of the sites, and 191 LSOAs in 
the area were in the top 20% most deprived in the country (although as a larger city it 
clearly has a greater number of LSOAs within its area). The unemployment rate is 
12.9%41


Fishing in the area is based around the Mersey estuary and provides seafront, beach and 
charter boat sea angling. Most locals fish at the weekend and the autumn/winter period is 
a focus for activity, with more sea angling taking place on the Wirral (south) side of the 
Mersey in summer and on the Liverpool city (north) side in autumn and winter. 


.  


Key marks include Harrison Drive, Perch Rock, New Brighton and Vale Park on the south 
side and Otterspool on the north side. A small number of charter boats operate from the 
city side of the Mersey and have an umbrella organisation representing their interests.  


As a major city more than seven times the population of the next biggest of the case study 
sites, sea angling subsequently plays a less prominent and perhaps less visible role than 
in other sites researched. The relative economic and social impact of sea angling in the 
area is therefore likely to be less significant, but not necessarily in itself of less value.  


                                            
40http://www.neighbourhood.statistics.gov.uk/dissemination/LeadDatasetList.do?a=3&b=276787&c=liverpool&d=13&g=3
59378&i=1001x1003&m=0&r=1&s=1330523373264&enc=1&domainId=16 
41http://www.neighbourhood.statistics.gov.uk/dissemination/LeadTableView.do?a=3&b=276787&c=liverpool&d=13&e=9&
g=359378&i=1001x1003x1004&m=0&r=1&s=1330525876686&enc=1&dsFamilyId=2212 
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v) Northumberland 
The Northumberland case study site was a 15 mile section of coast with Craster in its 
centre and stretching from Amble in the south to Seahouses in the north. As such it is 
more dispersed than the other case study sites involving four main foci for data collection - 
Amble, Alnmouth, Craster and Seahouses – but also other angling locations such as 
Embleton Bay. All are within the county of Northumberland and have relatively small 
populations: Amble (6,044), Alnmouth (562), Craster (342) and Seahouses (1,803). 
Northumberland as a whole has a population of 307,190 of which just under 1.0% were 
from an ethnic minority. Unemployment in Northumberland as a whole was 2.3% and a 
major source of employment and income is tourism with 1.1 million British visitors and 
50,000 foreign tourists spending a total of £162m in the county. The majority of the area is 
not deprived – mostly in the top 60% least deprived in the country. Higher deprivation 
(within the top 30%) tends to be in the south of the county (Blythe, Ashington, Morpeth) 
with pockets in Alnwick and Amble. 


The principal angling organisation in the area is the Amble Angling Club which has c.100 
members and organises weekly competitions. It also organises the Winter Open which 
takes place in January and attracts 400-500 participants from the North East with some 
travelling from Scotland and elsewhere in the UK. Amble also has the principal sea angling 
tackle shop in the area, Amble Angling Centre, which is an important focal point for 
competitions, advice and charter boat bookings. Another small angling club in the area is 
Alnwick Sea Angling Club. 


Charter boats operate from Amble (7) and Seahouses (5), although some of these as with 
many charter boat operators, undertake non-angling work alongside sea angling trips. Sea 
angling in the area is principally focused in the winter months for cod fishing, often from 
rocks and at night time, but the summer months see significant numbers of holidaymaker 
anglers fishing, particularly at Alnmouth and Seahouses.  


The main centres of sea angling are: 


a) Amble - The principal fishing mark is the pier and local charter boats operate from 
this harbour and there are also some rock marks in the area 


b) Alnmouth: The main fishing mark is the estuary/beach and it can be very popular 
with tourists as it is easily accessible and visible 


c) Seahouses - Fishing takes place on the harbour wall and nearby rock marks and a 
number of charter boats operate from the harbour. Seahouses gets a lot of visitors in 
summer months but boats cater for both angling trips and visits to the Farne Islands 


d) Beadnell Bay - A very popular location with beach and rock angling, although more 
of a focus for local sea anglers than nearby Seahouses 


e) Craster and Walkworth - Beach, rocks and harbour locations for angling 


f) Embleton Bay - A large beach with rock marks particularly at the southern end 
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Appendix 2. Expenditure Questions in Social 
and Economic Questionnaire 


8. When you 


SEA ANGLING EXPENDITURE – LAST TRIP 


last


Adults 


 went sea angling, how many people were in your group (including yourself)? 
(Please put a number in the relevant box.)  


 
Children  


9. What was the location of your last


10. What was the duration (in days) of your last sea angling trip? (If just part of a day, put 1):   


 sea angling trip? (Please put the nearest town/city. This is to help 
identify which areas benefit from sea angling.)……………………………………………………… 


11. On your last sea angling trip, did you engage in any other leisure activities? Yes / No If yes, please 
say what and whether sea angling was the main or secondary activity.  


12. As part of this last sea angling trip were you: (tick one) 


Staying away from home overnight including accommodation?   


Visiting the venue from home for a day's trip (this could include night 
fishing)?  


 


(If your last trip was a day trip only, please go to Question 15). 


13. If you stayed overnight, please tell us the following: : 


How many nights were you away from home        
On how many days did you engaged in sea angling  
The amount you spent per night on accommodation (estimating the amount relating just 
to you) 


 


14. Did your accommodation include breakfast or an evening meal? (tick all that apply) 


Breakfast   
Evening meal  
Neither of the above  


15. Did you travel by private transport (car/van/motorbike)? Yes / No (If no please go to question 17.) 


16. Please estimate the length of journey in miles to and from the venue from your home by private 
transport and also say how many passengers there were in addition to yourself? Miles:..................... 
Passengers in addition to yourself: …… 
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17. On your LAST


 


 sea angling trip please estimate what you spent on the following on the trip. (Put a 
figure in pounds. Please also estimate what percentage of this was spent local to the venue (i.e. within 15 
miles)).  


Amount in 
pounds (£) 


Percentage (%) 
bought locally. 


(within 15 miles) 
1. Food, drink, snacks (excluding food bought as part of 
accommodation)  


  


2. Bait  (inc. cost of collecting your own)   
3. Terminal tackle (weights, hooks, line, lures etc.)   
4. Other fishing equipment bought on the trip   
5. Car parking   
6. Pier, harbour or launch fees   
7. Charter boat and/or boat hire   
8. Boat fuel   
9. Public transport   
10. Other spending (e.g. fishing magazines)   


Please answer these questions about your sea angling expenditure  (including online) in the 


SEA ANGLING EXPENDITURE - ANNUAL 


last 12 
months


18. In the 


. 


LAST TWELVE MONTHS please estimate


 


 what you spent on purchasing the following 
MAJOR ITEMS. (Please think carefully about everything you bought and put a figure in pounds. Put 0 if you 
spent nothing in a category. Please ALSO indicate what percentage of each category this was spent local to 
(i.e. within 15 miles of) your main home town).  


 Amount in 
pounds (£) 


Percentage (%) bought locally 
(within 15 miles of your home) 


1. Fishing rods and reels   
2. Clothing specifically bought for fishing   
3. Other fishing equipment  (e.g. rests, boxes, 
lighting but excluding


 
 terminal tackle) 


 


4. Terminal tackle (weights, hooks, line, lures etc.)   
5. Boats/kayaks (used mostly for sea fishing)   
6. Boat engines/equipment (inc. electronic 
equipment) 


  


7. Any other major items   
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Appendix 3. Daily spend estimates from 
IFCA on-site surveys  
This appendix summarises data on trip expenditure collected by surveyors of the nine 
Inshore Fisheries and Conservation Authorities whilst carrying out on-site surveys of shore 
anglers and private/rental boat anglers throughout 2012 as part of Sea Angling 2012. 


Questions asked 


Primary respondents (lone anglers or respondent for a party of anglers) were asked the 
following questions, which apply only to that person and not the party of anglers. Where 
anglers had stayed in paid accommodation, only one night’s cost was included in the daily 
trip spend. 


 


Note to table: Numbers sharing car journey includes the primary respondent. 


Number of responses 


The number of primary correspondents interviewed from the shore was 1,202 across all 
IFCA regions. There were 186 primary correspondents fishing from private and rental 
boats. 


Average spend by item 


Average spend was calculated as an unweighted mean across all individual respondents. 
The average trip expenditure was £24 for shore anglers and £42 for private/rental boat 
anglers (Table 1). The main difference was the cost of boat trip fees for boat anglers, 
otherwise other expenditure was similar between the groups.  


There was no clear regional pattern in average trip expenditure (Fig. 1) although the 
figures for the Northwest IFCA region were noticeably lower than for other regions. 


Twenty two out of the 186 private/rental boat anglers recorded their annual or weekly 
mooring fees which averaged £1,640 per respondent. These will result in an additional 
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“per trip” cost which is not included in Table 1 and Fig. 1. However the respondents did not 
indicate how much time their boat is used for sea angling compared with other leisure 
purposes, so it is not possible to allocate a component of the annual mooring fees to sea 
angling. 


Table 1: Average daily trip expenditure (RSE = relative standard error). 


 Shore anglers Private/rental boats 


  Spend RSE Spend RSE 


Car transport £4.8  £6.0  


Public Transport £0.1  £0.2  


Boat Trip fees £0.0  £18.2  


Entry or harbour fees £1.2  £3.8  


Consumables £9.3  £6.6  


Other equipment £3.2  £3.8  


Meals £2.7  £3.7  


Other Items £0.5  £0.1  


Accommodation per night £2.2   £0.1   


TOTAL spend £24.0 0.04 £42.4 0.08 
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Fig. 1. Estimates of average daily trip spend by IFCA region and type of fishing. (NW = 
Northwest; CO = Cornwall; D&S = Devon & Severn; SO = Southern; SU = Sussex; KE = Kent 
& Essex; EA = Eastern; NE = Northeast; NM = Northumberland.) 
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Executive Summary 


A quarterly online catch survey was carried out during 2012 as one strand of a larger 
project “Sea Angling 2012 - a survey of recreational sea angling activity and economic 
value in England”. The questionnaires were designed to seek information on 
demographics, activity, catches and releases, and opinions about changes in sea angling. 
Immediately after each quarter of the year, a publicity campaign invited anglers to 
complete the survey recalling their catch and activity during that 3-month period. There 
were 227 respondents that completed the survey over four quarterly periods, although the 
number of respondents decreased over the four periods. This was a low number of 
responses given the amount of publicity, and significantly less than the 2,512 respondents 
to the Sea Angling 2012 online survey of economic value and social benefits of sea 
angling. This response rate was low despite significant efforts to publicise the survey and 
reasonable completion rates for those who started the survey. Hence, sea anglers were 
less willing to share catch information than the amount they spend, which is likely to be 
due to a combination of factors including complexity of reporting, concerns about how the 
data may be used, and occasional or unsuccessful anglers were unlikely to complete the 
survey. 


Respondents were self-selecting leading to a significant potential for bias to be introduced. 
A comparison with the results of the on-site and Office of National Statistics (ONS) surveys 
in Sea Angling 2012 showed that the online respondents were probably a selection of the 
more avid and successful anglers in the population, reporting higher catch rates, more 
days fished, and higher membership of clubs and national angling bodies than observed in 
the other surveys. There were insufficient numbers of respondents to allow the data to be 
post-stratified and re-weighted using ONS data to make the data set more representative 
of the angling population as a whole in England, as was done with the much larger sample 
from the online survey of economic value and social benefits of sea angling. 


Some types of information, such as opinions on trends in the quality of sea angling, may 
be more robust to the non-random selection of anglers in the online survey. Anglers felt 
that both fish numbers and size had declined over the past five to thirty years with the 
magnitude of the decline largest over the longest timescale (20-30 years). This was similar 
to findings from other angling surveys and was related to concerns about the state of fish 
stocks. Other information that closely matches the results of previous surveys or other Sea 
Angling 2012 surveys was the age profile of anglers and the very low participation of 
women in the sport. Compared with the UK Population Census, the online survey showed 
a much higher percentage of 25 – 64 year olds, but far fewer under 25s and over 65s. This 
may reflect the fact that many anglers stop fishing around the age of 18 but return to the 
sport later in life (as reported by the Angling Trust in 2012) or that under-16s are less likely 
to complete the online surveys. For over 65s, it is possible that the physical activity 
associated with sea angling may act as a barrier or they are less likely to complete online 
surveys due to reduced computer ownership or literacy. 







 


 


The online survey confirmed the high release rate of many species of fish such as bass, 
and lower release rates of some species such as mackerel, noted in other surveys, and 
may be related to palatability or survival of released fish. The survey also provided useful 
information on the spread of angling activity across the day. Significant shore angling 
activity was reported during the 22h.00 to 06h.00 period which was not sampled during the 
Sea Angling 2012 on-site surveys. 


It is concluded that online catch surveys are difficult to interpret as the results are subject 
to a number of different biases that are difficult to correct unless the data can be post-
stratified and re-weighted using data from a population survey that has good coverage of 
anglers. There are significant hidden costs in publicising online surveys, particularly if 
there is a need for a sizeable campaign to reach and inform the full cross section of 
anglers in the country to encourage participation. Nonetheless, a substantial, re-weighted 
online survey can provide valuable information provided remaining biases can be 
evaluated. Where there is a critical need for minimally biased absolute estimates, for 
example where catch estimates are needed for stock assessments, and where reliable 
estimates of precision are needed, other statistically rigorous methods such as 
randomised on-site surveys or panel diaries should be used instead. 
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Introduction 
The online catch survey comprised one strand of a larger project “Sea Angling 2012 - a 
survey of recreational sea angling activity and economic value in England” which was 
carried out by the Centre for Environment, Fisheries and Aquaculture Science (Cefas) and 
the Marine Management Organisation (MMO) in collaboration with the Inshore Fisheries 
and Conservation Authorities (IFCAs), the social research co-operative substance and the 
University of Cardiff (Figure 1). The Sea 
Angling 2012 project was established to meet 
England’s contribution to the UK obligations 
under the EU Data Collection Framework to 
provide estimates of recreational catches of 
certain species, including bass, cod and 
sharks, and also to provide an update to a 
previous survey of the economic value of sea 
angling in England and Wales carried out in 
the early 2000s (Drew associates, 2004).  


The elements of the survey were: 


 Monthly surveys of households in 
Great Britain, using face-to-face 
interviews, to estimate recreational sea 
angling participation and effort (angler-
days) by region and fishing mode 
(shore, private boat, charter boat) 


 On-site surveys of anglers at shore 
angling sites and private boat 
launching sites in nine regional strata in England, to estimate mean catch per unit 
effort (CPUE), length compositions by species, angling effort and trip expenditure. 


 Sampling from a known population of sea angling charter vessels to estimate total 
effort and catches by species. 


 Quarterly online catch surveys to collect additional information and to help interpret 
the other survey results. 


 A separate survey of economic and social benefits of recreational sea angling 
involving online surveys and direct interviews at sites around the coast of England. 


The surveys support a broad end-use of the data by scientists, stakeholders and local 
marine management bodies in relation to sustainable development of all forms of 
commercial and recreational fishing at a regional level within England. This has been done 
in close collaboration with stakeholders through a steering group of representatives from 
government, academia and the angling community. An overview of the results of all the 
surveys can be found in the synthesis report, which along with detailed technical reports of 
each survey done within the Sea Angling 2012 programme can be downloaded from 
http://www.seaangling2012.org.uk. 
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Figure 1: Overview of Sea Angling 2012 
programme 
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The most recent survey of recreational sea angling in the England and Wales was done in 
2003 (Drew Associates 2004). This study estimated angling participation using a 
household omnibus survey, an angler survey to understand activity and spend, and a 
survey of angling businesses. About 1.1 million households in England and Wales 
contained at least one sea angler, and sea angling was estimated to have an annual value 
of £538 million and to support 18,900 full-time equivalent jobs. There was evidence that 
anglers felt that the number and size of fish had decreased over the last 5 years.  


The statistical design of marine recreational fishery surveys has been well studied 
worldwide, and many types of probability-based survey are used to estimate numbers of 
fish caught, both kept and released (ICES 2010). These can be very costly where there is 
no complete list of recreational fishers from which to take a random sample because it is 
then necessary to carry out two surveys: a nationwide population survey to estimate the 
number of sea anglers and their fishing effort, and a second survey of identified fishers to 
estimate CPUE. The second survey can involve expensive on-site data collection at 
randomly selected coastal sites, or costs can be reduced by selecting panels of anglers 
from the population survey to complete catch diaries or by carrying out online surveys. On-
site and diary surveys can be designed in a statistically robust way but can still have 
biases due to non-response, over-sampling of more “avid” anglers (those who fish most 
often or are more likely to complete diaries), accuracy of recall, departures from 
randomness of sampling, effects of length-of-stay on probability of encountering shore 
anglers on site, and data quality issues such as species identification (see Table 1, Hyder 
& Armstrong 2013). Online surveys almost always involve self-selection of respondents 
and will be expected to attract more enthusiastic anglers who may also be more likely to 
notice publicity material for the survey.  


An additional consideration for all surveys is that many fish caught are released. Hence, 
they are not observed by interviewers on site, and anglers’ recall of the numbers and 
species released are likely to be more biased and imprecise than for retained fish. A 
review of release rates of some key sea angling species demonstrated unexpectedly high 
release rates across Europe (Ferter et al 2013). Release rates for cod ranged from 1% in 
Poland to 70% in the UK with higher release rates in Scandinavian countries. Release 
rates for bass ranged from 19% in Portugal to 77% in England, with higher rates in 
northern Europe (Ferter et al 2013). 


Despite the considerable difficulties, it is possible to correct for biases and ensure data 
quality. For example, online responses can be post-stratified by region, age group, angler 
avidity, income or other criteria that are also recorded in the general population survey, 
allowing the data to be re-weighted to make them more representative of the population of 
anglers as a whole. This is only feasible if the population survey and the online sample 
both contain enough responses from anglers in each of the post-strata. 


There is also a hidden cost in online surveys in terms of publicising the survey to maximise 
the numbers of responses. This could include flyers, press releases, articles in angling 
magazines and mail-shots. 
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Table 1: Comparison of roving creel on-site and online surveys of recreational sea angling 


INDICATOR  ROVING CREEL ON-SITE 
SURVEY 


ONLINE CATCH SURVEY 


Design 
Sample selection probabilities 


controlled 
No control over who responds 


Precision 
Easily calculated and can be 


related to sample size 
Difficult to compute due to non-


random sampling 


Cost 
Expensive 


(on-site visits) 
Cheap 


(hidden cost in publicity) 


Biases: 
 Avidity 
 Non-response
 Coverage 
 Recall 
 Rounding 
 Length of 


stay  


 
None 


Known proportion 
Known 


Some (released fish) 
Some (released fish) 


Corrected 


 
Significant 
Unknown 
Unknown 
Significant 
Significant 


None 


Data Quality  
Good – recorded by trained 


surveyors 
Poor – data errors and 


potential misidentification 


 


Online surveys have been used in other schemes to collect data on recreational fisheries. 
Some examples include the economic and social benefits survey within Sea Angling 2012 
(Annex 2 of the Sea Angling 2012 synthesis report – http://seaangling2012.org.uk) and the 
UK National Angling Survey (Brown 2012). In these cases, the large numbers of 
respondents have made it possible to correct for potential biases. Online methods have 
also been used in the Netherlands to obtain catch diaries at reduced cost, but the number 
of diaries completed decreased over time due to survey fatigue. Avidity bias in this Dutch 
survey was corrected using data from a screening survey of anglers (see ICES 2011). A 
survey of recreational sea anglers in Northern Ireland in 2012 was conducted using online 
survey methods (C. McMinn, Agri-Food and Biosciences Institute, Belfast, pers. comm.). 


There is a clear trade-off between cost of methods and accuracy of results, with on-site 
surveys being significantly more expensive, but statistically robust if implemented using a 
strict randomisation procedure with known sampling probabilities (Table 1). Here, we test 
the utility of online surveys to collect data from recreational sea anglers in England. To do 
this, we developed quarterly online surveys of activity, catches, releases and opinions 
about how the quality of fishing has changed over time. The results of these surveys are 
assessed within the wider scope of future recreational fishing surveys in England. 
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Methods  


Survey design 


Questionnaires were designed to seek information on demographics, activity, catch and 
release, and opinions about changes in sea angling (see Appendix 1: Online Survey 
Questionnaires for a full list of questions and possible responses). These questions were 
developed with help from the steering group and some changes were made after the first 
quarter to make the survey easier to understand. This survey was set up using the online 
survey tool SurveyMonkey® (https://www.surveymonkey.com/). Immediately after each 
quarter of the year, a publicity campaign invited anglers to complete the survey recalling 
their catches and activity during that 3-month period. Hence there were four waves of the 
survey to cover an entire year of fishing.  


Respondents were self-selecting leading to a significant potential for bias to be introduced. 
Data quality is also an issue as respondents have to interpret questions themselves rather 
than using trained surveyors (see Table 1). Initially, the intention was to obtain a large 
sample of anglers with demographic information and activity that could be used to account 
for biases. For example, avidity bias is a common problem with self-selecting populations, 
attracting regular or more enthusiastic anglers or club members who are more likely to 
know about the survey than occasional anglers. The more avid anglers may also find it 
more difficult to accurately recall their activity and catches in the last three months, unless 
they keep personal diaries, leading to higher recall bias (ICES, 2010). However, due to the 
low numbers of responses to the survey (Table 2), it was not possible to correct for avidity 
or recall bias, so the results presented below are simple averages and counts from the 
surveys. 


The combination of low sample sizes and bias means that the results from the online 
survey are most useful for looking at relative trends, such as opinions on changes in 
quality of angling over time, or how much fishing is done at different times of day, and we 
would advise against reading too much into the actual magnitude of numbers such as 
catch rates. This is different to the online economic and social benefits survey in Sea 
Angling 2012 where over 2,500 people responded to the survey allowing for better 
correction of bias. Comparison with outputs from the Office of National Statistics (ONS), 
on-site shore and private boat, and charter boat surveys give an idea of avidity bias in the 
online survey, and show if the trends can be used to support results from other surveys. 
For example, the proportion of private boat usage in each quarter from the online survey 
was used in a sensitivity analysis to evaluate quarterly weighting factors applied to CPUE 
estimates from the on-site private boat survey carried out by IFCAs in Sea Angling 2012 
(Annex 4 of the Sea Angling 2012 synthesis report – http://seaangling2012.org.uk).  


We have not statistically tested any differences between results of online and other 
surveys as the results are not independent and therefore violate the assumptions of most 
statistical tests of significance. 
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Publicising the Survey 


Online surveys need significant publicity in order to maximise the number of responses to 
the survey. In Sea Angling 2012, 20,000 flyers were distributed to local tackle shops and at 
fishing shows to publicise the survey to sea anglers (see Appendix 2: Sea Angling Flyer). 
Articles were written in the angling press and the Defra publication Fishing Focus, and a 
radio interview was given to publicise the goals of the survey. A website was set up 
containing information about the goals and methods of Sea Angling 2012 
(http://www.seaangling2012.org.uk) that also linked to the online catch and economic 
surveys. Four Cefas press releases were made to publicise each wave of the survey and 
were sent to many angling organisations, internet fora and other media. Large e-mail shots 
were also made to anglers who agreed to receive more information following the National 
Angling Survey (Brown 2012). This publicity worked well as the Sea Angling 2012 website 
was the twelfth hit on a Google search for ‘sea angling’ and top hit on a search for ‘sea 
angling project’ (figures correct on 25 October 2012 from http://www.google.co.uk). 


Data analysis 


A cleaning process was used to ensure data quality for analysis. Data from respondents 
who had only completed part of the survey were removed, and any multiple responses 
from the same IP address were identified and deleted in case they were multiple spurious 
data entry. Finally, anglers living in England were selected for the final analysis to allow 
closer comparison with other surveys. 


Simple analyses of the characteristics of respondents were carried out and compared to 
other surveys. The number of respondents and the number of trips made were 
summarised by quarter. The proportion of males and females amongst respondents was 
calculated, and the age structure of the respondents was compared to the current 
population of England (ONS, 2011) and the survey of angling in England and Wales in 
2003 (Drew Associates, 2004). The percentages of anglers belonging to a national angling 
body or angling club were calculated. 


Angling activity in hours fished per day, average days fished by anglers, and the 
percentage of blank fishing trips were calculated and compared with estimates from the 
ONS and the IFCA on-site shore and private boat surveys, to look at the relative activity for 
each platform (i.e. shore, private boat, charter boat) and to assess the potential for avidity 
bias in the online catch survey. As the shore and private boat survey did not sample the 
period between 10pm and 6am, it was useful to look at the distribution of effort across 
times of the day from the online survey and the proportion of days fished from each 
platform in order to identify potential biases in the shore and private boat on-site survey. 


Release rates for all fish in the survey were calculated and these were presented for each 
platform where more than 30 fish were recorded to give more robust results. Total release 
rates for each platform were calculated and presented in comparison with estimates from 
studies across Europe (see Ferter et al. 2013). Catch rates per angler per day were 
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calculated for species with greater than 30 fish caught. Total catch per angler per day was 
presented for each platform and catch rates of cod and bass were compared to estimates 
from other Sea Angling 2012 surveys. 


Opinions about the trends in angling quality in terms of fish numbers and size were 
presented for increasing time periods (last year, 5 years, 20-30 years). These were 
combined across all waves of the survey as we feel that similar results were seen across 
quarters. The options for answers varied between quarter 1 and quarters 2 to 4, so the two 
categories relating to quality declining were combined to include quarter 1 results in the 
analysis. Results for the longest time period (20-30 years) were only available in quarters 
2 to 4, so these are based on fewer respondents. The results were compared to results on 
opinions from other angling surveys (Brown 2012, Drew Associates 2004). 


Results 


Sampling and demographics 


The process of cleaning the data reduced the number of respondents that could be used 
for analysis. The majority of removed records were for respondents who only partially 
completed the survey or lived outside England (Table 3). Few duplicate IP addresses were 
identified, meaning that anglers were not repeatedly entering spurious data to affect the 
results (Table 3). After cleaning, there were 227 respondents to the online catch survey 
over the four quarterly surveys, although the number of respondents decreased over the 
four waves of the survey (Table 2). Very few charter boat trips were recorded, so charter 
boat results should be interpreted very carefully (Table 2). The total number of responses 
was low given the amount of publicity, and significantly less than the 2,512 respondents to 
the Sea Angling 2012 online survey of economic value and social benefits of sea angling. 
This could be due to the effort involved in completion of the online catch survey, but this is 
unlikely as the proportion of respondents completing the surveys are similar (economic – 
80%, online catch – 77%, Table 3). Hence, sea anglers are more likely to provide 
information on how much they spend than the amount caught. 


The age distribution of respondents to the online catch survey was similar to the age 
distribution of sea anglers in 2003 from the Drew Associates (2004) omnibus survey, but 
differed greatly from the overall population from the 2011 Population Census (Figure 2 – 
ONS, 2011) in having a much higher percentage of 25 – 64 year olds, but far fewer under 
25s and over 65s. This may reflect the fact that many anglers stop fishing around the age 
of 18 but return to the sport later in life (Angling Trust 2012) or that under-16s are less 
likely to complete the online surveys. For over 65s, it is possible that the physical activity 
associated with sea angling may act as a barrier (Brown 2012) or they are less likely to 
complete online surveys due to reduced computer ownership or literacy. 


Angling is a male-dominated sport with 97.3% male and 2.7% female respondents, which 
is very similar to the omnibus survey by Drew Associates in 2003 (96.7% male, 3.3% 
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female) and the National Angling Survey (Brown 2012 - 97.3% male, 2.7% female). There 
were relatively high percentages of respondents who were members of an angling club 
(33.5%) or a national angling body (20.3%), suggesting that the sample is not 
representative of the whole population of anglers.  


Table 2: Number of respondents and days fished from different platforms in each of the 
quarterly online catch surveys. Catch period relates to the period that respondents were 
recalling catch and activity. 


Catch Period No 
respondents Shore Private Boat Charter 


Jan-Mar 95 1031 118 46 


Apr-Jun 57 486 203 55 


Jul-Sep 52 656 177 17 


Oct-Dec 23 272 112 7 


Total 227 2445 610 125 
 


Table 3: Reduction in number of respondents during data cleaning due to partially 
complete surveys, duplicate IP address and anglers living outside of England. % 
discarded is the percentage of respondents removed when cleaning and % remaining is 
the percentage of the total number of respondents that started the survey that remain at 
each stage of the cleaning process. 


Category Number % discarded % remaining 


Total started 336 ---- ---- 


Completed surveys 258 33 77 


Unique IP Address 250 3 74 


Live in England 227 9 68 
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Figure 2: Age distribution of respondents 
in the online catch, Drew (2004), and 2011 
census (ONS 2011). 


Figure 3: Proportion of trips on each 
platform. 


Angling activity 


About 77% of trips recorded were fishing from the shore, with private/rental boats 
(including kayaks) accounting for around 19% and charter boat around 4%. There was 
little difference in the relative proportions of trips in each quarter except for charter boats 
where there were more trips in the spring and for private boats which had more effort in 
spring and autumn (Figure 3).  


Anglers fished on average for around 6 hours from shore and private boat, and 7.8 hours 
in a day from charter boats (Table 4). The average number of days fished in the last 3 
months was highest on the shore (13.4 days), with private boats anglers fishing for 8.5 
days, and charter boat anglers 3.6 days (Table 4). There was little difference in the 
numbers of days fished in 3 months from the shore through the year, with fewest days 
fished between April and June (Figure 4). There was an increase in days fished from 
private boats from January to December and fewest days fished from charter boats from 
October to December (Figure 4). The percentage of blank fishing trips was highest 
between July and September from the shore and between April and June from boats 
(Figure 5). Generally, there were higher numbers of hours fished in one day, number of 
days fished in the last three months and a lower proportion of blank trips in the online 
catch than the ONS, on-site and charter boat surveys (Table 4). This indicated that anglers 
completing the online survey were more avid that the general population of sea anglers 
(Table 4). 
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Table 4: Comparisons of angling activity in terms of average hours fished in a day, 
days fished in 3 months and % blanks from different Sea Angling 2012 surveys. ONS 
is the household survey, on-site is the roving creel survey of shore and private boats, 
online catch is this survey, and charter is the charter boat survey. The figures for ONS 
and online catch relate to English anglers, and On-site relates to anyone fishing in 
England. 


Platform 


Survey 
Hours fished 


in one day 


Days fished 
in last 3 
months 


Percentage 
blank days 


Shore ONS 5.6 5.8 46 


 On-site 4.7 4.1 ---- 


 Online catch 5.9 13.4 32.0 


Private boat ONS 4.4 2.4 38 


 On-site 5.1 4.3 19.0 


 Online catch 6.2 8.5 10.8 


Charter boat ONS 5.9 1.5 9 


 Online catch 7.8 3.6 13.6 


 Charter 7.0 ---- ----- 
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Figure 4: Average numbers of days fished 
in the last 3 months in each quarter in the 
online catch survey. 


Figure 5: Percentage of blanks fishing 
trips in each quarter by anglers in the 
online catch survey. 
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It is useful to look at the proportion of anglers fishing at between 10pm and 6am as little 
data were collected during this period in the on-site shore and private boat survey, so any 
potential for bias can be investigated using data from the online survey. Generally more 
fishing was done between 6am and 10pm than 10pm to 6am (Figure 6). The greatest 
proportion of anglers fishing between 10pm and 6am was found on the shore (31%), with 
limited fishing during this period from boats. There was very little difference in activity 
times between different quarters of the year (Figure 6). 
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Figure 6: Percentage of anglers fishing at different times of the day from: A. Shore, B. 
Private boats, and C. Charter boats. 


Catches and releases 


The percentage of fish released was generally high, with higher rates from shore (67%) 
than private (50%) or charter boats (50%). These were in line with estimates from the on-
site shore (76%), on-site private boat (51%) and charter boat surveys (48%). For shore 
and boat fishing combined, lower release rates, defined as less than 50%, were recorded 
for cod, mackerel and turbot, and higher release rates, defined as greater than 75%, for 
bass, coalfish, conger eel, dab, freshwater eels and mullet (Figure 7). The release rates 
are similar for bass and cod across surveys for shore anglers but much higher for private 
and charter boat anglers in the online catch survey (Table 5). This may be due to the low 
number of days fished from charter boats and avidity bias by respondents to the online 
catch survey, and the results from the on-site and charter boat survey are likely to be 
much more robust. The high release rates are in line with recent reviews, with the rates for 
cod lying around the middle of the published release rates (48% compared to 1-70% in 
Ferter et al. 2013) and bass at the high end of the range (76% compared to 19-77% in 
Ferter et al. 2013). 


Catch rates were generally lower from the shore (around 6 fish per day for all species) 
than for private boats (11 fish per day) and charter boats (12 fish per day). Dogfish, 
mackerel and whiting had the highest daily catch rates (Figure 8). Catch rates were 
generally higher in the online survey than in other surveys (Table 6), again demonstrating 
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bias in the results from the online catch survey toward more successful anglers. There was 
one particularly high catch rate for cod in the online survey, driven by one extremely 
successful charter boat angler that caught over 200 cod during a three month period, but 
this cannot be excluded from the analysis as it is possible (Table 6). The charter boat 
results are highly uncertain due to the small number of trips demonstrated by the large 
difference in bass and cod catches (Table 6).  
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Figure 7: Release rates of common angling species from different platforms in the online 
catch survey. 
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Figure 8: Catch rates of common angling species from different platforms in the online 
catch survey (numbers of fish per angler per day). 
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Table 5: Comparisons of release rates of bass and cod from different Sea Angling 
2012 surveys (numbers of fish per angler per day). On-site is the roving creel survey 
of shore and private boats, online catch is the present survey, and charter is the 
charter boat survey. 


Species Survey Shore 
Private 
Boat 


Charter 


Bass On-site 82 57 ----- 


 Charter ----- ----- 37 


 Online 76 76 64 


Cod On-site 56 27 ----- 


 Charter ----- ----- 18 


 Online 61 35 39 
 


Table 6: Comparisons of catch rates of bass and cod from different Sea Angling 2012 
surveys (numbers of fish per angler per day). On-site is the roving creel survey of 
shore and private boats, online catch is the present survey, and charter is the charter 
boat survey. 


Species Survey Shore 
Private 
Boat 


Charter 


Bass On-site 0.08 0.70 ----- 


 Charter ----- ----- 0.31 


 Online 0.28 1.03 0.09 


Cod On-site 0.07 0.27 ----- 


 Charter ----- ----- 0.76 


 Online 0.24 0.78 1.87 
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Opinions on changes in fishing 


Sea anglers stated that the quality of fishing had become worse both in terms of numbers 
and size of fish over the last 5 to 30 years, with the least change recorded since last year. 
This was demonstrated by the highest percentage of responses being that fish numbers 
and size had got worse over the longest time period (Figure 9 and Figure 10). These 
results are similar to the opinions of anglers in 2003 about changes in both numbers and 
size of fish in the last 5 years (Figure 11 and Figure 12) and 15 years (Drew Associates 
2004). This finding is supported by results from the National Angling Survey, where poor 
stocks were cited as the most important issue facing sea angling (Brown 2012). 
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Figure 9: Opinions about changes in 
number of fish caught over different 
periods in the online catch survey. 


Figure 10: Opinions about changes in 
size of fish caught over different 
periods in the online catch survey. 
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Figure 11: Comparisons with opinions 
about changes in number of fish caught 
in the last 5 years. 


Figure 12: Comparisons with opinions 
about changes in size of fish caught in 
the last 5 years. 
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Discussion  
In this study, online methods were used to collect information on the activity, catch, 
releases and opinions about sea angling in England. Online surveys have been used 
widely in other fields to collect information about people, and there have been some 
examples of collection of data on recreational angling. As the population is self-selecting, 
the results from online surveys are subject to large biases (ICES 2010) that can manifest 
in a number of ways (see Table 1). However, it is often possible to collect a very large 
sample of responses along with parameters such as frequency of fishing or age that will 
allow post stratification and comparison with data from the same strata in surveys of the 
population as a whole, to allow correction of bias. However, in this online catch survey, the 
sample sizes were too small to correct for bias. Comparisons of catch rates and days 
fished with other surveys from the Sea Angling 2012 project and previous surveys of sea 
angling (Drew Associates 2004) indicated that the online surveys had attracted more avid 
and successful anglers, leading to overestimates of mean catch rates compared to the 
population of England as a whole. Hence, any use of these results has to be very carefully 
considered in the context of the potential effect of these biases. Some aspects of the data 
may be more robust, particularly relative trends such as trends in quality of angling, or 
relative trends in quarterly days fished by private boat or shore anglers. Many of the 
results from this survey must however be treated with caution, especially those related to 
charter boats. Where necessary, data have been combined across platforms and quarters 
to give larger more robust data sets. 


The number of respondents completing the online catch survey was very small despite 
significant efforts to publicise the survey using flyers, websites, magazine articles, press 
releases and e-mail shots. A much larger number of people completed the Sea Angling 
2012 online economic and social benefits survey. There was a similar completion rate in 
both surveys, and links were provided between the surveys, indicating that anglers were 
less keen to share catch information than the amount they spend. This could be driven by 
the complexity of reporting catches compared to economic and social benefits, but is likely 
to be a combination of a number of factors. These may include reluctance to share data on 
catch due to concern about how the data may be used in future. Another possibility is that 
anglers who have fished only occasionally or have had many blank days fishing may be 
less inclined to go online to report their catches, but may be keener to report on more 
successful fishing days. 


The combination of low sample sizes, evidence of bias and issues with data quality all 
impact the usefulness of online surveys. Ultimately, if it is critical to have minimal bias and 
to be able to quantify precision (for example for estimating catches for inclusion in a stock 
assessment), online surveys are a less favoured method because they are not probability 
based and are subject to biases that may be difficult to quantify and may vary over time. 
The exception to this would be if very large samples can be collected that can be 
comprehensively post-stratified and re-weighted using a population survey that also has 
comprehensive coverage of the angling population. However, there are always concerns 
about the nature of a self-selected sample for which there is no control over inclusion 
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probabilities of respondents, and if a population survey with good angling coverage is 
available, it may be better, though more costly, to use random selections of respondents in 
panels to keep diaries rather than use an online survey. In this context, online tools could 
be used by anglers to submit their catch diaries. Although online surveys of angling appear 
to be a low-cost option, there is a significant hidden cost in publicising the survey in order 
to maximise response rates.  


The Sea Angling 2012 online surveys of economics and social benefits had enough 
respondents to allow some post stratification and reweighting using ONS data to reduce 
self-selection bias. This survey and the online catch survey, showed evidence of lower 
than expect participation rates of anglers under 25 years old. Other surveys of angling 
have demonstrated that many anglers start young and then leave the sport at around 18 
years old, before returning later in life (Angling Trust 2012). Low participation rates in the 
over 65s, shown in the catch survey, may indicate lower computer use or less ability to 
cope with the physical demands of sea angling (Brown et al. 2012).  


Release rates of fish were generally highest from the shore and lowest from boats, and 
this finding is the same for online and on-site surveys. This is likely to reflect the larger size 
of fish caught when boat fishing and lower survival rates due to intrinsic factors (e.g. size 
of fish, hooking location), gear used (e.g. type and size of hooks), environmental 
conditions (e.g. depth, temperature), or fish handling (see Bartholomew & Bohnsac 2005 
for a general review). The release rates were highest for species with high post release 
survival (e.g. bass, mullet) or unpalatable species (e.g. conger eels), and lowest for 
species with low post release survival (e.g. mackerel) or edible species (e.g. cod, turbot). 
Bass had a relatively high release rate and shore anglers in the online and on-site surveys 
in Sea Angling 2012 had similar release rates, though the on-site survey of private boats 
and charter boat survey indicated lower release rates than recorded in the online survey. 
The results from the on-site and charter boat surveys are likely to be more accurate due to 
the low number of days fished on charter boats and avidity bias of respondents to the 
online catch survey. The on-site surveys showed that the minimum landing size is a driver 
(though not the only one) in the decision to release a bass, but it is known that many sport 
anglers practice catch-and-release and also release fish above MLS, and such anglers 
could be over-represented in online surveys.  


Catch rates from the shore were lower than from boats with around 6 fish of all species 
caught per angler per trip from the shore, 11 from private boats and 12 on charter boats. 
These are substantially larger than the equivalent figures from the IFCA on-site survey 
which were 1.6 fish per angler per day for shore fishing and 4.7 fish per angler per day 
from private and rental boats. This again suggests a strong avidity or success bias in the 
online survey.  


Anglers felt that fishing quality and fish size had declined over the past twenty years with 
the magnitude of the decline largest over the longest timescale (20-30 years). This is 
similar to findings from other angling surveys (e.g. Drew Associates, 2004) and is likely to 
be related to concerns about the state of fish stocks (see Annex 2 of the Sea Angling 2012 
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synthesis report – http://www.seaangling2012.org.uk (report on the economic value and 
social benefits of sea angling), and Brown 2012). 


In summary, online catch surveys are difficult to interpret as the results are subject to a 
number of different biases that are difficult to correct unless the data can be post-stratified 
and re-weighted using data from a population survey that has good coverage of anglers. 
There are significant hidden costs in publicising online surveys, particularly if there is a 
need for a sizeable campaign to reach and inform the full cross section of anglers in the 
country to encourage participation. Nonetheless, a substantial, re-weighted online survey 
can provide valuable information provided remaining biases can be evaluated. Where 
there is a critical need for minimally biased absolute estimates, for example where catch 
estimates are needed for stock assessments, and where reliable estimates of precision 
are needed, other statistically rigorous methods such as randomised on-site surveys or 
panel diaries should be used instead. 
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Appendix 1: Online Survey Questionnaires 
These questions were implemented in SurveyMonkey and files showing the questions 
used for the first quarter and quarters 2 to 4 are embedded below. The main differences 
were some changes to the order of questions, clarification of the wording of questions, and 
addition of a fifth category to the questions about the trends in fish size and numbers over 
time. 


Sea Angling 2012 
Q1.pdf


Sea Angling 2012 
Q4.pdf  


Appendix 2: Sea Angling Flyer 
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Welcome to the Sea Angling 2012 online survey of recreational fishing activities and catches for January – March 
2012. 
 
We will be asking you questions about what type of recreational fishing you did, where you went fishing, what you 
caught, and how you think the quality of your fishing has changed over time. Please think carefully about your 
answers and try and recall details as accurately as possible, using a diary if you keep one. Your data are very 
important to us, and will help Sea Angling 2012 to give an accurate picture of recreational fishing around our coasts. 
 
This survey is only for January to March 2012. Please do not provide information for any other months or years. New 
surveys will be launched in July and October this year, and in January 2013, to collect information for the remaining 
three quarters of 2012. 



1. Where did you hear about this online survey? 



2. Please provide your age category 



3. Please provide your gender. 



 



 
Details of angler



*



*



*



Flyer given to you during a Sea Angling 2012 interview while you were fishing or after landing your boat
 



nmlkj



Flyer picked up at an angling shop or other public place
 



nmlkj



Sea Angling 2012 website
 



nmlkj



Angling magazine
 



nmlkj



Online angling forum or national angling body website
 



nmlkj



Word of mouth
 



nmlkj



Other (please specify)
 



 
nmlkj



Under 16
 



nmlkj



16 to 24
 



nmlkj



25 to 44
 



nmlkj



45 to 54
 



nmlkj



55 to 64
 



nmlkj



65 to 74
 



nmlkj



75 and over
 



nmlkj



Prefer not to say
 



nmlkj



Male
 



nmlkj



Female
 



nmlkj



Prefer not to say
 



nmlkj
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4. Where do you live? 



5. If you are a UK resident, please provide the first part of your postcode 
 



6. Do you own a boat that you use for privately for sea angling or other recreational 
fishing? This would not include a boat that is chartered by other anglers. 



7. Do you belong to a local angling club or a national angling body or association? 



*



*



 
Fishing effort in January, February and March



England
 



nmlkj



Wales
 



nmlkj



Scotland
 



nmlkj



Northern Ireland
 



nmlkj



Isle of Man
 



nmlkj



Channel Islands
 



nmlkj



Southern Ireland
 



nmlkj



Europe (not British Isles)
 



nmlkj



Elsewhere (prefer not to say)
 



nmlkj



Elsewhere (specify below)
 



 
nmlkj



Kyak
 



nmlkj



Other boat without engine
 



nmlkj



Boat with engine
 



nmlkj



I don't own a boat
 



nmlkj



Other (please specify) 



Local club
 



nmlkj



National angling body or association
 



nmlkj



Both
 



nmlkj



Neither
 



nmlkj
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8. When sea angling in England in January, February and March, roughly what 
percentage of your fishing time was in the following daily time periods? Please select 
the appropriate percentage from the drop down lists. 
 
The selections for each fishing type should equal 100. If you have not carried out any 
activity for any of the fishing types, leave that type blank. 



9. Considering all your sea angling trips in England in January, February and March 
2012, please use the dropdown menus below to tell us the total number of days on 
which you went sea angling, how many of these days were "blanks" (you caught no 
fish of any species, either kept or released), and how many of the days you were fishing 
in a competition or tournament. 
 
Please select the appropriate number of days from the drop down lists for each type of 
fishing. A blank entry will be seen as 0 days. 



10. When sea angling in England in January, February and March 2012 how many 
hours (to the nearest hour) did you typically spend fishing during a day? This should 
be time actually spent fishing and should not include travelling time to a boat mark, 
walking to a shore site or extended meal break or other breaks. 
 
Please select the appropriate number of hours from the drop down lists. A blank entry 
will be seen as 0 hours. 



Shore



Private or rented boat (a privately 
owned kyak or boat where you don't 
pay a fee, or a boat you rent without 



a skipper)



Charter boat (where you pay to fish 
from a boat with a skipper)



6 am to 2 pm 6 6 6



2 pm and 10 pm 6 6 6



10 pm and 6 am 6 6 6



Shore



Private or rented boat (a 
privately owned kyak or boat 



where you don't pay a fee, or a 
boat you rent without a skipper)



Charter boat (where you pay to 
fish from a boat with a skipper)



a) Total number of days spent fishing 6 6 6



b) Blank days 6 6 6



c) Competition or tournament days 6 6 6



Shore



Private or rented boat (a 
privately owned kyak or boat 



where you don't pay a fee, or a 
boat you rent without a skipper)



Charter boat (where you pay to 
fish from a boat with a skipper)



Hours fished per day 6 6 6
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11. How many days did you go recreational sea fishing in the United Kingdom using 
nonangling gears (either from the shore or from a boat)? Please select the appropriate 
number of days from the drop down list. 
 
If you leave a blank this will be seen as 0. 



This section of the survey asks questions relating to where you have been fishing and what you have caught using rod 
and line or handline. 
 
You will have the opportunity to provide information for four different fishing areas. If you have fished in more than four 
areas please ensure that the four separate regions you choose are where you did most of your angling. 
 
If you also fished in some other areas of England not covered in your previous answers, select a fifth region when 
prompted, and then tick all the remaining regions in England where this remaining angling activity took place and 
answer the other questions for all the selected areas. 



Spearfishing Pots or traps Netting Longlines



Other (provide more 
information in the 
further information 



box)



Total number of days 6 6 6 6 6



 
Fishing area and catches



Further information 
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12. Please select the main area that you fish in then answer the remaining questions 



on this page from the perspective of your fishing activities in this area. 



13. How many days in January, February and March 2012 did you go recreational sea 
fishing with rod and line or handline in the selected area? Please select the number of 
days from the dropdown list. 



*



Shore



Private or rented boat (a privately 
owned kyak or boat where you don't 
pay a fee, or a boat you rent without 



a skipper)



Charter boat (where you pay to fish 
from a boat with a skipper)



Number of days 6 6 6



Northumberland: to North Tyneside
 



nmlkj



North Eastern: South Tyneside to Grimsby
 



nmlkj



Eastern: Lincolnshire coast from Grimsby to Harwich in Suffolk
 



nmlkj



Kent and Essex North Sea: Harwich to Folkestone
 



nmlkj



Kent and Essex English Channel west of Folkestone
 



nmlkj



Sussex
 



nmlkj



Southern: Coast of Hampshire, Dorset and Isle of Wight
 



nmlkj



Devon: South coast
 



nmlkj



Cornwall: South Coast to Lands' End
 



nmlkj



Isles of Scilly
 



nmlkj



Cornwall: North Coast from Lands' End
 



nmlkj



Devon: North coast of Devon and Somerset (Severn)
 



nmlkj



Wales: South coast up to and including Milford Haven
 



nmlkj



Wales: north of Milford Haven
 



nmlkj



North Western: Coast of Western England north of border of Wales
 



nmlkj



Channel Islands
 



nmlkj



South West Scotland from Solway Firth to Port Patrick on Mull of Galloway
 



nmlkj



West of Scotland and islands from Port Patrick to Thurso on North coast, including Hebrides
 



nmlkj



East of Scotland from Thurso to borders, including Orkney and Shetlands
 



nmlkj



Northern Ireland: Irish sea coast to Larne
 



nmlkj



Northern Ireland: Antrim and Londonderry north of Larne
 



nmlkj



Isle of Man
 



nmlkj
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14. How many of the following species did you catch in January, February or March 
2012 while recreational sea angling with a rod and line or handline in the selected area 
while fishing from the shore? 
 
Please select the number of fish kept and the number of fish released from the drop 
down lists. You may leave the option blank if there was no catch. If the number of kept 
or released fish is greater than 50, please select other from the bottom of the drop down 
list and give the species, number kept and number released in the further information 
box. 
 
If there are other species you have caught that are not listed, please include kept and 
released information for each species in the Further information box at the end of the 
question. 



Shore (kept) Shore (released)



Cod 6 6



Bass 6 6



Whiting 6 6



Pollack 6 6



Coalfish (saithe) 6 6



Mackerel 6 6



Wrasses (ballan, cuckoo) 6 6



Sea breams (red, black, gilthead) 6 6



Mullet (thicklipped, thinlipped, golden) 6 6



Ling 6 6



Conger eel 6 6



Plaice 6 6



Flounder 6 6



Dab 6 6



Turbot 6 6



Brill 6 6



Tope 6 6



Smooth hound 6 6



Rays 6 6



Freshwater eel 6 6



Lesser spotted and greater spotted dogfish (bull huss) 6 6



Pouting (pout whiting or bib) 6 6



Further information 
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15. How many of the following species did you catch in January, February or March 
2012 while recreational sea angling with a rod and line or handline in the selected area 
while fishing from a private or rented boat? 
 
Please select the number of fish kept and the number of fish released from the drop 
down lists. You may leave the option blank if there was no catch. If the number of kept 
or released fish is greater than 50, please select other from the bottom of the drop down 
list and give the species, number kept and number released in the further information 
box. 
 
If there are other species you have caught that are not listed, please include kept and 
released information for each species in the Further information box at the end of the 
question. 



Private or rented boat (kept) Private or rented boat (released)



Cod 6 6



Bass 6 6



Whiting 6 6



Pollack 6 6



Coalfish (saithe) 6 6



Mackerel 6 6



Wrasses (ballan, cuckoo) 6 6



Sea breams (red, black, gilthead) 6 6



Mullet (thicklipped, thinlipped, golden) 6 6



Ling 6 6



Conger eel 6 6



Plaice 6 6



Flounder 6 6



Dab 6 6



Turbot 6 6



Brill 6 6



Tope 6 6



Smooth hound 6 6



Rays 6 6



Large skates (common, white, longnosed) 6 6



Shark (porbeagle) 6 6
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Shark (blue) 6 6



Shark (mako) 6 6



Shark (thresher) 6 6



Freshwater eel 6 6



Lesser spotted and greater spotted dogfish (bull huss) 6 6



Pouting (pout whiting or bib) 6 6



Further information 
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16. How many of the following species did you catch in January, February or March 
2012 while recreational sea angling with a rod and line or handline in the selected area 
while fishing from a charter boat? 
 
Please select the number of fish kept and the number of fish released from the drop 
down lists. You may leave the option blank if there was no catch. If the number of kept 
or released fish is greater than 50, please select other from the bottom of the drop down 
list and give the species, number kept and number released in the further information 
box. 
 
If there are other species you have caught that are not listed, please include kept and 
released information for each species in the Further information box at the end of the 
question. 



Charter boat (kept) Charter boat (released)



Cod 6 6



Bass 6 6



Whiting 6 6



Pollack 6 6



Coalfish (saithe) 6 6



Mackerel 6 6



Wrasses (ballan, cuckoo) 6 6



Sea breams (red, black, gilthead) 6 6



Mullet (thicklipped, thinlipped, golden) 6 6



Ling 6 6



Conger eel 6 6



Plaice 6 6



Flounder 6 6



Dab 6 6



Turbot 6 6



Brill 6 6



Tope 6 6



Smooth hound 6 6



Rays 6 6



Large skates (common, white, longnosed) 6 6



Shark (porbeagle) 6 6



Shark (blue) 6 6



Shark (mako) 6 6



Shark (thresher) 6 6



Freshwater eel 6 6
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17. Would you like to add data for a second area? 



Lesser spotted and greater spotted dogfish (bull huss) 6 6



Pouting (pout whiting or bib) 6 6



*



 
Fishing area and catches  second area



Further information 
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nmlkj
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18. Please select another area that you fish in then answer the remaining questions 



on this page from the perspective of your fishing activities in this area. 



19. How many days in January, February and March 2012 did you go recreational sea 
fishing with rod and line or handline in the selected area? Please select the number of 
days from the dropdown list. 



*



Shore



Private or rented boat (a privately 
owned kyak or boat where you don't 
pay a fee, or a boat you rent without 



a skipper)



Charter boat (where you pay to fish 
from a boat with a skipper)



Number of days 6 6 6



Northumberland: to North Tyneside
 



nmlkj



North Eastern: South Tyneside to Grimsby
 



nmlkj



Eastern: Lincolnshire coast from Grimsby to Harwich in Suffolk
 



nmlkj



Kent and Essex North Sea: Harwich to Folkestone
 



nmlkj



Kent and Essex English Channel west of Folkestone
 



nmlkj



Sussex
 



nmlkj



Southern: Coast of Hampshire, Dorset and Isle of Wight
 



nmlkj



Devon: South coast
 



nmlkj



Cornwall: South Coast to Lands' End
 



nmlkj



Isles of Scilly
 



nmlkj



Cornwall: North Coast from Lands' End
 



nmlkj



Devon: North coast of Devon and Somerset (Severn)
 



nmlkj



Wales: South coast up to and including Milford Haven
 



nmlkj



Wales: north of Milford Haven
 



nmlkj



North Western: Coast of Western England north of border of Wales
 



nmlkj



Channel Islands
 



nmlkj



South West Scotland from Solway Firth to Port Patrick on Mull of Galloway
 



nmlkj



West of Scotland and islands from Port Patrick to Thurso on North coast, including Hebrides
 



nmlkj



East of Scotland from Thurso to borders, including Orkney and Shetlands
 



nmlkj



Northern Ireland: Irish sea coast to Larne
 



nmlkj



Northern Ireland: Antrim and Londonderry north of Larne
 



nmlkj



Isle of Man
 



nmlkj
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20. How many of the following species did you catch in January, February or March 
2012 while recreational sea angling with a rod and line or handline in the selected area 
while fishing from the shore? 
 
Please select the number of fish kept and the number of fish released from the drop 
down lists. You may leave the option blank if there was no catch. If the number of kept 
or released fish is greater than 50, please select other from the bottom of the drop down 
list and give the species, number kept and number released in the further information 
box. 
 
If there are other species you have caught that are not listed, please include kept and 
released information for each species in the Further information box at the end of the 
question. 



Shore (kept) Shore (released)



Cod 6 6



Bass 6 6



Whiting 6 6



Pollack 6 6



Coalfish (saithe) 6 6



Mackerel 6 6



Wrasses (ballan, cuckoo) 6 6



Sea breams (red, black, gilthead) 6 6



Mullet (thicklipped, thinlipped, golden) 6 6



Ling 6 6



Conger eel 6 6



Plaice 6 6



Flounder 6 6



Dab 6 6



Turbot 6 6



Brill 6 6



Tope 6 6



Smooth hound 6 6



Rays 6 6



Freshwater eel 6 6



Lesser spotted and greater spotted dogfish (bull huss) 6 6



Pouting (pout whiting or bib) 6 6



Further information 
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21. How many of the following species did you catch in January, February or March 
2012 while recreational sea angling with a rod and line or handline in the selected area 
while fishing from a private or rented boat? 
 
Please select the number of fish kept and the number of fish released from the drop 
down lists. You may leave the option blank if there was no catch. If the number of kept 
or released fish is greater than 50, please select other from the bottom of the drop down 
list and give the species, number kept and number released in the further information 
box. 
 
If there are other species you have caught that are not listed, please include kept and 
released information for each species in the Further information box at the end of the 
question. 



Private or rented boat (kept) Private or rented boat (released)



Cod 6 6



Bass 6 6



Whiting 6 6



Pollack 6 6



Coalfish (saithe) 6 6



Mackerel 6 6



Wrasses (ballan, cuckoo) 6 6



Sea breams (red, black, gilthead) 6 6



Mullet (thicklipped, thinlipped, golden) 6 6



Ling 6 6



Conger eel 6 6



Plaice 6 6



Flounder 6 6



Dab 6 6



Turbot 6 6



Brill 6 6



Tope 6 6



Smooth hound 6 6



Rays 6 6



Large skates (common, white, longnosed) 6 6



Shark (porbeagle) 6 6
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Shark (blue) 6 6



Shark (mako) 6 6



Shark (thresher) 6 6



Freshwater eel 6 6



Lesser spotted and greater spotted dogfish (bull huss) 6 6



Pouting (pout whiting or bib) 6 6



Further information 
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22. How many of the following species did you catch in January, February or March 
2012 while recreational sea angling with a rod and line or handline in the selected area 
while fishing from a charter boat? 
 
Please select the number of fish kept and the number of fish released from the drop 
down lists. You may leave the option blank if there was no catch. If the number of kept 
or released fish is greater than 50, please select other from the bottom of the drop down 
list and give the species, number kept and number released in the further information 
box. 
 
If there are other species you have caught that are not listed, please include kept and 
released information for each species in the Further information box at the end of the 
question. 



Charter boat (kept) Charter boat (released)



Cod 6 6



Bass 6 6



Whiting 6 6



Pollack 6 6



Coalfish (saithe) 6 6



Mackerel 6 6



Wrasses (ballan, cuckoo) 6 6



Sea breams (red, black, gilthead) 6 6



Mullet (thicklipped, thinlipped, golden) 6 6



Ling 6 6



Conger eel 6 6



Plaice 6 6



Flounder 6 6



Dab 6 6



Turbot 6 6



Brill 6 6



Tope 6 6



Smooth hound 6 6



Rays 6 6



Large skates (common, white, longnosed) 6 6



Shark (porbeagle) 6 6



Shark (blue) 6 6



Shark (mako) 6 6



Shark (thresher) 6 6



Freshwater eel 6 6
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23. Would you like to add data for a third area? 



Lesser spotted and greater spotted dogfish (bull huss) 6 6



Pouting (pout whiting or bib) 6 6



*



 
Fishing area and catches  third area



Further information 
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24. Please select another area that you fish in then answer the remaining questions 



on this page from the perspective of your fishing activities in this area. 



25. How many days in January, February and March 2012 did you go recreational sea 
fishing with rod and line or handline in the selected area? Please select the number of 
days from the dropdown list. 



*



Shore



Private or rented boat (a privately 
owned kyak or boat where you don't 
pay a fee, or a boat you rent without 



a skipper)



Charter boat (where you pay to fish 
from a boat with a skipper)



Number of days 6 6 6



Northumberland: to North Tyneside
 



nmlkj



North Eastern: South Tyneside to Grimsby
 



nmlkj



Eastern: Lincolnshire coast from Grimsby to Harwich in Suffolk
 



nmlkj



Kent and Essex North Sea: Harwich to Folkestone
 



nmlkj



Kent and Essex English Channel west of Folkestone
 



nmlkj



Sussex
 



nmlkj



Southern: Coast of Hampshire, Dorset and Isle of Wight
 



nmlkj



Devon: South coast
 



nmlkj



Cornwall: South Coast to Lands' End
 



nmlkj



Isles of Scilly
 



nmlkj



Cornwall: North Coast from Lands' End
 



nmlkj



Devon: North coast of Devon and Somerset (Severn)
 



nmlkj



Wales: South coast up to and including Milford Haven
 



nmlkj



Wales: north of Milford Haven
 



nmlkj



North Western: Coast of Western England north of border of Wales
 



nmlkj



Channel Islands
 



nmlkj



South West Scotland from Solway Firth to Port Patrick on Mull of Galloway
 



nmlkj



West of Scotland and islands from Port Patrick to Thurso on North coast, including Hebrides
 



nmlkj



East of Scotland from Thurso to borders, including Orkney and Shetlands
 



nmlkj



Northern Ireland: Irish sea coast to Larne
 



nmlkj



Northern Ireland: Antrim and Londonderry north of Larne
 



nmlkj



Isle of Man
 



nmlkj
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26. How many of the following species did you catch in January, February or March 
2012 while recreational sea angling with a rod and line or handline in the selected area 
while fishing from the shore? 
 
Please select the number of fish kept and the number of fish released from the drop 
down lists. You may leave the option blank if there was no catch. If the number of kept 
or released fish is greater than 50, please select other from the bottom of the drop down 
list and give the species, number kept and number released in the further information 
box. 
 
If there are other species you have caught that are not listed, please include kept and 
released information for each species in the Further information box at the end of the 
question. 



Shore (kept) Shore (released)



Cod 6 6



Bass 6 6



Whiting 6 6



Pollack 6 6



Coalfish (saithe) 6 6



Mackerel 6 6



Wrasses (ballan, cuckoo) 6 6



Sea breams (red, black, gilthead) 6 6



Mullet (thicklipped, thinlipped, golden) 6 6



Ling 6 6



Conger eel 6 6



Plaice 6 6



Flounder 6 6



Dab 6 6



Turbot 6 6



Brill 6 6



Tope 6 6



Smooth hound 6 6



Rays 6 6



Freshwater eel 6 6



Lesser spotted and greater spotted dogfish (bull huss) 6 6



Pouting (pout whiting or bib) 6 6



Further information 
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27. How many of the following species did you catch in January, February or March 
2012 while recreational sea angling with a rod and line or handline in the selected area 
while fishing from a private or rented boat? 
 
Please select the number of fish kept and the number of fish released from the drop 
down lists. You may leave the option blank if there was no catch. If the number of kept 
or released fish is greater than 50, please select other from the bottom of the drop down 
list and give the species, number kept and number released in the further information 
box. 
 
If there are other species you have caught that are not listed, please include kept and 
released information for each species in the Further information box at the end of the 
question. 



Private or rented boat (kept) Private or rented boat (released)



Cod 6 6



Bass 6 6



Whiting 6 6



Pollack 6 6



Coalfish (saithe) 6 6



Mackerel 6 6



Wrasses (ballan, cuckoo) 6 6



Sea breams (red, black, gilthead) 6 6



Mullet (thicklipped, thinlipped, golden) 6 6



Ling 6 6



Conger eel 6 6



Plaice 6 6



Flounder 6 6



Dab 6 6



Turbot 6 6



Brill 6 6



Tope 6 6



Smooth hound 6 6



Rays 6 6



Large skates (common, white, longnosed) 6 6



Shark (porbeagle) 6 6
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Shark (blue) 6 6



Shark (mako) 6 6



Shark (thresher) 6 6



Freshwater eel 6 6



Lesser spotted and greater spotted dogfish (bull huss) 6 6



Pouting (pout whiting or bib) 6 6



Further information 
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28. How many of the following species did you catch in January, February or March 
2012 while recreational sea angling with a rod and line or handline in the selected area 
while fishing from a charter boat? 
 
Please select the number of fish kept and the number of fish released from the drop 
down lists. You may leave the option blank if there was no catch. If the number of kept 
or released fish is greater than 50, please select other from the bottom of the drop down 
list and give the species, number kept and number released in the further information 
box. 
 
If there are other species you have caught that are not listed, please include kept and 
released information for each species in the Further information box at the end of the 
question. 



Charter boat (kept) Charter boat (released)



Cod 6 6



Bass 6 6



Whiting 6 6



Pollack 6 6



Coalfish (saithe) 6 6



Mackerel 6 6



Wrasses (ballan, cuckoo) 6 6



Sea breams (red, black, gilthead) 6 6



Mullet (thicklipped, thinlipped, golden) 6 6



Ling 6 6



Conger eel 6 6



Plaice 6 6



Flounder 6 6



Dab 6 6



Turbot 6 6



Brill 6 6



Tope 6 6



Smooth hound 6 6



Rays 6 6



Large skates (common, white, longnosed) 6 6



Shark (porbeagle) 6 6



Shark (blue) 6 6



Shark (mako) 6 6



Shark (thresher) 6 6



Freshwater eel 6 6
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29. Would you like to add data for a fourth area? 



Lesser spotted and greater spotted dogfish (bull huss) 6 6



Pouting (pout whiting or bib) 6 6



*



 
Fishing area and catches  fourth area



Further information 
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Yes
 



nmlkj



No
 



nmlkj
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30. Please select another area that you fish in then answer the remaining questions 



on this page from the perspective of your fishing activities in this area. 



31. How many days in January, February and March 2012 did you go recreational sea 
fishing with rod and line or handline in the selected area? Please select the number of 
days from the dropdown list. 



*



Shore



Private or rented boat (a privately 
owned kyak or boat where you don't 
pay a fee, or a boat you rent without 



a skipper)



Charter boat (where you pay to fish 
from a boat with a skipper)



Number of days 6 6 6



Northumberland: to North Tyneside
 



nmlkj



North Eastern: South Tyneside to Grimsby
 



nmlkj



Eastern: Lincolnshire coast from Grimsby to Harwich in Suffolk
 



nmlkj



Kent and Essex North Sea: Harwich to Folkestone
 



nmlkj



Kent and Essex English Channel west of Folkestone
 



nmlkj



Sussex
 



nmlkj



Southern: Coast of Hampshire, Dorset and Isle of Wight
 



nmlkj



Devon: South coast
 



nmlkj



Cornwall: South Coast to Lands' End
 



nmlkj



Isles of Scilly
 



nmlkj



Cornwall: North Coast from Lands' End
 



nmlkj



Devon: North coast of Devon and Somerset (Severn)
 



nmlkj



Wales: South coast up to and including Milford Haven
 



nmlkj



Wales: north of Milford Haven
 



nmlkj



North Western: Coast of Western England north of border of Wales
 



nmlkj



Channel Islands
 



nmlkj



South West Scotland from Solway Firth to Port Patrick on Mull of Galloway
 



nmlkj



West of Scotland and islands from Port Patrick to Thurso on North coast, including Hebrides
 



nmlkj



East of Scotland from Thurso to borders, including Orkney and Shetlands
 



nmlkj



Northern Ireland: Irish sea coast to Larne
 



nmlkj



Northern Ireland: Antrim and Londonderry north of Larne
 



nmlkj



Isle of Man
 



nmlkj
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32. How many of the following species did you catch in January, February or March 
2012 while recreational sea angling with a rod and line or handline in the selected area 
while fishing from the shore? 
 
Please select the number of fish kept and the number of fish released from the drop 
down lists. You may leave the option blank if there was no catch. If the number of kept 
or released fish is greater than 50, please select other from the bottom of the drop down 
list and give the species, number kept and number released in the further information 
box. 
 
If there are other species you have caught that are not listed, please include kept and 
released information for each species in the Further information box at the end of the 
question. 



Shore (kept) Shore (released)



Cod 6 6



Bass 6 6



Whiting 6 6



Pollack 6 6



Coalfish (saithe) 6 6



Mackerel 6 6



Wrasses (ballan, cuckoo) 6 6



Sea breams (red, black, gilthead) 6 6



Mullet (thicklipped, thinlipped, golden) 6 6



Ling 6 6



Conger eel 6 6



Plaice 6 6



Flounder 6 6



Dab 6 6



Turbot 6 6



Brill 6 6



Tope 6 6



Smooth hound 6 6



Rays 6 6



Freshwater eel 6 6



Lesser spotted and greater spotted dogfish (bull huss) 6 6



Pouting (pout whiting or bib) 6 6



Further information 
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33. How many of the following species did you catch in January, February or March 
2012 while recreational sea angling with a rod and line or handline in the selected area 
while fishing from a private or rented boat? 
 
Please select the number of fish kept and the number of fish released from the drop 
down lists. You may leave the option blank if there was no catch. If the number of kept 
or released fish is greater than 50, please select other from the bottom of the drop down 
list and give the species, number kept and number released in the further information 
box. 
 
If there are other species you have caught that are not listed, please include kept and 
released information for each species in the Further information box at the end of the 
question. 



Private or rented boat (kept) Private or rented boat (released)



Cod 6 6



Bass 6 6



Whiting 6 6



Pollack 6 6



Coalfish (saithe) 6 6



Mackerel 6 6



Wrasses (ballan, cuckoo) 6 6



Sea breams (red, black, gilthead) 6 6



Mullet (thicklipped, thinlipped, golden) 6 6



Ling 6 6



Conger eel 6 6



Plaice 6 6



Flounder 6 6



Dab 6 6



Turbot 6 6



Brill 6 6



Tope 6 6



Smooth hound 6 6



Rays 6 6



Large skates (common, white, longnosed) 6 6



Shark (porbeagle) 6 6



66
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Shark (blue) 6 6



Shark (mako) 6 6



Shark (thresher) 6 6



Freshwater eel 6 6



Lesser spotted and greater spotted dogfish (bull huss) 6 6



Pouting (pout whiting or bib) 6 6



Further information 
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34. How many of the following species did you catch in January, February or March 
2012 while recreational sea angling with a rod and line or handline in the selected area 
while fishing from a charter boat? 
 
Please select the number of fish kept and the number of fish released from the drop 
down lists. You may leave the option blank if there was no catch. If the number of kept 
or released fish is greater than 50, please select other from the bottom of the drop down 
list and give the species, number kept and number released in the further information 
box. 
 
If there are other species you have caught that are not listed, please include kept and 
released information for each species in the Further information box at the end of the 
question. 



Charter boat (kept) Charter boat (released)



Cod 6 6



Bass 6 6



Whiting 6 6



Pollack 6 6



Coalfish (saithe) 6 6



Mackerel 6 6



Wrasses (ballan, cuckoo) 6 6



Sea breams (red, black, gilthead) 6 6



Mullet (thicklipped, thinlipped, golden) 6 6



Ling 6 6



Conger eel 6 6



Plaice 6 6



Flounder 6 6



Dab 6 6



Turbot 6 6



Brill 6 6



Tope 6 6



Smooth hound 6 6



Rays 6 6



Large skates (common, white, longnosed) 6 6



Shark (porbeagle) 6 6



Shark (blue) 6 6



Shark (mako) 6 6



Shark (thresher) 6 6



Freshwater eel 6 6
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35. Would you like to add data for a fifth area? 



This page is for selecting all other areas that you have fished  in England only. Please tick all the regions in 
England where this remaining angling activity took place and answer the other questions for all the selected areas. 



36. Please select the remaining areas in England that you fished in then answer the 
remaining questions on this page from the perspective of your fishing activities in these 
areas. 



Lesser spotted and greater spotted dogfish (bull huss) 6 6



Pouting (pout whiting or bib) 6 6



*



 
Fishing area and catches  fifth area



*



Further information 
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Yes
 



nmlkj



No
 



nmlkj



Northumberland: to North Tyneside
 



gfedc



North Eastern: South Tyneside to Grimsby
 



gfedc



Eastern: Lincolnshire coast from Grimsby to Harwich in Suffolk
 



gfedc



Kent and Essex North Sea: Harwich to Folkestone
 



gfedc



Kent and Essex English Channel west of Folkestone
 



gfedc



Sussex
 



gfedc



Southern: Coast of Hampshire, Dorset and Isle of Wight
 



gfedc



Devon: South coast
 



gfedc



Cornwall: South Coast to Lands' End
 



gfedc



Isles of Scilly
 



gfedc



Cornwall: North Coast from Lands' End
 



gfedc



Devon: North coast of Devon and Somerset (Severn)
 



gfedc



North Western: Coast of Western England north of border of Wales
 



gfedc
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37. How many days in January, February and March 2012 did you go recreational sea 
fishing with rod and line or handline in the selected areas? Please select the number of 
days from the dropdown list. 



38. How many of the following species did you catch in January, February or March 
2012 while recreational sea angling with a rod and line or handline in the selected areas 
while fishing from the shore? 
 
Please select the number of fish kept and the number of fish released from the drop 
down lists. You may leave the option blank if there was no catch. If the number of kept 
or released fish is greater than 50, please select other from the bottom of the drop down 
list and give the species, number kept and number released in the further information 
box. 
 
If there are other species you have caught that are not listed, please include kept and 
released information for each species in the Further information box at the end of the 
question. 



Shore



Private or rented boat (a privately 
owned kyak or boat where you don't 
pay a fee, or a boat you rent without 



a skipper)



Charter boat (where you pay to fish 
from a boat with a skipper)



Number of days 6 6 6



Shore (kept) Shore (released)



Cod 6 6



Bass 6 6



Whiting 6 6



Pollack 6 6



Coalfish (saithe) 6 6



Mackerel 6 6



Wrasses (ballan, cuckoo) 6 6



Sea breams (red, black, gilthead) 6 6



Mullet (thicklipped, thinlipped, golden) 6 6



Ling 6 6



Conger eel 6 6



Plaice 6 6



Flounder 6 6



Dab 6 6



Turbot 6 6



Brill 6 6



Tope 6 6



Smooth hound 6 6
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Rays 6 6



Freshwater eel 6 6



Lesser spotted and greater spotted dogfish (bull huss) 6 6



Pouting (pout whiting or bib) 6 6



Further information 
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39. How many of the following species did you catch in January, February or March 
2012 while recreational sea angling with a rod and line or handline in the selected areas 
while fishing from a private or rented boat? 
 
Please select the number of fish kept and the number of fish released from the drop 
down lists. You may leave the option blank if there was no catch. If the number of kept 
or released fish is greater than 50, please select other from the bottom of the drop down 
list and give the species, number kept and number released in the further information 
box. 
 
If there are other species you have caught that are not listed, please include kept and 
released information for each species in the Further information box at the end of the 
question. 



Private or rented boat (kept) Private or rented boat (released)



Cod 6 6



Bass 6 6



Whiting 6 6



Pollack 6 6



Coalfish (saithe) 6 6



Mackerel 6 6



Wrasses (ballan, cuckoo) 6 6



Sea breams (red, black, gilthead) 6 6



Mullet (thicklipped, thinlipped, golden) 6 6



Ling 6 6



Conger eel 6 6



Plaice 6 6



Flounder 6 6



Dab 6 6



Turbot 6 6



Brill 6 6



Tope 6 6



Smooth hound 6 6



Rays 6 6



Large skates (common, white, longnosed) 6 6



Shark (porbeagle) 6 6



Shark (blue) 6 6



Shark (mako) 6 6



Shark (thresher) 6 6



Freshwater eel 6 6
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Lesser spotted and greater spotted dogfish (bull huss) 6 6



Pouting (pout whiting or bib) 6 6



Further information 
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40. How many of the following species did you catch in January, February or March 
2012 while recreational sea angling with a rod and line or handline in the selected areas 
while fishing from a charter boat? 
 
Please select the number of fish kept and the number of fish released from the drop 
down lists. You may leave the option blank if there was no catch. If the number of kept 
or released fish is greater than 50, please select other from the bottom of the drop down 
list and give the species, number kept and number released in the further information 
box. 
 
If there are other species you have caught that are not listed, please include kept and 
released information for each species in the Further information box at the end of the 
question. 



Charter boat (kept) Charter boat (released)



Cod 6 6



Bass 6 6



Whiting 6 6



Pollack 6 6



Coalfish (saithe) 6 6



Mackerel 6 6



Wrasses (ballan, cuckoo) 6 6



Sea breams (red, black, gilthead) 6 6



Mullet (thicklipped, thinlipped, golden) 6 6



Ling 6 6



Conger eel 6 6



Plaice 6 6



Flounder 6 6



Dab 6 6



Turbot 6 6



Brill 6 6



Tope 6 6



Smooth hound 6 6



Rays 6 6



Large skates (common, white, longnosed) 6 6



Shark (porbeagle) 6 6



Shark (blue) 6 6



Shark (mako) 6 6



Shark (thresher) 6 6



Freshwater eel 6 6
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41. Which of the following statements best reflects your experience of sea angling 
catch rates in the United Kingdom compared with last year? 



42. Which of the following statements best reflects your experience of sea angling 
catchrates in the United Kingdom over the last 5 to 10 years? 



43. Which of the following statements best reflects your experience of the average 
size of fish and catches of specimen sized fish in the United Kingdom compared with 
last year? 



Lesser spotted and greater spotted dogfish (bull huss) 6 6



Pouting (pout whiting or bib) 6 6



 
Trends in catch rates and fish size



*



*



*
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Better than last year
 



nmlkj



Not much different from last year
 



nmlkj



Worse than last year
 



nmlkj



Have not been fishing long enough to know
 



nmlkj



Have generally improved
 



nmlkj



Not much change over time
 



nmlkj



Have generally become worse
 



nmlkj



Have not been fishing long enough to know
 



nmlkj



Better than last year
 



nmlkj



Not much different from last year
 



nmlkj



Worse than last year
 



nmlkj



Have not been fishing long enough to know
 



nmlkj
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44. Which of the following statements best reflects your experience of the average 



size of fish and catches of specimen sized fish in the United Kingdom over the last 5 to 
10 years? 



45. If you wish to be entered in a prize draw for rodreel combos or tackle vouchers, 
please provide a contact name, full postcode, telephone and email address. 
 
Any data you provide will be processed according to the principles of the Data 
Protection Act 1998. Providing your details is voluntary, and the information will not be 
used for any other purpose other than the prize draw. Your details will be held until the 
end of the project and then deleted. 



Thank you for completing this survey. 



More information on the Sea Angling 2012 is available from www.seaangling2012.org.uk. 



Please also take our economic and social impact online survey and tell us about what you spend on sea angling and 
the other benefits you obtain. This will help us demonstrate the economic and social value of sea angling in England. 



Follow the link to this survey when you return to the Sea Angling 2012 home page. 



*



 
Contact details



Name



Full postcode



Telephone



Email address



 
Thanks



Have generally improved
 



nmlkj



Not much change over time
 



nmlkj



Have generally become worse
 



nmlkj



Have not been fishing long enough
 



nmlkj
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Welcome to the final Sea Angling 2012 online surveys of recreational fishing activities and catches in 2012 – this time 
covering your sea angling in October, November and December 2012. 



The survey is in four parts, asking questions about: 



l yourself, where you live and if you belong to a club or own a boat  
l how often you went fishing during October, November and December  
l where you went fishing in these months and how many fish you kept or released  
l how the quality of your sea angling has changed over time.  



Please think carefully about your answers and try and recall details as accurately as possible, using a diary if you 
keep one. 



Your data are very important to us, and will help Sea Angling 2012 to give an accurate picture of recreational sea 
angling around our coasts. 



This survey is only for October, November and December 2012. Please do not provide information for any other 
months or years. 



Entering the surveys will give you a chance of winning rods, reels or tackle vouchers. 
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1. Where did you hear about this online survey?



2. Please provide your age category



3. Please provide your gender.



 
Details of angler



*



*



*



Flyer given to you during a Sea Angling 2012 interview while you were fishing or after landing your boat
 



nmlkj



Flyer picked up at an angling shop or other public place
 



nmlkj



Sea Angling 2012 website
 



nmlkj



Angling magazine
 



nmlkj



Online angling forum or national angling body website
 



nmlkj



Word of mouth
 



nmlkj



Other (please specify)
 



 
nmlkj



Under 16
 



nmlkj



16 to 24
 



nmlkj



25 to 44
 



nmlkj



45 to 54
 



nmlkj



55 to 64
 



nmlkj



65 to 74
 



nmlkj



75 and over
 



nmlkj



Prefer not to say
 



nmlkj



Male
 



nmlkj



Female
 



nmlkj



Prefer not to say
 



nmlkj
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4. Where do you live?



5. If you are a UK resident, please provide the first part of your postcode
 



6. For how many years have you been a sea angler?



7. Do you own a boat that you use for privately for sea angling or other recreational 
fishing? This would not include a boat that is chartered by other anglers.



*



*



*



England
 



nmlkj



Wales
 



nmlkj



Scotland
 



nmlkj



Northern Ireland
 



nmlkj



Isle of Man
 



nmlkj



Channel Islands
 



nmlkj



Southern Ireland
 



nmlkj



Europe (not British Isles)
 



nmlkj



Elsewhere (prefer not to say)
 



nmlkj



Elsewhere (specify below)
 



 
nmlkj



Less than a year
 



nmlkj



1 to 4 years
 



nmlkj



5 to 9 years
 



nmlkj



10 to 19 years
 



nmlkj



20 to 30 years
 



nmlkj



More than 30 years
 



nmlkj



Kayak
 



nmlkj



Other boat without engine
 



nmlkj



Boat with engine
 



nmlkj



I don't own a boat
 



nmlkj



Other (please specify) 
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8. Do you belong to a local angling club or a national angling body or association?*



 



Local club
 



nmlkj



National angling body or association
 



nmlkj



Both
 



nmlkj



Neither
 



nmlkj
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9. Considering all your sea angling trips in England in October, November and 
December 2012, please use the dropdown menus below to tell us the total number of 
days on which you went sea angling, how many of these days were "blanks" (you 
caught no fish of any species, either kept or released), and how many of the days you 
were fishing in a competition or tournament. 
 
Please select the appropriate number of days from the drop down lists for each type of 
fishing. A blank entry will be seen as 0 days.



10. When sea angling in England in October, November and December, roughly what 
percentage of your fishing time was in the following daily time periods? Please select 
the appropriate percentage from the drop down lists. 
 
For each individual type of fishing (shore, private boat or charter boat), the three figures 
should add up to 100%. For example, 40% for 6am to 2pm, 50% for 2pm to 10pm, 10% 
for 10pm to 6am the next day. 
 
If you did no fishing from the shore, or from a private boat or charter boat, leave the 
three boxes for that type of fishing blank.



 
How often you went fishing in October, November and December



Shore



Private or rented boat (a 
privately owned kayak or boat 
where you don't pay a fee, or a 
boat you rent without a skipper)



Charter boat (where you pay to 
fish from a boat with a skipper)



a) Total number of days spent fishing 6 6 6



b) Blank days 6 6 6



c) Competition or tournament days 6 6 6



Shore



Private or rented boat (a privately 
owned kayak or boat where you don't 
pay a fee, or a boat you rent without 



a skipper)



Charter boat (where you pay to fish 
from a boat with a skipper)



6 am to 2 pm 6 6 6



2 pm to 10 pm 6 6 6



10 pm to 6 am 6 6 6
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11. When sea angling in England in October, November and December 2012 how many 
hours (to the nearest hour) did you typically spend fishing during a day? This should 
be time actually spent fishing and should not include travelling time to a boat mark, 
walking to a shore site or extended meal break or other breaks. 
 
Please select the appropriate number of hours from the drop down lists. A blank entry 
will be seen as 0 hours.



12. How many days did you go recreational sea fishing in the United Kingdom using 
nonangling gears (either from the shore or from a boat)? Please select the appropriate 
number of days from the drop down list. 
 
If you leave a blank this will be seen as 0.



Shore



Private or rented boat (a 
privately owned kayak or boat 
where you don't pay a fee, or a 
boat you rent without a skipper)



Charter boat (where you pay to 
fish from a boat with a skipper)



Hours fished per day 6 6 6



Spearfishing Pots or traps Netting Longlines



Other (provide more 
information in the 
further information 



box)



Total number of days 6 6 6 6 6



 



Further information 



55



66
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This section of the survey asks questions relating to where you have been fishing and what you have caught using rod 
and line or handline. 
 
You will have the opportunity to provide information for four different fishing areas. If you have fished in more than four 
areas please ensure that the four separate regions you choose are where you did most of your angling. 
 
If you also fished in some other areas of England not covered in your previous answers, select a fifth region when 
prompted, and then tick all the remaining regions in England where this remaining angling activity took place and 
answer the other questions for all the selected areas. 



13. Please select the main area that you fish in then answer the remaining questions 
on this page from the perspective of your fishing activities in this area.



 
Fishing area and catches



*



Northumberland: to North Tyneside
 



nmlkj



North Eastern: South Tyneside to Grimsby
 



nmlkj



Eastern: Lincolnshire coast from Grimsby to Harwich in Suffolk
 



nmlkj



Kent and Essex North Sea: Harwich to Folkestone
 



nmlkj



Kent and Essex English Channel west of Folkestone
 



nmlkj



Sussex
 



nmlkj



Southern: Coast of Hampshire, Dorset and Isle of Wight
 



nmlkj



Devon: South coast
 



nmlkj



Cornwall: South Coast to Lands' End
 



nmlkj



Isles of Scilly
 



nmlkj



Cornwall: North Coast from Lands' End
 



nmlkj



Devon: North coast of Devon and Somerset (Severn)
 



nmlkj



Wales: South coast up to and including Milford Haven
 



nmlkj



Wales: north of Milford Haven
 



nmlkj



North Western: Coast of Western England north of border of Wales
 



nmlkj



Channel Islands
 



nmlkj



South West Scotland from Solway Firth to Port Patrick on Mull of Galloway
 



nmlkj



West of Scotland and islands from Port Patrick to Thurso on North coast, including Hebrides
 



nmlkj



East of Scotland from Thurso to borders, including Orkney and Shetlands
 



nmlkj



Northern Ireland: Irish sea coast to Larne
 



nmlkj



Northern Ireland: Antrim and Londonderry north of Larne
 



nmlkj



Isle of Man
 



nmlkj
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14. Did you go fishing from the shore in the selected area during October, November 



and December 2012?
*



 



Yes
 



nmlkj



No
 



nmlkj
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15. On how many days did you fish from the shore in the selected area during 
October, November and December?



 



16. How many of the following species did you catch in October, November and 
December 2012 while recreational sea angling with a rod and line or handline in the 
selected area while fishing from the shore? 
 
For each species that you caught, please select the number of fish kept and the number 
of fish released from the dropdown lists. Leave the entries blank for species not 
caught. 
 
If there are other species that you caught that are not listed, please put the following 
information in the Further Information box at the end of the question: species, number 
kept, number released.



 



*



Kept Released



Whiting 6 6



Cod 6 6



Bass 6 6



Pouting (pout whiting or bib) 6 6



Dab 6 6



Flounder 6 6



Plaice 6 6



Mackerel 6 6



Coalfish (saithe) 6 6



Pollack 6 6



Wrasses (ballan, cuckoo, corkwing) 6 6



Mullet (thick lipped, thinlipped, golden) 6 6



Freshwater eel 6 6



Sea breams (red, black, gilthead) 6 6



Ling 6 6



Conger eel 6 6



Turbot 6 6



Brill 6 6



Dogfish (lesser spotted and bull huss) 6 6



Tope 6 6
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Smooth hound 6 6



Skates and rays 6 6



Other 6 6



 



Further information 



55



66
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17. Did you go fishing from a private boat or kayak in the selected area during 
October, November and December 2012.



 



*



 



Yes
 



nmlkj



No
 



nmlkj
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18. On how many days did you fish from a private boat or kayak in the selected area 
in October, November and December?



 



19. How many of the following species did you catch in October, November and 
December 2012 while recreational sea angling with a rod and line or handline in the 
selected area while fishing from a private boat or kayak. For each species that you 
caught, please select the number of fish kept and the number of fish released from the 
dropdown lists. Leave the entries blank for species not caught. 
 
If there are other species that you caught that are not listed, please put the following 
information in the Further Information box at the end of the question: species, number 
kept, number released.



 



*



Private or rented boat or kayak (kept) Private or rented boat or kayak (released)



Whiting 6 6



Cod 6 6



Bass 6 6



Pouting (pout whiting or bib) 6 6



Dab 6 6



Flounder 6 6



Plaice 6 6



Mackerel 6 6



Coalfish (saithe) 6 6



Pollack 6 6



Wrasses (ballan, cuckoo, corkwing) 6 6



Mullet (thick lipped, thinlipped, golden) 6 6



Freshwater eel 6 6



Sea breams (red, black, gilthead) 6 6



Ling 6 6



Conger eel 6 6



Turbot 6 6



Brill 6 6



Dogfish (lesser spotted and bull huss) 6 6



Tope 6 6



Smooth hound 6 6



Skates and Rays 6 6
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Shark (porbeagle) 6 6



Shark (blue) 6 6



Shark (mako) 6 6



Shark (thresher) 6 6



Other 6 6



 



Further information 



55



66
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20. Did you go fishing from a charter boat in the selected area during October, 
November and December 2012.



 



*



 



Yes
 



nmlkj



No
 



nmlkj
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21. On how many days did you fish from a charter boat in the selected area in 
October, November and December?



 



22. How many of the following species did you catch in October, November and 
December 2012 while recreational sea angling with a rod and line or handline in the 
selected area while fishing from a charter boat. For each species that you caught, 
please select the number of fish kept and the number of fish released from the drop
down lists. Leave the entries blank for species not caught. 
 
If there are other species that you caught that are not listed, please put the following 
information in the Further Information box at the end of the question: species, number 
kept, number released.



 



*



Charter boat (kept) Charter boat (released)



Whiting 6 6



Cod 6 6



Bass 6 6



Pouting (pout whiting or bib) 6 6



Dab 6 6



Flounder 6 6



Plaice 6 6



Mackerel 6 6



Coalfish (saithe) 6 6



Pollack 6 6



Wrasses (ballan, cuckoo, corkwing) 6 6



Mullet (thick lipped, thinlipped, golden) 6 6



Freshwater eel 6 6



Sea breams (red, black, gilthead) 6 6



Ling 6 6



Conger eel 6 6



Turbot 6 6



Brill 6 6



Dogfish (lesser spotted and bull huss) 6 6



Tope 6 6



Smooth hound 6 6



Skates and Rays 6 6
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Shark (porbeagle) 6 6



Shark (blue) 6 6



Shark (mako) 6 6



Shark (thresher) 6 6



Other 6 6



 



Further information 



55



66
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23. Would you like to add data for a second area?



 



*



 



Yes
 



nmlkj



No
 



nmlkj
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24. Please select the main area that you fish in then answer the remaining questions 
on this page from the perspective of your fishing activities in this area.



25. Did you go fishing from the shore in the selected area during October, November 
and December 2012?



 
Fishing area and catches (second area)



*



*



 



Northumberland: to North Tyneside
 



nmlkj



North Eastern: South Tyneside to Grimsby
 



nmlkj



Eastern: Lincolnshire coast from Grimsby to Harwich in Suffolk
 



nmlkj



Kent and Essex North Sea: Harwich to Folkestone
 



nmlkj



Kent and Essex English Channel west of Folkestone
 



nmlkj



Sussex
 



nmlkj



Southern: Coast of Hampshire, Dorset and Isle of Wight
 



nmlkj



Devon: South coast
 



nmlkj



Cornwall: South Coast to Lands' End
 



nmlkj



Isles of Scilly
 



nmlkj



Cornwall: North Coast from Lands' End
 



nmlkj



Devon: North coast of Devon and Somerset (Severn)
 



nmlkj



Wales: South coast up to and including Milford Haven
 



nmlkj



Wales: north of Milford Haven
 



nmlkj



North Western: Coast of Western England north of border of Wales
 



nmlkj



Channel Islands
 



nmlkj



South West Scotland from Solway Firth to Port Patrick on Mull of Galloway
 



nmlkj



West of Scotland and islands from Port Patrick to Thurso on North coast, including Hebrides
 



nmlkj



East of Scotland from Thurso to borders, including Orkney and Shetlands
 



nmlkj



Northern Ireland: Irish sea coast to Larne
 



nmlkj



Northern Ireland: Antrim and Londonderry north of Larne
 



nmlkj



Isle of Man
 



nmlkj



Yes
 



nmlkj



No
 



nmlkj
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26. On how many days did you fish from the shore in the selected area during 
October, November and December?



 



27. How many of the following species did you catch in October, November and 
December 2012 while recreational sea angling with a rod and line or handline in the 
selected area while fishing from the shore? 
 
For each species that you caught, please select the number of fish kept and the number 
of fish released from the dropdown lists. Leave the entries blank for species not 
caught. 
 
If there are other species that you caught that are not listed, please put the following 
information in the Further Information box at the end of the question: species, number 
kept, number released.



 



*



Kept Released



Whiting 6 6



Cod 6 6



Bass 6 6



Pouting (pout whiting or bib) 6 6



Dab 6 6



Flounder 6 6



Plaice 6 6



Mackerel 6 6



Coalfish (saithe) 6 6



Pollack 6 6



Wrasses (ballan, cuckoo, corkwing) 6 6



Mullet (thick lipped, thinlipped, golden) 6 6



Freshwater eel 6 6



Sea breams (red, black, gilthead) 6 6



Ling 6 6



Conger eel 6 6



Turbot 6 6



Brill 6 6



Dogfish (lesser spotted and bull huss) 6 6



Tope 6 6
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Smooth hound 6 6



Skates and rays 6 6



Other 6 6



 



Further information 



55



66
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28. Did you go fishing from a private boat or kayak in the selected area during 
October, November and December 2012.



 



*



 



Yes
 



nmlkj



No
 



nmlkj
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29. On how many days did you fish from a private boat or kayak in the selected area 
in October, November and December?



 



30. How many of the following species did you catch in October, November and 
December 2012 while recreational sea angling with a rod and line or handline in the 
selected area while fishing from a private boat or kayak. For each species that you 
caught, please select the number of fish kept and the number of fish released from the 
dropdown lists. Leave the entries blank for species not caught. 
 
If there are other species that you caught that are not listed, please put the following 
information in the Further Information box at the end of the question: species, number 
kept, number released.



 



*



Private or rented boat or kayak (kept) Private or rented boat or kayak (released)



Whiting 6 6



Cod 6 6



Bass 6 6



Pouting (pout whiting or bib) 6 6



Dab 6 6



Flounder 6 6



Plaice 6 6



Mackerel 6 6



Coalfish (saithe) 6 6



Pollack 6 6



Wrasses (ballan, cuckoo, corkwing) 6 6



Mullet (thick lipped, thinlipped, golden) 6 6



Freshwater eel 6 6



Sea breams (red, black, gilthead) 6 6



Ling 6 6



Conger eel 6 6



Turbot 6 6



Brill 6 6



Dogfish (lesser spotted and bull huss) 6 6



Tope 6 6



Smooth hound 6 6



Skates and Rays 6 6
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Shark (porbeagle) 6 6



Shark (blue) 6 6



Shark (mako) 6 6



Shark (thresher) 6 6



Other 6 6



 



Further information 



55



66
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31. Did you go fishing from a charter boat in the selected area during October, 
November and December 2012.



 



*



 



Yes
 



nmlkj



No
 



nmlkj
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32. On how many days did you fish from a charter boat in the selected area in 
October, November and December?



 



33. How many of the following species did you catch in July, August and September 
2012 while recreational sea angling with a rod and line or handline in the selected area 
while fishing from a charter boat. For each species that you caught, please select the 
number of fish kept and the number of fish released from the dropdown lists. Leave the 
entries blank for species not caught. 
 
If there are other species that you caught that are not listed, please put the following 
information in the Further Information box at the end of the question: species, number 
kept, number released.



 



*



Charter boat (kept) Charter boat (released)



Whiting 6 6



Cod 6 6



Bass 6 6



Pouting (pout whiting or bib) 6 6



Dab 6 6



Flounder 6 6



Plaice 6 6



Mackerel 6 6



Coalfish (saithe) 6 6



Pollack 6 6



Wrasses (ballan, cuckoo, corkwing) 6 6



Mullet (thick lipped, thinlipped, golden) 6 6



Freshwater eel 6 6



Sea breams (red, black, gilthead) 6 6



Ling 6 6



Conger eel 6 6



Turbot 6 6



Brill 6 6



Dogfish (lesser spotted and bull huss) 6 6



Tope 6 6



Smooth hound 6 6



Skates and Rays 6 6
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Shark (porbeagle) 6 6



Shark (blue) 6 6



Shark (mako) 6 6



Shark (thresher) 6 6



Other 6 6



 



Further information 



55



66
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34. Would you like to add data for a third area?



 



*



 



Yes
 



nmlkj



No
 



nmlkj
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35. Please select the main area that you fish in then answer the remaining questions 
on this page from the perspective of your fishing activities in this area.



36. Did you go fishing from the shore in the selected area during October, November 
and December 2012?



 
Fishing area and catches (third area)



*



*



 



Northumberland: to North Tyneside
 



nmlkj



North Eastern: South Tyneside to Grimsby
 



nmlkj



Eastern: Lincolnshire coast from Grimsby to Harwich in Suffolk
 



nmlkj



Kent and Essex North Sea: Harwich to Folkestone
 



nmlkj



Kent and Essex English Channel west of Folkestone
 



nmlkj



Sussex
 



nmlkj



Southern: Coast of Hampshire, Dorset and Isle of Wight
 



nmlkj



Devon: South coast
 



nmlkj



Cornwall: South Coast to Lands' End
 



nmlkj



Isles of Scilly
 



nmlkj



Cornwall: North Coast from Lands' End
 



nmlkj



Devon: North coast of Devon and Somerset (Severn)
 



nmlkj



Wales: South coast up to and including Milford Haven
 



nmlkj



Wales: north of Milford Haven
 



nmlkj



North Western: Coast of Western England north of border of Wales
 



nmlkj



Channel Islands
 



nmlkj



South West Scotland from Solway Firth to Port Patrick on Mull of Galloway
 



nmlkj



West of Scotland and islands from Port Patrick to Thurso on North coast, including Hebrides
 



nmlkj



East of Scotland from Thurso to borders, including Orkney and Shetlands
 



nmlkj



Northern Ireland: Irish sea coast to Larne
 



nmlkj



Northern Ireland: Antrim and Londonderry north of Larne
 



nmlkj



Isle of Man
 



nmlkj



Yes
 



nmlkj



No
 



nmlkj
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37. On how many days did you fish from the shore in the selected area during 
October, November and December?



 



38. How many of the following species did you catch in October, November and 
December 2012 while recreational sea angling with a rod and line or handline in the 
selected area while fishing from the shore? 
 
For each species that you caught, please select the number of fish kept and the number 
of fish released from the dropdown lists. Leave the entries blank for species not 
caught. 
 
If there are other species that you caught that are not listed, please put the following 
information in the Further Information box at the end of the question: species, number 
kept, number released.



 



*



Kept Released



Whiting 6 6



Cod 6 6



Bass 6 6



Pouting (pout whiting or bib) 6 6



Dab 6 6



Flounder 6 6



Plaice 6 6



Mackerel 6 6



Coalfish (saithe) 6 6



Pollack 6 6



Wrasses (ballan, cuckoo, corkwing) 6 6



Mullet (thick lipped, thinlipped, golden) 6 6



Freshwater eel 6 6



Sea breams (red, black, gilthead) 6 6



Ling 6 6



Conger eel 6 6



Turbot 6 6



Brill 6 6



Dogfish (lesser spotted and bull huss) 6 6



Tope 6 6
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Smooth hound 6 6



Skates and rays 6 6



Other 6 6



 



Further information 



55



66
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39. Did you go fishing from a private boat or kayak in the selected area during 
October, November and December 2012.



 



*



 



Yes
 



nmlkj



No
 



nmlkj
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40. On how many days did you fish from a private boat or kayak in the selected area 
in October, November and December?



 



41. How many of the following species did you catch in October, November and 
December 2012 while recreational sea angling with a rod and line or handline in the 
selected area while fishing from a private boat or kayak. For each species that you 
caught, please select the number of fish kept and the number of fish released from the 
dropdown lists. Leave the entries blank for species not caught. 
 
If there are other species that you caught that are not listed, please put the following 
information in the Further Information box at the end of the question: species, number 
kept, number released.



 



*



Private or rented boat or kayak (kept) Private or rented boat or kayak (released)



Whiting 6 6



Cod 6 6



Bass 6 6



Pouting (pout whiting or bib) 6 6



Dab 6 6



Flounder 6 6



Plaice 6 6



Mackerel 6 6



Coalfish (saithe) 6 6



Pollack 6 6



Wrasses (ballan, cuckoo, corkwing) 6 6



Mullet (thick lipped, thinlipped, golden) 6 6



Freshwater eel 6 6



Sea breams (red, black, gilthead) 6 6



Ling 6 6



Conger eel 6 6



Turbot 6 6



Brill 6 6



Dogfish (lesser spotted and bull huss) 6 6



Tope 6 6



Smooth hound 6 6



Skates and Rays 6 6
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Shark (porbeagle) 6 6



Shark (blue) 6 6



Shark (mako) 6 6



Shark (thresher) 6 6



Other 6 6



 



Further information 



55



66
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42. Did you go fishing from a charter boat in the selected area during October, 
November and December 2012.



 



*



 



Yes
 



nmlkj



No
 



nmlkj
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43. On how many days did you fish from a charter boat in the selected area in 
October, November and December?



 



44. How many of the following species did you catch in October, November and 
December 2012 while recreational sea angling with a rod and line or handline in the 
selected area while fishing from a charter boat. For each species that you caught, 
please select the number of fish kept and the number of fish released from the drop
down lists. Leave the entries blank for species not caught. 
 
If there are other species that you caught that are not listed, please put the following 
information in the Further Information box at the end of the question: species, number 
kept, number released.



 



*



Charter boat (kept) Charter boat (released)



Whiting 6 6



Cod 6 6



Bass 6 6



Pouting (pout whiting or bib) 6 6



Dab 6 6



Flounder 6 6



Plaice 6 6



Mackerel 6 6



Coalfish (saithe) 6 6



Pollack 6 6



Wrasses (ballan, cuckoo, corkwing) 6 6



Mullet (thick lipped, thinlipped, golden) 6 6



Freshwater eel 6 6



Sea breams (red, black, gilthead) 6 6



Ling 6 6



Conger eel 6 6



Turbot 6 6



Brill 6 6



Dogfish (lesser spotted and bull huss) 6 6



Tope 6 6



Smooth hound 6 6



Skates and Rays 6 6
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Shark (porbeagle) 6 6



Shark (blue) 6 6



Shark (mako) 6 6



Shark (thresher) 6 6



Other 6 6



 



Further information 



55



66
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45. Would you like to add data for a fourth area?



 



*



 



Yes
 



nmlkj



No
 



nmlkj
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46. Please select the main area that you fish in then answer the remaining questions 
on this page from the perspective of your fishing activities in this area.



47. Did you go fishing from the shore in the selected area during October, November 
and December 2012?



 
Fishing area and catches (fourth area)



*



*



 



Northumberland: to North Tyneside
 



nmlkj



North Eastern: South Tyneside to Grimsby
 



nmlkj



Eastern: Lincolnshire coast from Grimsby to Harwich in Suffolk
 



nmlkj



Kent and Essex North Sea: Harwich to Folkestone
 



nmlkj



Kent and Essex English Channel west of Folkestone
 



nmlkj



Sussex
 



nmlkj



Southern: Coast of Hampshire, Dorset and Isle of Wight
 



nmlkj



Devon: South coast
 



nmlkj



Cornwall: South Coast to Lands' End
 



nmlkj



Isles of Scilly
 



nmlkj



Cornwall: North Coast from Lands' End
 



nmlkj



Devon: North coast of Devon and Somerset (Severn)
 



nmlkj



Wales: South coast up to and including Milford Haven
 



nmlkj



Wales: north of Milford Haven
 



nmlkj



North Western: Coast of Western England north of border of Wales
 



nmlkj



Channel Islands
 



nmlkj



South West Scotland from Solway Firth to Port Patrick on Mull of Galloway
 



nmlkj



West of Scotland and islands from Port Patrick to Thurso on North coast, including Hebrides
 



nmlkj



East of Scotland from Thurso to borders, including Orkney and Shetlands
 



nmlkj



Northern Ireland: Irish sea coast to Larne
 



nmlkj



Northern Ireland: Antrim and Londonderry north of Larne
 



nmlkj



Isle of Man
 



nmlkj



Yes
 



nmlkj



No
 



nmlkj
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48. On how many days did you fish from the shore in the selected area during 
October, November and December?



 



49. How many of the following species did you catch in October, November and 
December 2012 while recreational sea angling with a rod and line or handline in the 
selected area while fishing from the shore? 
 
For each species that you caught, please select the number of fish kept and the number 
of fish released from the dropdown lists. Leave the entries blank for species not 
caught. 
 
If there are other species that you caught that are not listed, please put the following 
information in the Further Information box at the end of the question: species, number 
kept, number released.



 



*



Kept Released



Whiting 6 6



Cod 6 6



Bass 6 6



Pouting (pout whiting or bib) 6 6



Dab 6 6



Flounder 6 6



Plaice 6 6



Mackerel 6 6



Coalfish (saithe) 6 6



Pollack 6 6



Wrasses (ballan, cuckoo, corkwing) 6 6



Mullet (thick lipped, thinlipped, golden) 6 6



Freshwater eel 6 6



Sea breams (red, black, gilthead) 6 6



Ling 6 6



Conger eel 6 6



Turbot 6 6



Brill 6 6



Dogfish (lesser spotted and bull huss) 6 6



Tope 6 6
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Smooth hound 6 6



Skates and rays 6 6



Other 6 6



 



Further information 



55



66
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50. Did you go fishing from a private boat or kayak in the selected area during 
October, November and December 2012.



 



*



 



Yes
 



nmlkj



No
 



nmlkj
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51. On how many days did you fish from a private boat or kayak in the selected area 
in October, November and December?



 



52. How many of the following species did you catch in October, November and 
December 2012 while recreational sea angling with a rod and line or handline in the 
selected area while fishing from a private boat or kayak. For each species that you 
caught, please select the number of fish kept and the number of fish released from the 
dropdown lists. Leave the entries blank for species not caught. 
 
If there are other species that you caught that are not listed, please put the following 
information in the Further Information box at the end of the question: species, number 
kept, number released.



 



*



Private or rented boat or kayak (kept) Private or rented boat or kayak (released)



Whiting 6 6



Cod 6 6



Bass 6 6



Pouting (pout whiting or bib) 6 6



Dab 6 6



Flounder 6 6



Plaice 6 6



Mackerel 6 6



Coalfish (saithe) 6 6



Pollack 6 6



Wrasses (ballan, cuckoo, corkwing) 6 6



Mullet (thick lipped, thinlipped, golden) 6 6



Freshwater eel 6 6



Sea breams (red, black, gilthead) 6 6



Ling 6 6



Conger eel 6 6



Turbot 6 6



Brill 6 6



Dogfish (lesser spotted and bull huss) 6 6



Tope 6 6



Smooth hound 6 6



Skates and Rays 6 6
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Shark (porbeagle) 6 6



Shark (blue) 6 6



Shark (mako) 6 6



Shark (thresher) 6 6



Other 6 6



 



Further information 



55



66
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53. Did you go fishing from a charter boat in the selected area during October, 
November and December 2012.



 



*



 



Yes
 



nmlkj



No
 



nmlkj
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54. On how many days did you fish from a charter boat in the selected area in 
October, November and December?



 



55. How many of the following species did you catch in October, November and 
December 2012 while recreational sea angling with a rod and line or handline in the 
selected area while fishing from a charter boat. For each species that you caught, 
please select the number of fish kept and the number of fish released from the drop
down lists. Leave the entries blank for species not caught. 
 
If there are other species that you caught that are not listed, please put the following 
information in the Further Information box at the end of the question: species, number 
kept, number released.



 



*



Charter boat (kept) Charter boat (released)



Whiting 6 6



Cod 6 6



Bass 6 6



Pouting (pout whiting or bib) 6 6



Dab 6 6



Flounder 6 6



Plaice 6 6



Mackerel 6 6



Coalfish (saithe) 6 6



Pollack 6 6



Wrasses (ballan, cuckoo, corkwing) 6 6



Mullet (thick lipped, thinlipped, golden) 6 6



Freshwater eel 6 6



Sea breams (red, black, gilthead) 6 6



Ling 6 6



Conger eel 6 6



Turbot 6 6



Brill 6 6



Dogfish (lesser spotted and bull huss) 6 6



Tope 6 6



Smooth hound 6 6



Skates and Rays 6 6
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Shark (porbeagle) 6 6



Shark (blue) 6 6



Shark (mako) 6 6



Shark (thresher) 6 6



Other 6 6



 



Further information 



55



66
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56. Would you like to add data for a fifth area?



 



*



 



Yes
 



nmlkj



No
 



nmlkj
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This page is for selecting all other areas that you have fished in England only. Please tick all the regions in 
England where this remaining angling activity took place and answer the other questions for all the selected areas. 



57. Please select the main area that you fish in then answer the remaining questions 
on this page from the perspective of your fishing activities in this area.



58. Did you go fishing from the shore in the selected area(s) during October, 
November and December 2012?



 
Fishing area and catches (fifth area)



*



*



 



Northumberland: to North Tyneside
 



gfedc



North Eastern: South Tyneside to Grimsby
 



gfedc



Eastern: Lincolnshire coast from Grimsby to Harwich in Suffolk
 



gfedc



Kent and Essex North Sea: Harwich to Folkestone
 



gfedc



Kent and Essex English Channel west of Folkestone
 



gfedc



Sussex
 



gfedc



Southern: Coast of Hampshire, Dorset and Isle of Wight
 



gfedc



Devon: South coast
 



gfedc



Cornwall: South Coast to Lands' End
 



gfedc



Isles of Scilly
 



gfedc



Cornwall: North Coast from Lands' End
 



gfedc



Devon: North coast of Devon and Somerset (Severn)
 



gfedc



North Western: Coast of Western England north of border of Wales
 



gfedc



Yes
 



nmlkj



No
 



nmlkj
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59. On how many days did you fish from the shore in the selected area(s) during 
October, November and December?



 



60. How many of the following species did you catch in October, November and 
December 2012 while recreational sea angling with a rod and line or handline in the 
selected area(s) while fishing from the shore? 
 
For each species that you caught, please select the number of fish kept and the number 
of fish released from the dropdown lists. Leave the entries blank for species not 
caught. 
 
If there are other species that you caught that are not listed, please put the following 
information in the Further Information box at the end of the question: species, number 
kept, number released.



 



*



Kept Released



Whiting 6 6



Cod 6 6



Bass 6 6



Pouting (pout whiting or bib) 6 6



Dab 6 6



Flounder 6 6



Plaice 6 6



Mackerel 6 6



Coalfish (saithe) 6 6



Pollack 6 6



Wrasses (ballan, cuckoo, corkwing) 6 6



Mullet (thick lipped, thinlipped, golden) 6 6



Freshwater eel 6 6



Sea breams (red, black, gilthead) 6 6



Ling 6 6



Conger eel 6 6



Turbot 6 6



Brill 6 6



Dogfish (lesser spotted and bull huss) 6 6



Tope 6 6
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Smooth hound 6 6



Skates and rays 6 6



Other 6 6



 



Further information 



55



66
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61. Did you go fishing from a private boat or kayak in the selected area(s) during 
October, November and December 2012.



 



*



 



Yes
 



nmlkj



No
 



nmlkj
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62. On how many days did you fish from a private boat or kayak in the selected area
(s) in October, November and December?



 



63. How many of the following species did you catch in October, November and 
December 2012 while recreational sea angling with a rod and line or handline in the 
selected area(s) while fishing from a private boat or kayak. For each species that you 
caught, please select the number of fish kept and the number of fish released from the 
dropdown lists. Leave the entries blank for species not caught. 
 
If there are other species that you caught that are not listed, please put the following 
information in the Further Information box at the end of the question: species, number 
kept, number released.



 



*



Private or rented boat or kayak (kept) Private or rented boat or kayak (released)



Whiting 6 6



Cod 6 6



Bass 6 6



Pouting (pout whiting or bib) 6 6



Dab 6 6



Flounder 6 6



Plaice 6 6



Mackerel 6 6



Coalfish (saithe) 6 6



Pollack 6 6



Wrasses (ballan, cuckoo, corkwing) 6 6



Mullet (thick lipped, thinlipped, golden) 6 6



Freshwater eel 6 6



Sea breams (red, black, gilthead) 6 6



Ling 6 6



Conger eel 6 6



Turbot 6 6



Brill 6 6



Dogfish (lesser spotted and bull huss) 6 6



Tope 6 6



Smooth hound 6 6



Skates and Rays 6 6
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Shark (porbeagle) 6 6



Shark (blue) 6 6



Shark (mako) 6 6



Shark (thresher) 6 6



Other 6 6



 



Further information 



55



66
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64. Did you go fishing from a charter boat in the selected area(s) during October, 
November and December 2012.



 



*



 



Yes
 



nmlkj



No
 



nmlkj
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65. On how many days did you fish from a charter boat in the selected area(s) in 
October, November and December?



 



66. How many of the following species did you catch in October, November and 
December 2012 while recreational sea angling with a rod and line or handline in the 
selected area(s) while fishing from a charter boat. For each species that you caught, 
please select the number of fish kept and the number of fish released from the drop
down lists. Leave the entries blank for species not caught. 
 
If there are other species that you caught that are not listed, please put the following 
information in the Further Information box at the end of the question: species, number 
kept, number released.



 



*



Charter boat (kept) Charter boat (released)



Whiting 6 6



Cod 6 6



Bass 6 6



Pouting (pout whiting or bib) 6 6



Dab 6 6



Flounder 6 6



Plaice 6 6



Mackerel 6 6



Coalfish (saithe) 6 6



Pollack 6 6



Wrasses (ballan, cuckoo, corkwing) 6 6



Mullet (thick lipped, thinlipped, golden) 6 6



Freshwater eel 6 6



Sea breams (red, black, gilthead) 6 6



Ling 6 6



Conger eel 6 6



Turbot 6 6



Brill 6 6



Dogfish (lesser spotted and bull huss) 6 6



Tope 6 6



Smooth hound 6 6



Skates and Rays 6 6
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Shark (porbeagle) 6 6



Shark (blue) 6 6



Shark (mako) 6 6



Shark (thresher) 6 6



Other 6 6



 



Further information 



55



66
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67. How has the quality of your sea angling experience in the UK changed over time 
in terms of overall numbers and variety of fish caught during a days fishing? Please 
select one response from the options for each time period.



68. How has the quality of your sea angling experience in the UK changed over time 
in terms of the sizes of fish and catches of specimen sized fish? Please select one 
response from the options for each time period.



 
Trends in catch rates and fish size



*



Noticeably better
Not much 
change



Noticeably worseVery much worse
Not been fishing 
long enough to 



say



Compared with last year nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj



Over the last 5 to 10 years nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj



Over the last 20 to 30 years nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj



*



Noticeably better
Not much 
change



Noticeably worseVery much worse
Not been fishing 
long enough to 



say



Compared with last year nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj



Over the last 5 to 10 years nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj



Over the last 20 to 30 years nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj
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69. If you wish to be entered in a prize draw for rodreel combos or tackle vouchers, 
please provide a contact name, full postcode, telephone and email address. 
 
Any data you provide will be processed according to the principles of the Data 
Protection Act 1998. Providing your details is voluntary, and the information will not be 
used for any other purpose other than the prize draw. Your details will be held until the 
end of the project and then deleted.



 
Contact details



Name



Full postcode



Telephone



Email address
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Thank you for completing this survey. 



More information on the Sea Angling 2012 is available from www.seaangling2012.org.uk. 



Please also take our economic and social impact online survey and tell us about what you spend on sea angling and 
the other benefits you obtain. This will help us demonstrate the economic and social value of sea angling in England. 



Follow the link to this survey when you return to the Sea Angling 2012 home page. 



 
Thanks
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Executive Summary 
This report forms one part of the Sea Angling 2012 study and outlines the findings from a 
survey of sea anglers fishing from the shore and from privately-owned or rented boats 
around the coast of England. The main objective of the survey was to estimate the total 
recreational catches (retained fish and releases) of species caught over a 12-month period 
in 2012, particularly bass and cod, as there are national obligations under EU legislation to 
estimate recreational catches of these species. An important aspect of the survey work 
was to evaluate the accuracy of these estimates and their cost-effectiveness, so that future 
options for surveys can be evaluated.  


The work was carried out by surveyors from the nine mainland Inshore Fisheries and 
Conservation Authorities, visiting randomly-selected sections of coastline where shore 
angling could occur or which contained boat launching sites, on a more or less weekly 
basis throughout 2012 and into 2013 in some areas. The intention was to obtain a 
representative sample from all fishing trips carried out by all sea anglers in England during 
2012. A total of 1,934 stretches of coastline were visited, of which 1,475 were surveyed for 
shore angling and 425 for private boat angling. This was the first on-site survey of this kind 
ever carried out in the UK at such a large scale and following such strict statistical 
protocols. Many difficulties were encountered, and much knowledge was gained that will 
provide a foundation for future surveys or other work with sea anglers. 


Only about six percent of the anglers refused to be interviewed, and gave a wide variety of 
reasons. Successful interviews were completed with 2,030 shore anglers and 410 private 
boat anglers. Anglers were asked questions related to their fishing trip, their catches and 
how much they had spent on travel, accommodation, tackle, bait and other costs related to 
that day’s trip. Shore anglers were interviewed at various stages of their day’s fishing, so it 
was necessary to calculate their catch per hour fished up to the time of interview, and to 
apply this to their anticipated total trip duration to predict their total catch for that day. 


In line with other sea angling surveys, the average age of respondents was almost 50 
years, and only 6% of anglers in total and 2% of primary respondents were women. Almost 
all the anglers encountered were residents of England, mainly from coastal counties, 
particularly anglers fishing from boats. Whilst 39% of shore anglers and 24% of boat 
anglers were not targeting any particular species, the predominant species targeted by 
other anglers were bass and cod, highlighting these as very valued species for anglers.  


Due to the randomised nature of the survey, less than half of all shore sites visited and 
only around 20% of all boat landing sites had angling activity. At these sites, less than half 
of shore anglers had caught fish at the time of interview, whereas more than 80% of boat 
angling parties had caught fish. 


The average catch per unit effort (CPUE: number of fish caught per angler per day) was 
calculated for each species in each IFCA area and quarter of the year. The CPUE were 
then averaged over areas and quarters using weighting factors derived from the numbers 
of anglers observed. On average, shore anglers caught around two fish of any species per 
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day, although this is a statistical average over many blank days and days where one or 
more fish were caught. Private/rental boat anglers fared better, catching an average of five 
fish per day. 


To calculate the total annual catches and releases of each species, the annual mean 
CPUE was multiplied by the estimated total number of days of shore angling or private 
boat angling carried out in England. The angling effort was estimated from the Office of 
National Statistics opinions survey in 2012. The ability of the ONS survey to provide effort 
estimates by fishing method was extremely limited due to the small number of anglers 
interviewed. Two methods of estimating total effort were used – one using only the ONS 
data and a second incorporating additional data on fishing activity from the IFCA on-site 
surveys. These methods gave a range of estimates of total annual fishing effort of 3 – 4 
million angler days for shore fishing and 0.5 – 1 million days for private/rental boats.  


After combining the annual effort and mean catch per unit effort estimates, shore anglers’ 
total annual catches of all species were estimated to be 4.4 – 6.4 million fish during 2012 
(depending on method of estimating effort), and they released around 75% of the fish they 
caught. Private/rental boat anglers caught 2.6 – 4.8 million fish, and released around 50%. 
The lower release rate was partly due to the larger average size of boat-caught fish but 
may also reflect the condition of the fish brought up from deeper water.  


Whilst many shore anglers were encountered and interviewed, private boat landings were 
far more sporadic and unpredictable making them difficult to intercept. The great majority 
of boat anglers were encountered during July to September, but there was considerable 
uncertainty around the seasonal pattern of private boat activity. Two methods of combining 
the quarterly private boat data were investigated and made a substantial difference to the 
annual catch estimates. The private boat data were also affected by some relatively large 
catches which inflated the mean CPUE estimates and their variance. 


The shore and private boat catches are only a component of sea angling catches which 
also includes charter boats, for which a separate survey was carried out in Sea Angling 
2012. Total annual catch estimates for bass and cod, as required for the EU Data 
Collection Framework, are shown in the table below for all types of angling including 
charter boats. The figures for shore and private boats are the extremes of a range of 
estimates from several different approaches to analysing the data.  
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The precision of the combined annual catch estimates for bass and cod was only 
moderate, with relative standard errors of between 0.28 and 0.38. The charter boat 
estimates may have some bias if the sampled boats had different catch rates, on average, 
to boats not participating in the survey. The uncertainties in the estimates for each type of 
sea angling should be carefully considered when using the results for any purpose. 


Combining the Sea Angling 2012 estimates of annual bass harvests (kept fish) with similar 
estimates made in 2011-12 by France and Belgium indicates a combined recreational 
harvest of approx 1,300 – 1,500t. In comparison, the reported international commercial 
fishery landings for bass from the North Sea, Channel, Celtic Sea and Irish Sea in 2012 
were 4,060t. Bearing in mind the absence of recreational catch estimates for Wales and 
some other European countries, the combined recreational fishery harvest could be at 
least a quarter of the total fishery removals. 


The commercial landings of cod into England from the North Sea, Channel, Celtic Sea and 
Irish Sea in 2012 were 1,500t, though over 13,000t for all UK catches from these areas. 
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1. Introduction 
This survey comprises one strand of a larger project “Sea Angling 2012 - a survey of 
recreational sea angling activity and economic value in England” which was carried out by 
the Centre for Environment, Fisheries and Aquaculture Science (Cefas) and the Marine 
Management Organisation (MMO) in collaboration with the Inshore Fisheries and 
Conservation Authorities (IFCAs), the social research co-operative substance and the 
Universities of Cardiff and Newcastle. The Sea Angling 2012 project was established in 
the first instance to help the UK meet its obligations under the EU Data Collection 
Framework, which requires Member States to provide estimates of all types of recreational 
catches of certain species, including bass, cod and sharks, depending on area, and the 
Control Regulation, which requires Member States to report recreational fishery catches of 
stocks subject to recovery plans, but only from vessels on a national register (e.g. charter 
boats). Other important objectives of Sea Angling 2012 were to provide an update to a 
previous survey of the economic value of sea angling in England and Wales carried out in 
the early 2000s (Drew Associates 2004), and to acquire factual evidence to support local 
and national government, and angling bodies, to develop their policies on sea angling.  


Survey methods for estimating recreational fishery catches have been long-established in 
the USA, Australia and New Zealand where recreational sea angling can be a large 
component (sometimes by design) of the total commercial and recreational sea fishing 
activities. In contrast, marine recreational fisheries in the EU have in the past received little 
attention from governments and research institutions compared with the data collection 
effort for commercial fisheries. A principal focus of most previous UK studies has been to 
evaluate the socio-economic impact of the recreational sector but this has not been 
extended to any extensive biological impact assessment. There are no examples of UK-
wide surveys of recreational fishery catches using the types of survey methods developed 
in the USA, Australia and elsewhere. However a number of more limited surveys relevant 
to the Sea Angling 2012 surveys of shore and private boat anglers in the UK have been 
conducted (e.g. Dunn et al 1989 for bass) and the results of the present study will be 
compared with these.  


Due to the lack of previous experience in implementing nationwide surveys of sea angling 
catches in the UK, it was necessary to design the Sea Angling 2012 surveys from the 
ground up, building on the practical and statistical expertise gained through participation in 
expert groups on recreational fishery surveys hosted by the International Council for the 
Exploration of the Seas (ICES; www.ices.dk ). These groups (ICES, 2009, 2011, 2012, 
2013a) are a forum for European countries to develop the necessary knowledge and skills 
for studying recreational fisheries. They focus on developing statistically-sound survey 
methods, including on-site and off-site surveys or combinations of these, with a strong 
emphasis on quality assurance at the design, implementation and analysis phases. A 
particular focus is identifying important sources of bias and using designs that are less 
susceptible to bias. The Sea Angling 2012 shore and private boat survey drew in particular 



http://www.ices.dk/�
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on the on-site access point surveys carried out by the National Oceanographic and 
Atmospheric Administration (NOAA) Fisheries Service all around the coast of the USA1


A key question affecting the size and cost of a survey is: “how precise do the survey 
estimates need to be?” In practice, this depends on the specific needs of end-users. It is 
important to note that the Sea Angling 2012 catch surveys were set up to evaluate 
methods to obtain estimates for use in scientific assessments of the stocks. The 
requirement for a stock assessment is to have estimates of total annual international 
fishery harvests (fish killed by fishing) that are precise enough to support fishery 
management decisions. For a stock such as bass, the anglers fishing from the shore, 
private/rental boats or charter boats in England are just three components of a total 
international fishery that comprises a large number of commercial and recreational fishery 
components (Fig. 1). Statistical theory shows that when many estimates from random 
sampling are added together, the precision of the total is greater than the precision of the 
component estimates. Hence, an acceptable precision for a combined international 
estimate of recreational fishery harvests could be obtained with relatively modest precision 
for individual fishery components, such as shore angling in any one country, particularly if 
they contribute relatively little to total fishery harvests.  


. 


An important outcome of specifying a desired precision for estimates from a survey is that 
it translates directly into the size of the survey - e.g. the number of angling sites that need 
to be visited in each region the survey will cover - which in turn translates into personnel 
requirements and costs. If only a modest precision is needed, it may be sufficient to have 
quite a small number of observations of anglers’ catches in each of the individual strata 
within a survey (e.g. in each of the 36 combinations of IFCA regions and quarters of the 
year), as long as the sampling is random and representative. This means that the samples 
from an individual stratum are a very small random selection of a large and very variable 
set of angling trip and catches and cannot hope to replicate the diversity of species and 
catch rates in the total population of that stratum. However, as the data are combined over 
all the survey strata, the estimates will start to converge towards the true average values 
for the survey as a whole. A large and expensive survey effort would be needed to give a 
very precise representation of angling catches and species compositions at the geographic 
scale of an individual IFCA. 


                                            


1 http://www.sefsc.noaa.gov/about/mrfss.htm 



http://www.sefsc.noaa.gov/about/mrfss.htm�
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Fig. 1: Schematic of the structure of total fishery harvests for the sea bass stock that 
occurs in waters around England. In 2012, the combined total fishery landings of UK and 
other European commercial fisheries was 4,060t (main exploiters: France: 2,490t; UK: 890t; 
Netherlands: 370t; Belgium: 150t), whilst the estimated annual recreational catches (kept 
fish) for France from surveys in 2009-2011 was 940t and for Netherlands in 2010-11 was 
128t). (Figures are from ICES, 2013b.) 


If the recreational harvests in a country are very small relative to the international 
commercial harvests for that stock, there may be no benefit in carrying out intensive, costly 
surveys to collect catch data, and low-intensity surveys may be sufficient, or surveys may 
even be omitted if the impact on the assessment is expected to be very small. However, if 
the recreational harvest is a significant component, the absence of such data degrades the 
quality of the stock assessment and the ability to track population trends and fishing 
mortality over time, and more precise survey estimates are needed. Important objectives 
of Sea Angling 2012 were therefore to: (1) determine the size of sea angling harvests 
relative to total fishery harvests for species such as cod and bass, and (2) to evaluate the 
precision of estimates obtained for a given survey cost, as well as the types and 
magnitude of any biases that might be inherent in the surveys and which could undermine 
the usefulness of the data.  


2. Methods  


2.1 General survey approach 
The objective was to estimate the total quantity of fish of each species caught by shore 
anglers and private/rental boat anglers around the coast of England, irrespective of the 
where the anglers came from. All the individual fishing trips could in principle be observed 
by surveying all the sites where shore anglers fish, or where private boat anglers land their 
boats, on all days of the year and at all times of day. This is clearly not possible, so a 
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scheme is needed to firstly estimate how many fishing days were carried out during the 
year (the effort) and secondly to take a small but representative sample of fishing trips to 
estimate the mean catch per day for kept and released fish, and the fish size composition. 
These surveys needed to be conducted as cost effectively as possible.  


For angling charter boats, all the vessels can in principle be identified and sampled at 
random. This is not possible for shore and private or rental boat angling, as there is no 
census of sea anglers in the UK to collect data on fishing effort and catches, or licence or 
other register that identifies a population of sea anglers to survey. For such anglers, it is 
firstly necessary to carry out a nationwide survey in which a random sample of the 
population is asked if they go sea angling, and if so, to provide details of the type and 
amount of fishing undertaken. The angling data from this sample of the population is 
raised up to the total national population to provide an estimate of how many days anglers 
went fishing in a specified area and time period (the fishing effort). 


An additional, separate survey of sea anglers is then needed, in which catch and effort 
data are collected from a random, representative sample of anglers or angling trips, either 
using direct interviews of anglers on site while they are fishing, or by recruiting a random 
panel of anglers from the nationwide survey to complete diaries documenting their angling 
activities and catches over a defined time period. The average catch per unit effort, CPUE 
of these anglers is calculated. By multiplying the total effort from the nationwide survey by 
the average CPUE from the angler survey, an estimate of total national catch is obtained. 
This general approach has been adopted in Sea Angling 2012 (Figure 2), which includes a 
survey of a known list of charter boats, and the combination of a population survey of 
shore and private boat angling effort and an on-site survey to estimate CPUE. 


 


Fig 2. Sea Angling 2012 approaches to estimate total catches and releases of species 
caught by charter boat, shore and private/rental boats in England. 
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2.2 Survey design for estimating mean CPUE from on-
site surveys 


Roving vs access point surveys 


The on-site surveys adopted two well-established survey methods to try to obtain a 
representative sample of all angling day-trips carried out by shore anglers and anglers 
fishing from private or rented boats: a roving creel approach for shore angling and an 
access point survey for boat anglers. Methods for analysis of roving and access point 
surveys are given in Pollock et al. (1994, 1997), and a review is given by Jones (2012).  


In essence, a “roving creel” survey interviews anglers whilst they are fishing, and therefore 
provides only partial trip data on catches. The probability of encountering an angler on a 
given day is proportional to the number of hours the angler is at the site, which is generally 
not known unless the angler is contacted later. An “access point” survey is conducted at a 
site where shore anglers leave the site on completion of angling, or where boat anglers 
land their boats. It provides complete data on the duration of the angler’s fishing and the 
catch taken.  


In the extensive access-point recreational fishing surveys carried out in the USA by NOAA, 
each day is divided into two or more fixed time blocks, and surveyors remain at the 
selected site throughout the selected time block to record all anglers completing their 
fishing during that time. This method is less effective if there are many, diffusely spread 
access points, and remaining at any one for an extended period may result in few 
interviews. A modified approach is a “roving access” approach where surveyors can visit 
several access points during the day, interviewing any anglers completing their trips during 
the time window prescribed for each access point. The site visits should randomly cover all 
days and times of day where angling trips can be completed. Some time periods may 
however be excluded, for example if there is no probability of interviews due to a tidal state 
that is known to prevent shore angling or boats landing at a site, provided this is part of the 
design. The roving creel approach differs from a roving access point survey in that the 
surveyor roves along the shore interviewing anglers whilst they are fishing. 


In Sea Angling 2012 we adopted the roving creel approach for shore angling, and the 
roving access point approach for private and rental boats (Fig. 3), in order to maximise 
coverage of the coastline given the limited survey resources available. 
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Fig. 3 Schematic of a roving creel or roving access point survey. The diagram at left 
represents a scenario with15 anglers at a site, arriving and leaving at different times (black 
segment indicates trip being completed). Figures at right of diagram indicate, for a roving 
creel shore survey, the numbers of anglers observed on the shore during any hour and the 
numbers completing (for a private boat survey, the anglers are only observed on arrival at 
the landing site). 


Sampling frame and primary sampling units 


In principle, all angling trips can be observed by surveyors interviewing anglers at coastal 
sites, either fishing on shore or landing their boats. To gain access to a representative 
selection of angler trips, a sampling frame was therefore set up comprising coastal sites on 
one axis, and days of the year on the other. These site–day combinations comprised the 
primary sampling units (PSUs). The aim was to collect data from an effectively random 
sample of site-day PSUs, ensuring that sampling also covered times of day as randomly 
as possible. The design should ensure that all angling trips have a probability of being 
sampled, although in practice a fraction of trips will lie outside the frame where there are 
sites and times of day with zero probability of being sampled for any reason. Any bias 
caused by this needs to be evaluated. 


The overall sampling frame included a list of known shore angling and private boat 
launching sites in the geographic regions within the remit of each of the nine Inshore 
Fisheries and Conservation Authorities (IFCAs) in mainland England, drawn up by IFCA 
staff and surveyors. The primary sampling units of the frame comprised a stretch of 
coastline that could be covered during a daily 8-hour sampling shift. A site may comprise 
several miles of coastline within which there may be one or more landing sites for private 
boats or, if not all the coast is accessible – e.g. cliffs, a series of entry points from which 
the surveyor can rove along the coast to interview shore anglers. Where there is a series 
of boat landing sites or entry points for shore surveys within a primary sampling unit, these 
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were treated as secondary sampling units (SSUs) with separate data collection. Individual 
anglers or parties were the tertiary sampling units. A schematic of the sampling design is 
given in Fig. 4. 


The number of sites in the sampling frame differed widely between IFCAs (Table 1a), 
partly due to the characteristics of the shoreline. IFCA areas with frequent stretches of 
inaccessible cliff-bound coastline tended to have more but smaller sites listed as primary 
sampling units than IFCA areas with long stretches of beaches and easily accessible rocky 
shores. In practice this means that a surveyor may sample more PSUs during a day in the 
former case, depending on numbers of anglers encountered. The site lists were in some 
cases modified heavily for the second quarter of 2012 to cluster more neighbouring sites 
into a single PSU, based on experiences in the first quarter. Two IFCAs had separate site 
lists for areas within their jurisdiction: Devon & Severn conducted independent surveys of 
the north Devon coast (Bristol Channel) and the southern Devon coast (English Channel) 
due to the very different fish stocks and conditions in the two areas. Eastern IFCA carried 
out surveys with separate site lists for four areas of East Anglia. 


 


Fig. 4. Schematic of shore and private boat survey design based on nine IFCA regions as 
geographic strata, and site lists within IFCA regions stratified each quarter into “high 
activity” and “low activity” sites, with sites in high activity and low activity strata sampled 
at random each week, selecting high-activity sites with double the probability as low activity 
sites. A separate site list is used for the private boat survey, listing access points for boat 
landing sites.  
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Table 1: (a) number of shore angling and boat angling sites (PSUs) for each activity stratum 
and IFCA area or subarea. (b) number of PSUs sampled during 2012 and first quarter of 
2013; (c) number of anglers completing interviews (excluding refusals). 


(a) Number of sites (primary sampling units, PSUs) in the IFCA site lists for each quarter and activity stratum.


Type Activity Quarter NW CO DS (A) DS(B) SO SU K&E EA(1) EA(2) EA(3) EA(4) NE NM Total
1 20 26 40 11 11 6 21 10 10 14 12 63 24 268
2 27 27 20 11 11 6 10 10 10 14 12 63 23 244
3 27 26 18 13 11 7 10 10 10 14 12 38 23 219
4 27 26 18 13 9 7 10 10 10 14 12 37 13 206
1 38 74 11 0 19 17 25 13 4 21 12 45 23 302
2 34 158 11 0 17 14 20 13 4 21 12 43 24 371
3 34 62 13 0 17 28 20 13 4 21 12 68 24 316
4 34 62 13 0 19 18 20 13 4 21 12 77 34 327
1 16 17 19 9 4 10 0 9 5 16 11 12 13 141
2 16 17 19 10 4 10 22 9 5 16 11 12 4 155
3 17 19 12 8 4 11 22 9 5 16 11 12 4 150
4 10 19 12 8 4 7 22 9 5 16 11 7 3 133
1 25 26 7 0 18 0 0 0 4 10 21 16 5 132
2 25 55 7 0 18 0 52 0 4 10 21 16 14 222
3 18 16 14 0 18 0 52 0 4 10 21 16 14 183
4 19 16 14 0 19 7 52 0 4 10 21 15 15 192


Total shore 241 461 144 48 114 103 136 92 56 140 96 434 188 2253
Total boat 146 185 104 35 89 45 222 36 36 104 128 106 72 1308


(b) Number of sites (primary sampling units, PSUs) sampled by IFCAs in each quarter and activity stratum.


Type Activity Quarter NW CO DS (A) DS(B) SO SU K&E EA(1) EA(2) EA(3) EA(4) NE NM Total
1 2 16 14 20 8 5 7 1 2 3 1 37 15 131
2 12 14 9 12 6 4 7 14 3 16 16 16 13 142
3 10 8 3 18 11 3 4 12 11 7 18 21 14 140
4 7 6 7 7 7 7 4 5 7 7 7 7 7 85
1 17 14 6 12 7 6 1 1 2 2 21 4 93
2 6 11 6 9 12 8 8 2 10 7 27 7 113
3 3 2 6 9 7 5 7 1 18 11 25 5 99
4 7 0 2 12 12 4 3 4 5 6 18 13 86
1 0 5 4 3 3 6 0 0 0 0 4 3 28
2 3 5 1 7 5 11 4 5 0 9 5 1 3 59
3 8 2 6 3 4 13 3 6 8 13 7 8 3 84
4 5 4 0 5 3 7 3 7 7 3 7 4 3 58
1 4 3 1 6 1 0 0 0 1 3 19
2 4 3 0 3 3 2 0 6 3 3 27
3 2 1 3 6 1 4 1 0 11 13 5 47
4 2 0 0 8 9 1 3 12 3 5 3 46


Total shore 64 71 53 57 74 57 45 51 31 68 68 172 78 889
Total boat 28 23 15 18 38 47 19 18 21 37 39 39 26 368


(c) Number of anglers completing interviews, by IFCA area,  quarter and activity stratum.


Type Activity Quarter NW CO DS (A) DS(B) SO SU K&E EA(1) EA(2) EA(3) EA(4) NE NM Total
1 2 42 36 51 48 48 52 0 0 8 0 74 56 417
2 23 32 33 43 65 29 75 17 0 22 5 37 54 435
3 62 26 26 35 80 54 50 5 8 12 31 25 12 426
4 66 16 19 25 38 5 38 1 2 28 2 85 8 333
1 29 0 1 37 7 1 0 0 0 0 7 15 97
2 11 0 10 23 23 25 1 17 0 0 8 0 118
3 0 0 2 49 40 21 1 0 1 0 20 13 147
4 4 0 0 19 6 0 1 0 8 0 14 5 57
1 0 0 2 0 1 10 0 0 0 0 0 3 0 16
2 5 2 0 0 2 3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 12
3 9 7 50 0 23 34 16 5 1 0 0 9 18 172
4 14 0 0 0 24 1 3 0 0 0 6 3 1 52
1 8 0 0 4 2 0 0 0 0 1 15
2 0 2 0 3 0 0 0 0 7 0 12
3 0 3 22 44 10 17 0 0 0 23 0 119
4 0 0 0 12 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 12


Total shore 197 116 127 154 359 212 262 26 27 79 38 270 163 2030
Total boat 36 14 74 0 113 58 38 5 1 0 6 45 20 410
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Stratification of the primary sampling units of the sampling frame 


To allow a more efficient allocation of survey effort, the sampling sites in each IFCA region 
were allocated into two activity strata (“high” and “low”) based on judgement, by quarter 
(the sites in the “high” activity stratum were also categorised as “medium” or “high”, though 
this distinction was not used in defining sample selection probabilities). The lists and 
activity levels were reviewed quarterly, as some sites may be popular in summer but not 
winter or vice versa, therefore quarter is also a stratum. The high activity stratum was 
sampled more intensively than the low activity stratum in an attempt to improve precision, 
and the different sample selection probabilities in each stratum were taken into account 
during analysis to avoid bias. 


Selection of sites and days to sample 


The overall survey coordinator (Cefas Lowestoft laboratory,), provided the surveyors from 
the IFCAs with randomised site selections for more-or-less weekly site visits in each 
stratum. The surveyors were requested to alternate their sampling days between shore 
and private boat, between two daily time shifts (06:00 – 14:00 and 14:00 – 22:00), and 
between weekdays and weekends, spreading the sampling between individual days to 
avoid sampling the same day of the week repeatedly. It was initially intended to use 
weekday/weekend as a sampling stratum but the eventual sample sizes precluded this 
level of stratification, and the present analysis treats day-of-the-week as a random 
selection. Further analysis is needed to evaluate the effect of ignoring the within-week 
sampling probabilities. 


The inclusion probabilities for high-activity sites were double those of low activity sites, and 
this was factored into the quarterly sampling plan for each IFCA, which involved alternating 
between shore and boat site visits, high and low activity strata, days of week and times of 
day. Site visits involved counting the numbers of anglers on shore or numbers of boats 
landing, and interviewing all or a random selection of anglers. Shore-fishing data were 
collected either from an individual angler, or collectively from parties of anglers fishing 
together. The anglers fishing together on a boat were always treated as a party. 


A standard site questionnaire was used to collect information on the site visited (date, 
time, location, numbers of private boats landing or shore anglers observed during the 
sampling shift, activity stratum). A separate site form was completed for every sub-site 
visited within a cluster comprising the primary sampling unit. An angler questionnaire was 
employed to record details of the angler or party, and the observable and unobservable 
(e.g. already released) catch, the length compositions of fish (observed or reported by the 
angler), time already spent fishing that day and predicted time remaining for that mode of 
angling, target species, mode of fishing (shore; kayak, unpowered boat, powered boat), 
and fishing technique (lure, bait etc.). The angler details included postcode, sex and age or 
age group of the primary respondent, the numbers and composition of other anglers in the 
party, how many days they had spent fishing from shore or private boat in the three 
months prior to interview (to give an indication of avidity and probability of encounter), and 
membership of clubs or associations. A separate set of questions collected trip 
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expenditure data: how much they had spent on travel, entry fees, fishing tackle and 
consumables, food and accommodation for that day’s trip. The two questionnaires can be 
viewed in Appendix 1. 


Survey administration and data archiving 


The overall survey coordinator was the Cefas Lowestoft laboratory. Cefas provided 
training for surveyors in advance of the surveys. The surveyors were requested to 
complete monthly diaries to document their activities and issues arising, and also to supply 
monthly updates of sampling achieved. Data were archived on an Access database (© 
Microsoft, 2006) at each IFCA office and forwarded to Cefas for analysis. Some quality 
assurance was implemented through range checks in the data entry software, and the 
archived data were subject to quality control by cross checking against hard copies of 
questionnaires and screening for internal inconsistencies or unusual values.  


2.3 Data analysis methods 


Estimates required 


The estimates required for shore angling and private/rental boat angling are the mean 
catch-per-unit-effort (CPUE) – i.e. the number or weight of kept and released fish caught 
per angler per day - averaged over all fishing trips during the year in all the IFCA areas. 
Currently, CPUE by weight has only been calculated for cod and bass. 


CPUE of individual anglers - and extrapolation to expected daily catch for partial trip data 


For roving creel approaches, it is generally the mean catch per hour that is calculated from 
observed catch and hours fished already. It is also generally recommended to calculate 
the mean of individual angler CPUE rather than the ratio of total raised catch to total raised 
effort (Pollock et al., 1997). However, to calculate total catch for the population based on 
mean catch per hour, it would be necessary to have a separate population survey that 
estimated total number of hours fished during the year, quarter or other period. It is likely 
that such a survey may require anglers to recall the number of days they have fished, and 
the typical duration of individual day trips, several months after the period they are being 
asked about. We believe that anglers will have greater difficulty in accurately recalling their 
average daily trip duration than in predicting their trip duration when interviewed on site, 
particularly in the UK where there are no bag limits that affect the duration of a trip. This 
would be analogous to asking a motorist to recall his average daily car mileage in a 
previous period of the year (without looking at any recorded mileage figures), compared 
with interviewing him at random times on successive days during that period and asking 
his expected mileage that day. In the former case, the motorist will not have all the data to 
do the calculation and will most likely recall some figure for his most common trips and 
make an arbitrary adjustment for other trips. In the daily interviews, he will have the plan 
for that day in mind, which is likely, on average, to be more accurate. 
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We therefore asked all anglers how long they have fished that day, and how long they 
intended to continue fishing that day. Based on hours fished so far and expected 
remaining hours, each angler’s catch up to the time of interview (observed or recalled) was 
expanded up to the expected total daily catch on the assumption of constant average 
catch rates throughout the angling period. This assumption was tested by comparing total 
mean catch rates (catch per hour fished so far, all species combined) for shore anglers at 
different stages in their daily angling trip (Fig. 5). There is no evidence of a significant 
effect of hours fished on overall catch rate. A decline is observed from 3.5h onwards, but 
sample sizes are substantially reduced by then.  
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Fig. 5. Mean catch per hour per angler (all species combined) for the shore angling surveys 
in 2012, for trips grouped by number of hours fished already (error bars are + 2 SE; “Hours 
fished” axis is lower limit of 0.5-h bins). The number of interviews contributing to each 
mean is shown by the dashed line. All interviews are lumped for this analysis without 
consideration of stratification.  


In some cases, private/rental boat anglers had not completed their day’s fishing at the time 
of interview. This can happen if a landing has been made but the angler intends to re-
launch and fish for a few more hours, a situation that could be more common for kayaks. 
Also, in a few instances the Devon & Severn IFCA collected data at sea from private boat 
anglers, due to difficulties in intercepting boats landing.  


Estimation of mean CPUE and its variance within survey strata 


We treat an individual site-cluster on a given day as the primary sampling unit (PSU), any 
sub-sites within the PSU as secondary sampling units (SSU) and individual anglers within 
sites as tertiary sampling units (TSU). The method for computing means and variances of 
the CPUE estimates follows the general procedure for a stratified random survey outlined 
by Vølstad et al. (2006) for their survey of angling catches in the Delaware river. As in 
Vølstad et al. (2006), we estimate the precision of the final CPUE based only on the 
variation between site-day PSUs, and do not consider the variation between sub-sites or 
within the cluster of anglers at a given site and day, as the sampling fraction is high or 
exhaustive at each site during the period of the visit.  
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To explain the methods for estimating total catches and average CPUE, we define the 
following variables (ignoring subscripts for kept or released fish). The subscript s refers to 
a stratum (IFCA region; high/low activity; quarter) and subscript i to a sampled PSU.  


Ns  = the total number of site x day PSUs in the frame in stratum s  


ns  = the number of PSUs sampled in each stratum s. 


Yi,s = total catch (kept or released of a given species) at PSU i in stratum s.  


Li,s = total number of anglers observed in PSU i in stratum s. 


Rs  = mean CPUE (number or weight of fish kept or released per angler-day) for a 
given species in stratum s. 


As it is daily catch that is being estimated for each angler for both the shore and private 
boat survey, the mean CPUE in a stratum s and fishing mode (shore; boat), Rs are 
obtained as the ratio of total daily catch (Y) and total daily effort (L – numbers of anglers 
observed) estimated from the sampled PSUs i in stratum s:  


 


Where ∑Yi,s and ∑Li,s are the summed total catch and observed angler-days for the 
stratum. The individual Yi,s and Li,s values are derived from sampling at one or more sub-
sites (SSUs) within a PSU, where all or a sub-sample of anglers may be interviewed. In 
addition, not all anglers are included in the CPUE estimates, for example if they refused to 
be interviewed or had not fished for long enough. The Yi,s at each sub-site is calculated 
from the catches of interviewed anglers expanded up to other anglers not contributing to 
the estimate – i.e. if the anglers at a site are sub-sampled, the anglers not providing catch 
data are assumed to have the same catch per day as those providing data. The raised 
catch and associated effort data from sub-sites are then summed to give the Yi,s and Li,s 
values for the primary sampling unit. Some sub-sites had observed anglers, but no 
interview data. These sub-sites were discarded from the estimation to avoid computing a 
total raised effort for a stratum that includes anglers with missing catch information, as this 
would lead to underestimation of mean CPUE.  


The variance of the mean CPUE for each stratum s is obtained using the ratio estimator 
given in Vølstad et al. (2006): 
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where the  and  are the mean CPUE and effort calculated across the PSUs in stratum 
s, and the Yi,s and Li,s are the total catch and effort calculated for each site-day PSU. This 
estimator is appropriate where CPUE is calculated as the ratio of total catch to total effort. 
However it is important to understand that the Yi,s and Li,s are based only on the snapshot 
of anglers fishing at the time of the roving survey and do not represent total daily catch and 
numbers of anglers as it was not the intention to make an expansion from the sampling 
time-window to the total day. 


For strata where there was more than one PSU sampled, but there was only one PSU with 
one or more anglers, and there was also a catch at this PSU, the variance equation given 
above will return a meaningless zero variance estimate because the PSUs with no anglers 
provide no information on CPUE. To avoid the complexity of collapsing strata with different 
inclusion probabilities, a simple (though biased) expedient was adopted whereby a relative 
standard error of 1.0 was imputed.  


Combining CPUE estimates across strata to give quarterly and annual 
mean CPUE 


Combining CPUE estimates across strata within each IFCA, and across several IFCAs, 
requires weighting factors that express the relative angling effort within each stratum. 
These are not directly available from the ONS survey which cannot provide effort 
estimates at this level of resolution. The only direct information is from the observed 
numbers of anglers at each site, which is an index of angling effort as it is based only on 
the observations during the sampling time-window at each site, and not expanded to total 
daily effort at the site. Such an expansion is extremely difficult to do for a roving creel 
survey unless the daily pattern of angling effort at the sampled sites can be accurately 
modelled. It is likely that these patterns are highly site-specific and vary seasonally, and 
differences in survey implementation or anglers’ behaviour between IFCA regions will also 
affect the relative weightings.  


In principle, the use of observed numbers of anglers to derive weighting factors is 
appropriate if, on average, they are proportional to the true effort in the strata. In practice, 
this is likely to be a very loose relationship due to differences between IFCAs in the extent 
to which site lists cover all possible sites, or to differences in spatio-temporal coverage of 
the sampling for logistical reasons. Furthermore, the nature of angling may differ between 
IFCA regions in a way that affects the probability of an angler being encountered. The 
effect of this additional source of variability in raising factors is considered later. 


Weighting factors for each stratum were derived by expanding the total number of 
observed anglers summed over all the PSUs in a stratum (∑Li,s) by the ratio of total 
number of PSUs in the stratum Ns  (sites x days) to the number of site-days sampled ns: 
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As Ns is the product of the number of sites in the list frame and the total number of days in 
a quarter, it does not account for days when bad weather or sea conditions prevent 
angling or surveying in a region. It was assumed that each IFCA area had the same 
proportion of days with weather conditions preventing angling and surveying, so that the 
relative weighting factors across IFCAs are compatible. 


The weighted mean CPUE for two or more strata was calculated using the following 
approach:  


 


And the variance of R, V(R) was calculated as: 


 


For example, the calculation across high and low activity strata in a quarter and IFCA 
would be: 


Rcomb = (Rhigh * Whigh + Rlow * Wlow) / (Whigh + Wlow) 


Var (Rcomb) = (Var(R)high * Whigh^2 + Var(R)low * Wlow^2) / (Whigh + Wlow)^2 


For comparison and checking, the mean CPUE estimates were also calculated using a 
simpler estimator that ignores all aspects of the survey design and averages the CPUE of 
interviewed anglers or parties without any weighting to account for selection probabilities 
and differences in fishing effort between strata. 


For cod and bass, catch weights were also estimated based on the limited sampling for 
fish length conducted during the surveys. For released fish, there are few if any direct 
observations of length made by surveyors, so the mean weight estimate is dependent on 
the angler’s recollection of the size of the fish which will often be very imprecise. Hence, 
catch weight estimates for released fish will be less reliable than for kept fish. As not all 
reported fish have length measurements, values were imputed using the available length 
information. For every length measurement, a weight was calculated using length-weight 
parameters used by Cefas for stock assessment purposes: 


Bass: Wt = 0.00001296 Len 2.969 


Cod: Wt = 0.00010825 Len 3.0 


where Wt is in kg and Len is the total length in cm. As lengths are recorded in 1cm length 
classes, a value of 0.5cm is added to each length class to give a mid-point. Where cod or 
bass were recorded as numbers without any length measurement or recall, a weight was 
imputed using global average weights estimated for observed lengths in each of the 
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categories “K - kept”, “RS - released due to being undersized” or “RL – released fish that 
was large enough to be kept”. For each recorded catch of cod and bass, a mean weight 
could therefore be derived allowing the total catch weight to be estimated. Stratified means 
and variances of catch weights could therefore be derived for these species to allow 
computation of total catch weight in tonnes raised to all sea anglers in the population. 


Length-of-stay bias correction 


During a roving creel survey, anglers are encountered with probability proportional to the 
time they are present on the shoreline. For example if two anglers fished every day at a 
site, and one was at the site throughout the day and the other only for an hour, the former 
would be observed on every site visit and the latter would only occasionally be seen on 
repeated sampling visits. The more avid angler, who will probably on average have a 
larger daily catch due to the length of stay if both anglers are of equal skill, will appear 
many more times in the survey data causing an over-estimate of mean CPUE. A method is 
therefore needed to re-weight each shore angler or party so that they have an equal 
probability of being included in the analysis. The CPUE data can be approximately 
corrected for this bias by weighting individual CPUE estimates by the inverse of the 
expected trip duration (as recorded by the angler at time of interview), i.e: 


 /  


Making this correction within the design-based analysis proved complex, and given the 
very close agreement between the design-based (weighted) estimates and the unweighted 
mean estimates of CPUE across shore anglers, a factor to correct for length-of-stay bias 
was computed separately using the unweighted data and applied to the final raised CPUE 
estimates from the design-based analysis. The private boat data are unaffected by trip 
duration as an access point survey design is adopted and the probability of encountering 
boats is not affected by the daily duration of the fishing trips unless there are significant 
numbers of multiple landings from short trips during a day. 


3. Results. 


3.1 Sampling achieved 


Sampling coverage 


The majority of strata with intended sampling coverage in each quarter were sampled by 
IFCA surveyors during 2012. The overall number of PSU sites sampled, combined over 
IFCA regions, was fairly evenly spread over quarters of the year, whereas private boat site 
visits increased progressively during quarters 1 and 2 and were most frequent in quarters 
3 and 4 (Fig 6). The shore angling survey covered all hours of the two daily sampling shifts 
(06:00 – 14:00 and 14:00 -22:00; Fig. 7), but coverage was lower at the beginning and end 
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of the day. Although shore angling does occur throughout the night in many areas, as 
shown in the online surveys, there were insufficient survey resources to cover all 24 hours. 
To some extent, anglers interviewed in the early morning may have been fishing for 
several hours prior to that, and anglers interviewed before 22:00 may have an expected 
trip completion time later than that. 
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Fig. 6. Number of PSU sites sampled for shore and private / rental boat angling, by quarter, 
for all IFCA regions combined. 
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Fig. 7. Number of SSUs (secondary sampling units: subsites within the PSUs) sampled 
according to hour of arrival and departure (shore angling sites only). 


 


A number of the survey strata with planned sampling had few or no site visits. Out of 191 
shore and private boat survey strata (IFCA region or sub-region, quarter, activity stratum), 
16 had no site visits, 12 had one site visit, 11 had two visits and 29 had three visits (Table 
1b). The first quarter of 2012 was problematic for some IFCAs due to delays in agreeing 
the survey contract or arranging for sampling staff, and a small amount of additional 
sampling was done in the first quarter of 2013 (the quarter 1 samples from 2012 and 2013 
were combined). This implies that the survey was over-stratified leading to strata with no 
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or very poor quality estimates. The effect of this will depend on the actual contribution of 
these strata to the total catch estimates.  


Raising the numbers of sites in each quarter by a factor of 91 (average number of days per 
quarter) gives an overall maximum number of PSUs in the sampling frame of 205,023 for 
shore angling, of which 0.43% were sampled, and 119,028 for private/rental boats, of 
which 0.31% were sampled. A variable fraction of the PSUs (sites x days) will have had 
very low angling activity due to weather and sea conditions, which in some conditions will 
have precluded surveying. This will have caused additional variability in the factors for 
weighting the stratum estimates of CPUE. 


Numbers of anglers interviewed 


Over 2,000 shore anglers and 410 private/rental boat anglers, excluding refusals, 
completed interviews (Table 1c). Refusal rates were very low throughout the survey, at 
around 6%. A very wide range of reasons for refusing were given, including language 
barriers for anglers for whom English was not their native language, weather conditions, 
not wanting to be disturbed, but in a few cases was due to suspicion about potential use of 
the data. High activity shore strata had more consistent numbers of interviews than the low 
activity shore strata or the high and low activity boat strata (Table 1c).  


Within the sampling strata, the numbers of anglers observed at the PSU sites were highly 
skewed with many zeros, particularly for the low activity shore sites and the private boat 
survey sites (Fig. 8). 


Proportion of shore angling trips completed at time of interview 


Shore anglers are interviewed at different times within their angling trip, and time already 
fished and expected time still to fish are important statistics for calculating catch rates and 
correcting for length-of-stay bias. Over all the interviews, the mean proportion of trip 
completed was very close to the expected value of 0.5 (Fig. 9). The frequency distribution 
of proportions shown in Figure 9 is uneven due to anglers being asked their trip duration to 
the nearest half hour. 
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Fig. 8. Percentage of PSUs visited that had no anglers present, shown separately for high 
activity and low activity strata. Data are combined over IFCA regions and quarters. 
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Fig. 9. Frequency distribution of proportion of shore angling trips completed at time of 
interview, over all individual angers or parties interviewed.  


Age composition of anglers interviewed 


Where actual ages were given, the majority of primary respondents using private or rental 
boats were in the age range 41- 60 (mean 49) (Fig. 10). The predominant age range for 
shore anglers was slightly lower at 41-50 years (mean 47), and only 23 anglers were 
under 16 years old. There was no clear relationship between age and avidity (number of 
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trips in last three months) for shore anglers, and correcting for avidity bias made only a 
small reduction in estimated mean age of primary respondents from 46.9 to 45.5. A large 
fraction of respondents did not provide an age but were in the 16+ age range. The mean 
age of anglers completing the online survey in the Sea Angling 2012 social and economic 
study was 51, although this excluded under-18s. 
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Fig. 10. Age composition of primary respondents interviewed during (a) private/rental boat 
surveys and (b) shore angling surveys, where ages were provided. 


Overall, around 9% of anglers interviewed either as primary respondents or in parties were 
under 16 years old. This will be an underestimate as surveyors were under instruction not 
to interview minors not accompanied by adults or without adults close by. Where anglers 
were recorded in parties, the under-16 year olds comprised 19% of the other members of 
the party excluding the primary respondent. This is an issue for calculation of mean CPUE 
for shore and boat anglers as it is not possible to exclude the catches of under-16s from 
the total party catches. The procedure for raising CPUE to the population of all anglers 
uses ONS survey estimates for 16-year-olds and older, hence there is a negative bias in 
population numbers of anglers, and a bias in mean CPUE for 16+ anglers through partial 
inclusion of under-16s if their catch rates differ from those of older anglers. 


Home location of anglers 


As expected, the home locations of anglers interviewed during the surveys was heavily 
biased towards coastal counties of England (Fig. 11). This is particularly pronounced for 
boat anglers, and is a major consideration for interpretation of ONS data or for design of 
any future population surveys of sea anglers, for example postal or telephone surveys 
combined with diaries. 
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(a) Shore anglers    (b) Private/rental boats 


 


Fig. 11. Postcode locations for primary respondents interviewed during the shore angling 
and private boat angling surveys. 


Numbers of male and female anglers 


Only 6% of all anglers interviewed, either as individual anglers or as anglers in parties, 
were women (these figures are not avidity corrected). Amongst primary respondents, the 
percentage was even lower (2%), indicating that women are more likely to be fishing as 
part of a family or other party of anglers (Table 2). In the Sea Angling 2012 social and 
economic study, 98% of the 2,373 respondents were male and 2% female, identical to the 
figure for primary respondents during the IFCA on-site surveys. The estimates of female 
anglers compares to the National Angling Survey 2012 where 2.7% of respondents were 
female, but is lower than some other estimates: The Sport England Active People Survey 
6 suggested that 7.5% of anglers are female (although this is from those taking part in 
sport once per month), and the Environment Agency Rod Licence analysis shows that 7% 
of freshwater angling licence holders are female. The figures from the IFCA on-site survey 
are therefore within the bounds of other estimates, but clearly the figures depend on how 
the population of anglers is sampled as there appears to be a tendency in the on-site 
survey for males to act as primary respondents in a party that includes women anglers. 


Table 2. Numbers of male and female anglers by age group, for primary correspondents and 
other anglers comprising a party associated with the primary correspondent. 


Private / rental boat angling Male 16+ female 16+ male <16 Female <16
Primary correspondent 187 2
Other anglers in party 189 21 19 6


Shore angling Male 16+ female 16+ male <16 Female <16
Primary correspondent 1222 22 24
Other anglers in party 546 80 144 26  
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Target species 


Most primary respondents in the shore and private boat surveys cited “various species” or 
“no particular target” when asked their primary target species for that day’s fishing (Tables 
3 and 4). The next most common target species for shore anglers were bass (14%), cod 
(12%) and mackerel (9%). Many shore anglers (17%) in the Southern IFCA region were 
targeting flounders. For private boat anglers, the next most common target species were 
also bass (19%), cod (13%) and mackerel (12%).  


Table 3. Number of primary respondents in the shore fishing survey reporting a particular 
species as their primary target for that day’s fishing. 


Primary target NW CO D&S SO SU KE EA NE NM total %
VARIOUS / NO PRIMARY TARGET 57 26 104 69 32 82 44 91 29 477 39
BASS 9 8 16 44 29 25 39 4 2 176 14
COD 32 27 6 1 8 6 33 37 150 12
MACKEREL 7 22 32 21 2 7 14 7 112 9
FLOUNDER 5 1 1 42 7 1 4 61 5
WHITING 1 4 2 2 10 2 7 1 29 2
PLAICE 1 1 14 3 2 3 24 2
FLATFISH (UNKOWN) 6 1 3 2 1 4 5 1 23 2
SMOOTH HOUND 5 2 5 5 17 1
DAB 4 1 4 1 10 1
SKATE/RAY (UNKOWN) 1 1 6 1 9 1
THORNBACK RAY (ROKER) 3 1 4 1 9 1
SOLE (DOVER SOLE) 2 5 1 8 1
WRASSES 3 5 8 1
CONGER EEL 1 5 1 7 1
SEA BREAMS 6 6 0
POLLACK 2 3 5 0
GARFISH 1 2 1 4 0
GREY MULLET 2 2 4 0
BALLAN WRASSE 1 1 2 0
HERRING 1 1 2 0
SQUID 2 2 0
BLACK SEABREAM 1 1 0
BLONDE RAY 1 1 0
DOGFISH (UNKOWN) 1 1 0
RAY 1 1 0
ROCKLINGS 1 1 0
SPOTTED RAY (HOMELYN) 1 1 0
TOPE 1 1 0
WHITING-POUT (BIB) 1 1 0
UNKOWN; NOT GIVEN 3 8 4 1 16 24 1 9 63 5
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Table 4. Number of primary respondents in the private boat fishing survey reporting a 
particular species as their primary target for that day’s fishing.  


Primary target NW CO D&S SO SU KE EA NE NM total %
VARIOUS / NO PRIMARY TARGET 2 2 9 11 4 6 11 4 47 24
BASS 3 2 9 6 7 9 2 38 19
COD 9 6 3 1 4 3 26 13
MACKEREL 2 7 8 4 1 1 23 12
PLAICE 4 7 11 6
SKATE/RAY (UNKOWN) 1 1 1 1 2 6 3
BLONDE RAY 1 2 3 2
BLACK SEABREAM 2 2 1
CONGER EEL 1 1 2 1
DOGFISH (UNKOWN) 2 2 1
POLLACK 2 2 1
SEA BREAMS 1 1 2 1
WHITING-POUT (BIB) 2 2 1
EUROPEAN EEL 1 1 1
FLOUNDER 1 1 1
RED GURNARD 1 1 1
RED MULLET 1 1 1
SMALLEYED (PAINTED) RAY 1 1 1
SMOOTH HOUND 1 1 1
SOLE 1 1 1
TURBOT 1 1 1
WRASSE 1 1 1
UNKOWN; NOT GIVEN 1 3 1 4 2 5 4 1 21 11


 


Fishing method 


More than 80% of shore anglers were fishing with bait, the rest using lures or a mixture of 
bait and lures (Table 5). In contrast, more than half of private boat anglers were fishing 
with lures or mixture of lures and bait. No respondents were using any non-angling gears 
such as nets, pots or traps although one shore angler and one boat angler reported using 
a mix of angling and non angling gears.  


Proportion of blank trips 


Fishing from private/rental boats resulted in fewer blank trips (19% - for single anglers, or 
parties if more than one angler per boat) than was recorded for shore anglers (61% for 
single anglers or parties that have fished for at least 0.5h). The shore angling figure 
reduces to around 50% for trips where the anglers have been fishing for at least 2h.  
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Table 5. Fishing methods being used by primary respondents in the shore and boat survey. 


Fishing method SHORE BOAT 


angling with bait 84% 48% 


angling with lure/fly/jig 9% 26% 


angling with mix of bait and lures 7% 26% 


non-angling gears 0% 0% 


mix of angling and non angling gears 0.1% 0.5% 


 


3.2 Estimates of catch per unit effort 


Correcting for length-of-stay bias in CPUE for shore anglers 


Shore anglers who fish for many hours during the day are more likely to be encountered 
for interview than those who stay for just a short time. Anticipated length-of-stay reported 
by shore anglers varied from 1h to over 20h (Fig. 12). It is therefore important to correct for 
any bias in mean catch-per-day.  


The magnitude of the length-of-stay bias, and appropriate correction factors, were 
investigated using the individual interview data set for shore anglers. Individual CPUE 
values (number of fish caught per day, expanded from the catch-per-hour at the time of 
interview to the total anticipated trip duration) were weighted by the inverse of the 
anticipated trip duration as explained in the methods section. On average, the corrected 
CPUE values for all species combined were 24% lower than the uncorrected values (Fig. 
13) leading to a bias correction factor of 0.76. For bass and cod, the values were 0.83 and 
0.86, although the factors for individual species vary widely due to the much smaller 
number of individual anglers who had a catch of many of these species.  


For the final CPUE figures for all species, the average value of 0.76 was adopted as the 
correction factor for length-of-stay bias. No bias correction is needed for private/rental boat 
estimates. 
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Fig. 12. Frequency distribution of expected daily trip duration for shore anglers interviewed 
who provided length of trip so far and anticipated number of hours still to fish that day. 
Mean = 4.73h; RSE = 0.015; n = 1236. 


 


Fig. 13. Top: Shore angling estimates of mean CPUE based on means of individual angler 
CPUE, ignoring sampling probabilities and stratum weighting factors, and estimates 
corrected for length-of-stay (LOS) bias. Bottom plot shows the correction factors calculated 
for individual species (circles) and the factor computed for all species catches combined 
(mean = 0.76). (“flat other” is flatfish species other than the ones listed; “other” is all other 
species recorded; “Eur eel” refers to freshwater eels Anguilla anguilla). 
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Comparison of weighted and unweighted estimates of CPUE 


Estimates of mean CPUE for shore anglers (mean numbers caught per day – combined 
over all IFCAs, quarters and both activity strata) were made using both the design-based 
approach, which weights data within strata according to selection probabilities, and for a 
simpler estimator that ignores all sampling probabilities and stratum weighting and 
computes mean CPUE as the unweighted average of the CPUE of individual anglers or 
within parties (Fig. 14a). The figures for shore angling are corrected for length-of-stay bias.  
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Fig. 14. Comparison of (a) mean CPUE (numbers per angler per day) and (b) relative 
standard error (RSE) for shore angling surveys using the design-based approach (stratified 
random, with stratum weighting factors based on observed angler numbers) and a simpler 
estimator of mean CPUE of individual anglers or parties without any stratum weighting. 
Weighted estimates are shown using a 0.5-h or a 1-h threshold for hours fishing completed 
at time of interview. 
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The estimates from the two methods are very similar for the majority of species, including 
cod and bass. Estimates of mean CPUE and relative standard error are also very similar 
when including only interviews where the angler has fished at least 0.5 hours, or at least 
1.0 hour (Fig. 14 a & b). Hence, to maximise the number of interviews, all further analysis 
for shore angling is conducted including anglers who have fished for 0.5 h or more (also 
adopted by Pollock et al. (1997) for roving creel surveys in the USA). The weighted and 
unweighted mean CPUE values differ more widely for private boat surveys, where sample 
sizes are often much smaller than for shore angling (Fig. 15).   
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Fig. 15. Comparison of mean CPUE (numbers per angler per day) for private/rental boat 
surveys using the design-based approach (weighted estimates across strata) and a simpler 
estimator of mean CPUE without any stratum weighting.  


Release rates 


The mean CPUE by species is shown separately in Fig. 16 for kept and released fish. On 
average, 76% of shore-caught fish and 51% of private/rental boat caught fish were 
released back into the sea (Table 6). The release rate for bass was higher than for cod. 


Table 6. Release rates (by number) for bass, cod and all species combined. 


  Shore Private / rental boat 


Bass 82% 57% 


Cod 56% 27% 


All spp 76% 51% 
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The length frequency of cod and bass recorded during the surveys shows that the 
minimum landing sizes of bass (36cm) and cod (35cm) are influential in the sizes of fish 
released, but fish above the MLS area are also released (Fig. 17). Numbers of observed 
bass with length records are however very small for fish above MLS. 
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Fig. 16. Mean CPUE (numbers caught per angler per day, from weighted (design-based) 
estimation for shore angling (with 0.5 h threshold) and private / rental boat angling. The % 
releases is shown by the triangles. Shore angling estimates are corrected for length-of-stay 
bias (factor = 0.76). 


Annual mean CPUE (number of fish per angler per day - kept and released combined) 
estimates, corrected for length-of-stay bias for shore anglers, are given by IFCA region in 
Table 7, and includes the overall mean across IFCA regions using the observed numbers 
of anglers, raised to total PSUs in each IFCA, as weighting factors. (Note that the CPUE 
values for individual IFCA regions and species may be based on very few observations 
and should not be treated as valid estimates at this level of disaggregation. They should 
be viewed more as presence – absence statistics). 
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Fig. 17. Length frequency distribution of kept and released bass and cod, recorded across 
all areas and times of year. 


The weighting factors applied to estimates of CPUE for IFCA regions are shown in Fig. 18, 
and are clearly more consistent across IFCAs for shore angling than for private boat 
angling, due to the smaller sample sizes and variable difficulties between IFCAs in 
intercepting boat anglers at landing sites. The weighting factors for private/rental boats in 
the Eastern IFCA region were particularly low due to the very small number of boats 
encountered. In contrast, raised private boat angler numbers for Kent & Essex, Southern 
and Devon & Severn IFCA regions represented 60% of the total for all IFCA areas.  
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Fig. 18. Raised numbers of angler day-trips in each IFCA region, derived by raising the 
mean number of observed anglers per site x day PSU in each quarter and activity stratum to 
the total number of PSUs in each stratum. These are the weighting factors for averaging the 
mean CPUE values for each IFCA region (Table 7), and are indices of effort and not the 
actual total number of angler trips as not all trips on each day are observed. 
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Table 7. Mean CPUE (number of fish per day per angler) by species and IFCA region, 
averaged over quarters and activity strata. Shore CPUE are corrected for length-of-stay bias 
using factor = 0.76. (The figures for individual IFCA areas are only provided to indicate the species caught, 
and many species catches may be based on very few samples and have very low precision so should not be 
treated as valid estimates at such fine scale – the total estimates are more robust).  


SHORE CPUE by SPECIES
spp NW CO D&S A D&S B SO SU KE EA-1 EA-2 EA-3 EA-4 NE NM TOTAL
bass 0.168 0.000 0.067 0.006 0.168 0.045 0.097 0.174 0.000 0.146 0.269 0.005 0.003 0.076
cod 0.157 0.000 0.000 0.050 0.000 0.000 0.040 0.845 0.000 0.007 0.026 0.094 0.181 0.065
conger 0.007 0.000 0.000 0.027 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.002
dab 0.150 0.000 0.011 0.000 0.000 0.017 0.276 0.051 0.173 1.241 0.000 0.322 0.011 0.139
dogfish 0.037 0.000 0.197 0.269 0.052 0.045 0.060 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.056
Eur eel 0.013 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.005 0.000 0.003 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.025 0.005
flounder 0.426 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.012 0.072 0.004 0.087 0.000 0.351 0.000 0.216 0.097 0.112
mackerel 0.000 0.185 1.085 0.000 0.311 0.188 0.040 0.000 3.367 0.000 0.000 0.033 0.051 0.255
mullet 0.000 0.000 0.005 0.003 0.000 0.013 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.002
other 0.070 0.080 0.136 0.006 0.059 0.130 0.057 0.000 0.000 0.006 0.042 0.024 0.061 0.068
flat other 0.008 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.008 0.001 0.014 0.142 0.000 0.000 0.000 1.562 0.000 0.197
plaice 0.040 0.044 0.000 0.000 0.100 0.050 0.009 0.017 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.046 0.025 0.036
pollack 0.000 0.661 0.185 0.006 0.020 0.020 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.014 0.000 0.066
saithe 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.063 0.072 0.015
seabream 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.007 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.001
skates_rays 0.025 0.004 0.000 0.009 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.005 0.000 0.004
smooth hound 0.025 0.000 0.045 0.066 0.016 0.021 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.015
tope 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.006 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000
whiting 0.927 0.217 0.055 0.171 0.011 0.086 1.379 1.663 0.000 0.423 0.438 0.469 0.018 0.438
bib 0.000 0.052 0.005 0.052 0.004 0.056 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.011 0.026 0.000 0.000 0.013
wrasse 0.000 0.144 0.027 0.000 0.296 0.042 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.027 0.056


BOAT CPUE by SPECIES
spp NW CO D&S A D&S B SO SU KE EA-1 EA-2 EA-3 EA-4 NE NM TOTAL
bass 0.646 0.000 0.479 0.402 0.488 1.544 0.000 0.167 0.090 0.000 0.699
cod 1.420 0.273 0.000 0.048 0.055 0.090 0.000 1.167 0.772 1.361 0.268
conger 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.020 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.004
dab 1.363 0.000 0.000 0.000 1.098 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.260 0.000 0.190
dogfish 0.114 0.000 0.110 0.873 0.445 0.045 0.000 12.667 0.000 0.054 0.305
Eur eel 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.109 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.029
flounder 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.024 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.065 0.000 0.009
mackerel 0.292 2.955 2.600 1.613 1.213 0.179 24.000 0.000 1.850 11.099 1.636
mullet 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000
other 0.000 0.000 0.158 0.189 0.659 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.018 0.107 0.109
flat other 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000
plaice 0.000 0.000 0.224 0.062 1.276 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.045 0.123
pollack 0.000 0.341 0.102 0.428 0.274 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.145
ling 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.015 0.000 0.001
seabream 0.000 0.394 0.000 0.084 0.166 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.048
skates_rays 0.000 0.000 0.084 0.096 0.070 0.000 0.000 6.333 0.000 0.000 0.072
smooth hound 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.005 0.000 0.741 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.199
tope 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000
whiting 2.577 0.000 0.000 0.508 1.612 0.109 0.000 11.000 0.699 7.083 0.691
bib 0.086 0.000 0.012 0.486 0.408 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.128
wrasse 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.349 0.280 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.083


 


Note: No boat anglers observed in D&S area B and EA areas 1 & 3) 
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Cod and bass CPUE by weight 


A more detailed analysis by quarter was carried out for bass and cod, using CPUE as kg 
of fish per angler per day, as needed to estimate total catch weight for the population of 
anglers. The mean weights for each PSU were obtained from the recorded lengths of fish 
caught by each angler or party, with missing lengths for released or kept fish imputed from 
the means for released or kept fish with data. The mean weights for released fish are less 
reliable than for kept fish as they are based mostly on angler recall. 


The CPUE (kg per angler per day) are given in Tables 8 and 9 by IFCA region and by 
quarter, with relative standard errors shown for CPUE > 0. At the quarter level, values are 
weighted means over the low and high activity strata. Overall means for quarters, and for 
the year, are also shown. The shore angling data are corrected for length-of-stay bias. In 
each case, the effort value that is used as a weighting factor is shown (mean numbers of 
observed anglers per PSU raised to total number of site-day PSUs, summed over survey 
strata). The detailed data in Tables 8 and 9 show how the global averages over IFCA 
regions are derived for a quarter or a year – each CPUE entry is multiplied by the 
corresponding total raised effort, and the sums of these products are divided by the sum of 
the effort values to give weighted mean CPUE. Note that the precision for individual strata 
will be very low (i.e. high RSE values), but the estimates combined over strata have much 
higher precision. 


Final CPUE values for estimating annual catches of bass and cod 


The quarterly and annual CPUE values for bass and cod, by weight, are summarised in 
Table 10. The annual mean CPUE for bass kept by shore anglers in England (0.014 kg per 
angler per day) was estimated with relatively poor precision (RSE = 0.43), due to a 
combination of relatively small incidence of bass catches, and also the high release rate. 
The CPUE for kept and released bass combined (0.036 kg/angler/day) was estimated with 
greater precision (RSE = 0.28) as most bass are released.  


Estimates of bass CPUE for boat anglers were 20 or more times larger than for shore 
anglers (0.363kg per angler per day for kept fish, 0.541kg for all bass) and had higher 
precision (RSE 0.29 for kept bass) despite the lower sampling effort. However, the 
precision of estimates for boat angling are very poorly determined due to small numbers of 
observations in many strata.  


The CPUE of cod taken by boat anglers was around 10 times higher than for shore 
anglers (kept fish: 0.29kg per angler per day for boats, 0.028 for shore anglers). Relative 
standard errors were 0.24 for fish kept by shore anglers and 0.36 for fish kept by 
private/rental boat anglers.  


Overall, catch rates of cod and bass from private and rental boats in Quarters 1 and 2 
were very low, and this may largely reflect the extremely low sampling effort in these 
quarters combined with low boat activity before spring, as well as seasonal patterns of 
availability of bass. 
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Table 8. Mean CPUE by weight (kg per day per angler) for kept, released and total catches of 
bass and cod taken by shore anglers, by IFCA region and quarter. Quarterly and annual 
values averaged over IFCA regions are shown. All CPUE values are corrected for length-of-
stay bias (factor = 0.76). RSE = relative standard error (shown only for CPUE > 0 for clarity). 


Quarter Effort CPUE RSE CPUE RSE CPUE RSE CPUE RSE CPUE RSE CPUE RSE
NW Q1 10160 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.004 1.001 0.004 1.001


Q2 13362 0.057 1.014 0.000 0.057 1.014 0.000 0.000 0.000
Q3 16708 0.020 0.881 0.209 0.799 0.230 0.806 0.081 0.918 0.000 0.081 0.918
Q4 20196 0.000 0.005 1.743 0.005 1.743 0.107 0.358 0.032 0.540 0.139 0.287


CO Q1 6359 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000
Q2 5792 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000
Q3 9760 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000
Q4 7098 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000


D&S(A) Q1 11867 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000
Q2 11496 0.032 1.422 0.000 0.032 1.422 0.000 0.000 0.000
Q3 18412 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000
Q4 3767 0.200 0.867 0.144 1.108 0.344 0.871 0.000 0.000 0.000


D&S(B) Q1 3754 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.131 0.785 0.096 0.926 0.228 0.567
Q2 5422 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.018 1.044 0.000 0.018 1.044
Q3 3615 0.000 0.016 1.110 0.016 1.110 0.000 0.000 0.000
Q4 7014 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.009 2.407 0.009 2.407


SO Q1 11712 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000
Q2 17664 0.194 0.742 0.008 0.855 0.202 0.712 0.000 0.000 0.000
Q3 17674 0.000 0.077 1.027 0.077 1.027 0.000 0.000 0.000
Q4 11135 0.000 0.149 0.684 0.149 0.684 0.000 0.000 0.000


SU Q1 10501 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000
Q2 9707 0.000 0.014 0.984 0.014 0.984 0.000 0.000 0.000
Q3 32851 0.000 0.016 1.178 0.016 1.181 0.000 0.000 0.000
Q4 1217 0.000 0.035 0.512 0.035 0.512 0.000 0.000 0.000


K&E Q1 17851 0.000 0.027 0.937 0.027 0.937 0.024 1.163 0.015 0.636 0.038 0.664
Q2 15600 0.021 0.744 0.012 1.258 0.033 0.719 0.021 0.485 0.006 1.105 0.026 0.234
Q3 20430 0.000 0.045 0.657 0.045 0.686 0.000 0.000 0.000
Q4 12058 0.000 0.014 0.862 0.014 0.862 0.000 0.000 0.000


EA(1) Q1 0 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000
Q2 1318 0.000 0.045 1.044 0.045 1.044 2.138 1.000 0.000 2.138 1.000
Q3 1079 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.244 0.853 0.000 0.244 0.853
Q4 940 0.000 0.101 0.000 0.101 1.000 0.000 0.000 0.000


EA(2) Q1 910 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000
Q2 3094 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000
Q3 4385 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000
Q4 140 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000


EA(3) Q1 3822 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000
Q2 1752 0.251 0.860 0.022 0.550 0.273 0.771 0.000 0.001 1.054 0.001 1.054
Q3 2214 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000
Q4 4623 0.000 0.016 1.399 0.016 1.399 0.000 0.000 0.000


EA(4) Q1 0 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000
Q2 341 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000
Q3 1881 0.089 1.059 0.045 1.059 0.135 1.059 0.000 0.028 1.122 0.028 1.122
Q4 182 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000


NE Q1 13181 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000
Q2 16072 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000
Q3 9562 0.000 0.012 0.816 0.012 0.816 0.000 0.000 0.000
Q4 18401 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.053 0.847 0.038 0.909 0.091 0.787


NM Q1 20862 0.000 0.002 0.943 0.002 0.943 0.157 0.780 0.041 0.721 0.199 0.766
Q2 13202 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.005 0.720 0.005 0.720
Q3 10888 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.040 0.211 0.026 0.160 0.066 0.211
Q4 3445 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.093 0.485 0.000 0.093 0.485


ALL Q1 110979 0.000 0.005 0.851 0.005 0.851 0.038 0.628 0.014 0.476 0.052 0.566
Q2 114821 0.046 0.515 0.005 0.534 0.051 0.469 0.028 0.873 0.001 0.705 0.029 0.834
Q3 149457 0.003 0.686 0.044 0.495 0.047 0.498 0.014 0.616 0.002 0.174 0.016 0.532
Q4 90215 0.008 0.867 0.030 0.488 0.038 0.472 0.038 0.331 0.016 0.523 0.054 0.320


total 465472 0.014 0.432 0.022 0.343 0.036 0.283 0.028 0.326 0.007 0.305 0.035 0.290


Bass Cod
Kept Released Total Kept Released Total
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Table 9. Mean CPUE by weight (kg per day per angler) for kept, released and total catches of 
bass and cod taken by private/rental boat anglers, by IFCA region and quarter. Quarterly 
and annual values averaged over IFCA regions are shown. RSE = relative standard error 
(shown only for CPUE > 0 for clarity). 


Quarter Effort CPUE RSE CPUE RSE CPUE RSE CPUE RSE CPUE RSE CPUE RSE
NW Q1 4550 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000


Q2 2427 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000
Q3 1740 0.000 0.000 0.000 2.228 0.672 0.904 0.672 3.132 0.672
Q4 2548 1.329 0.943 0.264 1.129 1.592 0.853 4.354 0.958 0.000 4.354 0.958


CO Q1 0 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000
Q2 0 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000
Q3 7394 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.792 1.000 0.000 0.792 1.000
Q4 0 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000


D&S(A) Q1 865 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000
Q2 0 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000
Q3 28407 0.000 0.321 1.103 0.321 1.103 0.000 0.000 0.000
Q4 0 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000


D&S(B) Q1 0 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000
Q2 0 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000
Q3 0 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000
Q4 0 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000


SO Q1 2032 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000
Q2 3422 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000
Q3 13832 0.305 0.678 0.105 1.202 0.410 0.811 0.189 0.299 0.005 0.142 0.194 0.292
Q4 5506 0.094 0.310 0.017 0.378 0.111 0.320 0.000 0.000 0.000


SU Q1 1820 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000
Q2 248 0.464 0.989 0.000 0.464 0.989 0.000 0.000 0.000
Q3 3080 0.220 0.276 0.199 0.902 0.419 0.522 0.058 0.647 0.023 0.647 0.081 0.647
Q4 58 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000


K&E Q1 0 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000
Q2 0 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000
Q3 30409 1.139 0.347 0.309 1.007 1.449 0.215 0.009 0.410 0.000 0.009 0.410
Q4 2002 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000


EA(1) Q1 0 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000
Q2 0 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000
Q3 0 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000
Q4 0 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000


EA(2) Q1 0 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000
Q2 0 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000
Q3 57 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000
Q4 0 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000


EA(3) Q1 0 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000
Q2 0 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000
Q3 0 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000
Q4 0 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000


EA(4) Q1 0 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000
Q2 0 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000
Q3 0 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000
Q4 546 0.227 1.000 0.000 0.227 1.000 2.339 1.000 0.000 2.339 1.000


NE Q1 0 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000
Q2 3397 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000
Q3 3581 0.073 0.742 0.062 1.041 0.135 0.833 1.151 0.544 0.097 0.930 1.248 0.545
Q4 478 0.000 0.000 0.000 11.294 1.000 0.000 11.294 1.000


NM Q1 152 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.372 1.000 0.372 1.000
Q2 0 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000
Q3 2427 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.169 0.606 0.363 0.606 0.532 0.606
Q4 91 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.743 1.000 0.743 1.000


ALL Q1 9419 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.006 1.000 0.006 1.000
Q2 9494 0.012 0.989 0.000 0.012 0.989 0.000 0.000 0.000
Q3 90927 0.438 0.311 0.229 0.670 0.667 0.241 0.191 0.395 0.032 0.418 0.223 0.366
Q4 11228 0.359 0.794 0.068 0.995 0.427 0.724 1.582 0.675 0.006 1.000 1.588 0.672


total 121067 0.363 0.291 0.178 0.647 0.541 0.229 0.290 0.362 0.025 0.401 0.315 0.341


Bass Cod
Kept Released Total Kept Released Total
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Sensitivity of boat angling annual CPUE to quarterly weighting factors 


The concentration of private/rental boat observations in quarter 3 means that the CPUE 
estimates for this quarter contribute strongly to the annual CPUE estimate. The use of the 
IFCA survey estimates of mean annual CPUE therefore rests on the assumption that the 
true amount of fishing effort in each quarter of the year is proportional to the raised 
numbers of anglers observed in each quarter, which was relatively very high in Quarter 3 
compared to other quarters. To investigate the likelihood of this being true, the IFCA 
survey indices of quarterly angling effort were compared with two other sources of data on 
seasonal effort: 


• monthly ONS survey data on the proportion of sea anglers (i.e. those who went 
fishing in the last 12 months) who also went shore angling or private boat angling in 
England the last 3 months, combined over months to give quarterly values; 


• The number of angling days in each quarter, per respondent, in the Sea Angling 
2012 online survey. For private/rental boats (including kayaks) the days per angler 
was computed only for respondents who own a boat. 


The quarterly values from the three series were standardised by dividing the effort index 
for each quarter by the annual mean of the series, so that the series can be compared on 
the same axis (Fig. 19). Taking into account the potential level of sampling error in each 
series, and potential avidity bias in the online responses, the seasonal patterns for shore 
angling are not in disagreement with each other, and do not suggest that IFCA on-site 
data are inappropriate for weighting the quarterly CPUE estimates to give annual means.  


The on-site effort indices for private/rental boat angling, however, stand out as having a 
much larger quarter 3 value relative to other quarters, in comparison with the information 
from the ONS and online surveys. To examine the sensitivity of the private boat estimates 
of annual catch to the assumed quarterly distribution of fishing effort, the estimates of 
annual CPUE (kg per angler per day) were re-estimated using the quarterly effort pattern 
inferred from private boat owners in the quarterly online surveys (dashed line in Fig. 19) to 
weight the quarterly CPUE estimates, rather than the raised number of observed anglers 
from the IFCA surveys.  


The private boat relative effort values in Fig. 19 are derived as shown in the following text 
table:  


Q1 Q2 Q3 Q4 Mean
Number of boat owners 25 36 18 11
No. days fished 77 272 174 108
Days per angler private boat 3.1 7.6 9.7 9.8 7.5
Mean-standardised days / angler 0.409 1.003 1.284 1.304 1  
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Fig. 19. Seasonal patterns in angling effort inferred from three sources: i) Number of shore 
or private/rental boat anglers observed by IFCA staff during on-site surveys, raised up from 
sampled PSUs to all the site-day PSUs in each quarter; ii) ONS survey estimate of 
proportion of sea anglers (respondents who went fishing at least once in last 12 months) 
who had also fished in England in the three months prior to interview (the mid-month of the 
3-month recall period in each monthly ONS survey is used to aggregate data by quarter); iii) 
Number of days spent angling in each quarter, per respondent, from the Sea Angling 2012 
online surveys (including only boat owners for boat angling effort). The quarterly values 
from each series have been divided by the annual mean to allow the relative trends from the 
three series to be presented on the same axis.  


 


The effect on private boat CPUE of bass and cod of using the online survey effort index is 
shown in Table 10. The annual mean bass CPUE is reduced by around 30% for kept and 
total catch, because the Quarter 3 estimates are down-weighted.  


In contrast, the annual CPUE for kept and total cod was almost doubled due to the 
increased weighting of the CPUE values during the winter-spring period when cod catches 
were larger (Table 10). CPUE or released cod was reduced because most of the releases 
were recorded in Quarter 3. 


Sensitivity of annual estimates to outliers 


The high mean CPUE for bass taken by private/rental boats is strongly driven by data from 
a site sampled by Kent & Essex IFCA in quarter 3. This site (A16.1) had nine boats landing 
of which eight provided interviews. The total bass catch (retained fish) for boats at the site 
on that day was 19 fish. Exclusion of this site from the analysis substantially reduced the 
estimate of annual mean CPUE for kept bass from 0.363kg per angler per day to 0.119kg. 
This resulted in an almost 70% reduction in the total annual catch estimate for retained 
bass. 


The presence of individual large values in a data set inflates the sampling variance, but is 
an inevitable result of small numbers of random samples in relation to the frequency of 
such large catches in the population. It is not necessarily a bias, and there is no reason to 
exclude such samples from the analysis. Larger sample sizes would reduce the variance 
and provide better information on the relative occurrence of different quantities of catch. 
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Table 10. Summary of quarterly and annual mean CPUE by weight (kg per day per angler) 
for kept, released and total catches of bass and cod taken by shore and private/rental boat 
anglers, averaged over IFCA regions quarter. All shore angling CPUE values are corrected 
for length-of-stay bias (factor = 0.76). RSE = relative standard error (shown only for CPUE > 
0 for clarity). Tables (a) and (b) use the IFCA on-site observations of numbers of anglers to 
weight the quarterly CPUE values. Table (c) uses a quarterly effort index for private/rental 
boat angling from the online surveys, as a test of sensitivity to quarterly raising factors. 


(a) SHORE ANGLING


Quarter Effort CPUE RSE CPUE RSE CPUE RSE CPUE RSE CPUE RSE CPUE RSE
ALL Q1 110979 0.000 0.005 0.851 0.005 0.851 0.038 0.628 0.014 0.476 0.052 0.566


Q2 114821 0.046 0.515 0.005 0.534 0.051 0.469 0.028 0.873 0.001 0.705 0.029 0.834
Q3 149457 0.003 0.686 0.044 0.495 0.047 0.498 0.014 0.616 0.002 0.174 0.016 0.532
Q4 90215 0.008 0.867 0.030 0.488 0.038 0.472 0.038 0.331 0.016 0.523 0.054 0.320


total 465472 0.014 0.432 0.022 0.343 0.036 0.283 0.028 0.326 0.007 0.305 0.035 0.290


(b) PRIVATE / RENTAL BOATS
On-site quarterly effort index


Quarter Effort CPUE RSE CPUE RSE CPUE RSE CPUE RSE CPUE RSE CPUE RSE
ALL Q1 9419 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.006 1.000 0.006 1.000


Q2 9494 0.012 0.989 0.000 0.012 0.989 0.000 0.000 0.000
Q3 90927 0.438 0.311 0.229 0.670 0.667 0.241 0.191 0.395 0.032 0.418 0.223 0.366
Q4 11228 0.359 0.794 0.068 0.995 0.427 0.724 1.582 0.675 0.006 1.000 1.588 0.672


total 121067 0.363 0.291 0.178 0.647 0.541 0.229 0.290 0.362 0.025 0.401 0.315 0.341


(c) PRIVATE / RENTAL BOATS
Online survey effort index


Quarter Effort CPUE RSE CPUE RSE CPUE RSE CPUE RSE CPUE RSE CPUE RSE
ALL Q1 0.409 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.006 1.000 0.006 1.000


Q2 1.003 0.012 0.989 0.000 0.012 0.989 0.000 0.000 0.000
Q3 1.284 0.438 0.311 0.229 0.670 0.667 0.241 0.191 0.395 0.032 0.418 0.223 0.366
Q4 1.304 0.359 0.794 0.068 0.995 0.427 0.724 1.582 0.675 0.006 1.000 1.588 0.672


total 4.000 0.261 0.394 0.096 0.564 0.356 0.318 0.577 0.605 0.013 0.371 0.590 0.592


Bass Cod
Kept Released Total Kept Released Total


Bass Cod
Kept Released Total Kept Released Total


Bass Cod
Kept Released Total Kept Released Total


 


3.3 Estimating the total angling effort for shore and 
private/rental boat angling 
The Marine Management Organisation (MMO) made use of a series of Office for National 
Statistics (ONS) opinions surveys in Great Britain from August 2011 until the end of 2012 
to provide estimates of: 


• How many people went sea angling 
• Who those people were in terms of gender, location, age, income 
• How often they went fishing 
• Where they went fishing 
• How many cod and bass they caught (and what they kept and released) 
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An overview of the general ONS survey methods can be found at the Office for National 
Statistics website2


http://seaangling2012.org.uk


. The opinions survey involved face-to-face interviews at a planned 
2,010 households in Great Britain each month, selected using a stratified-random survey 
approach and post-survey re-weighting by demographic and socio-economic factors to 
eliminate bias as far as possible. Questions on sea angling were added to the survey to 
provide information by geographic region and types of angling activity (such as angling 
from the shore, charter boats or private and rental boats). Details of the survey and results 
are contained in a separate report (Annex 1 of the Sea Angling 2012 synthesis report – 


). The use of the data for estimating catches are given in the 
present report, and their use for estimating the economic value of sea angling in 2012 are 
given in the Sea Angling 2012 Economic Impact report (Annex 2 of the Sea Angling 2012 
synthesis report – http://www.seaangling2012.org.uk).  


In practice, not all 2,010 households were accessible for face-to-face interview, reducing 
the sample size. The survey covered households throughout England, Scotland and 
Wales. The on-site data collected by IFCAs throughout 2012 (see later) indicated that the 
overwhelming majority of anglers interviewed in England whilst angling or completing 
angling trips were resident in England, hence the ONS sample set was reduced further to 
include only those fishing in England. The final monthly sample size for England ranged 
from 827 to 1,022 households per month. 


During each set of monthly interviews, around 2% of respondents in England stated they 
had gone sea angling at least once in the last 12 months. This pool of respondents 
comprised 208 people. Based on this fraction, the number of people in England who had 
fished at least once in the last 12 months was estimated to be 884,324, with an 
approximate relative standard error of 0.12 (see Annex 2 of the Sea Angling 2012 
synthesis report – http://www.seaangling2012.org.uk).   


ONS respondents who had been sea angling at least once in the 12 months were asked if 
they had gone sea angling in the previous three months and if so, the number of days on 
which they had gone shore angling, private/rental boat angling or charter boat angling in 
England. This pool of respondents comprised only 39 individuals who, over the 12 months 
of surveys, had fished at least once from the shore in England in the previous three 
months, and 14 who had fished from a private or rented boat in England. The numbers are 
therefore too small to estimate total days fishing in the population at a monthly or even 
quarterly time scale, or to reliably estimate effort for separate geographic regions. The 
respondent data from all 12 months and all regions were therefore pooled (Table 11).  


                                            
2 http://www.ons.gov.uk/ons/about-ons/who-we-are/services/opinions-and-lifestyle-
survey/datacollection/index.html 
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The total numbers of anglers fishing each month is expected to be seasonal, particularly 
for private and rental boats. Many private boats are only used from around April onwards 
for weather and insurance reasons and would be expected to peak during the summer 
months, particularly for more casual boat users who might fish most often during holiday 
periods. Although the ONS data are pooled over months, the seasonality in fishing effort is 
accounted for because the proportion of the ONS respondents who said they went fishing 
in the last three months will vary according to the overall fishing effort in the population in 
those three months.  


The total fishing effort in 2012 (number of angler-days Ntrips by type of fishing) was 
calculated using two approaches, one based only on the ONS data, and a second using 
the ONS data only to indicate the proportion of anglers fishing in the last three months, 
and using the IFCA-on site data to estimate the mean number of days the interviewed 
anglers had fished in the last three months (corrected for avidity bias).  


Method 1: calculation of annual angling effort (days fished) using only 
the ONS data 


This approach used the following formulation: 


Ntrips = Nsa * Eff(3mo) * 4 


Where Ntrips is the estimated total number of days fished in England in 2012 for shore or 
private boat fishing; Nsa is the ONS estimate of total number of people in England who 
went sea angling at least once in 2012 (884,321); Eff(3mo) is the mean number of days 
that anglers in the pool of 208 respondents who had fished at least once in the previous 12 
months (any method of angling) had gone shore or private boat angling in England in the 
preceding three months. The factor 4 is applied to raise to annual numbers of trips. The 
value of Eff(3mo) is calculated across all 208 sea anglers interviewed, including those who 
had fished in the previous three months and those who had not.  


This estimation procedure assumes that the 208 anglers that were interviewed provided a 
representative (random) sample of Eff(3mo) values from all possible values that would 
have been obtained had all sea anglers in England been interviewed on all days of the 
year. In practice, the 208 anglers represent the combined sample from a random stratified 
survey design and are therefore not a simple random draw from the total population of sea 
anglers. It was not possible to make any weighting of the individual angler data to reduce 
any bias caused by this, given the statistics provided by ONS.  


The approximate relative standard error of Ntrips can be derived as: 


 RSE (Ntrips) = sqrt [ (RSE(Nsa))2 + (RSE (Eff(3mo)))2] 


The calculation is shown in detail in Table 11, and the resultant estimates of total number 
of shore angling trips and private/rental boat angling trips in England are given below: 
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Type of fishing   Ntrips (2012) Relative standard error 


Shore angling   3,928,426   0.30 


Private/rented boats     544,198   0.44 


 


Table 11. Calculation of total number of fishing trips in England in 2012 based on effort 
estimation method 1 (ONS survey data only). Column (a) is the number of days respondents 
stated they had fished in the last 3 months, and columns (b) and (c) are the number of 
anglers who had given the figure in column (a), for shore based or private boat angling. The 
number with zero days is the difference between the total number of respondents who said 
they had gone fishing at least once in 2012 (any method – 208 anglers) and the number who 
gave a figure of 1 or more for days fished in the previous 3 months for either shore or 
private boat. RSE = relative standard error (SE divided by mean). 


(a) No. days fished in 
last 3 months


(b) No. anglers: 
shore fishing


(c) No. anglers: 
private boats


0 169 194
1 12 9
2 6 2
3 4 1
4 5 1
5 1 0
6 3 0
7 1 0
8 1 0


10 1 0
12 1 1
13 1 0
26 1 0
36 1 0
40 1 0


total 208 208
Eff(3mo) : mean days / 
person/ 3 months 1.11058 0.15385
RSE (Eff(3mo)) 0.279 0.422
Nsa :  Total people who 
went sea angling in 
England in 2012 884,321 884,321
RSE (Nsa) 0.12 0.12
Ntrips : No. trips/year 3,928,426 544,198
RSE (Ntrips) 0.303 0.438
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Method 2: Calculation of annual angling effort (days fished) using a 
combination of ONS data on proportions shore or boat fishing and IFCA 
on-site estimates of days fished in last three months 


All anglers interviewed on site by IFCA surveyors in 2012 (see later) were asked how 
many days they had gone angling on shore or by private/rental boat in the last three 
months. The simple average of these values has a strong upward bias because anglers 
who fish more frequently have a higher probability of being interviewed. This “avidity bias” 
is a well-known source of bias in on-site surveys where it is desired to calculate an 
average value (e.g. of catch) on a “per angler” basis. For the Sea Angling 2012 on-site 
surveys, catches are estimated on a “per trip” basis, not “per angler”, so avidity bias in 
terms of frequency of fishing is not an issue.  


The actual probability of an individual angler being encountered on a given day is not 
known, but avidity can be evaluated from the reported number of days fished previously, 
assuming this may apply to the current frequency of angling. If it is assumed that the 
probability of encounter is directly proportional to number of days reported fished in the 
previous three months, then individual angler responses can be weighted by the inverse of 
this number. A bias can exist where anglers’ day trips are more than three months apart, 
because when interviewed, the response to the question “how many days did you fish in 
the previous three months” will always be zero. To account for this, the current day’s trip 
was added to the 3-month recall, making the recall period 3 months plus one day. The 
additional day was accounted for when raising the effort figures to an annual figure.  


Total number of sea angling trips in 2012 was calculated for shore or private/rental boat 
angling as: 


Ntrips = E * P * Nsa * 3.9566        


RSE (Ntrips) = sqrt (RSE(E)^2 + RSE(P)^2 + RSE(Nsa)^2) 


Where E = Avidity-corrected mean days fished in previous 3 months (plus today), from 
IFCA on-site surveys; P = Proportion of anglers fishing at least once from shore or private 
boat in England in the last 3 months (ONS survey), and Nsa = total number of people who 
went sea angling in England in 2012 (excluding <16 yr olds). The raising factor from 3 
months plus 1 day, to 1 year (3.9566), allows for the fact that the current day’s fishing is 
included with the number of trips in the previous three months. 


The avidity-corrected value of mean number of days fished in previous three months (plus 
current trip) (row (a) in Table 12) was 4.104 days for shore angling (compared with 5.92 
days from the ONS survey) and 4.286 days for boat anglers (compared with 2.29 days 
from the ONS survey). The figures from the ONS survey, for anglers who had completed 
at least one shore or boat trip in the previous three months, are calculated using the data 
for numbers of days fished = 1 to 40 in Table 11. 
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Table 12. Estimates of total number of sea angling trips for shore angling and private/rental 
boat angling in England in 2012, based on effort estimation method 2 (combination of ONS 
estimates of proportion of anglers fishing in the three months prior to interview and IFCA 
on-site estimates of numbers of days fished in previous 3 months). RSE = approximate 
relative standard error. 


     Shore Private boat 


Estimate 
Data 
source Estimate RSE Estimate RSE 


(a) E: Avidity-corrected mean 
days fished in previous 3 
months, for anglers recording 
>= 1 day1 


IFCA on-
site  4.1044 0.032 4.286 0.077 


(b) P: Proportion of anglers 
fishing at least once in last 3 
months2 ONS  0.188 0.14 0.067 0.26 


(c) Eff(3mo): Mean No. days 
per 3 month in population: = E 
* P both  0.770 0.15 0.288 0.27 


(d) Nsa: Total people who 
went sea angling in England in 
20123 ONS 884,321 0.12 884,321 0.12 


(e) Ntrips: Total no. trips/year  


= Eff(3mo) * Nsa *3.95664 both  2,692,669 0.19 1,009,367 0.29 


(f) Ntrips from ONS data alone ONS  3,928,426 0.30 544,198 0.44 


1 From on-site interviews aggregated over months and IFCA regions, ignoring stratification. Equivalent values from ONS surveys are 
5.92 days (shore angling) and 2.29 days (private boat angling);  
2 Based on aggregated ONS sample of 208 anglers who fished at least once in 2012;  
3 ONS estimate of total number of sea anglers in England who fished at least once in 2012;  
4 Allowing for inclusion of current day’s trip 


It is not possible to use the IFCA on-site surveys to estimate the proportion of anglers who 
have fished at least once in the previous three months, as information is collected only 
from anglers who are fishing, whilst anglers not fishing are not accessible for interview. 
Hence the data from the ONS survey were used on the basis that the proportion of anglers 
with at least one day of fishing in the previous three months (row (b) in Table 12) is more 
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robust than the combination of this with the ONS estimate of mean days fished for anglers. 
For example, 39 out of 208 anglers who fished from the shore in England at least once in 
the 12 months prior to ONS interview (Table 11) had also fished at least once in the three 
months prior to interview (proportion = 0.188). The standard error of the proportion was 
calculated as √(p.(1-p)/n) where p = 0.188 and n = 208 for shore angling. 


The use of avidity-corrected value of mean number of days fished in previous three 
months from the IFCA on-site surveys leads to a smaller estimate of total number of shore 
angling trips in 2012 (2.69 million compared with 3.93 million from the ONS survey) but a 
larger number of boat angling trips (1.01 million vs. 0.54 million trips) (Table 12 rows e & f). 
However, the estimates incorporating IFCA on-site survey data have lower relative 
standard errors due to the much larger number of interviews.  


The ONS data on numbers of shore trips in the previous three months include several very 
high values of 26-40 days which exert considerable leverage and inflate the standard error 
of the mean. The equivalent IFCA on-site survey estimates of days fished per three 
months may therefore be more robust due to the much larger number of respondents.  


The ONS data for private boats has very few observations, with only two respondents 
recording 4 or more days fished in the previous three months. Data from the on-site 
surveys indicate that private boat owners are more clustered in coastal localities than 
observed for shore anglers (Fig. 11), which will further reduce the reliability of the ONS 
estimates which will have relatively few interviews in coastal communities compared to the 
country as a whole. 


Baseline effort estimates for computation of catch 


The following estimates of total number of angling trips in 2012 will be used as the effort 
estimates for computing catch from the on-site survey estimates of CPUE. They are based 
on method (1): the ONS survey only, and method (2): the combination of ONS survey 
estimates of proportion of anglers recording fishing from the shore or private/rental boat in 
the three months prior to interview in 2012 and the on-site avidity-corrected estimates of 
mean number of days fishing in the 3 months prior to interview (including day of interview).  


1. ONS survey data only (Method 1) 


Type of fishing Ntrips (2012) Relative standard 
error 


Shore angling 3,928,426 0.30 


Private/rental 
boats 544,198 0.44 
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2. Combination of ONS and on-site survey data (Method 2) 


Type of fishing Ntrips (2012) Relative standard 
error 


Shore angling 2,692,669 0.19 


Private/rental 
boats 1,009,367 0.29 


Validation of effort values 


The estimated annual number of angler–days for shore angling relative to private boat 
angling differed widely between the two calculation methods. The ratio of shore to private 
boat effort was approx. 7:1 using the ONS data only, and 2.7:1 for the combination of ONS 
and on-site data. The latter may appear surprising given the large number of shore anglers 
visible around the coast and the smaller extent of coastline suitable for launching and 
fishing from small private boats. These results are compared below with some other 
statistics on relative effort of shore and boat anglers. 


Firstly, the following information is available on fishing effort as angler-days: 


i) During the IFCA on-site surveys, 2,030 shore anglers and 410 boat anglers 
completed interviews (ratio = 5:1) (Table 1c). 


ii) The total number of anglers in the IFCA on-site surveys, raised from sampled PSUs 
to all PSUs in each stratum then summed over strata, was 465,472 shore anglers 
and 121,067 private and rental boat anglers (ratio = 3.8 : 1) (Tables 8 & 9). Note 
that the probability of encountering boats, which land during a short time period, is 
probably lower than for encountering shore anglers. 


iii) The total days fished recorded in the quarterly online surveys was 2,445 for shore 
anglers and 610 for private and rental boat anglers (ratio = 4.0:1) (Annex 5 of the 
Sea Angling 2012 synthesis report – http://www.seaangling2012.org.uk) 


Secondly, the following information is available on relative participation of anglers in shore 
and private/rental boat angling: 


i) In the Drew Associates (2004) report, the percentage of the angling population in 
England and Wales participating in sea angling was 54% for shore angling and 23% 
for private boats (ratio = 2.3:1). Results of a postal survey of clubs gave figures of 
43% for shore and 27% for private boats (ratio = 1.6:1).  


ii) The 2012 ONS survey also gave a figure of 54% for shore angling, but 16% for 
private boats (ratio = 3.4:1; note that these results are linked to the effort estimates 
used in the total catch estimates) 


iii) In the Cappell & Lawrence (2006) report on angling in southwest England, 70% of 
respondents participated in shore angling and 16% had fished from private boats 



http://www.seaangling2012.org.uk/�
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(ratio = 4.4:1). Results of a telephone survey of clubs gave figures of 63% for shore 
and 24% for private boats (ratio = 2.6:1).  


The ratios from the different studies are shown graphically in Figure 20. The ratio based 
only on the ONS 2012 data on participation and days fished per angler is well above all 
other values, whilst the combined ONS-onsite data for 2012 give a ratio below the figures 
derived from on-site and online survey indices of effort in 2012, but close to average for 
the relative participation in previous studies and in the ONS 2012 data. The participation 
figures do not reflect differences in the number of days fished per angler, and only indicate 
whether the angler participated at least once in a particular type of angling in a previous 
period. If the days fished per angler were lower for boat angling than for shore angling, the 
true ratio of shore:boat effort would increase. 


 


Fig. 20. Ratios of shore angling effort or participation to estimates for private/rental boats, 
from the present surveys and some previous studies. The bars with light grey fill are from 
methods 1 & 2 for estimating angling effort in the present study. The bars with dark blue fill 
are based on counts of angling day-trips during the 2012 onsite and online surveys. The 
other bars on the right are from estimates of participation rather than effort. 


The conclusion of this analysis is that the annual fishing effort for private and rental boats 
in 2012 is very poorly estimated because of the small numbers of sea anglers amongst the 
ONS survey respondents, and the impact on ONS results of the concentration of boat 
anglers in coastal locations where boat use may be more frequent than among inland 
anglers. In the ONS survey, only 14 respondents had fished from private or rental boats in 
the 3 months prior to interview, and on average had fished for 2.3 days in that period. The 
much larger sample of around 400 boat anglers interviewed on site by IFCAs in 2012 had, 
on average, fished for around 4 days in the previous three months (avidity corrected). 


We conclude that there is no “best estimate” of fishing effort for 2012 for use in raising 
CPUE estimates to total annual catch, and that the two estimates (method 1 from the ONS 
survey alone and method 2 from the combination of ONS and IFCA on-site data) should 
be used as bounds for estimating total catch. 
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3.4. Calculation of total annual catches  


Annual catch estimate: all species 


Estimates of total annual catches by number for species or species groups, based on 
effort estimation method 2 (combination of ONS and on-site data) are given in Table 13. 
As shown from the CPUE estimates, mackerel, whiting and bass are the three most 
abundant species in the combined shore and private boat catches.  


Table 13. Estimates of annual numbers caught (thousands of fish) by species or species 
group, from IFCA on-site estimates of CPUE raised to annual effort calculated using effort 
method 2 (combination of ONS data on proportions shore or boat fishing and IFCA on-site 
estimates of days fished in last three months). Species are ordered from largest to smallest 
total catch summed over shore and boats. 


species Kept Released total % released Kept Released total % released
Mackerel 614 74 687 11 1197 454 1652 28
Whiting 152 1029 1180 87 232 466 698 67
Bass 40 164 204 81 306 400 706 57
Other 22 691 713 97 48 61 110 56
Dab 42 332 375 89 30 161 192 84
Dogfish 14 137 150 91 27 281 308 91
Cod 75 100 175 57 197 73 270 27
Pollack 34 144 178 81 51 95 146 65
Flounder 71 231 303 77 5 4 9 44
Smooth hound 0 40 40 100 6 196 201 97
Wrasse 4 148 152 97 40 44 84 52
Plaice 20 77 97 80 97 27 124 22
Bib 9 27 36 76 20 109 129 84
Skates/rays 0 12 12 100 55 17 72 24
Seabreams 0 2 2 100 35 14 49 28
European eel 0 14 14 100 10 20 30 67
Saithe 7 34 41 83 0 0 0
Conger 0 6 6 100 0 4 4 100
Mullet 0.3 5.4 5.7 94 0 0 0
Ling 0 0 0 0 1 1 100
Tope 0 1 1 100 0 0 0
TOTAL 1103 3270 4374 75 2358 2427 4785 51


SHORE ANGLING PRIVATE & RENTAL BOATS


 


Annual catch estimates by weight for bass and cod 


The mean CPUE estimates by weight for cod and bass given in Table 10 were combined 
with the effort estimates using the two methods of estimating effort (a combination of ONS 
and on-site data, and the use of the ONS data on their own; Table 14). 
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Table 14: Estimates of total catch weight for bass and cod obtained as a product of mean 
CPUE (mean catch per angler per day: see Table 10) and total annual effort (angler-days), 
for two approaches to estimating total annual angling effort. Private boat estimates are 
based on quarterly CPUE data weighted by IFCA on-site observations of numbers of 
anglers. 


(a) Annual effort calculated using method 2 (combination of ONS and IFCA on-site 
surveys - see Table 12). 


SHORE ANGLING


Tonnes RSE Tonnes RSE Tonnes RSE
Bass 38 0.47 60 0.39 98 0.34
Cod 75 0.38 20 0.36 95 0.35


PRIVATE BOAT ANGLING


Tonnes RSE Tonnes RSE Tonnes RSE
Bass 367 0.41 180 0.71 546 0.37
Cod 293 0.49 26 0.50 318 0.47


SHORE & PRIVATE BOAT COMBINED


Tonnes RSE Tonnes RSE Tonnes RSE
Bass 405 0.37 239 0.54 644 0.32
Cod 367 0.40 45 0.32 413 0.37


Kept Released Total


Kept Released Total


Kept Released Total


 
(b) Annual effort estimated using method 1 (ONS data only - see Table 11). 


SHORE ANGLING


Tonnes RSE Tonnes RSE Tonnes RSE
Bass 56 0.53 87 0.46 143 0.41
Cod 109 0.45 29 0.43 138 0.42


PRIVATE BOAT ANGLING


Tonnes RSE Tonnes RSE Tonnes RSE
Bass 198 0.53 97 0.78 295 0.50
Cod 158 0.59 14 0.60 172 0.57


SHORE & PRIVATE BOAT COMBINED


Tonnes RSE Tonnes RSE Tonnes RSE
Bass 253 0.43 184 0.47 437 0.36
Cod 267 0.39 43 0.35 310 0.37


Kept Released Total


Kept Released Total


Kept Released Total


 


The estimates of total annual retained catch of bass using effort method 2 (combined ONS 
– onsite data) were 38t for shore anglers and 367t for private boat anglers. Using effort 
method 1 (ONS data alone) alters the figures to 56t and 198t respectively. The combined 
retained catch for shore and boat is 405t and 253t for the two methods. 
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The estimates of total annual retained catch of cod from effort method 2 were 75t for shore 
anglers and 293t for private boat anglers. Using effort method 1 alters the figures to 109t 
and 158t respectively. The combined retained catch for shore and boat is 367t and 267t for 
the two methods. 


Sensitivity to seasonal weighting factors for quarterly private/rental 
boat CPUE 


The sensitivity of estimates of private boat catches of bass and cod to the method of 
weighting quarterly CPUE estimates is shown in Table 15, for each of the two methods of 
estimating total annual fishing effort. Replacing the quarterly on-site estimate of effort with 
the online survey indices of seasonal effort (Fig. 19) reduces the annual mean bass CPUE 
figures and catch estimates because the Quarter 3 estimates are down-weighted. In 
contrast, the annual CPUE and catch estimates for cod are increased due to the greater 
influence of the cod CPUE during the winter-spring period which now carries greater 
weight (Table 15). 


Taking the different methods of estimating annual effort, and in weighting the quarterly 
private/rental boat CPUE into account, the lowest and highest estimates of total annual 
bass catch for private/rental boats were 194t and 546t, of which 142t and 367t were kept. 
The equivalent lowest and highest estimates of total annual bass catch for shore anglers 
were 98t and 143t, of which 38t and 56t were kept.  


The lowest and highest estimates of total annual catch of cod for private/rental boats were 
172t and 595t, of which 158t and 582t were kept. The equivalent lowest and highest 
estimates of total annual cod catch for shore anglers were 95t and 138t, of which 75t and 
109t were kept. 


Sensitivity to outliers in the private/rental boat data. 


The sensitivity of the mean CPUE for bass taken by private/rental boats to a large catch at 
one site in Kent & Essex in quarter 3 is described earlier. Exclusion of this site from the 
analysis substantially reduced the estimate of annual mean CPUE for kept bass from 
0.363kg per angler per day to 0.119kg. This resulted in an almost 70% reduction in the 
total annual catch estimate for retained bass from 367t to 120t for effort method 2 and from 
198t to 65t for effort method 1. The outlier is however a valid, random sample, and is a 
reflection of the very patchy and variable catches of bass which, interacting with the low 
sampling rate for private boats, leads to an inflation of the sampling variance.  
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Table 15. Sensitivity of estimates of annual bass and cod catches (tonnes) to assumptions 
regarding the source of data for weighting the quarterly CPUE estimates to give annual 
means, and the method for estimating annual effort data (method 1: ONS data alone; 
method 2: combination of ONS and on-site data). 


(a)  Bass KEPT Source of data for weighting quarterly CPUE IFCA & ONS ONS only
Shore IFCA effort data by quarter 38 56


IFCA effort data by quarter 367 198
Online survey quarterly trend 263 142


(b)  Bass RELEASED Source of data for weighting quarterly CPUE IFCA & ONS ONS only
Shore IFCA effort data by quarter 60 87


IFCA effort data by quarter 180 97
Online survey quarterly trend 96 52


(c)  Bass TOTAL Source of data for weighting quarterly CPUE IFCA & ONS ONS only
Shore IFCA effort data by quarter 98 143


IFCA effort data by quarter 546 295
Online survey quarterly trend 359 194


Source of annual effort for raising to catch


Private & rental boat


Source of annual effort for raising to catch


Private & rental boat


Private & rental boat


Source of annual effort for raising to catch


 


(d) Cod KEPT Source of data for weighting quarterly CPUE IFCA & ONS ONS only
Shore IFCA effort data by quarter 75 109


IFCA effort data by quarter 293 158
Online survey quarterly trend 582 314


(e)  Cod RELEASED Source of data for weighting quarterly CPUE IFCA & ONS ONS only
Shore IFCA effort data by quarter 20 29


IFCA effort data by quarter 26 14
Online survey quarterly trend 13 7


(f)  Cod TOTAL Source of data for weighting quarterly CPUE IFCA & ONS ONS only
Shore IFCA effort data by quarter 95 138


IFCA effort data by quarter 318 172
Online survey quarterly trend 595 321Private & rental boat


Source of annual effort for raising to catch


Private & rental boat


Source of annual effort for raising to catch


Private & rental boat


Source of annual effort for raising to catch


 


Comparison with bass and cod estimates from the Sea Angling 2012 
charter boat survey 


The Sea Angling 2012 charter boat survey ran from mid-2012 to mid 2013 and therefore 
did not coincide completely with the IFCA shore and private/rental boat survey (Annex 3 of 
the Sea Angling 2012 synthesis report – http://www.seaangling2012.org.uk). The method 
of the charter boat survey differed from the IFCA surveys in drawing vessels at random 
from a list of 161 vessels whose owners agreed to participate (out of a list of almost 400 
vessels), and therefore avoided the need to use ONS survey estimates of effort.  



http://www.seaangling2012.org.uk/�
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Total annual catch estimates for bass and cod, as required for the EU Data Collection 
Framework, are shown in Table 16 for all types of angling including charter boats. The 
figures for shore angling are the individual estimates from the two different methods for 
estimating annual effort. For private boats, the two figures are the extremes of the 
estimates for the two effort estimation methods as well as the two methods of weighting 
the quarterly CPUE values. The figures in bold type for shore and private boats are from 
the same method and are summed with charter boat catches to give the low-end value for 
the combined total. 


Table 16. Summary of bass and cod annual catch estimates (tonnes) for shore angling, 
private/rental boat angling and charter boat angling in England during 2012. The estimates 
for the charter boat fleet exclude Irish Sea boats. 


 


Each of these is a point estimate that also has an associated random sampling error. The 
relative standard errors for the total catch estimates for all angling methods are in the 
range 0.26 – 0.38 indicating a moderate level of precision. The charter boat estimates may 
have some bias if the sampled boats had different catch rates, on average, to boats not 
participating in the survey. The uncertainties in all the estimates should be carefully 
considered when using the results for any purpose. 


4. Quality evaluation of data and estimates 
The quality of the IFCA on-site survey estimates of CPUE can be evaluated on the basis of 
sampling coverage, precision of estimates, and known or potential biases. 


Sampling coverage 


Regional and quarterly sampling coverage can be inferred from Table 1. Coverage was 
generally good for shore angling, but poorer for private and rental boats except in quarter 
3. This was partly due to poor weather conditions affecting boat angling in 2012, and the 
often diffuse landing sites and unpredictable patterns of landing. The very sporadic nature 
of the private boat data also resulted in very unbalanced stratum weighting factors 
calculated by raising the observed numbers of boats from observed site-day PSUs to the 
total potential PSUs in each stratum. For example, the raised private boat effort for Kent & 
Essex, Southern and Devon & Severn together accounted for 60% of the total for all 
IFCAs. 
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The majority of private/rental boat data were collected in quarter 3 for all IFCAs except 
Eastern and Northwest. In some IFCA regions, shore angling surveys were also more 
limited in quarter 1 due to delays in getting the surveys started.  


As the quarterly observations of angler numbers in each IFCA region form the basis for 
weighting factors for quarterly and regional CPUE, poor coverage or very low numbers of 
anglers in individual survey strata degrade the precision of the overall CPUE estimates as 
well as introducing some bias.  


Precision of estimates 


The precision of the annual catch estimates has two components: the precision of the 
mean CPUE estimates from the IFCA on-site surveys, and the precision of the annual 
effort estimates which are largely derived from ONS survey data. The relative standard 
errors of the CPUE estimates for bass and cod are very variable, ranging from 0.23 – 0.59 
across the estimates for kept and total catches (Table 10). These are moderate to high 
values of RSE. 


The ONS survey is based on a proven, statistically-sound design and should in principle 
be unbiased. However, with only 2% of households containing sea anglers, only 208 
respondents in England provided data on their annual sea angling activity, and of these, 
only 39 reported shore angling in the last three months and 14 reported boat angling. 
Although the anglers are spread randomly across England, the numbers providing data on 
fishing method and days fished in the last three months are so small that they cannot 
capture the full variability between regions including between coastal and inland counties. 
This is a particular problem for private boat angling since most boat owners live close to 
the coast. The probability of the ONS survey including anglers in coastal communities is 
very small, and overall, there are likely to be postal district strata in the ONS survey with 
no or only one or two boat angling respondents. With such low sample numbers, it was 
impossible to derive effort estimates by quarter or geographic region and all data were 
combined at the scale of England. Even at this scale the information content of the ONS 
survey on fishing effort from the shore and from private boats is limited, and both the 
estimates of effort, and the relative standard errors, are likely to be of low quality. 


The precision estimates for the total annual catch estimates for each species are, not 
unexpectedly, highly variable, and relative standard errors (RSE) for kept bass and cod 
are around 0.4 or above for shore or private boats. These represent relatively low 
precision, and as explained above, the precision estimates around fishing effort are 
themselves very uncertain. However this must be viewed in the context of the final 
precision of total recreational fishery catch estimates for bass taken by all types of 
recreational fishers from the UK. The total catch estimates for cod and bass taken by 
shore, private/rental boat and charter boat angling have relative standard error estimates 
in the range 0.26 – 0.38. This represents a moderate level of precision. When combined 
with equivalent estimates from other European countries, the precision will improve further. 
It is however critical that each national survey is based on a statistically sound design to 
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minimise bias and allow calculation of precision, so that reliable estimates of precision can 
be derived for the combined estimates. 


Sources and magnitude of bias 


Biases in on-site surveys of recreational angling are well understood (ICES, 2012). 
Several sources of bias affecting the quality of the Sea Angling 2012 estimates are 
discussed below: 


Bias in CPUE estimates 


• A length-of-stay bias correction for shore angling is necessary, but is only 
approximate.  


• Non-sampling of the period between 22:00 and 06:00 may result in underestimates of 
mean catch rates if they tend to be higher at this time. The online surveys (Annex 5 
of the Sea Angling 2012 synthesis report – http://www.seaangling2012.co.uk) show 
significant shore angling after 22:00. 


• Some stretches of coastline considered too inaccessible or dangerous for surveying, 
for example in remote rocky areas or around cliffs, may support angling activity and 
have different catch rates, or have catches of less common species. Exclusion of 
such areas from the sampling frame may therefore lead to some bias of mean catch 
rates, although this may be small if the fraction of all angling trips occurring in such 
areas is very low. 


• Some strata had no interviews due to a lack of anglers, or were not sampled. There 
may be bias if they have different catch rates to the sampled strata. 


• There may be a tendency for anglers to over- or under-estimate numbers and sizes 
of fish already released and not observable by the surveyor. 


• Refusal rates can be a source of bias if anglers refusing to provide data have a 
different catch rate to anglers completing the survey. Only 6% of anglers refused, 
and many reasons were given which in most cases did not indicate that the refusal 
was related to quantities caught. 


Bias in fishing effort estimates 


• The ONS survey does not provide effort data for under-16 year olds. Overall, around 
9% of anglers interviewed on site either as primary respondent or as part of a party 
were under 16 years old. This will be an underestimate as surveyors were under 
instruction not to interview minors not accompanied by adults or without adults close 
by.  


Conclusions on data quality 


The greatest uncertainty in the estimates of total annual catch is likely to be the ONS 
survey estimate of annual fishing effort (angler – days) and how this is split between shore 
and private boat angling, even when combined with on-site data on average number of 
days fished per three months. For this reason, the annual catch estimates must be 
considered as approximate, and ranges of values are given for different assumptions 
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made in deriving the effort values. This range of uncertainty should be taken into account 
when using the estimates for any purpose. 


5. Discussion 
The results presented here represent the most extensive on-site survey of shore and 
private/rental boat anglers and their catches ever conducted in the UK, and the first to 
adopt a rigorous statistical design to minimise biases as far as possible. The design has 
benefited from discussions with recreational fishery survey experts at ICES (ICES 2009, 
2011, 2012), and also took on board lessons learned from the recent peer review, carried 
out in 20103


The Sea Angling 2012 surveys of shore and private/rental boat angling had no precedent 
and had to start from scratch, and that meant there was a need to build up first-hand 
experience of the spatial and daily patterns of angling along the full coast of England. 
Popular angling sites were common knowledge, but no data existed to indicate the amount 
of angling effort along the many other stretches of coastline where angling could occur. 
Hence, site lists were drawn up that included popular areas as well as many other sites 
where angling activity could potentially occur though more poorly known. A total of 1,934 
stretches of coastline were visited during the survey (some being repeated visits to the 
same site), of which 1,475 were surveyed for shore angling and 425 for private boat 
angling.  


, of the NOAA (USA) Marine Recreational Fisheries Statistics Survey 
(MRFSS) and its successor the Marine Recreational Information Program (MRIP). An 
important recommendation of that review was to ensure strict adherence to the 
randomised survey design so that sample selection probabilities can be accurately 
determined. If surveyors are allowed to make ad-hoc decisions to go to sites where they 
have heard on the grapevine that many anglers are present, this can lead to biased 
estimates of mean catch rates that are difficult to quantify and difficult or impossible to 
correct.  


A consequence of the random selection of sites to sample was that more than half of all 
shore sites visited and around 80% of all boat landing sites had no angling activity. At the 
opposite extreme, some site visits encountered many anglers either because the site was 
popular or because a competition was taking place. Successful interviews were completed 
with 2,030 shore anglers and 410 private boat anglers with only a 6% refusal rate. The 
randomised survey design was intended to ensure that sampled angling trips were as 
representative as possible of all the sea angling day-trips in England during the year, after 
accounting for known biases such as length-of-stay bias for shore anglers. This is critical 
because the CPUE estimates are raised to total catches using ONS survey estimates of 
fishing effort, and the ONS data are a random selection of all types of anglers - from 
casual, infrequent anglers, to those who are more enthusiastic and fish more frequently. 
Estimating CPUE on site from a non-random subset of angling trips, perhaps weighted 


                                            
3 http://www.st.nmfs.noaa.gov/Assets/recreational/pdf/2010_MRIP_Implementation.pdf 
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towards more avid anglers, would lead to a potentially large bias in estimated total catches 
when combined with ONS estimates of effort. 


A further advantage of the stratified random survey design is that the precision of the 
estimates can more easily be estimated, provided there are enough samples in each 
stratum. This feature is important for evaluating the cost-effectiveness of surveys and also 
for combining the survey estimates for species such as bass with those from similar 
surveys in other countries exploiting the same stock. 


Sea angling effort and catches can however be very variable between sites and days, and 
many samples are needed to achieve an acceptable precision of estimates. In Sea Angling 
2012, resources dictated that adequate sampling could only be achieved for providing 
catch estimates at the scale of the full coast of England. The IFCA regions were treated as 
survey strata to ensure that sampling was spread out geographically, but within these 
strata there was often a high frequency of sites with no anglers. Where anglers were 
present, many had zero or low catches. The CPUE estimates within IFCA areas and 
quarters of the year are in some cases based on relatively small numbers of interviews 
with catches, and the full species diversity of catches may not be observed due to these 
small sample sizes. In extreme cases, some common species may not be recorded (for 
example no bass were recorded in the interviews conducted in Cornwall) whereas in 
another area the same species may appear over-represented due to the chance selection 
of anglers who had made good catches.  


When data are combined over all the IFCA regions, these variations start to average out, 
and the mean CPUE for a species becomes closer to the true value for all fishing trips in 
England during the year. As a consequence, seemingly unusual results at an IFCA level 
and quarter of the year should not be taken as evidence that the survey estimates are 
“wrong” - they should be treated as chance selections from very variable catches within 
survey strata. A more accurate picture for each IFCA region could only be achieved 
through a substantial and costly increase in survey effort, but this could lead to an 
unnecessarily high precision at the scale of England and biological stocks. The precision 
required at a particular spatio-temporal scale therefore depends on the needs of end-
users, and their willingness to pay for the required survey effort. 


Quality of data and estimates 
The on-site surveys showed that quantities of bass and cod (and many other species) 
caught from the shore and kept for eating are relatively low, at least in comparison with 
commercial fishery landings (estimates from different methods ranging from 38 to 56t for 
bass, and 75 to 109t for cod, for effort methods 2 & 1 respectively; Table 15), and that 
around 75% of fish caught are released alive. Although the precision of the estimates is 
relatively low, it can be concluded with reasonable confidence that shore angling catches 
of bass and cod in England are not insignificant, but are probably a small component of 
the fishing mortality on the stocks. 
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In contrast, the estimates of private/rental boat catches for many (but not all) species are 
larger than the shore catches when considering the kept component, due to higher catch 
rates, larger sizes of fish caught and a lower release rate. For bass and cod, the kept 
weights were substantially larger than from shore angling, but were subject to more 
uncertainties regarding the method of estimating annual fishing effort and how quarterly 
CPUE estimates should be weighted. For a range of sensitivity analyses shown in Table 
15, estimates of kept bass catch weight for private/rental boats ranged from 142t to 367t, 
and for cod ranged from 158t to 582t. Each of these estimates also had relative large 
standard errors.   


It can be concluded that private/rental boat catches of bass and cod could be a larger 
source of fishing mortality than shore angling, but the difference is highly uncertain. Any 
future surveys should adopt methods that provide better coverage of private and rental 
boats. 


Comparison with other survey estimates  
An estimate of sea angling catches of bass in England and Wales was made in the 1980s 
by Dunn et al. (1989). Their calculations gave a range of estimates from 660t – 694t, which 
are of similar magnitude to the combined catch estimates for shore, private boats and 
charter boats in Sea Angling 2012. Although these were the best previous estimate of 
angling catches of bass, the Dunn et al. survey approach was less statistically rigorous 
than in Sea Angling 2012, and subject to recall bias associated with recalling catches over 
a 12-month period. 


All EU countries are required by European legislation on marine data collection to estimate 
the recreational catches of some species including bass, cod, freshwater eels, salmon, 
sharks and tuna, depending on region. France and Belgium have carried out recreational 
fishery surveys in recent years (ICES, 2013b) and have published estimates of annual 
bass catches, which are summarised in Table 17. The French surveys used panels of 
anglers selected at random from respondents to nationwide telephone surveys. The 
selected anglers maintained diaries of activities and catches. Their surveys covered the 
entire Atlantic coast of France, but estimates for 2011/12 are also provided separately for 
the English Channel coast. 


The surveys in France indicated that recreational fishers caught and kept around 940t of 
bass in the English Channel, of which 80% (750t) was by sea anglers4


                                            
4 


. This is of similar 
magnitude to the Sea Angling 2012 estimates for the whole of England, given the 
uncertainties in the estimates. The estimate for Belgium was 128t for kept bass. The 
recreational catch estimates for bass in each of the three countries are consistently around 
a third of the commercial landings. Considering the relative population sizes and lengths of 
the coastline in the three countries, it seems unlikely that recreational bass catches in 


http://www.ices.dk/community/groups/Pages/WGCSE.aspx 



http://www.ices.dk/community/groups/Pages/WGCSE.aspx�
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England would be substantially lower than in France or in the Netherlands, which provides 
some confidence in the approximate size of the English recreational fishery for bass. 


The reported international commercial fishery landings for bass from the North Sea, 
Channel, Celtic Sea and Irish Sea in 2012 were 4,060t, hence the combined recreational 
fishery harvest (kept fish) for England, France and Belgium (approximately 1,300 – 1,500t) 
is around a quarter of the total fishery removals. This proportion is an underestimate as 
there are no recreational fishery estimates for Wales or other European countries for this 
stock, and additional deaths due to hooking-related mortality are not included. 


Table 17. Recreational catches of bass (charter boat, private/rental boat and shore fishing 
combined) in comparison with other European surveys and with commercial landings 


Country Recreational fishery 
(kept fish) 


Commercial fishery 
2012 


England 230t – 440t 897t (UK total)5 


France 940t 2,492t 


Netherlands 128t 372t 


TOTAL 1,298 – 1,508t 4,060t (all countries) 


The total annual kept catch of North Sea cod taken by recreational fishers in Germany, 
Sweden, Denmark and the Netherlands is estimated to be around 1,200t6


Effects of hooking mortality on estimates of harvests 


, which 
compares with the estimates of total recreational kept catch of cod in England of 430 – 
820t estimated during Sea Angling 2012. The commercial landings of cod into England 
from the North Sea, Channel, Celtic Sea and Irish Sea in 2012 were 1,500t. 


The estimates of kept fish will underestimate the true removals of fish from the population 
by angling, as a fraction of released fish will not survive. Many factors contribute to the 
probability of survival, including size of fish, hooking location, gear used (e.g. type and size 
of hooks), environmental conditions (e.g. depth, temperature), or fish handling (see 
Bartholomew & Bohnsac 2005 for a general review). For the bass stock assessment 
carried out recently by ICES (ICES, 2013b)7, an average hooking mortality of 20% was 
assumed based on studies on striped bass in the USA. However the true value is 
unknown. 


                                            
5 http://www.marinemanagement.org.uk/fisheries/statistics/annual.htm  


6 http://www.ices.dk/community/groups/Pages/WGRFS.aspx 



http://www.marinemanagement.org.uk/fisheries/statistics/annual.htm�

http://www.ices.dk/community/groups/Pages/WGRFS.aspx�
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Options for future surveys 


The general approach of the Sea Angling 2012 shore and private boat surveys was based 
around a statistically sound design, as recommended by ICES (ICES 2009, 2011, 2012, 
2013a), in order to obtain samples of angling trips that were as representative as possible 
of the whole population. A primary consideration of any future surveys should be to 
maintain this statistical rigour whilst building on the experience and data collected in 2012-
2013.  


On-site surveys are a desirable approach as they can adopt well-established randomised 
survey designs, and suffer least from biases related to recall. Where there are very many 
access points for shore anglers along the coast, the roving creel design remains a suitable 
approach despite the issues around obtaining only partial trip data (Pollock et al. 1994). 
However, despite IFCA surveyors visiting almost 1,500 primary sampling sites, the 
precision for shore angling catch-per-unit-effort estimates was only moderate (relative 
standard errors of around 0.23-0.28 for total cod and bass catches and 0.24 – 0.43 for 
kept cod and bass) due to the large number of sites with no angling and the high 
proportion of zero catches. This may be improved by better knowledge of site-related 
angling activity and a more optimal allocation of sampling effort between sites (for the 
same cost), or by increasing the survey effort (at additional cost). 


The roving access point survey for private boat anglers was less successful than expected 
due to the diffuse and unpredictable nature of boat landings, particularly outside of the 
main season for boat angling. Although the survey provided complete trip data and there 
were fewer blank trips, the precision of catch-rate estimates was in general worse than for 
shore angling, although this varied by species. As with shore angling, the precision may be 
improved by better knowledge of site-related angling activity and a more optimal allocation 
of sampling effort between sites (for the same cost), or increasing the survey effort (at 
additional cost). An alternative approach is to carry out the surveys from boats, to count 
and interview boat anglers along randomly selected stretches of coastline. This was 
explored as a small pilot exercise by Devon & Severn IFCA and resulted in more 
intercepts than from on-shore visits to landing sites. A similar approach is currently being 
developed for surveys in Norway. 


The largest uncertainty in the shore and private catch estimates was the great difficulty in 
estimating total annual fishing effort based on the ONS survey. With only 2% of the 
surveyed households having sea anglers, the numbers of sea angler interviews (208 
respondents) in the ONS survey was well below the numbers interviewed on site (around 
2,400 anglers) and was inadequate for making statistically robust estimates of effort at a 
regional or seasonal scale. A particular issue is the sub-optimal design of the ONS survey 
for private boat anglers who are highly concentrated in coastal regions (see Fig. 11). To 
carry out a future on-site survey using roving creel or access point methods, the population 
survey to estimate effort would have to be radically re-designed to have a substantially 
increased sampling intensity in coastal locations, as is done in the USA. This is likely to 
have a major additional cost implication as it would not be possible to carry out such work 
through the ONS survey scheme. Other possible means of estimating fishing effort, or at 
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least better understanding the patterns of effort, are to make point estimates of private 
angling boat numbers during routine sea trips on vessels operated by the local fishery 
authorities, or to use regular aerial surveys as have been carried out in some other 
countries (Vølstad et al. 2006). 


Given that the population survey would have to be re-designed, an alternative approach to 
reduce costs is to estimate the mean catch per unit effort from diaries maintained by 
randomly selected anglers. This can be done by making a random selection of the sea 
anglers identified through a nationwide telephone or postal survey, and ask them to 
complete diaries recording their activities and catches for each trip over a period. This type 
of survey is carried out in France and in Australia (ICES, 2013a). In such a survey, data 
from shore, private boat and charter boat angling would be recorded in proportion to the 
participation in these activities amongst the angling population. The costs of a diary survey 
include the cost of the nationwide population survey, the costs of setting up a panel of 
diarists, and the ongoing cost of keeping contact with the selected anglers to ensure they 
complete the diaries and to retrieve, archive and analyse the results. The precision of 
catch estimates that could be achieved from such a survey, for different survey intensity 
and cost, is presently unknown and would require a pilot study for evaluation.  
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Appendix 1: Survey questionnaires. 
The questionnaires used by IFCA surveyors in Sea Angling 2012 comprised a site details 
form, recording information about each site visited, and an angler details form recording 
information about the anglers or parties of anglers interviewed, what they had caught, and 
how much the primary respondent had spent on that day’s angling trip. 


The questionnaires can be viewed by clicking on the following icons: 


SEA ANGLING 2012 
site detals.pdf


 


SEA ANGLING 2012 
angler details.pdf
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SEA ANGLING 2012 SHORE & PRIVATE / RENTAL BOAT SURVEY                                                                     v 12 Jan 2012 
 



Sampling trip details 
 
 
 
 



Sequential 
trip reference                                       Interviewer ID    (1)                               (2) 
                                      area    -     number 
 



     IFCA code                                          Primary site ref                     Secondary site ref 
 
 



     Site activity code:             low                 medium                high    based on current site list 
 
 



       Latitude:                                                         Longitude:                                
 
 



      Site name1                                                            Nearest town                                  
      
 



    Date:                                                                       Arrival time                            
 
                                                                                    Departure time                                      use 24h clock  
 
 



No. shore anglers at                                     No. private / rental                                              
secondary site                                               boats landing during shift                                   
 (shore angling site only – N/A for                                 (Private boat survey site only – N/A for shore angling site) 
  Private boat survey site) 
 
 



Wind direction:                                               Sea state: Beaufort scale     
(NE, NW etc.)         
 
Time of high tide at site: 
 
 
Tidal and wind direction information to be completed afterwards based on  
tide tables and on-line meteorological data  
 
 
 
 
1 Local name for site e.g. “Filey Brigg”, “Spurn Point”, “Dungeness Beach”, “Admiralty Pier”. 



_ _ /_ _ / _ _ _ _   (dd/mm/yyyy) _  _ : _  _   



_  _ : _  _   



_  _ : _  _   













SEA ANGLING 2012 SHORE & PRIVATE / RENTAL BOAT SURVEY                   v12   Jan 2012…………SHEET [        ]  of  [         ] 
 



1.Sequential trip reference              -                     2 .IFCA code                         3. Date:                                               
                                               area   -    number                                                                  dd /mm/ yyyy 



Angler details                                                          use 24h clock 
4. Sequential angler                                      5. Time of                                    6. Was interview   
    interview ref . no                                            interview                                             
                                             area   -    number             If q6 = refused: 



8. Primary respondent details                          7. Reasons for refusal                    
 a. Age                             b Gender                                                                        
 actual,  <16; 16+                    M            F                      9. If a party of anglers – number of other anglers: 
c. Do you live in                                                   Nos. by age and gender of these other members of party: 
   Great Britain?                        Male, 16 yrs and older               Female 16 yrs and older                 
If “yes”: 
d. Post code (1st part)                   Male, under 16 yrs old               Female under16 yrs old   
 
 



Trip Details       Fishing location for boat /kyak fishing: 
10. Type of fishing      11a. Miles from coast      



         Shore     Private or rented boat with engine       0  to  0.9 miles        11b ICES Subdivision: 
        Kayak     Private or rented boat without engine       1  to  2.9 miles 
                3 – 3 to 5.9 miles          11c ICES Rectangle: 
              6 miles or more             
                            Not known                     
 



13.Fishing method          
        Angling with bait  Angling with lure / fly / jig     
        Angling: mix of bait and lures/fly/jig            
       Non-angling gears (nets; longline; pots; spear)             
       Mix of angling & non angling methods   



15. Hours fished today                                16. Hours still                               17. Fishing in a competition          yes   
       so far (nearest ½ hr)                                  to fish today                                      or tournament?                          No 



18. Catch observed by surveyor   Circle disposal code – one per line. “Kept” includes bait use 



Species Disposal code 
Kept          Released 



Total Nos 
Caught   



Total lengths (cm) for any fish measured  
[measure snout to tip of tail] 



 
K RS    RL    RO 



  



 
K RS    RL    RO 



  



 
K RS    RL    RO 



  



 
K RS    RL    RO 



  



 
K RS    RL    RO 



  



 
K RS    RL    RO 



  



 
K RS    RL    RO 



  



 K RS    RL    RO   



Disposal codes:       K = kept;                      RS = released (too small to keep);                                   Note: catch is for the  
 RL = catch & release (“keepable size”);  RO = released –other / reason unknown                       whole party of anglers 



_ _ /_ _ / _ _ _ _  



   



 



        Yes 
        No 



  



      Completed?   
      Refused? 



12a First target species…………………………………………. 
12b Second target species……………………………………. 
Enter “various” if no specific target, or “unknown” 



14. Other information 











19. Catch reported by angler but not seen by surveyor 
 Circle disposal code – one per line. “Kept” includes bait use 



Species Disposal code 
Kept          Released 



Total Nos 
Caught   



Total lengths (cm) for any fish measured  
[measure snout to tip of tail] 



 
K RS    RL    RO 



  



 
K RS    RL    RO 



  



 
K RS    RL    RO 



  



 
K RS    RL    RO 



  



 
K RS    RL    RO 



  



 
K RS    RL    RO 



  



 
K RS    RL    RO 



  



 K RS    RL    RO   



Disposal codes:       K = kept;                      RS = released (too small to keep);                                   Note: catch is for the  
RL = catch & release (“keepable size”);  RO = released –other / reason unknown                       whole party of anglers 
 



20. Economic questions:               (today’s personal spend of the responding angler, not party of anglers) 



a.Distance travelled to undertake today’s trip 
   including expected return journey (miles). 



b. Travel       car      motorbike   
     mode:      public transport  
(leave blank if bicycle or on foot)  



c.Nos. sharing 
   car journey 



Did you/will you spend on any of the following items in connection with today’s fishing trip? 
d. Return public transport fares………………………………………………………………………. £ 



e. Fuel in connection with personal boat…………………………………………………………. £ 



f. Entry fees to piers, harbour fees etc…………………………………………………………….. £ 



g. Fishing consumables eg. bait, line, hooks, lures and other terminal tackle.... £ 



h. Other fishing equipment bought for today at the venue, e.g. rods, reels…….. £ 



i. Meals / snacks not included in accommodation costs………………………………….. £ 



j. Other items e.g. fishing guides etc……………………………..................................... £                        l.No. nights 



k. Overnight accommodation costs per night…………………………………………………… £   : 



 



Additional details for primary respondent                                                               
                                                                                                                                                                            
21. Have you been interviewed before              yes     22.  If yes, where were you  
      for Sea Angling 2012 whilst fishing?             no             interviewed before?              
 



23. Do you belong to a sea angling club?       yes         no   24 If yes, club name:  
 



25 On how many days have you been sea                        shore:                     private/rental boat 
     angling in England in the last 3 months? 
 
Give the angler the project flier. If angler is willing to be contacted again, obtain contact details 
 
Name                                                                                               Telephone             



e-mail                                                                                              Best contact time 



Contact details 
not recorded in 
database 
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Executive summary 
A survey was set up to estimate the activities and catches of a fleet of 399 angling charter 
boats operating from ports in England during 2012 and 2013. The annual total number and 
weight of fish were estimated separately for kept and released fish. The owners of 166 
vessels initially agreed to participate in the survey, and each month a random selection of 
34 vessels was made, stratified by six regions, and skippers were asked to complete a 
one-month diary documenting all angling and non-angling activities, catches (kept and 
released), and sizes of fish caught. Around 60% of selected vessels supplied completed 
diaries, a proportion of which recorded a nil return (no angling activity). Nil returns varied 
from 30-40% in summer to 70-80% in December and January and included no seagoing 
work, or use of the vessel for non-angling activities. Only nine charter boats from the Irish 
Sea were in the vessel list, and as the selected vessels from this area did not return their 
diaries, no estimates were possible for this region.   


The mean catches per month for the sampled vessels in each region, including nil returns, 
were extrapolated to all the vessels and months of the year to give estimates of total 
annual catches for the fleet in that region. The estimates for the five regions were then 
summed. The largest annual total catches including released fish were of cod (175t) and 
pollack (129t). Catches of mackerel, conger eel, dogfish, skates & rays and smooth hound 
were in the range 70t – 90t for the different species or species groups. The annual catch 
estimate for bass was 44t. Around 48% of all fish caught were released, particularly tope, 
smooth hounds, dogfish and conger eels which were almost always released. The 
estimated total retained catch weights of cod and bass were 159t and 31t respectively. 


A large number of vessel owners declined to take part in the study due to fear about the 
purpose and likely impact of the survey. The non-response of these vessels is therefore a 
source of unknown bias if they have different catch rates to those that did respond. No 
catches of large pelagic sharks such as blue and porbeagle sharks were recorded by the 
sampled vessels, possibly due to specialist shark angling boats not participating. Hence no 
estimates for large pelagic sharks were possible, although these species are usually 
released alive.  
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Introduction 
This survey comprised one strand of a larger project “Sea Angling 2012 - a survey of 
recreational sea angling activity and economic value in England” which was carried out by 
the Centre for Environment, Fisheries and Aquaculture Science (Cefas) and the Marine 
Management Organisation (MMO) in collaboration with the Inshore Fishery and 
Conservation Authorities (IFCAs), the social research co-operative Substance and the 
Universities of Cardiff and Newcastle. The Sea Angling 2012 project was established in 
the first instance to help the UK meet its obligations under the EU Data Collection 
Framework and the EU Control Regulation, which require Member States to provide 
estimates of recreational catches of certain species, including bass, cod and sharks.  


Despite recreational sea angling being one of the country’s most popular sports, there is 
very little information on catches, fish retained and released, or estimates of the number of 
angling trips that take place. In contrast, there is a wealth of information on commercial 
fishing activities and catches. This imbalance in knowledge of overall fishing activities and 
catches makes it difficult for the UK government to make balanced decisions that take into 
account the needs of each sector and also for sea anglers and their representatives to 
have an input to inshore fisheries management. (MMO, 2012) 


A charter boat survey was set up to estimate the number of fishing trips undertaken by 
charter boats operating from ports in England during 2012 and 2013, and the catch rates 
and the total number and weight of fish kept and returned to the sea. The primary focus 
was on cod, bass and sharks, where information is required by EU legislation, but this 
report includes information on other species. The report investigates the size of the catch, 
as recorded by the sampled charter boats, and goes on to estimate the total catch of all 
charter boats in England identified during the study.  


Methods 


Defining the population and sampling frame 
For the purpose of this study a charter boat was defined as a hireable, skippered vessel 
that could be used for recreational sea angling, either part time or full time.  


Prior to this study there was no comprehensive, up to date list of operating charter boats 
within England. Hence, this was created via desk-based research including: 


• Internet searches of existing provider sites; 
• Internet searches of harbour specific sites; 
• Information supplied by IFCAs, Maritime and Coastguard Agency and others; 
• Information from boat associations. 
• Information collated from magazines (Sea Angler, Boat Fishing Monthly, Total Sea 


Fishing); 
• Information sourced as part of the social and economic site-based work; 
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• Contacts provided by Sea Angling 2012 Steering Group members 


The resulting database of 399 vessels, stratified by the region of the vessel’s port, is 
believed to contain the majority of charter boats operating in England.  


A letter was sent to the owners of all vessels on the list asking them first to confirm that 
their vessel details were correct and then asking them if they would like to take part in the 
Sea Angling 2012 project. The letter explained that volunteering for the study would entail 
filling out a ‘catch-diary’ for any month in which the respondent’s vessel was randomly 
selected from the sample. Letters were followed up with a telephone call and an email to 
explain the project further: Owners of 166 charter boats initially agreed to take part in the 
study. 


Stratification of the sampling frame 
The 166 vessels in the frame were split up into six regions depending on their port location 
(Table 1). 


Table 1: Initial sampling frame of 166 vessels, stratified by location of port 


Region ICES 
Area 


Initial 
number 


of 
boats 
in the 
frame 


Number of 
boats in 


the 
population 


Proportion 
of 


population 
represented 


in the 
sampling 
frame (%) 


Central North Sea 27.4.b 23 62 37 


Southern North Sea 27.4.c 41 82 50 


Irish Sea 27.7.a 5 9 56 


Eastern channel 27.7.d 41 92 45 


Western Channel 27.7.e 43 118 36 


Celtic Sea 27.7.f 13 36 36 


 TOTAL 166 399 42 


 


Some investigation was carried out into vessels whose owners had refused to take part in 
the survey, to consider the possibility of any non-response bias. The reason for many 
vessels refusing to participate was due to a fear that data collected could be used to justify 
limits on catches which would adversely affect their businesses when they felt that other 
forms of catch (especially the commercial fleet) were not being properly regulated.  
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For many of the non-responding vessels, there was no information to suggest they would 
on average have different activities and catches to the responding vessels, and they were 
therefore included in the population totals. However, six charter boats known to target 
large pelagic sharks did not participate in the survey. As no large pelagic sharks were 
recorded by the sampled vessels, the six shark boats were removed from the population 
totals when raising from sampled vessels to the total population of vessels to avoid 
extrapolating an inappropriate catch composition to these vessels. This means that the 
survey was not able to provide estimates of large pelagic sharks, although these are 
usually released alive. 


The nine vessels operating in the Irish Sea were also excluded from the analysis as no 
diaries were supplied by the vessels selected from this region, and it was expected that 
catch rates and catch compositions would differ from any neighbouring regions. 


Further details can be found in the results section. 


Selection of trips to sample 
A random sampling method was used in each of the regional strata to select those vessels 
that would be requested to fill out a catch-diary for the following month. Once a vessel had 
been sampled it was not removed from the sampling frame and, therefore, most vessels 
were asked to complete the diary at least twice in the year.  


Pilot study 
The study was piloted in August 2012 with an initial sample of 17 vessels being asked to 
complete the catch diaries for the month. Returns were low and it was decided that the 
sample size should be doubled for the remaining months. From September 2012 until the 
end of the study in July 2013 the sample size from month to month was 34 vessels, again 
stratified by region. The target number of diaries was highest in the three regions with the 
largest number of vessels in the sampling frame (Table 2). 


Table 2: The stratified random sample size for each region. (September 2012 – July 2013) 


Region ICES Area Sample Size 
per Month 


Central North Sea 27.4.b 4 


Southern North Sea 27.4.c 8 


Irish Sea 27.7.a 2 


Eastern channel 27.7.d 8 


Western Channel 27.7.e 8 


Celtic Sea 27.7.f 4 


 
TOTAL 34 
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The diaries (Appendix I) were sent to the selected vessels, along with detailed instructions 
on how the diary should be filled out and further information about the purpose of the study 
(Appendix II). Skippers were asked to fill the diaries out every day, whether the vessel 
went to sea or not, including details such as whether the vessel participated in sea angling 
or some other activity. The skippers were also asked to provide information about their 
catch and further details about their trips. This included: 


• ICES rectangle fished 
• Length of trip 
• Number of anglers on board 
• Species caught 
• Weight or length of fish 
• Kept or released 
• Further comments the skipper felt were necessary 


Once the diaries had been sent to the charter boat owners, the owners were contacted by 
telephone to check that the diary had been received and that the skipper understood how 
to fill it out. The owners were contacted again mid-month to remind them about the diary 
and to double check that the diary would be completed and returned via the pre-paid 
envelope provided.  


Types of diary return 
At the end of the month the respondents were contacted again so that any unreturned 
diaries could be chased. Repeat calls were made up to 2-3 months after the original month 
end, and email reminders were also sent to request the return of the diary. Due to the tight 
deadline of the final month of the survey (July 2013) letters were also sent to explain the 
urgency of receipt of a completed diary. Both responses and non responses were 
recorded. 


Diaries that were returned without any angling activity taking place were classed as a 
respondent but highlighted as a ‘nil return’. A skipper was considered a ‘non-respondent’ if 
no catch diary was returned and there had been no other forms of communication, i.e. 
telephone calls and emails had not been returned. In some cases no catch diary was 
returned but verbal confirmation of a ‘withdrawal’ with a reason for the withdrawal could be 
obtained from the skipper.  


It is worth noting that some diaries that were ‘returned’ had elements of non-response in 
them, i.e. the total number of fish caught may not have been filled out. This was dealt with 
using imputation which will be discussed further in the ‘data analysis methods’ section. 


Some cases were followed up with a telephone call to the skipper for quality purposes, this 
was especially necessary for those diaries where only partial data, or very large or very 
small numbers had been recorded.  
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Data archiving 
Returned diaries were input into two excel spreadsheets, one for trip details and one for 
catch details, and the documents were sent to the Marine Management Organisation 
(MMO) for analysis. 


Data analysis methods 
Two estimates were computed for charter boats included in the sampling frame: 


i) The total quantity of each species caught (by weight and number), separately for 
kept and released fish, and combined over all charter boats for the full 12 months of 
sampling; 


ii) The catch-per-unit-effort (CPUE) – i.e. the number or weight of fish caught per 
angler per trip - averaged over all charter boat trips during the year. 


The method for computing total fleet-raised catches by species follows the general 
procedure for a stratified random survey outlined by ICES (2009), and for estimation of 
mean catch per day we adopt the formulae given by Vølstad et al (2006). We treat an 
individual vessel-month (i.e. the period of completion of an activity and catch diary) as the 
primary sampling unit (PSU), because the catches and effort in each diary are a complete 
record for the month.  


To explain the methods for estimating total catches and average CPUE, we define the 
following variables (ignoring subscripts for kept or released fish). The subscript s refers to 
a geographic stratum (e.g. western Channel, VIIe), and subscript i to a sampled vessel-
month.  


Ns = the total number of vessel x month PSUs in the frame in stratum s (= number 
of vessels x 12) 


ns  = the number of PSUs sampled (diaries) in each geographic stratum s. 


Yi,s = total catch (kept or released of a given species) for each PSU i in stratum s,  


Li,s = total number of anglers who participated in the fishing trips in each monthly 
PSU i in stratum s. 


Rs = mean CPUE (number or weight of fish kept or released per angler-day) for a 
given species in stratum s. 


The survey design involves simple random sampling, which allows use of the simplest 
estimators. In this sampling design, every element (PSU) of the frame has a probability of 
being selected and the individual selection probabilities are equal. The point estimator of 
the total catch in a geographic survey stratum s is a simple formula based on the sum of 
the sample observations across all the monthly diaries i (� Ci,s


𝑛
𝑖=1 ), the number of monthly 
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diaries (ns) and the frame size (Ns – the total number of vessel-month units in the sampling 
frame) as follows: 


𝑌𝑠 =
𝑁𝑠
𝑛𝑠


   (�Ci,s


𝑛


𝑖=1


 ) 


The variance of the Ys estimate, V (Ys) is given by: 


𝑉(𝑌𝑠 ) =  𝑁𝑠2 � 
1 − 𝑛𝑠


𝑁𝑠
𝑛𝑠


 �𝑆𝑖,𝑠2   


Where 𝑆𝑖,𝑠2  is the variance of the sample estimates of monthly catch calculated from the n 
monthly diaries. These estimators include all diaries, including null returns which represent 
a zero catch for those randomly selected vessel-months where no angling activity took 
place. This is done because it is expected that the non-sampled PSUs will (on average) 
have the same fraction of null returns as observed in the random sample of charter boats. 


The total catch Y, summed across all geographic strata, and the variance of the total catch 
estimate, V(Y) are given by:  


𝑌 =    �Ys
s


  


𝑉(𝑌) =    �V(Ys
s


)  


The mean catch-per-unit-effort (CPUE) is the average number or weight of fish caught per 
angler per day-trip in each geographic stratum s, and is calculated simply as the ratio of 
the total catch of the sampled vessels to the sum of the numbers of anglers that fished on 
the sampled vessels: 


𝑅𝑠 =
� Yi,s


𝑛
𝑖=1


� Li,s
𝑛
𝑖=1


 


Where ∑Yi,s and ∑Li,s are the total catch and angler days for the stratum summed over all 
the sampled vessel-months i. The Yi,s and Li,s are the sum of the daily catches and angler 
counts over the course of the month’s fishing, as recorded in the vessel’s diary. 


The variance of the mean CPUE for each stratum s is obtained using the ratio estimator 
given in Vølstad et al (2006): 


var(Rs ) =
� (Yi,s 


𝑛
𝑖=1 −  R�s Li,s )2


ns (ns − 1) L�s2
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Where the R�s  and L�s are the mean CPUE and effort for stratum s, and the Yi,s and Li,s are 
the total catch and effort for each vessel-month PSU. This estimator is appropriate where 
CPUE is calculated as the ratio of total catch to total effort.  


The mean CPUE across all geographic strata was calculated as: 


𝑅 =
∑ Ys𝑠


∑ Ls𝑠
 


And the variance of R, V(R) was calculated as: 


𝑉(𝑅) =  
∑ (V(Rs) ∗  Ls2 )s


(∑  Ls s )2   


Imputation 
Due to the nature of the survey many diaries were returned with only partial information. 
For example, there were multiple cases of skippers filling out the number of fish caught but 
leaving the ‘total weight’ of the fish blank. In order to deal with this, a method of imputation 
was used to fill in the ‘blank’ weights. The weights of those fish that had been recorded 
were input into a database and categorised by species, whether the fish were kept or 
released, the region the fish were caught and the quarter in which the fish were caught. 
Averages were then worked out for each of these categories and matched with the ‘blank’ 
cells with the same characteristics where an imputation was needed. 


Results 


Response rates by month  
The overall annual response rate was 62% (Table 3). This is slightly lower than would be 
expected for a sample of vessels whose owners opted to take part in the study. However, 
some comments received from the skippers suggested that the time taken to fill out the 
catch-diary turned out to be longer than initially anticipated and this had acted as a 
deterrent. A further problem highlighted in Table 3 is that the lowest response rates were 
seen in the winter months. Although the instructions highlighted the importance of a 
returned catch-diary (whether activity had taken place or not) it is believed that the bad 
winter weather stopped some charter boats operating and, therefore, forgetting to return 
their diary completely. 
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Table 3: Response rates for the full duration of the Sea Angling 2012 Charter Boat survey 
(August 2012 – July 2013) 


Month Initial Sample 
Size (n) 


Number of 
Returned 
Diaries 


Response 
Rate (%) 


Aug-12 17 10 59 


Sep-12 34 20 59 


Oct-12 34 20 59 


Nov-12 34 17 50 


Dec-12 34 18 53 


Jan-13 34 20 59 


Feb-13 34 28 82 


Mar-13 34 25 74 


Apr-13 34 24 71 


May-13 34 24 71 


Jun-13 34 19 56 


Jul-13 34 19 56 


Total 391 244 62 


 


Trip Details 
A nil return meant that a vessel did not participate in any recreational fishing within that 
month, but it is possible that the vessel had participated in other activities such as diving. It 
is unsurprising that there was a high proportion of ‘nil-returns’ throughout the winter period. 
The most ‘active’ month, i.e. with the least proportion of nil returns, was August 2012, 
closely followed by June 2013 (Figure 1). 
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Figure 1: Percentage of active returns compared to nil returns per month (August 2012 – 
July 2013) 


Of the 244 completed diaries, amounting to details on 7,524 calendar days, 10% of these 
days were spent angling. Some respondents provided details as to why they were not 
fishing on a particular day and these reasons included: no booking, bad weather and 
maintenance on boat. 


The vast majority of individual trips lasted for just one day and the mean average number 
of days spent fishing per vessel, per month, can be seen in Table 4. The mean average 
length of time spent fishing was 7 hours, with the shortest time spent fishing being just 30 
minutes and the longest time 14 hours. 


The figures in Table 4 are easily skewed by outliers (such as vessels that had fished an 
unusual high or low number of days in a given month) and therefore Figure 2 shows the 
median and spread of the number of days fished by each vessel per month.  


The largest ranges appear in the summer months and the most number of days fished by 
any individual vessel in a given month is 27 days (September). There was very little 
activity in February, with the majority of responses being a nil return, and the highest 
median number of days fished by a vessel in a month is seen in September (5 days). 
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Table 4: Mean average number of days fished per vessel, per month, including nil returns 


Month Total number of 
days fished 


Number of 
vessels 


Average number 
of days per 


vessel 
August 35 10 3.50 


September 127 20 6.35 
October 71 17 4.18 


November 21 18 1.17 
December 30 20 1.50 
January 24 20 1.20 
February 30 28 1.07 


March 18 25 0.72 
April 59 24 2.46 
May 107 24 4.46 
June 135 19 7.11 
July 99 19 5.21 


 


 


Figure 2: Boxplots of the total number of days fished per vessel per month (Includes nil 
returns) 
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Number of anglers per trip 
The median number of anglers per trip remained reasonably consistent throughout the 
year and the range of the number of anglers from month to month was also steady 
throughout the year (Figure 3). The highest number of anglers on a single trip was 16, in 
August, and just less than 1% of trips were undertaken by a single angler. 


 


Figure 3: Boxplots of the total number of anglers per trip per month 


Catch 
In the 12 months of the project, 54,000 fish were caught across 57 different species, which 
can in turn be categorised into 22 different species groups (Table 5). Approximately 48% 
of fish were released, however, this varied to a great extent across the individual species. 
The total release rate of 46% is almost identical to the figure found in the online catch 
survey. 
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Table 5: Total number of fish caught by species group and % released, for the sampled 
vessels 


Species group 
Total 


number of 
fish caught  


% 
Released 
(rounded)  


Mackerel 14,947 31 


Whiting 7,781 57 


Dogfish 5,952 89 


Plaice 4,362 32 


Cod 3,840 18 


Bib 3,124 72 


Seabream 2,811 38 


Pollack 2,401 22 


Bass 1,670 37 


Smooth hound 1,508 96 


Skates & rays 1,348 51 


Dab 507 58 


Ling 500 6 


Conger 415 95 


Wrasse 410 93 


Turbot & Brill 324 43 


Tope 315 100 


Saithe 44 5 


Shellfish & squid 21 19 


Flounder 18 39 


European eel 4 100 


Other* 1,928 66 


* “Other” category includes gurnards, scad, herring, haddock, garfish etc. 
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Weights 
Figures 4a and 4b show the spread and the median of the individual fish weights that were 
recorded for each species group in kilograms (kg) and separated by whether the fish were 
kept or released. For most of the groups it is clear that recreational sea anglers, fishing 
from a charter boat, release the smaller fish and retain the larger, and therefore heavier, 
catches. 


Figure 4a. Spread and median of individual fish weights, in kilograms (kg) and separated by 
disposal code, that were recorded for each species group. See Appendix III for information 
on how to interpret a boxplot. 
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Figure 4b. Spread and median of individual fish weights, in kilograms (kg) and separated by 
disposal code, that were recorded for each species group. See Appendix III for information 
on how to interpret a boxplot. 


Average individual fish weights 
Table 6 shows the mean average weight, by disposal code, for each species grouping. As 
highlighted in Figures 4a & b the mean kept weight (kg) is generally larger than the mean 
released weight (kg). 
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Table 6: Mean weight of kept and released fish by species grouping 


Species  Mean kept 
weight (kg)  


Mean released 
weight (kg)  


Overall mean 
weight (kg)  


Bass 1.53 1.07 1.36 


Cod 2.26 0.98 2.03 


Conger 13.36 10.42 10.56 


Dab 0.32 0.12 0.21 


Dogfish 0.89 0.77 0.78 


European eel - 0.34 0.34 


Flounder 0.32 0.08 0.23 


Ling 5.06 1.90 4.86 


Mackerel 0.36 0.25 0.33 


Plaice 0.73 0.36 0.61 


Pollack 3.18 0.99 2.70 


Pouting 0.52 0.40 0.43 


Saithe 1.67 1.61 1.66 


Seabream 0.78 0.48 0.67 


Shellfish & squid 0.69 1.14 0.77 


Skates & rays 3.30 4.11 3.71 


Smooth hound 3.63 2.82 2.85 


Tope 12.73 7.30 7.32 


Turbot & Brill 2.70 1.23 2.07 


Whiting 0.61 0.24 0.40 


Wrasse 0.39 0.65 0.63 


Other* 0.52 0.39 0.44 


* “Other” category includes gurnards, scad, herring, haddock, garfish etc. 
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Average weight caught per angler per trip 
The total weight of fish caught per trip, regardless of the species, was tallied up and then 
divided by the number of anglers on that trip to investigate the catch per angler per trip in 
terms of weight (Figure 5). The graph shows that the majority of anglers on charter boat 
trips can expect to catch up to 12kg of fish, with some of the charter boats sampled 
catching well over 50kg per angler on a single trip. 


 


Figure 5: Frequency distribution of catch (kg) per angler per trip of the sample 
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Raising the catches of sampled vessels to the 
total fleet in each stratum 


Total number of days fished by the population 
Across the 244 sampled vessel-months (including nil-returns) the total number of days 
fished by the charter boats was 756 days, with approximately 7 anglers per trip. Grossing 
up to the full population of charter boat anglers, and taking into account the geographic 
stratification of the vessels, this equates to 105,871 angler days per year (RSE = 0.12). 
This figure is three times lower than the estimate of 370,825 given by the ONS report 
although the latter has much lower precision (RSE 0.33). (Annex 1 of the Sea Angling 
2012 synthesis report – http://www.seaangling2012.org.uk) 


Average number of fish caught per angler, and total 
raised catches 
The most frequently caught fish per angler from a charter boat was mackerel. The average 
catch rate of mackerel was 2.8 fish per angler per trip (Figure 6).  


The average catch rate for cod was 0.76 fish per angler per trip, which equates to a raised 
annual total of 15,729 cod caught and released (Relative standard error, RSE = 0.53), and 
66,125 cod caught and retained (RSE = 0.36) (Table 7). For bass, the average catch rate 
was 0.31 fish per angler per trip, and the raised total number caught and released was 
11,781 (RSE = 0.39) and the number retained was 20,133 (RSE = 0.33).  


Figure 6: Mean CPUE (numbers of fish caught per angler per trip) for kept and released fish. 
The triangles indicate the % released. 



http://www.seaangling2012.org.uk/�
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Table 7: The estimated annual number of fish caught per species by the charter boat 
population (Figures exclude six shark boats and all Irish Sea boats. For calculations based 
on the full population see Appendix IV) 


Species QTY kept Kept 
RSE 


QTY 
Released 


Released 
RSE 


Total 
number 
of fish 
caught 


Total 
RSE 


Bass 20,133 0.33 11,781 0.39 31,914 0.35 


Cod 66,125 0.36 15,729 0.53 81,854 0.35 


Conger 397 0.50 7,764 0.28 8,161 0.27 


Dab 3,777 0.41 5,531 0.36 9,308 0.35 


Dogfish 11,164 0.23 97,628 0.22 108,791 0.21 


European eel - - 65 0.94 65 0.94 


Flounder 303 0.54 159 0.72 462 0.56 


Ling 11,435 0.38 823 0.56 12,258 0.36 


Mackerel 195,194 0.24 80,704 0.66 275,897 0.32 


Plaice 56,750 0.26 27,364 0.32 84,113 0.27 


Pollack 37,158 0.25 10,315 0.32 47,473 0.23 


Pouting 17,509 0.27 44,331 0.19 61,840 0.17 


Saithe 1,142 0.89 39 0.66 1,181 0.86 


Seabreams 33,453 0.33 20,888 0.32 54,341 0.32 


Skates and rays 11,229 0.50 12,185  0.22 23,414 0.28 


Smoothhounds 1,200 0.56 25,445 0.42 26,645 0.40 


Tope 19 0.92 5,866 0.37 5,884 0.37 


Turbot & Brill 3,691 0.45 2,788  0.44 6,480 0.44 


Whiting 69,357 0.24 80,451 0.28 149,808 0.20 


Wrasse 543 0.60 7,535 0.35 8,078 0.32 


Other 12,292 0.31 23,219 0.34 35,511 0.30 


* “Other” category includes gurnards, scad, herring, haddock, garfish etc. 
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Average weight of fish caught per angler, and total 
raised catch weights 
Figure 7 shows the average catch rate as weight (kg) of fish per angler per trip for each 
species or species group. The average catch rate of cod was 1.5kg per angler per trip, of 
which 1.4kg was retained (RSE = 0.20), equating to a raised annual total catch weight of 
175 tonnes of cod of which 159 tonnes was retained (Figure 8). The average catch rate of 
bass was 0.4kg per angler per trip, of which 0.3kg was retained (RSE = 0.28), equating to 
a raised annual total catch weight of 44 tonnes of which 31 tonnes was retained.  


Figure 7: Mean catch rates by species or species group in terms of fish weight. 
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Figure 8: Total weight caught by the charter boat population by species (excluding shark 
vessels and those boats operating from the Irish Sea) 


Total catch weight by area 
The estimates of total catch weight by species are shown by region in Figs 9 – 13, split 
into kept and released components. Unfortunately no catch information was obtained from 
vessels operating in the Irish Sea and, therefore, the Irish Sea catch figures are omitted.  


Figure 9: Estimates of total catch weight for the full charter boat population by species in 
Area IVb: Central North Sea 
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Figure 10: Estimates of total catch weight for the full charter boat population by species in 
Area IVc: Southern North Sea 


 


 


Figure 11: Estimates of total catch weight for the full charter boat population by species in 
Area VIId: Eastern Channel 
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Figure 12: Estimates of total catch weight for the full charter boat population by species in 
Area VIIe: Western Channel 


 


 


Figure 13: Estimates of total catch weight for the full charter boat population by species in 
Area VIIf: Celtic Sea 
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Bass Catch 
Of the 736 trips with catch details included in the diary, 19% had information stating that 
bass had been caught. The total number of bass caught by the sample was 1,670 fish, 
weighing a total of 2.3 tonnes. Raised to the total population of charter boats this equates 
to 31,914 fish weighing 44 tonnes (RSE = 0.31). The majority of the bass catch took place 
in Area VIId and Area VIIe (Eastern and Western Channel respectively). On average, 2.3 
bass were caught on every charter boat trip, equating to approximately 0.3 bass per angler 
per trip. The release rate of bass by charter boat anglers in the sample was 37% by 
number. This ties in with results seen in the “Online Catch survey” where it was 
approximated that charter boat anglers caught 0.28 bass each per trip and the release rate 
was 40% (see Annex 5 of the Sea Angling 2012 synthesis report – 
http://www.seaangling2012.org.uk). 


Cod Catch 
Of the 736 trips with catch details included in the diary, 32% had information stating that 
cod had been caught. The total number of cod caught by the sample was 3,840 fish, 
weighing a total of 7.8 tonnes. Raised to the total population of charter boats this equates 
to 81,854 fish weighing 175 tonnes (RSE = 0.34). The majority of the cod catch took place 
in Area IVb: Central North Sea. The release rate of cod by charter boat anglers in the 
sample was 19% by number. On average, 5.2 cod were caught by every charter boat trip, 
equating to approximately 0.8 cod per angler per trip. 


Data quality 


Non Respondents 
A strength of the charter boat survey is that due to considerable work building a database 
of all known boats, there is reasonable confidence in the total population number (although 
this is always in flux) and a statistically-sound sampling design can be set up to take 
random samples of vessel-month sampling units. However, only 166 out of 399 vessel 
owners agreed to participate, and some of these withdrew during the course of the survey. 
It is unknown if the sampled vessels have the same catch rates and species compositions 
as the vessels excluded from the sampling frame, and this remains a potential source of 
bias. However, whenever possible the characteristics of any non respondents were taken 
into account and the affect this would have on any estimates was considered.  


Some non-respondents who are known to target sharks, and are therefore expected to 
have different fishing patterns and catch rates to the majority of the survey respondents, 
were excluded from the population of vessels to which the sampled vessels were raised. 
None of the participating vessels in the survey reported catches of large pelagic sharks 
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such as blue or porbeagle sharks. However, this will lead to some underestimation of non-
shark species as many of the shark boats also take anglers wreck fishing or other types of 
angling. This bias is likely to be small as only 6 vessels out of almost 400 were excluded 
from the analysis. 


Five out of nine charter vessels in the Irish Sea (Area VIIa) agreed to participate in the 
survey but did not return diaries. It was decided that imputation, based on catch from other 
areas, could not be used as catches in the Irish Sea were likely to be significantly different 
to any other area. This exclusion of the Irish Sea from the analysis has likely led to an 
underestimate in the total catch estimates for English charter boats, but again this is 
expected to be relatively small as only around two percent of the charter boats were 
located in the Irish Sea. 


The effect on catch estimates of excluding the six shark boats and the nine Irish Sea 
vessels in the population for raising can be gauged by comparison of Table 7 and 
Appendix IV where the differences are only a few percent. 


Self Reporting 
Skippers were effectively asked to self report their catch, with no verification procedure, 
and therefore it is possible that bias has occurred in the catch figures. Measurement error 
bias may be a problem as, following consultation with those taking part, skippers were 
given the option to record either the weight or length of their fish, and some strange results 
had to be removed during the cleaning process. It is also likely that further bias occurred in 
the reporting of the data; some diaries were filled out with individual weights for large fish 
and average weights for the smaller fish. Obviously if all skippers chose to record the 
largest fish they caught, and incorrectly report or exclude smaller fish, the total ‘released’ 
figures are potentially lower than the true value. Also, for some very large catches – e.g. of 
whiting and mackerel – the skippers estimated the numbers rather than directly counted 
the fish. 


Discussion  


Trip Details 
The number of nil returns over the winter period suggests that recreational sea angling 
from a charter boat is very much a seasonal activity, and is also clearly dependent on the 
weather. The high proportion of nil returns in July 2013 may be down to the fact that this 
was the final month of the survey and a cut off was given for receipt of diaries so that 
analysis could be completed.  


The fact that just 10% of the total number of sampled days were spent sea angling, and 
skippers included notes such as ‘no booking’ and ‘bad weather’ for the remaining days, 
further highlights that many owners of the sampled charter boats do not spend the majority 
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of their time partaking in recreational sea angling. Skippers also reported that 2012-13 was 
a particularly poor year for business (some of those that withdrew from the survey ceased 
business due to this). Other factors in addition to very poor weather were reduced tourist 
numbers and the economic downturn. Some skippers said that lower catches in general 
were deterring customers. The Olympics also meant that Weymouth had virtually no 
charter boats operating in July and August 2012 as it was an Olympic venue. 


The sampled charter boats mainly partake in single day trips, as opposed to multiple trips 
within the same day. There was a large range between the shortest and the longest trips 
due to the purpose of the trip, i.e. the target species. 


The number of anglers per trip varied from 16 to just one single angler. The Social and 
Economic study (see Annex 2 of the Sea Angling 2012 synthesis report – 
http://www.seaangling2012.org.uk) found that 58% of people went recreational angling 
with family and friends and 18% of respondents enjoyed going fishing alone. However for 
charter boats, few anglers are likely to pay for a full trip just for themselves, and less than 
1% of the trips recorded were undertaken by one individual fishing alone. On the other 
hand, a strong appeal of charter boat angling is to share a day’s fishing with other anglers 
in a situation where good catches of large fish are possible. During the survey the majority 
of the sampled anglers caught up to 12kg of fish per trip but there were instances of 
anglers catching 60kg or more per trip.  


Catch Details 
Charter boat anglers released just under half of the fish caught, and for some species 
including smooth hound, tope, conger eel and wrasse, almost all fish were released. 
These release rates are in line with figures from the Sea Angling 2012 on-site survey of 
private and rental boats and with data from other European recreational fisheries (Ferter et 
al, 2013), and are slightly higher than the release rate of 38% calculated by Drew 
Associates (2004). Currently, there is little research on the survival rates of released fish 
under the conditions that UK charter boats work under, but there is an inevitable hooking 
mortality rate that will result in removals in excess of the kept component of the catch. 
Further work is needed on hooking mortality given the high release rates in recreational 
fisheries (Bartholomew & Bohnsack, 2005). 


The estimated total annual catch weight of cod of 175 tonnes for the total charter boat 
population of compares with figures of 172t – 595t estimated for private and rental boats 
and 95t – 138t for shore anglers in the Sea Angling 2012 on-site surveys (a range of 
figures is provided for shore and private boats depending on assumptions in the analysis: 
see Annex 4 of the Sea Angling 2012 synthesis report – 
http://www.seaangling2012.org.uk). The total bass catch estimate of 44 tonnes for charter 
boats is well below the estimates of 194t – 546t for private and rental boats and 98t – 143t 
for shore anglers in the Sea Angling 2012 on-site surveys. The differences arise from a 
combination of much lower number of days angling from charter boats (109,000 angler - 
days compared with the estimates of 3 - 4 million shore angling days and 0.5 - 1 million 
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private boat days) and the greater catch rates and fish sizes on charter boats. There are 
also potential underestimates of charter boat catches due to incomplete coverage of the 
sampling frame (exclusion of Irish Sea vessels, some shark boats and other vessels that 
were not picked up when building the population vessel list). Differences in estimates are 
also expected due to the only moderate precision of the estimates for each type of angling. 
Catches of bass in 2012 and 2013 may also have been affected by the recent decline in 
abundance of bass (ICES, 2013).  


Conclusions 
Charter boat skippers reported that 2012 was generally a bad year for business due, 
amongst other things, to weather, disruption caused by the Olympics and the economic 
recession. The estimated total annual catch of cod was 175 tonnes and the catch of bass 
was 44 tonnes. The precision of these estimates is moderate (RSE around 0.3 – 0.35). 
The second largest total catch estimate was for pollack, at 132 tonnes, most of which was 
retained. The relatively large number of nil returns for a month (30 – 50% even in summer) 
indicates potential for increased angling activities if conditions were conducive to this. 


Options for future charter boat surveys 
The general approach of the Sea Angling 2012 charter boat survey was statistically sound, 
and any future surveys should build on the experience and data collected in 2012-2013. If 
a vessel diary approach is continued, improvements should address: simplifying and 
facilitating the reporting system without compromising essential data on numbers and 
sizes of fish kept and released; improving the response rate in all areas; and development 
of quality assurance processes. The use of electronic data capture systems could be 
developed to make data recording easier for skippers, reduce recording and transcription 
errors, and reduce data processing time. Precision estimates for most of the important 
species were only moderate (RSE values of around 0.3 – 0.4) and it is likely that the 
sampling rates achieved in the present surveys would need to be at least maintained. An 
alternative approach is the use of a bespoke national population survey tailored for optimal 
coverage of sea anglers, from which panels of individual anglers could be selected at 
random to complete diaries. In such a survey, data from shore, private boat and charter 
boat angling would be recorded in proportion to the participation in these activities 
amongst the angling population. The precision that could be achieved for charter boat 
catch estimates from such a survey is presently unknown and would require a pilot study 
for evaluation.  
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Appendix I: Copy of the catch diary 


 
Month:........................... 


Vessel code:................. 


 
 


Please complete for the month and return in the SAE provided to: 


 


Charter Boat Survey 


Substance 


3rd Floor Fourways House  


Hilton St. 


Manchester 


M1 2EJ  
  


Sea Angling 2012 Charter Boat Catch Survey 


 


Monthly Catch Diary 
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Instructions for Completion 


1. Monthly Activity Diary 


Please complete the Monthly Activity Diary form on the next page to show activity across 
the month – whether or not you go to sea. 


2. Daily Catch Diaries 


For each day you go fishing, please complete the 3-page Daily Catch Diary each of 
which is divided into 4 sections. These are only for days when you are fishing. 


Section 1: Enter General Information 


i. Record the date using a new day for each day you are fishing but ignoring 
days you are not fishing, departure time, numbers of anglers fishing on the day, 
and the number of hours actually spent fishing (not including travelling time). 


ii. Using the ICES rectangle map, mark the rectangle where most of the fishing took 
place on each day. 


iii. Use the Notes Box to provide any information about the trip that might help us to 
interpret the results – e.g. weather, tides, any difficulties in recording data. 


Section 2: Enter COD, BASS, POLLACK and SHARK Details 


i. On the next page, we would like to have individual length measurements where 
possible for the following species:  COD, BASS, POLLACK, SHARKS (including 
tope). This is very useful information for scientific studies. 


ii. Either measure all the fish, or if there is insufficient time, measure every second or 
third fish caught. Record all lengths in centimetres – from snout to tip of tail.  


Section 3: Enter ANY OTHER SPECIES where you have Individual Fish Details  


i. If you have a record of any individual fish weights, you can report these – however you 
only need to record either the length or the weight of a fish, not both. 


Section 4: Enter Any Other Species TOTAL WEIGHTS 


i. Please use the third page for each daily diary to record all other species on the 
summary catch table, giving the total numbers and total weight of fish kept and 
returned. 
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EXAMPLE CATCH REPORT  


Showing fish lengths and weights, for cod, bass, Pollack and sharks. Note: Please 
provide individual lengths or weights where possible: either for all fish, or a random 
selection.  Record each fish only once – either length or weight not both. 


 


Measure all fish 
from snout to tip 
of tail 


SPECIES:  COD                                     weights in:  lb    kg   [circle one] 


Total 
Nos. 


Total 
weight 


Individual lengths (cm) Individual weights     


Kept fish 


 


(including kept 
for bait) 


12 41 kg 3 x 40;  [i.e 3 fish of 40 cm] 


45, 47,49 [i.e.individual fish 
of 45, 47 and 49 cm] 


2 x 52;       78, 90 


11kg;  13kg 


Released fish 15  20, 21, 3x23,  30, 32  
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Monthly Activity Diary 
Month  
Year  
Vessel Code  
 Activity on day 


Date Sea Angling Other Activity Not at Sea: (Please give reason) 
Example     
5th Yes   
6th   Diving  
7th    Bad weather  
8 Yes Whale watching  
    
1st     
2nd    
3rd    
4th    
5th    
6th    
7th    
8th    
9th    
10th    
11th    
12th    
13th    
14th    
15th    
16th    
17th    
18th    
19th    
20th    
21st    
22nd    
23rd    
24th    
25th    
26th    
27th    
28th    
29th    
30th    
31st    
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Daily Catch Diary  [Date:....../........./.......] –  Complete ONLY for  


each day you are fishing 
 


Section 1: Overall Information 


 


Departure Date:  Departure time:  


Return Date  Return time  


Hours Fishing:  No. of anglers:  


 


PLEASE MARK ON MAP THE RECTANGLE WHERE MOST FISHING TOOK PLACE 
TODAY 
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Notes on day’s angling 
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Section 2: Daily Catch Diary - COD, BASS, POLLACK AND LARGE SHARKS 


 


Measure all fish 
from snout to tip 
of tail 


SPECIES:                                       weights in:  lb    kg   [circle one] 
Total 
Nos. 


Total 
weight 


Individual lengths (cm) Individual weights     


Kept fish 
 
(including kept 
for bait) 
 


    


Released fish 
 
 
 
 
 


    


 
Measure all fish 
from snout to tip 
of tail 


SPECIES:                                       weights in:  lb    kg   [circle one] 
Total 
Nos. 


Total 
weight 


Individual lengths (cm) Individual weights     


Kept fish 
 
(including kept 
for bait) 
 


    


Released fish 
 
 
 
 
 


    


 
Measure all fish 
from snout to tip 
of tail 


SPECIES:                                       weights in:  lb    kg   [circle one] 
Total 
Nos. 


Total 
weight 


Individual lengths (cm) Individual weights     


Kept fish 
 
(including kept 
for bait) 
 


    


Released fish 
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Measure all fish 
from snout to tip 
of tail 


SPECIES:                                       weights in:  lb    kg   [circle one] 
Total 
Nos. 


Total 
weight 


Individual lengths (cm) Individual weights     


Kept fish 
 
(including kept 
for bait) 
 


    


Released fish 
 
 
 
 
 


    


 


Section 3: Daily Catch Diary – OTHER SPECIES (individual) 


 


Measure all fish 
from snout to tip 
of tail 


SPECIES:                                       weights in:  lb    kg   [circle one] 
Total 
Nos. 


Total 
weight 


Individual lengths (cm) Individual weights     


Kept fish 
 
(including kept 
for bait) 
 


    


Released fish 
 
 
 
 


    


 
Measure all fish 
from snout to tip 
of tail 


SPECIES:                                       weights in:  lb    kg   [circle one] 
Total 
Nos. 


Total 
weight 


Individual lengths (cm) Individual weights     


Kept fish 
 
(including kept 
for bait) 
 


    


Released fish 
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Section 4: Daily Catch Diary – OTHER SPECIES (total) 


 


 KEPT FISH RELEASED FISH 


SPECIES Total Nos. Total weight 
lb or kg   
[circle one] 


Total Nos. Total weight 
lb or kg   
[circle one] 
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Appendix II: Copy of the instructions that 
accompanied the catch diary 
Dear 


Recently we spoke to you about contributing to the Sea Angling 2012 Charter Boat Catch Survey 
and you indicated that you would be willing to take part. Your Charter has been selected as part 
of a random sample of boats to complete data this month - October.  


A Monthly Catch Diary Log Book is enclosed with instructions. We are asking if you would 
complete the enclosed diary for all of October 2012. 


Please use this to record: 
• Your activity over the dates above on the Activity Diary 
• Your catches for each day you were fishing. This needs to include: 


o Records for each species caught each day 
o The numbers of fish EITHER by Weight OR by Length (please do this without 


causing harm to the fish - estimate if necessary) 
o Numbers of fish returned 


Please use the enclosed SAE to return the logbook to us at the end of the month – we will give you 
a quick call to check this is OK. 


We would like to stress that all information you provide is confidential. No data provided from 
any boats, or skippers, will be identifiable to others; and all information will be kept securely by 
Substance. We will only supply aggregated data, with no individual boats or owners identified to 
other parties.  


This work is commissioned by Defra and MMO and will help inform the development of sea angling 
in the future. Your contribution is a vital part of this work and we are very grateful for your 
cooperation. 


If you have any questions or queries about this work, or completing the logbook, please do 
not hesitate to contact us on 0161 244 5418. 


Many thanks for your assistance in this important study. 


Best regards, 


Dr. Adam Brown 


Director and Angling Research Manager 


www.substance.coop   


anglingresearch@substance.coop  


 The research project is designed to help sea angling develop and prosper, something Substance 
have been heavily involved in over the last 5 years. You can download our ‘Fishing for Answers’ 
report at: www.resources.anglingresearch.org.uk 



http://www.substance.coop/�

mailto:anglingresearch@substance.coop�

http://www.resources.anglingresearch.org.uk/�
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Appendix III: Boxplots explained 
 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


Median: Half of the cases/rows have a value 
greater than the median, and half have a value 
lower. Like the mean, the median is a measure 
of central tendency. Unlike the mean, it is less 
influenced by cases/rows with extreme values. 


25th percentile: Twenty-five percent of 
cases/rows have values below the 25th 
percentile. 


75th percentile: Twenty-five percent of 
cases/rows have values above the 75th 
percentile. This means that 50% of the 
case/rows lie within the box. 


The T-bars that extend from the boxes are 
called inner fences or whiskers. These extend 
to 1.5 times the height of the box or, if no 
case/row has a value in that range, to the 
minimum or maximum values. If the data are 
distributed normally, approximately 95% or the 
data are expected to lie between the inner 
fences. 


These points are outliers. They are defined as 
values that do not fall in the inner fences. The 
asterisks are extreme outliers; they represent 
cases/rows that have values more than three 
times the height of the boxes. 
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Appendix IV: Sensitivity of catch estimates to 
exclusion of some non-respondents from the 
vessel population. 
The table below gives the estimated number of fish caught per species by the charter boat 
population – including the six shark boats and the nine Irish Sea boats in the total charter 
boat population to which sampled vessels’ catches were raised (see Table 7 for estimates 
excluding these vessels from the population). 


Species QTY 
kept 


Kept 
RSE 


QTY 
Released 


Released 
RSE 


Total 
number 
of fish 
caught 


Total 
RSE 


Bass 20,533 0.33 11,998 0.39 32,531 0.35 


Cod 66,396 0.36 15,730 0.53 82,126 0.35 


Conger 414 0.50 8,031 0.28 8,445 0.27 


Dab 3,786 0.41 5,538 0.36  9,325 0.35 


Dogfish 11,281 0.23 98,476 0.22 109,757 0.21 


European eel - - 65 0.94 65 0.94 


Flounder 303 0.54 159 0.72 462 0.56 


Ling 11,636 0.38 826 0.56 12,462 0.36 


Mackerel 198,777 0.24 81,359 0.66 280,137 0.32 


Plaice 58,320 0.26 28,072 0.32 86,391 0.27 


Pollack 38,595 0.25 10,677 0.32 49,272 0.23 


Pouting 17,871 0.27 45,642 0.19 63,513 0.17 


Saithe 1,144 0.89 40 0.66 1,184 0.86 


Seabreams 34,009 0.33 21,217 0.32 55,226 0.32 


Skates and rays 11,239 0.50 12,351 0.22 23,590 0.28 


Smoothhounds 1,200 0.56 25,459 0.42 26,659 0.40 


Tope 19 0.92 5,877 0.37 5,896 0.37 


Turbot & Brill 3,885 0.45 2,938 0.44 6,823 0.44 


Whiting 71,028 0.24 81,189 0.28 152,217 0.20 


Wrasse 557 0.60 7,813 0.35 8,370 0.32 


Other 12,678 0.31 23,828 0.34 36,506 0.30 
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Introduction 


This report summarises the results of a small survey carried out in the Isles of Scilly during 


the summer of 2012 to investigate the role of sea angling as a tourist activity, and to collect 


information on expenditure on sea angling and the species and quantities of fish caught by 


visitors. A short questionnaire was developed by the Cefas Lowestoft Laboratory in 


collaboration with staff of the Isles of Scilly Inshore Fisheries and Conservation Authority 


(IFCA), and circulated around hotels, guest houses, camp sites and a local charter boat. 


Completed questionnaires were returned to the IFCA and compiled into a spreadsheet for 


analysis. Questionnaire and results are described below. 


Methods 


The questionnaire is shown below: 


 


Results 


Seventy three questionnaires were returned, although some respondents did not complete 


all the questions, or entered “yes” to question 8 rather than a number of fish caught. The 


73 parties comprised 173 adults and 48 children, and all respondents were from the UK. 


This does not imply that all visiting sea anglers were from the UK as foreign tourists may 


not have completed the questionnaire. Responses are summarised below by question. 
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Q1. Was sea angling the main reason for your trip here? 


response No. respondents


no 66


partly 4


yes 3


 Total 73  


Sea angling was an incidental pastime for the majority of respondents and only three out 


of 73 respondents came to the Isles of Scilly specifically to go sea angling. 


 


Q2. How many nights did you stay? 


Number of nights No. respondents


1 2


2 3


3 9


4 2


5 10


6 28


8 1


14 3


N/A 15


Grand Total 73  


The predominant trip length was 6 nights, i.e. a one-week visit. 


 


 Q3. Where did you stay? 


accomodation No. respondents


B&B 12


camping 3


Hotel 13


Resident 15


Self catering 30


Grand Total 73  


Self catering was the predominant type of accommodation amongst respondents. These 


figures are indicative and will not accurately represent the true distribution of 


accommodation types chosen by visitors, as there is no record of the number of 


establishments provided with questionnaires, or the probability of people staying in each 


type of accommodation completing a questionnaire. 
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Q6. On how many days did the anglers in your party go sea angling? 


Days fished from shore from a boat


1 26 24


2 13 2


3 3


4 1


5 2


6 1


yes 15 9


Total 61 35


Number of respondents


 


Most respondents fished for only a day or two. (The response “yes” was provided in some 


cases rather than an actual number of days.) Twice as many respondents went shore 


fishing at least once compared with boat fishing. Total reported shore fishing days was 81 


compared with 28 for boat fishing. 


 


Q7. How much did you and your party spend while you were on the Isles of Scilly? (£ 


GBP) 


Total holiday 


cost (£)


Number of 


respondents


Total Sea angling 


cost


Number of 


respondents


400 1 0 23


500 1 25 1


800 5 30 6


1000 9 40 1


1100 3 50 5


1200 3 60 2


1500 4 70 1


1600 1 mean 18


1800 2 total 39


2000 1


2200 1


2400 1


2500 2


3000 2


3500 1


4000 1


mean 1503


total 38  


Individual expenditure on the holiday varied from £400 to £4,000, averaging £1,500. The 


total for all respondents was £57,100. In comparison, the 39 respondents who entered a 
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value for “total sea angling costs” had spent only £18 on average, including the 23 people 


who entered zero. The total was £685, representing only around 1% of total expenditure. 


 


Q8. How many fish of the following species did the anglers in your party catch during your 


visit? 


species 
Incidence 


(%)
1 


Nos. 
Kept


2 
Nos. 


Released
2 


Total nos. 
caught


2 
Catch nos. / 
day / party


2 
% 


released
2 


Pollack 97 124 131 255 2.34 51 


Mackerel 82 94 67 161 1.48 42 


Wrasse 52 0 67 67 0.61 100 


Sharks 33 0 54 54 0.50 100 


Other species 38 0 49 49 0.45 100 


Skates & rays 10 10 4 14 0.13 29 


Flatfish 12 0 0 0 0.00   


total - 228 372 600 5.50 62 


1 
% of all 73 respondents reporting a species        


2 
for 58 respondents providing catch numbers 


The predominant species caught was pollack, closely followed by mackerel and wrasse. A 


large number of sharks were reported (54 fish, all released), but no species were recorded 


and may include small shark species or even dogfish. All but two sharks were reported by 


respondents who had recorded having fished from boats only or had a mixture of shore 


and boat fishing. In total, 62% of fish caught were released, with the lowest release rate 


being for skates and rays. No bass were caught, which reflects the experience of the IFCA 


staff who considered the Isles of Scilly to lie outside the typical bass habitats in the 


southwest. 


Discussion and conclusions 


This was a small pilot study and was not intended to provide a statistically robust estimate 


of expenditure and catches of all tourists. To do this would require a method of 


determining the numbers of tourists visiting the islands, and setting up a sampling frame 


comprising all locations where tourists could be randomly sampled to provide information 


on their trip. This was not possible within the very small funding allocation for the study. 


The responses provided by tourists were self-selected and likely to be far from random. 


Despite these caveats, a clear outcome was that only a small proportion of people who 


went sea angling had come specifically to the Isles of Scilly for that purpose, and for most 


it was an incidental pastime which attracted only a relatively small expenditure on items 


directly related to sea angling such as bait, tackle or boat fees.  
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It was no surprise that the bulk of fish caught were pollack, mackerel and wrasse, given 


the nature of the coastline. Some anglers had caught flatfish but did not report the 


numbers caught. Release rates of around 60% on average were in the range of values 


recorded for shore and boat angling on mainland England. The parties associated with 


each primary respondent had on average caught around five fish per day, for all species 


combined. 







